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  COINS, BANKNOTES & MEDALS 

  Australian Coins 

 1 1881 QV Sovereign from Melbourne. EF $320 
2 1887-1893 QV Sovereigns set of 14 in folder for both Sydney & Melbourne mintages for each year. Range from Unc to Choice 

Unc. Ex Jaggards. (14) $12,000 
3 1899 QV Sovereign from Perth. VF $300 
4 1903 KEVII Sovereign from Perth. F $200 
5 1904 KEVII Half Sovereign from Perth. F/EF  $250 
6 1909 KEVII Half Sovereign from Perth. VF $320 
7 1910-1954 Florin set in luxury Dansco album. A well above average set with all coins at least Fine. 1916, 1917 & 1925 almost 

EF. Incls a few extras. (59) $1,500 
8 1910-1963 Shilling complete set in luxury Dansco album. Well above average with 1933 aVF. Most generally VF+ (54) $600 
9 1910-1964 Threepence & Sixpence complete set (excl the over dates) in Dansco album. Many well above average coins. (100) $400 

10 1911 KGV Half Sovereign from Perth. EF $320 
11 1911-1964 Complete Penny set (Excl 1930 - see separate lot) in luxury Dansco album. Fine-EF (74) $250 
12 1911-1964 Halfpenny complete set in Dansco album. 1923 is VF with many others above average. Viewing recommended. (59) $2,000 
13 1927 Canberra Florin. aUnc $30 
14 1927 Parliament House Florin. F $40 
15 1930 Penny - the key date. Superb example, aVF. $18,000 
16 1931 KGV Sovereign from Perth. Unc $220 
17 1931 KGV Sovereign from Perth. Unc $220 
18 1934/35 Melbourne Centennial Florin. VF $250 
19 1938 Crown. Unc $300 
20 1944 s Florin. Choice Unc $40 
21 1951 Jubilee Florin. Choice Unc $25 
22 1954 Royal Visit Florin. Choice Unc $25 
23 1958 Florin. Choice Unc $40 
24 1959 Florin. Unc $25 
25 1960 Florin. GEM Unc $30 
26 1961 Shilling Proof like GEM Unc $25 
27 1962 Florin. GEM Unc $25 
28 1966 50c round coins x 20. Mixed cond. (20) $120 
29 1966 50c round coins x 20. Mixed cond. (20) $120 
30 1966-1988 50c range of designs incl 27 round 1966 coins, $15 in 1970 Cook & $27.50 in other coins. (112) $160 
31 1980 $200 Koala gold prof coin in RAM case. $350 
32 1982 $10 Commonwealth Games, 1987 $10 NSW & 1991 $10 Tasmania silver proof coins plus 1994 $5 Enfranchisement       

of Women proof & 2001 $1 kangaroo frosted silver coin. All in RAM cases.  Retail $200+ (5 items) $50 
33 1982-1995 Proof sets in original RAM packaging incl "foams". Retail $780+ (14) $250 
34 1985 $10 Victoria Unc silver coins x 3 in RAM folders plus the proof edition in case. Retail $120+ (4) $40 
35 1985 Proof set of 7 & 1989 Unc set of 8 plus 1988 RAM Bicentennial Commem medallion in case. (3 items) $40 
36 1985-1993 $10 State Series with Victoria, SA, NSW, Queensland, WA, Tasmania, NT & ACT Silver Uncirculated Coins in RAM 

pres folders. Exc cond. (8) $80 
37 1985-1995 RAM uncirculated coins in pres folders incl. 1985 Year sets x 3, 1993 "Water is Life" x 2 plus another in Royal   

Easter Show pack. Also 1994 Gottwald & 1995 Waltzing Matilda (x6) with Canberra mint marks & 1994 $5 Enfranchisement        
of Women x 3. (16 items) $30 

38 1986 Gold Nugget set of 4 gold proof coins with 1.85oz of gold. Perth Mint case with COA. $2,800 
39 1988 $2 Aboriginal, $5 Parl House & $10 First Fleet silver proof coins plus 1992 $1 Olympic silver, 1993 $1 kangaroo 1oz si lver, 

1994 $5 Enfranchisement Women & 1995 $10 Numbat silver standard proof coins, all Unc in RAM packaging. Retail $230+ (7) $80 
40 1988 $5 Parl House x 2, 1990 $5 Anzac x 3, 1992 $5 Space x 2, 1994 $5 Enfranchisement Women x 3, 1996 $5 Bradman x 4  

& 2000 $5 Phar Lap x 3 all Unc in RAM folders. (17)  $100 
41 1988 & 1990 Holey Dollar & Dump sets in silver in RAM folders. Retail $100+ (2) $40 
42 1988, 1990-1993 & 1995 Unc coin sets in RAM pres folders. Exc cond. Retail $350+ (6) $90 
43 1988-1990 The Holey Dollar & The Dump sets in RAM folders. Retail $170+ (3) $50 
44 1989 $10 Kookaburra Piedfort proof & 1990 $10 Cockatoo proof in RAM boxes. Outer boxes with faults but cases & coins in  

excellent cond. (2) $30 
45 1989-1993 $10 State Series silver proof coins for WA, Qld, Tasmania, NT & ACT in RAM pres folders. Retail $220+ (5) $70 
46 1989-1994 $10 Birds of Australia silver standard proof coins in individual RAM boxes. Some box wear otherwise fine Unc.  

Retail $270 (6) $90 
47 1990 $10 Cockatoo & 1992 $10 Penguin silver Piedfort coins in RAM boxes (some outer box wear & staining on Cockatoo). 

Retail $140 $40 
48 1990 $5 Anzac 75th Anniv Aust & NZ boxed proof coin pair. Outer box a little worn otherwise fine. Also $5 RAM Unc coins in 

folders x 3. $50 
49 1990 $5 kookaburra 1oz proof coins x 3 in Perth Mint cases plus 1991 $5 RAM equivalent. Retail $50 each (4) $80 
50 1990 & 1992 Proof coin sets plus 1985 Victoria & 1990 $10 WA Unc coins. Also 1988 Holey Dollar & Dump pair  in 10z silver. 

All in RAM packaging. (5 items) $80 
51 1990 Masterpieces in Silver, "The Silver Dollars" in RAM case/box. Retails $120 $40 
52 1990-1994 $1 kookaburra silver 1oz coins all slabbed. Retail $350+ (5) $120 
53 1991 "Silver Jubilee" Masterpieces in silver set of 8 in RAM pres case. Exc cond. Retails $100 $40 
54 1991 $10 Kookaburra 2oz silver proof coin in Perth Mint pres box with COA. No. 1225 of 5000. Exc cond. $50 
55 1991, 1993 & 1995 Proof coin sets in RAM cases. Exc cond. Retail $250 (3) $70 
56 1993 & 1994 $1 Kangaroo 1oz silver coins in RAM wallets & 1993 $1 Kookaburra 1oz silver proof coin slabbed. Unc (3) $70 
57 1994 $2 2oz silver proof coin slabbed plus 1996 1oz Kookaburra in Perth Mint case. Retails $150+ (2) $70 
58 1994 & 1995 x 2 $1 silver kangaroos UNC in RAM folders plus1996 $10 Olympic Heritage 2 coin set in RAM box. Retails $200+  $80 
59 1994-1996 $10 Olympic Heritage silver coin set of 6 in RAM pres case. Exc cond. Retails $250  $90 
60 1995 $1 Waltzing Matilda, 1999 $1 kangaroo, 1999 $1 QEII Majestic Images, 2000 $1 Proclamation Coins, 2001 $1 "Silver 

Roo", 2002 $1 Outback, 2004 $1 Eureka & 2007 Harbour Bridge silver proof coins all in RAM packaging. Retail $300+ (8 items) $80 
61 1995 $2 kookaburra 2oz silver proof coin in Perth Mint case. Retails $100+ $50 
62 1995 $2 kookaburra 2oz silver proof coin with Melbourne Centenary privy mark. Unc in RAM case. Retails $180+ $60 
63 1995-1998 $10 Endangered Species Piedfort silver coins in individual RAM boxes. Exc cond. Retail $350 $100 
64 1996 $1 1oz silver & 1994 $2 2oz silver kookaburra Proof coins slabbed Perth Mint. Retails $150+ (2) $75 



65 1996, 1997 & 1998 Proof coin sets in RAM cases. Exc cond. Retail $500+ (3) $100 
66 1996-2000 & 2003 Kookaburra 1oz silver proof coins all slabbed from Perth Mint with additional 1996 with Tricentennial Privy 

mark. Retails $350+ (7) $180 
67 1997 $1 Kingsford Smith & 1999 Last Anzacs Silver Proof coins in RAM boxes. Exc cond. Retail $165 (2) $60 
68 1997 $1 Old Parl House & $1 Proclamation Proof silver coins in RAM packaging. Retail $100+ (2) $40 
69 1997 $10 "Harbour City", 1998 "Victorian Capital" & 1999 "Snowy Mountains Scheme" coin sets from the "landmark" series      

all in RAM pres boxes. Exc cond. Retail $270 (3) $90 
70 1997 $2 kookaburra 2oz silver coin with NCSS Perth Coin Fair medal in Perth Mint case. No. 90 of 750 Retail $250+ $90 
71 1997 $2 kookaburra 2oz silver coin with "Crown" privy mark in Perth Mint case. Exc cond. No. 215 of 4000 Retail $80+ $40 
72 1997 & 1998 Proof Coin sets in RAM packaging. Exc cond. Retail $275 (2) $100 
73 1997 Baby Coin "Gumnut Babies" Unc set in RAM folder. Retail $395 $90 
74 1997 Baby Coin "Gumnut Babies" Proof set in RAM packaging with silver medallion. A scarce set. Retail $995 $250 
75 1998 $10 x 2 silver "Coins of the Victorian Capital" in RAM case/box. Exc cond. $35 
76 1998 $2 kookaburra 2oz silver coin with NCSS Perth Coin Fair medal in Perth Mint case. No. 361 of 750 Retail $250+ $90 
77 1998 & 1999 $1 Kookaburra 1oz silver proof coins in Perth Mint wallets plus 1997 & 1998 $1 Kangaroos 1oz silver in RAM 

wallets. Also 1997 $1 Kingsford Smith "C" x 3 & "S" x 2 plus 1998 $1 Florey "C" x 3 all Unc in RAM folders. (12) $100 
78 1998, 1999 & 2003 $1 silver Unc coins in RAM wallets. Exc cond. Retail $180 (3) $90 
79 1999 $2 kookaburra 2oz silver coin with NCSS Perth Coin Fair medal in Perth Mint case. No. 81 of 750 Retail $250+ $90 
80 1999 & 2000 $1 kookaburra 1oz silver proof coins in Perth Mint case. Retail $200 $60 
81 2000 $100 & $5 x 2 Sydney Olympics coin set in RAM/Perth Mint case. Retails $695 $400 
82 2000 50c Royal Visit & $1 Proclamation Proof coins in RAM packaging. Retail $100+ (2) $40 
83 2000 50c Royal Visit silver proof coin. RAM outer box creased but inner case & coin unaffected. Retails $70 $20 
84 2000, 2001 & 2002 Kookaburra 1oz silver proof coins in Perth Mint pres case. Exc. Cond. Retails $150 $70 
85 2000, 2001 & 2002 Proof coin sets in RAM cases. Exc cond. Retail $600 (3) $120 
86 2001 $5 Bradman in Perth Mint wallet & $1 Navy Anniv in RAM folders x 3. Also 3 x 1966 round 50c coins. (7 items) $20 
87 2002 $1 QEII Golden Jubilee of Accession 1oz silver proof coin in Perth Mint pres box. Exc cond. Retail $80+ $20 
88 2003 $5 "Finale - Volunteers" holographic coin plus 1992 $5 Space Year proof (no outer box & case damaged - coin Unc) & 

1995 $10 Numbat silver proof coin. Also 1966-1991 50c slabbed set of 7 incl round 50c. (4 items) $30 
89 2003 & 2005 Proof coin sets in RAM cases. Exc cond. Retail $200+ (2) $60 
90 2004 $1 35th Anniv of Moon Landing 1oz silver proof coin in Perth Mint pres box. Exc cond. Retails $95 $30 
91 2004 $1 AFL 150th Anniv & 2008 $1 HMAS Sydney II 1oz silver Proof coins. Perth Mint packaging. Retails $120+ (2) $60 
92 2004 & 2009 $1 silver Proof coins in RAM boxes. Exc cond. Retail $250 (2) $90 
93 2004, 2005, 2006 & 2009 Unc sets in RAM folders. Exc cond. Retail $170 (4) $60 
94 2005 $1 Cocos (Keeling) Island 50th Anniv coloured 1oz silver proof plus ditto for 2006 $1 AAT Edgeworth David. Also 2008 $1 

Year of the Mouse 1oz silver gilded coin all in Perth Mint cases/boxes. Exc cond. (3) $60 
95 2005 $1 Sydney Half Sovereign Subscription Proof Coin in RAM packaging. Exc cond. Retails $100+ $50 
96 2005 $10 Sydney Mint Sesquicentenary silver Proof coin in RAM packaging. Exc cond. Retails $90+ $40 
97 2008 $1 Coat of Arms Anniv 1oz silver proof coin in Perth Mint pres box plus $1 silver proof from RAM. Retails $170 (2) $70 
98 2008 $1 Reg Mombassa kangaroo silver Proof coin in RAM case. Exc cond. Retails $180 $50 
99 2009 $1 1852 Adelaide Assay Office Gold Ingot Subscription Proof Coin in RAM packaging. Exc cond. Retails $100+ $50 

 Australian PNCs 
 100 2000 (21st Jan) Australian Legends - ANZACS PNC Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $110 $40 

101 2000 (24th July) Victoria Cross - Valour $1 PNC Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $250 $90 
102 2000 (17th August) Olympic Sports PNC Coin First Day Covers. Contains two $5 coins & both stamp issues. Marks at left on 

both from ring binder but coins & stamps unaffected. Pair retails $185 in mint cond. (2) $30 
103 2002 (6th Feb) QEII Accession Golden Jubilee PNC 50c Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $320+ $100 
104 2012 (August) Olympic Gold Medallists set of 7 PNC's in Official AP album. All with the $1 Olympic coins & covers pmkd on day 

of medal awarded. No. 498 of 1000. Exc cond. Cost $150. $100 
 World Coins  

 105 Bahamas 1976 9 coin proof set incl 2 silver in Franklin Mint case. FDC $25 
106 China 1800's ceramic coins x 4. All different & most attractive. (4) $50 
107 Cook Islands 2002 $1 Queen Mother coloured 1oz silver coin in Perth Mint case. Retails $90 $25 
108 England & Australia copper Pennies & Halfpennies being the majority plus bag of World. Mixed cond. Over 2.4kg. $50 
109 Great Britain & Northern Ireland 1970-1982 (bar 1978 & 1981) Proof sets in Royal Mint cases. Exc cond. (11) $90 
110 Great Britain 1953-1995 Halfpennies to Crowns & 25p's. Incls range of C/W 1981 Royal Wedding Crowns. Over 4kgs. $120 
111 Great Britain 1965 Churchill Crowns x 2, 1980 QM 80th B'day Crowns x3 all  in pres cases & 1981 Bermuda $1 Royal 

Wedding. All Unc. (6) $20 
112 Great Britain 1981 Royal Wedding & 1990 QM 90th b'day silver proof Crowns plus a 1987 Unc year set of 7. All RM. (3) $40 
113 Guernsey to Lebanon range with 28 diff countries in between. Neatly presented & dated with majority from the 1960's to 

1990's. Massive quantity weighing 5.7kgs. (100s) $75 
114 New Zealand 1990 $1 Commonwealth Games Silver Dollar proof set of 4 plus the 1995 & 1996 Year sets of 7 Unc & the     

1998 $5 Dunedin Unc coin all in folders/cases. Also a 1969 $1 Cook. (5 items) $80 
115 World Accumulation of silver proof coins incl Tokelau x 2, NZ, Samoa, Egypt & a Russian 1990 3 rouble commem. All Unc &    

in cases. (6 items) $30 
116 World Franklin Mint Proof coin sets for 1975 Bahamas set of 9, 1977 Cook Islands set of 8, 1977 Trinidad & Tabago set of 8, 

1977 Ethiopia set of 5, 1983 Fiji set of 6 & 1986 Singapore set of 6. (latter 2 sets by Singapore Mint). All in pres cases. (6 items) $75 
117 World silver coins but mainly post-1945 Australian Shillings in small box. Mixed cond. Over 1.5kg $400 

 Ancient Coins 
 118 World Small container noting commem/year packs from Israel, Greece, Austria, Uruguay, South Africa, Palestine, Thailand, 

Indonesia, NZ etc. Also noted US 1990 1oz silver dollar & West Germany 1971 5m silver coin. 2.2kgs $50 
119 123BC Republic Denarius C. Porcuis Cato. S.149 VF $120 
120 1312-1377AD Edward III Canterbury Mint Hammered Penny. F $25 
121 193-210AD King of Bosporus Bronze. Rev. Eagle standing left. VF $75 
122 193-211AD Septimus Severus silver Denarius. Fine $45 
123 260-269AD Postumous Ant. Good silver gVF $60 
124 306-312AD Maxentius Follis. Superb grade, EF $90 
125 306-337AD Constantine the Great AE3 Rev. Sol Invictus. VF $20 
126 32-37BC Mark Anthony Legionary Denarius Rev. Prow of ship. AF $40 
127 3rd to 4th Century AD 5 different clearly identifiable Roman bronze coins, different to those above. gF+ (5) $75 
128 3rd to 4th Century AD 5 different clearly identifiable Roman bronze coins. gF+ (5) $75 



  
 

Australian Banknotes 
 129 Pre-decimal range incl KGVI £10 Coombs/Watt & Armitage/McFarlane, £5 Coomb/Wilson (2) & Coombs/Watt, £1 

Coombs/Wilson & Sheehan/McFarlane & 10/- Armitage/McFarlane (3). Also 4 decimal notes. Mixed grades but  majority F/EF & 
all in quality album. (25) $1,800 

130 1922 £1000 reproduction note with info sheet. A nice spacefiller!! $20 
131 1941 £5 Armitage/McFarlane. VG  $50 
132 1988 $10 Bicentennial Polymer notes x 2 in RBA folders. (2) $25 
133 1988 $10 Bicentennial/Aboriginal Polymer notes in RBA pres folders/envs x 3. Unc. $40 
134 1990 $5 Fraser/Higgins x 4 plus 1988 $10 Bicentennial Polymer notes x 3. Also 1992 $5 Fraser/Cole Polymer x 3.  All groups in 

sequential numbers & Unc. (10)  $80 
135 1993 $10 last paper note & first Polymer note pres folder. Exc cond. Retails $60 $30 
136 1994 $20 Evans/Fraser Polymer from first print run ovptd "31 OCTOBER 1994" in black in pres folder. Unc $40 
137 1994 $20 Fraser/Evans x 3 in consecutive number order. Unc Cat. $300 (3) $75 
138 1995 $5 Evans/Fraser Polymer notes in pres folders in sequential AA95 low numbers. Exc cond. (3) $30 
139 2001 $5 MacFarlane/Evans Polymer Centenary of Federation commem notes in folders ovptd "1901-2001" in red x 3. (3) $30 
140 Pennies & Halfpennies in small box. Many KGV. Mixed cond. 2.7kg $50 
141 World All periods in mixed cond with some better British noted plus many silver but needs viewing to appreciate. (c.350) $250 
142 Indonesia Selection of notes with some early in Fine to EF cond. (50+) $50 
143 Thailand/Siam Range of notes in mainly Fine to Unc cond. (21) $50 
144 World with mainly Greek, Egypt & better Israel. Fine to Unc. (80+) $250 
145 1956 Melbourne Olympic Games copper participation medal. VF. Sold at Ace Stamp Auctions Sale No.11 for $300 +BP $200 
146 1966 RAM Duke of Edinburgh Opening & 1966 "Australian Decimal Coins" medals x 2 in pres cases. Unc. (2) $30 
147 1979 150th Anniv gold medallion in pres case. 20.86g $750 
148 1984 Kalgoorlie Goldfields "souvenir coin" struck at Perth Mint & plated in silver & ditto in 18ct gold for Perth, WA. Also 1982 

Qld "Tourist Dollars" x 5, a 1979 "Golden Penny & RAM building bronze medal. (9 items) $50 
149 1995 WWII 50th Anniv set of six fine silver medals (50g each) by Perth Mint for Australian War Memorial. In display frame with 

certificate. Unc Sold in Nobles in 2013 for $280. $150 
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  BOX LOTS  
  Please note that Box Lots are open to ROOM BIDDERS ONLY and must be collected on the day 
 150 Suitcase lot with a massive quantity of material. Incls world in alphabetical order in stockbooks & loose in containers incl a 

binder of 1970's/80's Italy & another of NZ & US. Aust pre-decimal incl odd kangaroos & KGV plus States noting some WA 
revenues. 1990's used on SS pages with other years in stockbooks incl strips, M/S's & Int Post. Mixed FDC's & commem 
covers. Also accessories incl UV lamp (untested) & "as new" 2009 SG Middle East cat. Needs time & muscles!  $50 

151 Australia in large plastic tub containing 1981-2006 CTO plus  some MUH all on Hagners in 3 AP binders. Also a file with over 40 
packs (1980's mainly) with a face value of $80+. Volume of USA & GB on Hagners with Hangers worth more than the stamps & 
a couple of other basic stockbooks of world. Some Aust pre-decimals used with odd revenues incl NSW with AMP Society 
ovpts. Cond varies but conservative reserve. (100s) $150 

152 World KGV to 1983 range of commercial covers noting some KUT 1930's plus later Poland, Indonesia, USA, Singapore, 
Thailand, etc. Also 1969-1983 Australia, NZ & Dependencies FDC's. Average cond. (100s) $40 

153 Vendors balance of consignment with shoeboxes of env sorted by country of on/off paper, bag of NSW & Queensland duty 
stamps on torn up cheques & a stockbook of WA swans plus other States. Also a "Block" album with Aust KGVI/QEII imprint & 
corner blocks MUH/MLH to 1971, PNG in Hagner binder noting 1964 birds to 10/-, 10/- Rabaul ovptd "SPECIMEN" & Tourism 
block of 12 showing missing 65t on one unit. Album of Lesotho & Southern African "homelands" FDC's, packs & complete 
sheets of 25 noting Ciskei 1981 birds in both MUH & CTO. Seven Seas Territories album to 1981 plus Hagners with a few sets 
to 1986 with almost complete Christmas & Cocos from earliest issues, Nauru from 1935 & Norfolk Is from 1947 MUH (1960 
Local Govt MLH) plus Seven Seas Australia used standard album with 1931 "OS" pair CTO, KGV "OS" set used, a lovely 1914 
6d kookaburra very F/U & a comprehensive range of 1930's-1973 but mixed cond in places. Sparse World in springback binder 
of "Liberty" printed leaves & a large stockbook of Japan mainly used with a few 1980's MUH. Some Australian coin sets 
complete diverse lot. (1000s) $250 

154 Collectors "spring clean" with 1980-1982 PSE's (90 FDI), Aust 1913-1988 Seven Seas hingeless pages, large stockbook with 
USA accumulation, Maldives M/S's x 6 on Hagners (Cat. £60+), Hagners of Greece, Tonga & pre-1940 Australia used 
oddments plus FDC album with c100 Aust FDC's for 1979-1982 period. $30 

155 All world MUH & MLH accumulation on over 150 Hagners & 2 stockbooks. Hagners are in alphabetical order with 1970's/80's 
dominant. Noted defins to top vals plus commem sets & M/S's of thematic appeal. Majority are British Commonwealth MUH with 
a few 1990's to 2001. Odd earlier noting Canada 1946 Peace to $1 MLH & a few UPU        sets MLH. Clean lot. (1000s) $120 

156 11 stockbooks & a file with old stockpages. Largely used ranges of Australia, GB & European of the middle period generally but 
some recent commems of Fiji & others. Noted Bermuda 1953 £1 used. Neatly arranged in chronological order with SG cat. 
numbers pencilled below each item. Value in sheer quantity. Should be viewed as condition varies. $100 

157 World covers with a mixture of FDC's & commercial mail (approx. 170) in alphabetical order by country noting Belgium, 
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, India, Netherlands, Philippines, Singapore, Swaziland & others. Also on/off world paper 
used loose in bags sorted by country on bed of old illustrated album pages with stamps. Quick look suggested good range & 
quantity, but nothing scarce. Majority appear pre-1980. (1000s) $50 

158 Australia in 6 large Chinese stockbooks which are in much better cond than usual. 3 volumes of which are duplicated used in 
chronological order from pre-war noting 1/- Vic Cent, 2/- SJ & 10/- Robes with post-war incl £1 Navigators x 2. Later to 1980 
with a few Postage Dues also. 3 vols of decimal MUH odds incl blocks, gutter strips to 1989 (FV $390+) & finally 3 vols of World 
with Aden-Brunei on 3 pages, Fiji on 3 pages incl 2nd QE to £1 & NZ (8 pages). Face value $390+ $200 

159 Various incl 1985 USA large front with coil strips & blocks of totalling $US11.15 addressed to David Helfgott. Stock pages with 
Aust duplicates from KGV to decimal incl some AAT & others. Aust National Stamp Week booklets 1976 (9) & 1978 (2), various 
1970's-1980's blocks, M/S's & strips (FV $270). Also duplicated decimals in envelopes, commercial covers & cards to and from 
around the world. Might repay close inspection in the commercial covers. $120 

160 SG "New Ideal" album with remnants plus Australia KGVI newspaper wrapper, packets, empty Hagners, old catalogues, various 
on stockcards, etc. Noted Rhodesia 1d Royal Visit sheets & a binder of circuit sheets with pickings. (1000s) $50 

161 Australia duplicated off paper incl kangaroos, KGV & other pre-decimal in boxes plus used on leaves & in stockbook. Modest 
used range to 1991 in SG illustrated album. Noted 1941 censored cover to soldier in Egypt. (1000s) $80 

162 World sorted by country into plastic boxes, tins & smaller box. Also DDR to 1971 with mainly cheaper CTO oddments & part 
sets on leaves plus West Germany & Berlin duplicated used 1980's with only a few earlier all in black leaved stockbook. Clean 
lot. Lots to sort! (1000s) $50 

163 Commonwealth & few others in RM Williams boot box. Rummager's delight with Aust packs from early 1970's, envelope with 
1940's/50's multiples MLH, NZ 1969 Cook M/S MUH, FDC's & special cachets, booklets, cinderellas, etc. Fun lot! $40 



164 Australian kiloware weighing in at a massive 60kg! 1970's to the latest commems incl S/A's etc. Useful for resale with a reserve 
of only $5/kilo. This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to Rotary, so please bid generously. $300 

165 World in 7 Chinese stockbooks of various sizes sorted in alphabetical order by country plus c50 Hagners sorted into plastic 
sleeves, one each for Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore & Thailand. Whilst the lot contains many thousands of stamps, most are 
used with nothing sighted better than "packet" material quality. (1000s) $30 

166 Balance of consignment noting AAT 1994 Whales & Dolphins M/S ovptd "Singapore 95" & various other MUH stamps in Seven 
Seas hingeless binder with slipcase, empty binder, stockbooks (2) & unused Seven Seas hingeless pages for AAT, Cocos Is, & 
Australia plus a binder with Australia recent MUH in clear sleeve (FV $30+). Also used 2013 $10 Map & Airforce Aviation M/S's, 
Singapore Framas, a few 1970's/80's Christmas Is, NZ & GB oddments. Noted GB 1936 Queen Mary First Voyage cover, 2 
quality mag glasses & Oliphant Signature Verification Lamp. Viewing recommended. $100 

167 Australia & States collection remnants on Hagners, album pages & stocksheets. Noted kangaroos & KGV in quantity perf "OS" 
in very mixed condition. Hagners of 1940's-1970's MUH dupl incl 2/- blue Olympic block, 2/- Cobb (7) plus early 1970's blocks & 
oddments (20¢ WWW block of 10, 1969 25¢ Xmas gutter block of 8, etc). South Aust & Tasmania low vals duplicated used, 
stockbook with 1960's/70's incl F.A. & P.M. booklet panes & 2/3d ICY block of 6 MUH. The used vary from poor to good with a 
few F/U. Worthy of close inspection. (1000s) $75 

168 Suitcase manufactured by "Revelation" appropriately enough! with Australian decimal packs with a face value of  $300+, 1981 
Royal Wedding omnibus MUH in commem album, Russia 1940's-1960's in approval book, bags on/off paper of GB etc plus old 
catalogues, commercial covers etc. The face value alone worth the reserve. (1000s) $150 

169 Great Britain, Ireland, Channel Is accumulation. Main value in lever arch file of c70 Hagners in rough chronological order from 
QV with odd better but many faulty, KGV with 2/6d Seahorses (2 cds), later defins to £1 plus odd F/U pre-decimal commem. 
Also a few pages of regionals, Ireland & I.O.M with obvious faults & duplicated 1970's/80's    cover range & 1980's on piece. 
Should be viewed. $50 

170 Mixed lot of World & British Commonwealth incl GB in SG album. Arranged in stockbooks & loose in shoeboxes & tins. Some 
MUH/MLH with postmark potential in used. (1000s) $30 

171 Heavily duplicated world off paper noting strength in USA & GB. Weighs over 3kg, good for packet makers! (1000s) $25 
172 Australia bundleware from QEII pre-decimal 2d to 5d to 39¢ decimal bundles neatly stacked in 4 "OXO" tins (collectable in their 

own right!) & small box. Quantity varies from c20 bundles to 100 bundles per tin/box & nearly all are bundles of 100, so total 
exceeds 25,000 stamps. Happy hunting! $50 

173 Plastic crate with 6 large & 9 small stockbooks with mixed world plus 2 albums of Aust FDC's along with odd covers & loose 
stamps in packets. Very mixed. $25 

174 USA large & cheap accumulation in blue plastic crate. Main value in lever arch file of c70 "as new" Hagners with duplicated 
commercially use, starting with 3½ Hagners of pre-cancels then 1870-1996 in issue order. Also boxes & paper bag with covers, 
pieces & on paper (many 100s) plus small stockbook of off paper. Estimate reflects Hagner value - stamps free! (1000s) $50 

175 Two A3 boxes representing a collector’s "clear out"! Aust KGV & WA revenues in bags (possibly unchecked) plus world & more 
Australia sorted into further bags. Mixed cond but potential with care. (1000s) $60 

176 A world untidy & erratic lot on leaves/Hagners in AP binders, ring files & odd album. Cond varies with much being stained or 
otherwise faulty but pickings to reward the patient sleuth! Noted San Marino 1856 Dogs MLH, Iran 1954 Fishing Industry MLH, 
Liechtenstein 1939 Birds Airs MLH, Falklands 1938 2/6d penguins used, Japan 1952 Investiture M/S MUH (odd dent), Finland 
1950's Anti-TB sets MLH, Somalia 1960 Airs MLH, Japan 1950 Airs (144y damaged) & 1949 8y Flying Geese MLH. Also Swiss 
1954/56 Pro Juventute MUH/MLH, French Antarctic 100f penguins, Basutoland 1938 to 2/6d MLH, Gambia 1938 2/- to 10/- 
used, Canada 1950/52 7¢ Peace with "G" ovpt MUH/MLH block, Italy & San Marino early 1950's used, NZ 1960 defins to £1 
MLH, Hungary 1933 Jamboree MLH & 1950's France & more. (1000s) $150 

177 World with 1970's/80's MUH with odd later. Incls 4 vols of M/S's plus stockbooks with sets & odd vals, mint sheet files (2) with 
large blocks of low value Bahawalpur, Redonda & others. Large blocks of Poland & others in large blocks CTO plus GB, India & 
other countries in postally used multiples. Lots of colourful thematic material with SG "back of the book" adding to lot. (1000s) $60 

178 Germany with Lighthouse Hingeless albums (2) to 1982 with sparse range, stockbooks (3) of duplicates from 1870's to 1970's, 
Davo album with remnant collection to 1948 & a binder with a modest range of middle period Europe (mainly Italy & GB 
MLH/used). Nothing of much value remains but inflation period has dupl used so may reward careful viewing.  $60 

179 AAT, Christmas Is & Norfolk Is on leaves & in album to 1993 incl few FDCs. Also random Aust decimal strips, blocks, M/S's & 
singles used on Hagner. Noted 1971 Xmas blocks of 7 MLH & used (plus singles) & on FDCs (2). Also "Trains" thematics in 
manila "philatelic" folder, Russia post 1960 on leaves & early Tsarist. Noted 2/- kangaroos used in combination with other defins 
on pieces tied by parcel cancels. A collector's "tidy up" lot. (100's) $40 

180 Great Britain 1952-1986 FDC's addressed/unaddressed in 2 "Pioneer" cover albums plus later & oversized in bags. Also 1977 
Silver Jubilee special album with omnibus MUH, two stockbooks with Australia MUH 1966-1981 duplicated with late 1970's 
packs, GB Machin specialised album with MUH in place to 1984 (incl regionals & odd booklet pane), a few Aust PSE's, 
aerogrammes, etc. Various Commonwealth 1937-1953 omnibus types MUH/MLH (nowhere near complete).  $100 

181 Accumulation containing stocksheets, on/off paper, glassines, smaller boxes of various countries used incl modern Latvia & 
USA plus a flat box with 1960's Indonesia MUH sets & blocks (even toning throughout). Nothing scarce sighted on paper but 
some better incl pair of USA 1997 $13.65 "Capitol". A careful look may pleasantly surprise. (1000s) $40 

182 "Aussie Farmers" carton with old auction lots of Australia, USA & S.Africa plus GB on stockcards, lots of used Australia in 2 
stockbooks & bags, overseas "tourist" packets, old literature etc. Main value in the auction lots which had reserves totalling 
$220. Also glassines with old postcards in very mixed cond. Pickings with care. $50 

183 Bulk of consignment in original storage suitcase noting 1980 Olympics collection, Aust early decimals used in Seven Seas 
album. PNG 1970's/80's MUH & F/U, world on leaves & in mint sheet folder. Better noted incl 10d aerogramme, $20 Gardens 
strip of 4 F/U. Various covers & packs. Sighted a couple of Guthrie FDC's & AAT early packs. (1000s) $50 

184 Australia decimal FDC's noting $20 Gardens x 2 & a near complete range x 2 for 1980-1997 incl AAT, Cocos & Christmas Is 
issues. Also two other vols with cheap oddments/covers from overseas etc. $100 

185 World accumulation noting Malta 1956-1977, Australia kangaroos to decimals, South Africa/SWA & Rhodesia on album pages. 
Also loose stamps on/off paper, misc. covers with some FDC's. (100s) $30 

186 Duplicated world used both on/off paper noting 1000s of NZ decimal on paper. Off paper in glassines in shoebox. A wide range 
of countries, but nothing scarce noted in quick glance! (1000s) $30 

187 Various types of stockbooks & files of Hagners containing circa 1970/80 MUH Kenya, East African Fed, KUT duplicated KGV 
incl 1935 Silver Jubilee set on regd cover. Also large stockbook of Australia 1979-2001 MUH odds noting Classic Cars prestige 
booklet. GB QEII 10/- banknotes x 8 with odd Kenya banknote & more MUH Australia in another large stockbook plus 
disorganised used range with some GB, Hong Kong 1935 Silver Jubilee set used, Bechuanaland KGV 1932 to 6d MLH, 
Nyasaland KGVI 2/- MLH, Bechuanaland KGVI 2/6d & 1961 surcharges (8 MLH) to 1R. Face value of Australia MUH $240+ $150 

188 World & Australia 1950's period MLH & used collection in mixed cond with pickings. Housed in 7 old albums noting Australia 1d 
kangaroo JBC monogram pair MLH, 5d good used, CofA 10/- used, 3d kookaburra blocks of 6 & 4 MUH/MLH, 5/- Sydney 
Harbour Bridge with parcel cancel & faults plus odd useful Tasmania, WA (1854 1d cut into) & other colonies. World incls 
Gibraltar KGVI MUH/MLH blocks to 1/-, 2/- pair & 5/- single MLH all perf. 13, Hong Kong KGV 1921/37 $5 vertical pair good to 
F/U plus many foreign but no obvious highlights. Also 20 covers of Australia, GB & NZ in very mixed cond plus WA 1885 
opened out cover locally used with 1d tied by "FREMANTLE WA" "F" duplex. (1000s) $100 



189 Europe in large stockbooks with Hungary in 3 plus others incl Great Britain, Germany, France & Italy. Majority used from all 
periods with value in quantity rather than quality. (1000s) $40 

190 An interesting array of different donations from collectors hence a very mixed lot incl unsold auction lots noting 1929 Peru 
Airmail cover with inverted ovpt, duplicated Austria 1sch "Know Your Austria" postcards in green (100+) unused, Australia 
c1980 packs & FDC's, Egypt in glassines & 1972 Zeheri catalogue, on/off paper Arab states, box of Bahrain phonecards, 
cheaper world on album leaves, art stamps in special albums. Lots to look at. This lot is been sold commission free with all 
funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously. $50 

191 Commercially used 1960's-2000's covers from wide range of countries. Strong in S.E. Asia with lesser quantities of GB, 
Netherlands, Ukraine, Israel & more. Some staining but most are in protective glassines & in good cond. (c200) $40 

192 Australia accumulation sorted into open top envelopes & glassines in two large flat coxes. Overwhelmingly common defins & 
letter rate commems used with heavy duplication but did note few with kangaroos to 2/- incl attractive 3d F/U pairs, one with 
Nungarin cds's, the other Katanning. Also KGV mixed vals plus early decimal MUH incl 1972 3¢ Xmas block. Also bags of 
Poland & GB cheapies. Colossal quantity. (1000s) $40 

193 Chinese stockbook of Yugoslavia with some 1968-1983 MUH incl sheetlets of 9, AAT 1957-1991 MUH on 7 Hagners, 4 
stockbooks of basic Australia odds & ends to 1980, World common MLH & used oddments & one volume of Germany to   
1970's but all "packet" material. Also a folder with a few Australian FDC's. (1000s) $75 

194 World in large Aust Post mailing box. Noted bundles of GB late duplicated Pre-decimal FDC's, Austria 1982/83 FDC's, container 
with glassines of Cuba CTO, card box with 5d KGV on/off paper, Hagner of GB (some perfins), Fed Malay States Singapore, 
old club auction lots, Aust & territories postal stationery plus stamps, Montserrat 1965 Fruit defins to $4.80 MUH, a couple of 
1980's Czech M/S's & GB 2001 "1st" submarine ex booklet. Also b&w & colour postcards from early 1900's mixed used & 
unused noting scenes of Sydney, Brisbane etc. Clean lot with potential. $50 

195 Mainly used duplicated wide range of countries noting Denmark, Iceland, Indonesia, Luxembourg & many more. Very little more 
recent than 1980 & pre-1950 is overwhelmingly common. On/off paper with off paper on Hagners (Nicaragua & S.Africa) & in 
stockbooks plus commercial covers & plastic "lunch bags" sorted by country. (1000s) $50 

196 Australian decimal accumulation of FDC's, PSE's (FDI & MLH), packs & prestige booklets (5) plus c20 Christmas Is & Cocos 
1990's FDCs in protective A5 sleeves all housed in wooden case. Some post-2000 (incl the prestige booklets) but mainly 1979-
1996. (approx. 200 covers & PSE's, 5 booklets & 20+ packs) $80 

197 Stockbooks, old binder of stockleaves, 2 old account books used as albums, etc with PNG 1980 Festival of Arts in full sheets 
(4), folder with Nauru 1954 set & few PNG. Not much past 1970 in this lot which is mainly duplicated NZ used (noting 1940 7d & 
8d). Also a stockbook of Australia, another of general world & a volume of Germany (mainly West 1960's). Mixed cond. & clearly 
a collector's clean out lot! (1000s) $50 

198 Devon peg album housing Portugal 1855-1971 used with useful pickings incl 1946 Macedonia set MLH begins this box lot. 
Various countries represented on circuit sheets, Hagners, in small boxes, stockbooks & an SG "Ideal" album with used to 1915 
(c2000 stamps). Also a folder of well filled pages from "S-Z" countries MLH & used from all periods & an album of "N-U" 
countries with all ship thematics. Nothing scarce noted but incls Spain 1930 triangulars MLH. Overall, an accumulation of 
auction lots from which vendor has extracted what he needed but with many useful remaining. (1000s) $100 

199 Australia bulk lot of used off paper in 2 plastic tubs weighing 3kgs plus another 2kgs on paper in separate box. Appears nearly 
all 1980's on soaked but later to mid 2000's on paper. 5kgs+ in total! (1000s) $30 

200 Interesting lot with stockbooks & files/Hagners noting common Aust Colonies used with odd better MLH incl WA 5d G/A perf. 
12½ & perf. 11, Hagners of India & States incl 1972 Ranjitsinghi corner block of 6 MUH, stockbook of Neth Colonies & 
Indonesia remnants incl New Guinea 2½g used, stockbook with Netherlands used 2002-2009, Hagners of North Borneo (QEII 
to $5 x 2 CTO) plus other Netherlands early to 2000's in 2 other stockbooks with useful 1940's-1950's MLH/used. Odd toning 
but noted "Bombed Churches" MLH. Also file of "Vario" sheets containing Russia Tsarist period duplicated plus later defins MLH 
& used in very mixed cond plus some 1930's-1960's CTO commems & 1937 Pushkin M/S MLH (bends). Also noted 1935 
Spartacist Games top val. Viewing recommended for full potential. (1000s) $150 

201 Mainly Australia with basic States used, 1988 Expo cover collection plus odd FDC/PSE, Aust 1972 MUH issues in Sherwood 
folder & plenty of on/off paper used with heavy duplication with more in stockbooks & Hagners. Also Yearbook with used in the 
mounts, some pre-decimal used on Seven Seas Hingeless pages but not a complete run, missing kangaroos & KGV. 1966-
1987 SS Hingeless pages in good cond with used & another set in album to 1984 with AAT noting some later MUH (FV $140+). $100 

202 1978-1985 PSE's all FDI in 4 APW PSE albums, Cumberland FDC album with 20 FDC sleeves brand new plus loose PSE's 
from 22c to 27c period in mixed mint & FDI. 2004 Olympics APO Gold Medallists album (FV $85) makes the lot! $40 

203 World common used in 11 large & several small stockbooks. All cheap with some duplication. Neatly overlapping & cond 
generally good to fine. Noted 1970's Poland CTO sets but overwhelmingly short sets & odd vals. (1000s) $40 

204 All world accumulation noting 2 brand new AP binders, Bhutan 1990's MUH in presentation album, SG "Philatelic Terms 
Illustrated", country ranges on Hagners in very mixed cond noting China 1977-1980 MLH, empty/near empty stockbooks, 
magazines on stamps etc. Priced to clear. Heavy! $30 

205 World A-E countries used on Hagners in binder & grouped by country in A4 plastic covers. Nothing remotely scarce but cond is 
fine & nearly all different. 90% of value in the Hagners of which there are about 200. $50 

206 Large box of world on/off paper in bags, stockbooks & pages. Usual mixed cond ideal for sorting by the optimist! (1000s) $20 
207 Europe, Japan, Malaysia & more countries of duplicated defins to c1970 plus Canada Post 1980 & 1981 Year Albums. Princess 

Diana 21st Birthday MUH with approx. 30 sets & 12 M/S's & box of on paper world from 1980's/90's period. Mixed cond with no 
obvious highlights. (1000s) $40 

208 Australia & Great Britain circa 1980 FDC's, PSE's & packs in 3 shoeboxes plus stockbooks of untidy random used plus some 
NZ. Best receptacle is a 2002 QEII Golden Jubilee biscuit tin with many Australian 1999-2002 issues on FDC's or MUH in 
packaging with a face value of $300+ (1000s) $150 

209 Tub full of albums & stockbooks with world & Australia. Strong in Great Britain noting an 1840 Penny Black (space filler quality) 
with other used QV to 5/-. Basic pickings with care as odd better low value sighted. (1000s) $50 

210 Various collections & remnants donated to the Cancer Council thus a great variety of material that has not been picked over. 
Consists of world on/off paper in plastic boxes & tins, 2005 St Helena catalogue, albums incl Kennedy thematics, another with 
Commonwealth KGVI short sets MLH & oddments from QV. FDC album with Ceylon KGVI to 1970's FDC's (addressed), 
general Europe MLH & used with a few GB early 1960 commems MLH. More will be added to this lot prior to the auction. This 
lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously $50 

211 Useful "collectors late spring cleanout" noting Lighthouse stockbooks x 2 in very good cond, Ceylon KGV pictorials used, 
Germany inflation & 1944/47 MLH on leaves, India & States on leaves from QV to c1970, Germany 1947 Allied Zone covers incl 
Leipzig Fair types & 1920's on stockcard plus 1919, 1922 & 1929 commercial covers & 2 postcards. Also Australia in small 
stockbook noting 1963/65 Navigators MUH (£2 poorly centred) & useful 1931-1940 MLH/used commems. A packet of NZ beer 
labels with A4 page printed summary (12 labels), "The Stamps of Hitler's Third Reich" on 2005 GB CD-ROM plus German 
2003/04 catalogue with CD-ROM (Michel) complete this interesting box lot. $75 

212 Box with 6 smaller boxes with glassines of duplicated used for Great Britain, Canada, India, PNG & Thailand amongst others. 
Ranges from early 1900's to 1960's. Thousands of stamps neatly stored with a few in the £5 to £10 cat. range. $40 

213 Well filled suitcase with accumulation of bags, boxes, stockbooks & albums of stamps from various places. Mainly packet 
quality but some better Australia incl KGV to 1/4d & Robes to 10/-. Viewing recommended. (1000s) $60 



214 Rusty old biscuit tin half filled with loose stamps & further in tins. Great Britain on/off paper accumulation with odd better in 
glassine noting 1883 5/- good used. Also many Aust KGV on/off paper with potential. Cond very mixed, but patient sorting may 
reward. A "box" lot with character! $100 

215 Chinese stockbooks with Aust 1966-1997 MUH with vals to $10 Kakadu x 4 & several strips of 5 commems x 5 strips noted. 
Pre-1980 rather patchy (no 1971 Xmas) but value in later with little missing from 1980. Also 1978 "Great Art Stamps of the 
World" FDC's by Franklin Mint, 1982 21st B'day of Princess Diana, 1987 America's Cup album, odd coin/medallion incl 1994   
$1 (silver) Kookaburra & the 1977 Cricket stamp/medallion cover. Heavy! (1000s) $250 

216 A small suitcase mixed lot with Scott Vol III "International Postage Stamp Album" middle period used with a sparse range, 
display book with USA postal stationery cut-outs, 3 "schoolboy" albums with ranges in typically mixed cond. Also British 
Commonwealth in 5 albums/stockbooks plus an SG Part I (2011) in good cond. Best volume contains Ireland, St Helena 
MLH/used with a double page incl 1953 to 10/- & Ascension incl 1934 to 8d MLH & KGVI to 1/- MLH/used with useful 
duplication. Finally Aust pre-decimal & decimal collection of postal stationery in A4 file. Mainly mint aerogrammes in 
chronological order from 10d issues to 60¢ plus a few QEII letters, postcards & wrappers. Lots to sort. (1000s) $100 

217 Huge quantity of Australia & world material in approval books, on Hagners, in glassines, Luxembourg leaves, etc. Incls 
Postcards, empty album pages, off paper accumulations in other containers etc. Must be viewed to assess value (1000s) $50 

218 World in albums & stockbooks with majority used. Incls Aust used, FDC's & PSE's. Some GB & old cats for ref. (100s) $40 
219 Vendors balance of consignment with an eclectic range incl some accessories, Australia & world loose in bags & tins, old 

stockbook with some literature but main value in a few 2014 issues in blocks MUH with a face value of $55. Also noted album 
with some pickings in Germany. Also Franklin mint colls for Transportation & 1982 World Cup. Needs sorting. $50 

As a result of the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing these and delivering them to the auction venue, we have had to simply  
list them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as they are being delivered by the respective vendors on the auction day. On   
the basis all box lots need to be paid for and collected on the day, we rely on the bidder to have viewed these before bidding. The conservative 
reserves combined with past box lots from such vendors would indicate that they are worth taking the time to peruse. Those box lots with extended 
descriptions have been viewed by the describers & thus we can vouch for the contents. Thank you for your understanding. 
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243 This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $40 
244 This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to Rotary, so please bid generously. $40 

 WORLD -  COLLECTIONS, ACCCUMULATIONS & SELECTIONS 
 245 Aland 1984-1995 MUH on Davo hingeless leaves. Patchy but fine. STC. £160 (56, M/S, booklet pane)  $40 

246 Aruba 1986-1997 (Oct) complete MUH in DAVO hingeless album. Useful thematics noted. SG cat. £470 (205 + 1 M/S) $150 
247 Aruba 1986-2000 (Oct) complete bar 5 stamps all fine used or CTO in Davo album. Cat. €420 (254 stamps + 2 M/S) $120 
248 Austria 1850-1937 in album & stockbook which incl a few later MUH e.g. 1952 Winter Olympics & 1954 von Schwind. Solid 

range to 1934 (no expensive charities) in good to fine MLH or used cond incl Postage Dues & Newspaper Stamps at back.       
A clean lot with earlies that may repay study of cancels. (100s) $50 

249 Austria 1850-1937 MUH, MLH & used accumulation in stockbook. Mixed cond. & untidy but incl Carinthian Plebiscite & Flood 
Relief sets, odd better defin & some postmark interest in earlies. (1000+) $40 

250 Austria 1863-2007 used range in cat. order in large stockbook together with sheet listing the cat. numbers in order of those 
present. Nothing scarce but better early 1950's commems incl UPU set, Millocker & Hofer. Generally fine cond & all different. 
STC £1000 (1300+ & 10 M/S's) $70 

251 Austria 1949-1994 MUH & MLH collection with strength in 1960's. Mi. cat. €420 ($660) (582) $60 
252 Austria 1950's-1990's in stockbook starting with c500 MUH of 1960's to 1990's not in strict issue order, followed by MLH/used 

with faults. Then more MUH with odd better used from 1950's (incl 1950 airs 60g (4), 2s (2), 10s, 20s (2)), plus few M/S. Value 
in the MUH, which is over 80% of the lot numerically. (1000+) $120 

253 Austria, Belgium & Germany MLH & used ranges to 1936 on printed leaves. Odd pickings in good to fine used. (100s) $30 
254 Brunei & Burma KGVI period with Brunei incl 1947/51 to $10 (plus 4 perfs) & 1952 to $5 & plus commems Burma has 1938/40, 

1945, 1946, 1947 Interim Govt & "SERVICE" sets all to 10R, 1948 Union defins to 5r & commems. All MLH. Cat. £760 as MUH. $300 
255 Canada & Nova Scotia Group of QV covers compromising Nova Scotia 2¢, 5¢ & 10¢ (sulphurated) on separate covers. 

Canada 1868 3¢ brown red & 6¢ yellow brown on separate covers, the latter to Chicago, the former (3¢) to Fredericton New 
Brunswick with Cumberland Point cds having "Mar 20/1869" date details in m/s. All rated x 2 on cover by SG so total cat. on 
cover £270 (excluding 10¢ which is sulphurated & appears chestnut in lieu of scarlet). Also a stampless tiny 1871 stained cover 
with "paid 3cts" in m/s & cds Middle Musquodobuit AP 14 1871. (6) $180 

256 Canada 1859-1977 in Scott hingeless album with 1859 12½¢ blue green used, 1868/79 3¢ "large QV" plus a range of "small 
QV" incl 1¢ MUH & 2¢ MLH. Also 1927 Confederation MLH, 1932 Ottawa MUH, defins to 13¢ & most commems incl 1935 & 
1937 coils. 1942/43 War Effort to $1 MUH/MLH incl coil sets (perf. 8 & perf. 9½), 1950 $1 Fisherman MLH & then 
comprehensive to 1976 MUH. "Back of the Book" incls 1928-1946 Airs, 1938-1950 Special Delivery, 1930-1967 complete 
simplified Postage Dues plus a few low val "OHMS" & "G" Officials & War Tax. Provinces remnants incl 1897/1901 5¢, 1923/24 
pictorials (Cat. £170), 1928 Publicity DLR set, 1929 Perkins Bacon AO wmk set of 9 (Cat. £110), 1932/37 to 48¢ (Cat. £80), 
1933 Gilbert (Cat. £110) & then complete to 1947 all MUH/MLH incl 1939 Postage Dues plus 10¢ perf. 11. Prince Edward 
Island 1d, 2d, 3d & 4d & 1872 to 12¢. A lovely lot in good to fine MUH/MLH cond throughout. Cat. £1200 for pre-1950 Canada & 
Newfoundland. (c600 Canada, 155 Newfoundland, 10 PEI & 2 NB) $400 



257 Canada 1868-1890 "Large Queens" range on 5 album leaves selected for the numeral cancels & annotated accordingly. Noted 
locally manufactured numerals for Ontario & Quebec (8), New Brunswick & Nova Scotia grids  (3 each) & fancy "leaves" & 
"masonic emblem" types. Also instructional markings incl 3 x s/l REGISTERED, "sunbursts" & other cork cuts, "target" types incl 
"C" (House of Representatives), multi-ring in blue, red & mutilated (interrupted rings).  Only 3 or 4 of the 51 stamps have clipped 
or pulled perfs. A most impressive lot. No doubt some scarce items as just the basic used totals well over £2000 in cat. value. 
Canada QV specialists please view! $250 

258 Canada 1897-1999 in 3 quality Davo Hingeless albums. Average pre-QEII mainly used but 1937 & 1942/48 coils MLH. 
Comprehensive QEII incl C$260 ($260) in MUH of face value. Lovely albums & a good basic collection. (100s) $300 

259 Canada 1935-1978 MLH range with Special Delivery issues placed with others according to date of issue. Basically complete 
(KGVI coils SG 389/93 perf 8 only) with most post-1950 commems in block & single for each. Incls early QEII special defin 
blocks in "one dollar plastic packages". All $1 defins present. Cat. £700+ as MUH (100s) $400 

260 Canada 1942-2005 MUH/MLH collection on Hagners in 3 padded binders. Basic pre-1960 but complete thereafter with singles 
to 1970 then all (incl defins to $8) in MUH marginal blocks, coils in strips of 4, sheetlets & M/S's. PD’s from 1935 are in MUH 
pairs. Some 1970's commems are in blocks of 8 or 10. Superb lot with a huge face value on 100+ Hagners. $500 

261 Canada 1967-1987 complete FDC collection in 5 "Wesley" First Day Cover albums. Address stickers to late 1969 then all 
unaddressed. First volume has 158 covers which are all privately produced "Rosecraft" then official Canada Post to 1987. Some 
pre-1970 commems are in pairs. (400+) $80 

262 Canada 1967-2004 accumulation of new issues incl 1994-2004 booklets with a face value of C$310+ $310) plus 1982-1989 
"50¢" booklet types (4 diff sets of 10 = $20). Also 1987-1989 FDC's (c50), 1967-1994 commem cards/postcard sets, "Heritage 
Collections" x 4, 1978/82 PO packs, 1991-1992 prestige booklets x 5, Canada Post    notes in envs & 3 cats. Total face value 
exceeds C$400. ($400) $150 

263 Canada 1978-2005 complete Canada Post Year Albums, many still shrink wrapped plus the special Millennium book. Massive 
retail value as individual issues. Face value is C$750+ ($750). $400 

264 Canada 1980's-1990's special commem packs by Canada Post with sheetlets, blocks etc accompanied by extensive info. 
Themes incl F1 racing (Villeneuve M/S's x 3), dolls, "Heroes", Olympics, transport, trains, gardens, popular tales, railways, 
WWII & personalities (Trudeau, etc). Total face value C$150 (retail by Canada Post about 20% higher). (c50) $75 

265 Canada 1982-1999 collection in standing order account envelopes complete for the period & housed in large plastic tub.     
Total face value over C$1820 ($A1820) (100s) $600 

266 Canada 1986-1988 Year packs plus booklets, coils & M/S's from same period in glassines. Face value is C$140 ($140) $70 
267 Canada 2000-2014 continuation of the above, similarly complete & housed. Total face value C$2350 ($A2350). Offered at a 

higher percentage of face, being harder to obtain than the pre-2000. (100s) $1,000 
268 Canada QEII booklets "50¢" to "$4.30" period with nearly all different housed in two quality SG booklet albums & 1 Lighthouse. 

Total face value is over C$600 ($600+) with a massive cat. value. (100s) $250 
269 Canada Postmarks 2 ring numeral cancels on "large" QV designs. Mostly large towns but noted "21"  for Goderich & "27" 

Ingersoll both rated as scarce. Noted sulphuretting on 1¢ & 6¢, but mostly good. Comprises 1¢ (8), 2¢ (8), 3¢ (9),  6¢ (3), 12½¢ 
(2) & 15¢ (2). Cat. c£800 (32) $100 

270 Canada Postmarks 2 ring numeral cancels on "large" QV range not written up. Numerals incl "2", "3", "5", "6", "7", 11", "12", 
"13", "15", "29", "41", "55" & "56". Some sulphuretting & rounded corners etc but mostly fair to good. Comprises 1¢, 2¢ (3), 3¢ 
(21 in mixed cond), 5¢, 6¢ (6) & 12½¢ (2). (34) $100 

271 Cayman Islands 1935-1950 MLH on album leaves incl 1935 pictorials to 10/- (Cat. £200), 1938/48 to 10/- incl perf changes & 
shades of 2/- & 5/- plus 1950 to 10/- & all omnibus issues. Very fresh & MVLH. SG Cat. £600 (55) $350 

272 Ceylon 1921-1950 KGV key types to 2R, 1927/29 to 5R, 1935 pictorials, KGVI to 5R incl perfs (not all, total 26 stamps) plus   
the commems. Clean MLH/MVLH lot. Cat. £300+  (98 + 4 blocks of 4) $180 

273 Ceylon QV range Noting 1867/70 1d deep blue, 6d blackish brown used (latter pen cancel), 1862 1/- slate purple no wmk, 
1866/68 1d & 3d perf 14 used, 1889/90 4¢ & 8¢ MLH & used & 16-32¢ used plus a few ovpts to 28¢ on 32¢ in both shades. 
Also 1887 1r12c, 1899/1900 2r50 used. Average cond with some toning reflected in reserve. SG cat. £250+ (23) $40 

274 Ceylon QV to KEVII range of Foreign Bill, Judicial & Stamp Duty revenues written up on leaves plus page of KGVI Aden 
revenues. Some perf faults & stains but noted QV 60 cents on 1r50 blue green (600 printed) Foreign Bill & several values 
grouped as "First", "Second" & "Third" of exchange. Seldom seen so comprehensive. Reserve allows faulty items.  $60 

275 Cook Islands 1892-1974 MLH with a few Queen Makea & Torea bird, 1920 & later pictorials incl 3/- mauve "RAROTONGA" 
ovptd Admiral. Also 1949 defins MLH, 1963 to 5/- MUH pairs (Cat. £80), 1966 Churchill ovpts, Airs to  £1 & later to 1975 incl 
1973 "Coins" M/S 494 (Cat. £40) plus various defins to $10 & plethora of ovpts/surcharges. (100s) $100 

276 Cook Islands 1932-1986 almost complete fine used/CTO collection large stockbook. Comprises 697 stamps with  90 M/S's & 6 
sheetlets of 12 all in exc cond. Cat. £1500+ $350 

277 Cyprus 1928-1949 MLH/MVLH on leaves incl 1928 50th Anniv to 45pi, 1934 set, 1938/51 to £1 & all omnibus issues. Incls both 
perfs of KGVI 2pi but no 1pi. Very fresh. Cat. £600+ (55) $350 

278 Dominica 1921-1951 MLH/MVLH range on leaves comprising 1921 set of 8 (Cat. £100), 1923/27 (7 vals to 4d plus block of 6d), 
1938/48 & 1951 defins complete plus all omnibus issues & 1951 ovpts. 1921 6d has blunt corner otherwise fine & fresh. Cat. 
£300+ (66 + block & 1938 1d imprint pair) $180 

279 Falklands & Dependencies 1929-1949 MLH on leaves missing 1933 Centenary set but noting 1929 to 10/-, KGVI to £1 (both 
sets), all omnibus issues & ovpts for Dependencies (32). Fresh throughout, the 1938 set incls both shades of 1d swan with 
other vals complete simplified. Cat. £1400 (115) $800 

280 Fiji 1912-1951 Range incl 1912/21 to 5/-, 1922/27 to 1/-, 1938/55 to £1 incl all dies & perfs (no 6d violet black) plus all omnibus 
issues. Fine & fresh MLH throughout. Cat. £430 (84 plus 1951 healths in blocks) $250 

281 Fiji 1935-2006 complete fine used/used/CTO simplified collection in 2 stockbooks. Increasingly difficult to find the last 5 years in 
CTO cond. Cat. £2100+ (1100 stamps, 58 M/S's) $450 

282 Fiji 1938-2006 complete MUH/MLH simplified collection with mostly MUH incl the high vals & later difficult issues from 2000 
onwards. Fine throughout. Cat. £2300+ (1094 stamps, 55 M/S's, 2 sheetlets) $550 

283 Fiji 1950's-1960's range with 1954/56 to £1 MUH plus extras incl 2/- & 5/- blocks of 4 MUH, 1954 cover to USA with mixed 
KGVI/QEII franking, 1959/63 set to £1 MUH plus 10/- & £1 used, Airmail covers (4) & a few low val imprint/plate blocks. Also a 
2/6d plate 1a imprint block of 6 & 4/- deep green plate 1a block of 4. 1963-1968 odds incl 9d, 2/- & 5/- blocks MUH & 2 airmail 
covers to NZ bearing 9d flower. Few postal stationery unused items incl KGV 1d PSE (toned edges), QEII 3d airletter on blue, 
3d on grey, 8¢ reg letter & 2¢ & 3¢ PSE's. Odd other item. Useful lot, mostly fine & fresh. (c60 items, counting multiples as 
single items plus c20 covers/PSEs) $50 

284 Fiji 2006-2014 "Small Birds" surcharges. A detailed study giving SG & Scott Cat. numbers & changes where appropriate plus 
purchase prices & catalogue vals for each. Comments provided for flaws, inverted surcharges, double ovpts, skewing, large 
"XX" instead of small, spacing varieties, misplaced ovpts, missing numerals, etc. Full listing can be supplied on request. Total 
itemised cost price over $6760. If there is a more comprehensive study of these issues in existence, we would be surprised. 
The collection is on Hagners with catalogue numbers indicated, accompanied by a photocopy of the relevant part of SG 
Western Pacific 2014 catalogue & extract from Pacifica Vol. 47 "Fiji - The Definitive Overprints - The Latest Update" from Bryan 
Jones, well-illustrated with valuable commentary. There are 524 ovpts, some in pairs, blocks or larger multiples plus 2007 cover 
& the original (i.e. not overprinted) set of 17. Astounding! $5,000 



285 Fiji KGV to QEII on returned club sheets. Majority MUH/MLH noting 5/-, 10/- & $2 vals plus pages with cheap Poland from 
mainly 1950's-1970's CTO & used (245). PTSA $128 (Total 385) $20 

286 Finland 1875-1980 mainly used in Lighthouse Hingeless album. Solid range noting 1875/84 8p blue green & 10p brown perf. 
11, both perfs of 1mk mauve & most low vals. Also 1928 Philatelic Exhib ovpts, 1931-1936 Red Cross & TB sets MLH/used, 
1938 Skiing MLH/used, 1948 Helsinki Exhib MLH & 1949 Labour movement MLH. Useful range of Parcel Post sets for 1949-
1950, 1952-1958 & 1963 all MLH. 1920 N. Ingermanland set MLH & Eastern Karelia (28) complete this clean lot. (100s) $140 

287 French Polynesia MUH, MLH & used on Hagners with better items flagged. value mostly in 1950's-1980's period. Odd fault but 
much is MUH or F/U. Cat. prices total £500+ (c300) $100 

288 Gambia 1886-1964 MLH range on Hagners accompanied by SG cat. photocopy showing items present highlighted for ease of 
identification. Incls 9 QV "cameos" to 6d, a few 1898/1902 low vals, 1909 to 1/-, KGV to 7½d, 1938 vals to 5/- & 1953 odds incl 
5/- & 10/-. Total SG cat. £250 $40 

289 Gambia 1912-1949 MLH on leaves with 1912 (4 vals to 1/-), 1921/22 to 10d, 1922/27 odds to 6d & 1938/46 to 10/- incl 1½d 
shades plus all omnibus issues. Fine & fresh MLH/MVLH throughout. Cat. £200+ (50) $120 

290 Germany 1872-1932 Ex-dealers used stock with nearly all defins with no high vals. Inflation period may have better items. 
Mostly good to fine. (100s) $30 

291 Germany 1872-1945 MUH/MLH/used in Lindner stockbook with better items incl 1926 2mk Air & 1934 Airs to 2RM. The Third 
Reich is average but incls a range of officials. Fair to fine. STC (Michel) €1270+ ($2000+) $100 

292 Germany 1875-1947 in old SG "Swing o Ring" album. Best item is 1931 Welfare Fund set of 4 MUH (fault on 12pf but set cat. 
£55 MLH plus huge premium for MUH). Rest of collection has been heavily "picked over" & what remains is in mixed MLH/used 
cond with no obvious highlights though noted 4 covers from 1937 Berlin Philatelic Exhibition. (100s) $100 

293 Germany 1939-1945 Occupation issues of Bohemia/Moravia, Serbia & Gen Govt plus earlier Memel, Danzig & Saar 
occupations. Mixed MLH & used. Mi. Cat. €230+ ($365) (380) $40 

294 Germany 1940-1944 stampless Fieldpost covers & cards plus a telegram outer & contents which translates as "from the front. 
Am travelling now to Bernburg. I have given you my current location (Heidelberg)". Official censor marks in red, green or violet. 
Good to fine cond. (19 items) $40 

295 Germany 1945/46 Local & Soviet Zone issues. Noted Storkow, Strausberg, Cottbus, Sprenberg, Gerlitz, Finsterwolde, Soviet 
Zone Saxony, Thuringia, etc. Nothing scarce but many seldom seen & worth a good look. Most MUH/MLH. (c300) $50 

296 Germany Post-war MLH & used with lots of 1960's-1970 Berlin MUH but in random order. Mixed cond with some MLH poorly 
hinged but 1949-1960 with better items. (100s) $30 

297 Germany 1946-1949 Allied & Russian Zones MUH/MLH & used on Hagners & Vario sheets noting 1946 numerals & 1947 
defins complete, 1948 Posthorn ovpts range, Cologne, Aid to Berlin, 1949 Hannover Fair, Cycling & Goethe. Also a few Saar, 
Soviet Zone, Saxony & Thuringia. Some with gum or toning faults but majority fine. Mi Cat. €515 ($800+) (693) $60 

298 Germany 1971-2009 commercial covers to WA with good range of commems (some dupl) & a few defins. Good cond. (c. 100) $30 
299 Germany-Third Reich Covers & official PO postcards with each item in individual protective glassine. Concludes with 28.10.45 

Dusseldorf cds over 6pf Hitler with 6 bars obliterating portrait handwritten as "Feldpost" card on 22 May in green. Prior to this all 
periods from 1933 to 1945 are well covered with many registered covers, pictorial cachets & postcards used & unused. Also 
noted 1939 Automobile set on Reg FDC, several "Brown Ribbon" adhesives incl 1940 with other frankings on airmail cover to 
USA, pre-stamped 1940 used postcard with cartoon of Churchill inscribed "WERT KEINEN PFENNIG" (Not worth a penny), 
1938 6pf + 19pf green Austria (CTO with map cachet), 3 covers with officials & 1933 Frederick The Great 6pf tete-beche pair 
alone on cover (Cat. £45 for tete-beche pair) along with many other good items. Prices on some items are from $20 to $45 & 
indicate the quality of lot. Viewing will impress (200+) $500 

300 Germany-Third Reich MUH & MLH in quality Lighthouse stockbooks. Incls charity sets, 1934 Airs (expertly sweated  but 3mk 
appears MUH), horseracing "Derby" range incl 1936/37 M/S, booklet se-tenants & officials. Missing Hitler M/S & 1933/35 charity 
sets. Gum should be inspected with some toning or adherences noted but mostly fine. (100s) $150 

301 Germany-Berlin Used range noting Bells 30pf (clapper to right), 40pf (clapper neutral), 20pf-40pf "Famous Berliners", 1953 
Uprising, 1954 Stamp Day & Furtwangler plus others to 1960. Mixed cds & machine cancels. Cat. £400+ (28) $50 

302 Germany-East Collection with first few years used. Noted 1950 Academy of Sciences set. From 1955 nearly all MUH incl 
M/S's, sets with "blocked values", se-tenants & an excellent coverage to 1981. Over 1000 stamps + 75 M/S's) $90 

303 Germany-East 1980's Express & registered covers with sets, M/S's, se-tenant blocks, etc. (40+) $30 
304 Germany-West 1949-1952 MUH or MVLH group comprising 1949 Stamp Cent, 1951 NPE, 1951/53 relief sets & 1953 IFRABA 

(latter marginal MUH). Fresh group. Cat. £650+ as MUH which most are. (19) $75 
305 Germany-West 1949-1954 Fine used group comprising 1949 Parliament pair on piece, 1950 Bach, 1952 Otto, 1953 Liebig, 

1953 IFRABA (20pf machine cancel) & 1953 Relief Fund. Total cat. £350 (12) $50 
306 Germany-West 1949-2009 & Berlin 1948-1989 Used noting 1949 20pf Stamp Cent, 30pf UPU, 1951 defins, Rontgen, 1952 

Otto, Heligoland & Heuss se-tenants. Berlin with a few black or red ovpts, 1949 defins (excl 70pf & 3 DM) & 1952 Famous 
Berliners. Good to fine throughout. Mi. Cat. €1330 ($2100+) (1399 West, 284 Berlin) $150 

307 Germany-West 1950's used range on Hagner incl Heuss defins to 3DM (27) plus commems incl 1954 Relief & 1955 Lufthansa 
sets. Good to fine used. Cat. £165 (46) $30 

308 Germany-West 1954-1998 MUH in Lighthouse stockbook. Incls Heuss fluoro & non-fluoro, se-tenants, booklets & 6 se-tenants. 
Also 1964 Martyrs M/S, defins with tete-bêche pairs & Famous Women. Michel Cat. €1100 ($1750) (100s) $150 

309 Gibraltar 1912-1950 with KGV 2/- (SG 82), 1925/32 to £1, 1931 pictorials (4) & 1938/51 to £1 with most perfs (29 stamps incl 
£1 x2) plus all omnibus issues. Fine MLH throughout. Cat. £900+ (66) $500 

310 Gibraltar 1953-2002 MUH & MLH in quality binder with slipcase. Some common sets missing but all defins incl high val singles 
present. Fresh & well set out. Over 150 sets. (100s) $250 

311 Gilbert & Ellice 1911-1935 MLH incl 1911 ovpts on Fiji, Palms set of 4, KGV to 1/- incl 3d x3 (plus SPECIMEN), script wmk set 
of 4 & 1935 Silver Jubilee. All look good frontally but tone spots or brown gum on about half. SG Cat £200+ (35) $30 

312 Gilbert & Ellice 1911-1975 MLH range on Hagners. Missing KGV £1 & 1940 PD's otherwise complete & mainly fresh except for 
odd perf stain in first set of 7. Cat. £570+ (255 + 2 M/S) $150 

313 Gilbert & Ellice 1935-1949 MLH on leaves incl 1939/55 set incl perfs of 3d & 1/- & all omnibus issues. 1940 Postage Dues 
(these with usual uneven toning). A fine lot. Cat. £250 (37) $100 

314 Gilbert & Ellice 1935-1975 (Sept) fine used or CTO complete on 9 Hagners. Comprises 217 & 2 M/S's. SG cat. £275 $100 
315 Gilbert & Ellice 1935-1995 (Sept) complete MUH on 9 Hagners & 2 leaves. Cat. £396 (237 stamps, 2 M/S's) $150 
316 Gilbert & Ellice (not Kiribati) 1976-1979 complete fine used or CTO comprising 77 stamps & 4 M/S's. Cat. £100 $30 
317 Gold Coast 1935-1949 MLH complete incl both perfs of KGVI to 5/- plus the 10/-. Also both perfs of 1946 Victory. MLH Cat. 

£440 as MUH (53) $120 



318 Great Britain 1818-1967 collection of letters & postcards noting 1818 8Penny manuscript with Double Crook datestamp, 1832 
stampless letter in beautiful script, 1836 outer with waxed seal, 1855 1d pink PSE with enclosed letter, 1898 local PS postcard 
& 1849 opened out envelope with 1d imperf plus various KEVII to KGV postcards with picture side photocopied below 
addressed side. Also 1931 1st Experimental England to Australia flight cover & 1934 First Flight Regular Air Mail cover with 
"SPECIAL" cds, 6 documents KEVII to KGV with stamps hand cancelled as revenues plus one with a pair of QEII Contract Note 
5/- fiscals & one KGV 1/- similar on 1943 Stock Exchange receipt. Various KGVI defins on covers with franking from ½d to 1/3d 
(airmail) & 2/9d (to WA), Air Letters of KGVI (2) & QEII (5), cut outs from formular reg letter & Field Service Postcards (both 
KGV). QEII incls 1967 Newtown GPO commem cover with 10/- Castle tied by "Bi-centenary and Anniversary Edinburgh" cachet 
& a 1995 airmail cover to WA bearing uncancelled 41p with red "DELAYED DUE TO INSUFFICIENT POSTAGE" cds in red. 
Other interesting items incl BOAC 1953 cover to London to Tokyo signed & passed by BPA, HMAS Vanguard unstamped 
postcard signed by various crew on addressed side, 1956 London Int Stamp Exhib cover with KEVIII 2½d tied by Maltese Cross 
1/3d as part of Exhib duplex, 1959 airmail cover to Australia with Ross Smith vignette imitation commem 40th Anniv of Ross 
Smith Flight & 1914 small cover to Burma with b/s’s incl boxed "DECEDE DECEASED" & "DLO BOMBAY". Lovely collection full 
of interest & well written up. (95 items) $250 

319 Great Britain 1840-1951 An extensive collection on Hagners in 2 neatly written up albums. Used to 1880 with odd mint later QV 
& then most issues to 1951 both MUH/MLH & used (excl KEVII & KGV high vals, which are used only, except for 5/- B.W. 
Seahorse). QV strong with 1840 1d black x 5 (plus one clever repair job), 1841 2d blue x 3, a range of Maltese Cross types on 
1d reds (1841), shade & cancel types on blued paper & white paper incl "Ivory Head" x 6, "O.U.S." ovpt (Oxford University 
Society) in red & 1854/57 1d & 2d range of perf, paper & wmk types. Also 1856/58 "stars" in top corner 1d x 2 MLH & 43 used, 
1858/79 plate numbers (excl 77) complete from 71-225 in better than average condition (pl. 225 blunt top left corner), 2d blue 
plates with extras of plates 9, 13 & 15. 1870 ½d "bantams" with duplication (no pl.9), 1½d pl.1 (3 shades), pl.3 (6, poor to 
average), 1847 6d embossed (3 unused but soiled), 3 used incl cut to shape, 10d (fine plus another "ok", a third damaged) & 1/- 
used. Incls a superb surface printed range identified by cat. number & with near complete plate numbers. Odd mint incl 3d SG 
103 with minor soiling (Cat. £875). Many cds examples but several blunt corner or other faults in barred numeral types. Noted 
good used 6d grey "I.R.OFFICIAL" (SG O4 Cat. £140), 1882 1d lilac "14 dots" x 6 used plus "16 dots" with several MUH/MLH 
incl blocks of 4 & 8. Also a range of duplex cancels on piece. 1867 5/- pl. 1 & 2, 1884 2/6d x 4, 5/- x 6 & 10/- x 3 sound used. 
Some "lilac & greens" in true colours incl 1/- x 3. 1887/92 complete simplified MLH plus various used shade "extras". KEVII with 
shades & at least one mint of each to 1/-. 1902/10 high vals 2/6d & 5/- x 4 each with 10/- & £1 (creased, but looks presentable). 
Somerset House range to 1/- & mint "04" control strip of 3 x 1d. KGV with Downey Heads well covered, Mackennels with basic 
mint sets & duplicated used with shades. The Seahorses are of various printings to 10/- (latter dull blue & indigo both cds 
examples). 1929 UPU sideways wmk x 3 & blocks MUH/MLH with upright wmk to 2½d. 1950 London Exhibition cover & card & 
1934 photogravure incl format low value changes. 1934 re-engraved 2/6d x 7, 5/- x 2 & 10/- x 5 Seahorses good to fine used. 
1935 Silver Jubilee incl inverted wmks & a "W35" cylinder block set. KGVI to 10/- dark blue MLH plus various sideways & 
inverted wmks. 1951 Festival of Britain set of 4 MLH & used & KGVI low value cylinder blocks. Two £1 RSW MUH with post-war 
commems in MUH blocks. Viewing highly recommended. Cat. value £30,000++ (100s) $4,000 

320 Great Britain 1840-1970 used in SG Windsor album starting with 1840 1d blacks x 4 (one 3½d margins, others less), 1d red 
imperfs (10), 2d thick lines (2), 1844 cover with deep red on blue 1d imperf, 1847 covers x 2, 1858/79 1d plates missing only 77, 
217 & 225, 2d blues (10) & 1870 ½d plates (Pl. 9 is dubious). QV surface printed to 2/- (sparse) with 5/- telegraph, 1883/84 
2/6d, 5/- (2 each) & 10/- (nice cds) & "lilac & green" set with average colours with later QV to 1/-. KEVII 5/- (2) & range of 
shades to 1/- plus ½d newspaper wrapper addressed to SA. KGV Downey Heads (28), Mackennals incl 6d perf. 14 & range of 
shades with Seahorses in various shades & printings to 5/-. 1929 PUC to 2½d & sideways wmks ½d to 1½d, 1934 re-engraved 
Seahorses (2 sets), 1949 cover to Australia bearing KGV 9d x 2 & "Opened by Customs" label. KGVI incls £1 RSW with all high 
val defins & lower vals missing only 3 wmk sideways. QEII is well covered incl a Br. Field Post Germany cover signed in box 
"CERTIFIED OFFICIAL". Incls commem phosphors (excl Cable, Geog. Congress & a couple of others), Machin strips & MUH 
panes plus an average range of PD's & Officials with pre-decimal regionals, a few stationery cut out & revenues. Cond varies 
but majority above average. (100s) $400 

321 Great Britain 1840-1990 mainly used but noted 1948 RSW •£1 & odd other MLH. Housed in quality Devon album starting with 
1840 1d black (3½ margins), 1848 piece with heavily blued 1d imperf pair (cut into), 1860 mourning cover & 1856 (adhesive 
damaged) with 1d reds. Also 1878 1d red (Pl. 209) & 1866 1d red (Pl. 83) covers. 1885 1d lilac on cover with 1887 onwards incl 
a few QV "Foreign Bill" to 10/- (3 diff of latter). Very mixed cond to 1970, then good to F/U. Many substandard examples & 
should be viewed to properly assess. (100s) $50 

322 Great Britain 1840-2006 in 4 quality Davo albums with slipcases, the last volume having plain pages with Machin coils, panes 
& booklets with 12 prestige booklets plus over 50 other booklets to £2 face & various panes, S/A's, etc. Only a few low vals MLH 
to end of KEVII, then more KGV incl 1924 BEE MLH, 1925 MUH & 1934 Photogravure set MLH. KGVI is well covered incl 
1939/48 to £1 (excl 10/- dark blue) & 1948 RSW £1 MLH & 1951 Festival MUH. QEII is mixed MUH & MLH to 1957 before 
being entirely MUH incl graphite & phos-graphite sets, Mult Crown castles & all phos commems. Decimal commems are 
complete simplified incl M/S's to 2002 with only a couple of items missing between 2003 & 2006. Machins are all incl as per 
leaves plus pre-decimal £1 PD & a few later. Channel Is Occupation issues & Regionals plus some inserted pages with blocks, 
gutters (e.g. 1984 "AUSIPEX" British Council set), Exhibition cinderellas & a nice 1941 corner block of "Bought to Aid Britain" 
poster stamps MUH/MLH add more useful material to the collection. Booklets incl all "Greetings" & panes incl many from 
prestige booklets while small booklets start with 1964 2/- & others to 1970 (12) & then over 40 decimal with extras displayed as 
panes. A lovingly complied collection in superb albums. (1000s) $900 

323 Great Britain 1858/79 1d reds complete plate number collection (bar 77 & 225) in brand new stockbook. All good to fine used 
with most F/U with better than average centering. A difficult task to collect so fine. SG 43/44 Cat. £1350++ (152) $250 

324 Great Britain 1858/79 1d reds. Retired dealers stock sorted by plate number. Noticed "A21" (Gibraltar) cancel on pl. 91. Also 
MLH examples for plates 146, 163, 174, 184, 185 & 191.  Majority above average cond with numerous fine used. Massive cat. 
value with min for any plate number being 2. (obviously excl pl. 77 & 225!) Ideal for re-sale maybe after extracting a set for your 
own collection. Min cat. £9000 (100s) $950 

325 Great Britain 1858-1981 heavily duplicated accumulation of used from 1858/79 1d plates in "as new" Prinz stockbook all neatly 
overlapping with some possible postmark interest in pre-KGVI. Also two monographs by Stanley Cohen for the "Squared Circle 
Postmarks of the London Suburban District Offices" (1983) & "London Fancy Geometric Postmarks (Early Combined Dates and 
Obliterators of 1880-1909)". The stamps have been assessed as being worth less than the stockbook & literature. (1000s) $50 

326 Great Britain 1876-1901 QV range of prestamped postcards & envelopes to Germany, Jersey & Switzerland. Nice range of 
duplex & squared circle cancels & receival marks. (29) $30 

327 Great Britain 1887-1970 basic used range with more MUH/used to 1985 on Hagners at the back after some Australia used in 
between. Mixed cond. (100s) $30 

328 Great Britain 1902-1963 MLH & used assortment on album pages. Noted 1948 Olympics on plain FDC unaddressed but rest is 
a basic range of defins & commems in mixed cond with KGVI commems MLH & used. (100s) $30 

329 Great Britain 1902-1973 used accumulation with mixed cond but early 1960's commem high vals are good to fine & "back of 
the book" officials incl 1883/86 GOVT PARCELS 1/- orange brown (Cat. £280) & 1887 1/- dull green (Cat. £260) plus 9d dull 
purple & blue x 2, one of which has cds. (100s) $60 



330 Great Britain 1936-1992 MUH, MLH & used on Hagners with 1948 £1 RSW MUH & used, 1953 Coronation set in blocks MUH, 
1955/58 Waterlow Castles MUH plus later Castles with 1988 & 1992. All 1963-1966 commems both ordinary & phosphor. 
Commems to 1980. Fine throughout. (100s) $250 

331 Great Britain 1936-2000 Ex-dealers stock in 4 large stockbooks. Mainly good to fine used. Ideal working stock for re-seller     
as beautifully presented with SG number & priced. Vals £5 to & both commems & defins represented. (1000s) $180 

332 Great Britain 1946-1958 range of plain FDC's with a mixture of slogan/machine & cds cancels. Noted 1948 Olympics set     
(Cat. £45) & another set of singles on separate covers. Other low vals incl 1946 Victory, 1948 2½d RSW & low value defins 
KGVI/QEII. Majority in good cond. (31) $25 

333 Great Britain 1951-2000 mainly MUH on Vario sheets. Incls Machins, Regionals, commems, M/S's, packs, FDCs & booklets 
plus Aust Golden Jubilee set & M/S MUH & on FDC's. Noted high val Castles to £5 with security slots MUH. Good range. (100s) $50 

334 Great Britain 1952-1967 MUH/MLH written up in "Devon" album. Wildings incl wmk changes, graphites, phos-graphites & 
phosphors plus regionals. No castles high vals or early phosphor commems but many issues are in strips or blocks & in exc 
cond. Many mounts have come unstuck & stamps are loose between pages so please view with care. (100s) $90 

335 Great Britain 1960-2006 MUH with some duplication in glassines housed in attractive old embossed tin. Impossible to 
accurately assess in time available so estimate is conservative & inspection is recommended. Clean lot with 1963 Castles to £1, 
lots of Machins & commems. (1000s) $100 

336 Great Britain 1960's-1970's booklet range of early Machins showing diff se-tenant combinations & cover types. Comprises 10p 
x13, 25p x10, 30p x13, 35p x4, 45p x2, 50p x10 & 85p (1). All fine housed in small wooden box. (53) $40 

337 Great Britain 1970-2003 Machins incl NVI's all in quality Davo Hingeless album. Noted £1 engraved imperf pair, various coils, 
panes & good range of Regionals. Quite a lot of gaps but an exc album to build on. FV is approx. £150. ($300) $200 

338 Great Britain 1971 Strike Mail covers incl Exeter-Bristol-London Pirate Post "skull & crossbones" set of 5 with red s/l cancels, 
2/- Randall Postal Service (2 addressed), rouletted dual currency set of 5 cancelled "THE GREAT POST OFFICE STRIKE JAN 
20", Exeter Emergency Deliver Service roulette (Cathedral 20p) on cover, SSS Emergency Mail Service "coach & horses" 40p 
grey green on commem cover to Germany & "Poste Haste" dual currency block also postally used to Germany. Also a range of 
GB QEII parcel receipts (3) & some Sri Lanka, India (On Active Service) & Indonesia covers. Majority in VG to good cond. (23) $40 

339 Great Britain 1971-2016 good to fine used in 5 SG albums all with slipcases plus extra Machins used on Hagners in a similar 
binder. Commems to 2005 in 3 printed vols approximately 95% complete incl M/S's & se-tenants with an extra volume of 13 
Hagners for 2006-2016 which not surprisingly is patchy. Machins in one volume to 2004 with extras on Hagners with approx. 
80% completeness. (100s) $150 

340 Great Britain 1979-1982 Collectors Packs plus 1987/88 commem year packs & range of Machins incl Regionals in packs & 
London '80 M/S packs. Total face value £75+ $75 

341 Great Britain 1980-2002 QEII MUH on Hagners plus1974-1983 FDC's (20) incl 4 prestige booklet panes & various Machins. 
Incls 187 commem sets & 9 M/S's. High face value. (100s) $200 

342 Great Britain 1990-2009 booklet collection with 40 standard & 12 Prestige booklets all identified by SG numbers. VG cond. & 
PTSA $470+ $180 

343 Great Britain 2000-2003 range of PHQ cards in sets in FDC album. This period not seen often as the earlier types (170) $60 
344 Great Britain Decimal & pre-decimal Wilding & Machin booklets in glassine bags. Incls £4 & £5 prestige booklets with others 

incl "1st" & "2nd" class, 50p, £1, etc. The pre-decimal incl 2/6d x10, 4/6d x10, 5/- x9, 6/- x13, 10/- x6. All different with various 
se-tenant combinations & cover styles. Face value of decimals is £80 plus the NVI's. $150 

345 Great Britain QV to 1953 untidy range in springback. However much of value noting 1840 1d black (4 margins, black M/C), 
another with red M/C (3 margins) plus various 1d reds imperf/perf mounted & loose, 2d blues (plate numbers), QV surface 
printed to 2/6d, ditto KEVII, KGV to 5/-, KGVI to £1 (both) incl 10/- dark blue & mint to 1/- plus two booklet panes of 3x 1d blue + 
3 tabs. Collection finishes with Coronation set & aerogramme. Many loose so full potential not evaluated valuated. Viewing 
suggested (with care please!) (100s) $200 

346 Great Britain QV to 2002 MUH/MLH range from 3 low val QV to early 2000's. Some duplication especially in the late 1960's & 
pre-QEII with some toning & other faults. Decimal period incls 3 different "Greetings" booklets, 1990 Stamp World M/S & 
Machins incl £1.41 plus a few regionals & approx. 40 complete sets. Conservative estimate. (100s) $40 

347 Great Britain QV used selection. Mainly 1880/85 issues in better than average cond incl 1870 ½d (4), 1880/81 5d indigo (2), 
1873/80 2½d blue (4) & others. Worth conservative reserve. (34) $30 

348 Great Britain QV-QEII patchy used lot on black leaves in binder. Noted 1887 to 1/-, KEVII to 5/- & KGVI 10/- dark blue. Mixed 
cond. (100s) $30 

349 Great Britain KEVII/VIII & KGV bundleware with ½d to 2½d vals. Bundled years ago with 150 bundles of 100. One for the real 
stampaholic with plenty of enthusiasm. (15000+)  $180 

350 Great Britain KGV postal stationery collection on leaves comprising 3 unused official GPO items (1d pre-stamped P/C, 1925 
1½d B.E.E. letter card, 1d postcard with packing tape part reading "10 Court-Shape stout Post Cards 1/-"), 9 used items incl 
1924 1d B.E.E. on cover with SEP 13 "EMPIRE EXHIBITION" machine cancel with lion over WEMBLEY PARK, 1912 ½d 
Downey head P/C's uprated with ½d Mackennals, 1d P/Cs (3), one with POST EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS slogan cancel & 
finally a 1925 B.E.E. 1½d P/C unaddressed with Helensburgh Dumbartonshire cds of 2JY31. All in good to fine cond. (12) $40 

351 Great Britain KGVI-QEII accumulation of commercially used covers & aerogrammes with majority addressed to Germany & 
Australia. Incls one QV 1d red cover & one KGV 1½d. Mixed cond.(100s) $20 

352 Great Britain QEII accumulation in gutter blocks & sheets incl IOM MUH & covers. More general used in approval books. The 
value is in GB MUH. (100s) $30 

353 Great Britain QEII decimal used accumulation sorted in two "as new" 64 page Prinz stockbooks. One volume of Machins to £5, 
the other with commems with mixed cds & machine cancels. Noted Castles with vals to £5  x 40 of latter 1st print & 27 second 
print, £10 Britannia x 19 in average to fine cond plus odd M/S (Trooping the Colour, etc) & a few regionals & PD's incl £5. Many 
useful & better than the average range of this period. (1000s) $90 

354 Great Britain Machin booklets sorted by face value into glassines in tin. Appear all different with face vals from 10p to £2.55 
(Christmas) & incl wide range of cover designs & se-tenant arrangements. Total FV in a quick check is £150 min. $150 

355 Great Britain Officials. MUH/MLH group of ovpts comprising "ARMY OFFICIAL" on both QV ½d, 1d lilac (2), 2½d, 6d & KEVII 
6d. "ADMIRALTY OFFICIAL" on ½d, 1d short "M" & 2d long "M". KEVII 9d with "GOVT PARCELS" (tone stripe at top) & 
"I.R.OFFICIAL" on QV ½d (2) & KEVII ½d. Total cat. is £900 (excl 9d) (14) $250 

356 Great Britain Revenue. Starting with 1769 "GR" cypher embossed with lead strip & Royal Coat of Arms & "GR" cypher paper 
label in blue on reverse, another with GRIII embossing & another without "GR" cypher. Also 1808 blue £50 embossed with lead 
strip plus 6 later to 1865 all with lead strip. 1854/65 "Foreign Bill" (3), 5/- "Chancery Court", 2/- "Common Law Courts" & 1d 
Inland Revenue with later QV Foreign Bill values to 5/-, Patent, Companies Registration, Transfer Duty 1889/93 (6), Civil 
Service £1, 1912 National Health 7d, Judicature Fees & Excise Revenue 1d lake (1916). Continues with KGV 5/- Foreign Bill & 
Consular Service & 1/- Contract note. KGVI has 1946 1/- ditto, embossed "Duplicate or Counterpart" in blue, buff embossed 
1/6d revenue before a range of QV to QEII embossed dated types in grey, orange & grey blue (incl 6d perfd) all arranged 
chronologically & in ascending face value to £10 with some "helmets" incl £30 cut to shape, TV license stamps (Barefoot 1, 23 
& 24) very fine & 1971 10p Prescription Charge (Barefoot 7). Exc cond & annotation. (183) $200 

357 Great Britain-Alderney 1983-2001 (Apr) fine used or CTO complete on album leaves & 4 Hagners. Comprises 208 stamps & 9 
M/S's. Total SG cat. £320 $120 



358 Great Britain-Alderney 1983-2001 (Oct) MUH complete on album leaves with mounts plus Hagners in springback binder.      
SG Cat. £330 (238 + 9 M/S's) $150 

359 Great Britain-Alderney 2000-2003 Pres packs complete incl M/S's. All in exc cond with attractive thematics. Cat. £115 $70 
360 Great Britain-Guernsey 1941-1990 MUH, MLH & used incl M/S's & booklet panes with most issues in both MLH & used or 

CTO. 1969/70 set incls 10/-, £1 in both perfs & 1d & 1/6d "latitude" changes. Appears over 90% complete simplified & about 
70% complete both MLH & used/CTO. (100s) $50 

361 Great Britain-Guernsey 1969-1985 (Feb) complete fine used or CTO incl all postage dues housed in SG multi-ring album.     
SG Cat. £580 (702 stamps, 25 M/S's) $200 

362 Great Britain-Guernsey 1969-2005 (Feb) complete MUH in SG hingeless album. Incls 761 stamps, 27 M/S's, 2 booklets,       
13 strips ex booklets plus 41 booklet panes, 34 sheetlets & 2 gutter blocks. Useful later issues. Total Cat. £880 $260 

363 Great Britain-Isle of Man 1970-1991 MLH & CTO with most issues present both MLH & CTO incl vals to £5, M/S's, booklet 
panes & some PD's. Overall c95% complete & very fresh. (100s) $50 

364 Great Britain-Isle of Man 1973-1997 (Nov) complete fine used or CTO in SG Isle of Man album. Incls all Postage Dues.       
SG cat. £840 (922 stamps, 33 M/S's) $200 

365 Great Britain-Isle of Man 1973-1997 (Nov) complete MUH in SG multi-ring album. Incl all Postage dues. Cat. £1130            
(906 stamps, 35 M/S, 39 booklet panes, 1 booklet, 1 sheetlet of 25) $300 

366 Great Britain-Isle of Man 1997 (Nov)-2000 (Nov) fine used or CTO near complete. SG cat. £200 (156 + 10 M/S's) $70 
367 Great Britain-Isle of Man 1998 (Feb) -2000 (Nov) complete MUH on 11 Hagners. SG Cat. £240 (165 stamps, 13 M/S's) $90 
368 Great Britain-Jersey 1958-1987 MLH, CTO & used on leaves. Close to complete & majority with both MLH & used incl M/S's, 

booklet panes & defins to £5 plus pre-decimal. PD's to 5/- & decimal to £1 MLH & CTO. Conservative est. (100s) $50 
369 Great Britain-Jersey 1958-2000 (Dec) complete fine used or CTO incl PD's. SG cat. £1000+ (1080 stamps, 28 M/S's & £10 

stamp on FDC) $300 
370 Great Britain-Jersey 1969-1996 (Dec) complete MUH in SG hingeless album. Incls booklet panes & sheetlets. Comprises   

884 stamps, 14 M/S's, 70 booklet panes & sheetlets of 20 with 422 additional stamps. SG Cat. £1100+ $350 
371 Great Britain-Jersey 1997-2000 (Dec) complete MUH on 13 Hagners. Incls S/A's & the USA World Stamp Expo & HK ovptd 

M/S's. Totals 213 stamps, 14 M/S's & two sheetlets of 10. Cat. £340 $100 
372 Great Britain-Lundy Collection on privately printed leaves incl 1929/30 defins perf. 11¾ with similar designs imperf, 1938 Air 

stamp ovptd "Lundy Atlantic Coasts Airlines Ltd", 1939 ½d Airs, recess defins (3), 1951/53 1 & 12 puffin "BY AIR" ovpts plus 
defins to 7½d puffin & 1953 Coronation ovpts. 1954-1961 usual range incl 1961 Europa M/S with 1962-1996 period having a 
good range of MUH/MLH commems & defins. Clean lot rarely seen. STC Cat. $800 (205 & 6 M/S's) $150 

373 Great Britain-Channel Islands & Isle of Man Used accumulation plus a few basic MUH in quality black leaved stockbook. 
Pickings in used incl Alderney £2 x 2, Jersey £5 x 2 with one MUH. Mint incl Alderney birds & Guernsey pre-decimal, PD's & 
decimal sets plus Jersey & IOM decimal PD's. A few M/S's & noted IOM £5 defin MUH. Clean lot, but quality of cancels is 
mixed. Worth a careful look. (100s) $75 

374 Great Britain-Channel Is 1940-1979 in SG printed album with Guernsey & Jersey. The occupation issues with shades & two 
Guernsey 1941 covers ("O" shaved in date stamp to make "L") with near complete later incl booklet panes & sheetlets. Jersey 
1943 pictorials MLH & used plus average later used noting 1978 booklet panes MUH, 1976 panes (5) used, 1978 PD's to £1 
used & a 1902 postcard with ½d KEVII tied by Jersey cds. Useful pickings. (100s) $50 

375 India 1855-1957 used range on leaves with basic QV incl a few large "Service" ovpts & fiscals. Later KEVII to 2R incl "OHMS" 
used, KGV to 10R (toning on some) plus "On HMS ONE RUPEE" ovpt on 15R before KGVI to 10R. Range of Convention & 
Native States of little val however Pakistan saves the day with Bahawalpur 1948 first colours to 10R MLH (Cat. £180) & 1945 
Officials MLH (Cat. £100) Used in mixed cond with MUH/MLH fine. (100s) $120 

376 India QV to KGVI revenues incl 20R KGV "special adhesive" (6), various "Court Fee" & "Foreign Bill" general revenues showing 
a range of punctures, seals, pen cancels, etc. Cond varies as usual but seldom seen in this quantity. (500+) $50 

377 India QV to 2006 MLH/used accumulation on Hagners & in stockbook. Very mixed quality but does incl Hagner of low val 
KGV/VI mint, a 1949-1980 MUH/MLH range plus a few revenues. Heavily duplicated in used defins post-war with a few officials 
incl KEVII 5R. Should be viewed to properly assess. (approx. 2000) $60 

378 India 1930's early Court documents with a range of "Court Fees" revenues & cachets incl Midnapore Treasury, Treasury, 
Ghatal & Munsif's 3rd Court". Mixed cond. Most unusual & very collectable. (12) $50 

379 India & States on 56 Hagners in quality binder with slipcase. Much is common & in mixed cond but does incl KGVI 1R-10R 
"SERVICE" MLH, 1948 Jaipur Silver Jubilee 7 vals to 1R & other useful "States" odd vals. Hagners are "as new" & rated 40¢ 
ea. plus the stamps on them. (100s) $100 

380 Indian States Range of Revenues on piece fiscally cancelled. Incls Gwalior, Sorohi, Jodhpur, Indor & Mewar Udaipur State 
Court Fee in diff colours. Rarely seen in such quantity. Ideal for specialist. (500+)  $100 

381 Iran 1881-1979 MLH (mainly) & used on printed leaves. Many MLH pickings in 1948-1967 period incl 1948/49 Tomb Fund, ditto 
1954, 1950 Islamic Conference, 1957 Railway (snagged on page) & 1958 Rudaji. Good range of pre-war but MLH appear 
reprints. Odd tone spot or lightly struck down but worth careful viewing. (c750) $75 

382 Ireland 1922-1997 Retired dealers stock on Hagners identified by SG numbers. Noted Defins to £2 Birds & useful PD's. 
Majority used but some MUH/MLH. PSTA at $900+ (100s) $70 

383 Israel 1948-1973 on Scott leaves. No "Tabs" until 1955 "Tribes" but still useful MLH incl 1952 1000pr (Cat. £28 without tab). 
Separate "Tab" section at end of album mixed "short" & "long" tabs. e.g. 1953 Airs excl. 1000pr. (100s) $30 

384 Italy 1855/63 Sardinia 10¢ bistre olive (2 used), 1863 10¢ yellow PD, mint with part gum (Cat. £275) & used (Cat. £110) plus 
brown-orange MLH (damaged), 1870/1925 comprehensive PD's to 10l (brown x2, magenta x3), 1869 10¢ orange-brown PD x2 
& 1890 "20" on 1¢ magenta & orange MLH (SG D48 Cat. £600). Comprehensive Parcel Post from 1884 set complete used plus 
extra 50¢ (3, plus brown red shade), 75¢ (7), 1l25 (3) & 1l75, 10¢, 20¢, 1l75 mint (Cat. £600+) with usual streaky brown gum. 
Also a few officials incl 1878 2¢ on 5l & 2¢ on 10l & Express incl 1925/6 2l (Cat. £65) x2, 1926/28 Air 50¢ (2), 1l & 1l50 all used 
plus 1924/25 60¢ Express MLH with Perugina label (prepared for use but not issued), 1917 Air ovpts MLH (Cat. £40), 
Pneumatic Post 1921/45 MLH complete (15) excl 40¢ on 30¢ & finally a page of fiscals & concessional Letter Post items. Rust 
apparent on pages but nearly all stamps are clean. High cat. value. (300+) $200 

385 Italy 1862-1961 MLH & used duplicated on leaves. Items cat. above £10 are flagged & cond is mainly sound. Arrangement is 
defins, followed by commems & "back of the book". Cat. of just those "flagged" exceeds £2000. (100s) $100 

386 Italy 1887-1982 used on leaves with general issues plus 1930-1932 Airs & a few Express Dues. Noted 1875 Officials, various 
parcel singles, Hotel Tax to 50 lire & other revenues. Also PO's in Crete mint (SG 13, Cat. £80), Aegean Is ovpts MLH/used, 
PO's in Turkey, 1945/47 Venezia Giulia & 1947/54 Trueste values to 200l MLH/used incl registered airmail cover to Melbourne. 
Main interest in ovpts, dues & revenues. (100s) $60 

387 Japan 1883-1987 collection in Minkus album mainly MLH to 1974 plus c350 MUH 1974-1987 on Hagners with mainly letter rate 
commems & a few defins. Noted 1915 Coronation MLH (10s used), 1920 Causes, Dedication MLH, 1935 Emperor's Visit to 
Manchukuo, 1937 coils MLH, Aerodrome Fund & 1939 Also N. Park plus other Park issues all MLH. Also 1947 Foreign Trade, 
New Constitution M/S & a few late 1940's commem singles MLH. 1949 Portraits MLH (excl Ume), 1953 Airs MLH, 1956 Saikai 
N. Park M/S, 1960 Visit of Crown Prince M/S, 1961/64 Olympics & a few 1950's/60's New Year M/S's. Good range of Ryukyus 
from 1961 onwards incl Airs. (c100). Good cond through-out though quite sparse. Still many pickings in £2-£10 MLH cat. val 
range. (100s pre 1975 with c350 later) $180 



388 Japan Remnants of collections on leaves, Hagners, on piece, etc consolidated into 3 ring binder with display book. Nothing 
scarce but a good range of Kobani to 1970's. Unchecked for perforations. Incls page of Manchukus. (100s) $40 

389 Kenya 1974-1990 MUH commem sets on Hagners with some EAF x 2. Over 60 different MUH sets plus 11 M/S's. $60 
390 Kiribati 1979-1998 MUH with some additional early sheetlets. Highly thematic incl later WWII commems. STC Cat. £600 $120 
391 KUT 1895-1952 MLH & used on Hagners noting 1895 small QV to 8a plus 2R & 4R used & 5 mint vals to 7½a. Incls 1895 lower 

case "British East Africa" ovpts on India to 6a (excl 4a) MLH, 1897 similar ovpt on Zanzibar 2a (Cat. £50) plus a range of 
1890/95  Light & Liberty to 1r MLH & to 8a used. KEVII has MLH & used duplication in both wmks to 8a plus 1R & 2R used. 
KGV 1912/21 duplicated MLH/used to 2R, 1922/27 to 5/- MLH (excl 2/50d & 3/- black), used to £1 (10/- regd cds, £1 double ring 
Nairobi), 1935/37 to 10/- used & 1938-1954 range used to £1 incl most perfs to £1 MLH. (see separate lot for scarce £1) 
1941/42 ovpts with dupl MLH & used & 1948 RSW MLH (£1 x2) Mostly fine. Cat. £1000+ $280 

392 KUT & Kenya 1954-1981 arranged on Hagners noting 1954/59 to 5/- MUH/MLH (odd dupl to 1/30d) & 1960/62 to 20/- MUH 
plus extras to 1/- & used to 5/-. Later commems to 1975 MUH/MLH. Kenya 1964 to 20/-, 1964 set of 5, 1966 to 20/- (excl 60¢ & 
70¢), 1977 to 40/- plus 1982 surcharge, 1983 flowers & 1988 butterflies to 40/- with MUH commems to 1981 complete plus a 
few used & 1949 UPU MLH/used on Hagner. Cat. £370+ (100s) $90 

393 Lebanon 1924-1978 used in Senator album. A neat & clean lot with small range of ovpts on France but more comprehensive 
from 1926 surcharges incl 1927 "Republique" ovpts (excl 15p on 25p), 1928 set (stains on 25p), 1930 to 100p incl Airs, 1936 
Tourism (excl 10p), 1937 Paris Exhibition, 1944 2nd Anniv postage to 200p, 100, 300, 500p Airs plus good coverage of later 
with many complete defin sets & some PD's. (100s) $60 

394 Lithuania 1990's FDC's (all unaddressed) plus commercial covers, some illustrated &/or with pictorial cachets. An unusual lot & 
worth a good look. Nearly all addressed to Australia & a few to Myanma. Also odd 1990's Russian cover or postcard. (200+) $30 

395 Malta QEII collection to 2000 in padded binder with slipcase. Incls 1956 to £1 & mixed MUH/MLH/used to 1970 then all MUH 
with approx. 200 sets. Cat. £800+ $250 

396 Netherlands 1852-1944 & 1969-1989 in Davo hingeless albums with slipcases with basic used worth less than the albums. 
Also large stockbook with substantial used duplication from 1937-2003 with modest pickings. (1000s) $60 

397 Netherlands 1872-1950 used selection on stockcards incl 1872/78 King William to 2g50, 1891/96 Queen Wilhelmina to 1g 
(small) with the 50¢ & 3 low vals MLH, 1925-1928 & 1933-1936 charity sets, 1928 Olympics & 1932 Tourism. Also 1933 
Seamen's Fund, 1946/47 1g to 10g, 1950 Bombed Churches plus card of Suriname early imperf proofs for King William 2¢ pair, 
40¢ single, Queen Wilhelmina 12½¢ singles in 2 shades & 2¢ numeral. A good lot, largely clean with cds examples. Cat. £750 
plus 50¢ mint cat £850 & not counting proofs. (84) $150 

398 Netherlands 1940-1950 MUH, MLH & used on 2 Hagners & album page incl 1940 "figures" ovpt set to 500c MLH, 1950 Relief 
Fund & Bombed Churches sets MLH. Useful pickings. STC £450 (84) $40 

399 Netherlands 1969-1980 Queen Juliana defins (excl 25c) but incl 1g & 10g vals on both ordinary & phosphor paper. All in MUH 
blocks of 4. Also some singles. Noted 30c to 2g50 in numbered coil strips of 5 plus 1976-2001 Numerals (excl 80c) also in 
blocks of 4. Exc cond. Min. cat. £250+ $50 

400 Netherlands 1981-1990 Queen Beatrice defins in blocks of 4 plus 70c to 7g vals in numbered coil strips of 5. Fine MUH. 
Minimum cat. £330 $75 

401 Netherlands 1990-1995 range of MUH pairs appearing complete incl booklets & defins to 10g. Various CTO not counted in the 
SG cat. value of £500+ (100s) $90 

402 Netherlands 1991-1999 on Davo hingeless leaves comprising 8 Christmas sheetlets of 20, 13 other sheetlets of 10 & 2 
sheetlets of 5. Total Cat. €260 ($400+) (300 stamps in sheetlets) $75 

403 Netherlands Antilles 1949-1999 MUH, MLH & used in Davo standard album. Missing 1950 10g otherwise substantially 
complete MUH/MLH plus many used extras & MUH booklets & FDC's. A clean lot with strong thematic content. Over 1000 diff + 
100s used additionally. Cat. £750+ counting MLH at half MUH price. $200 

404 Netherlands Colonies-Aruba 1986-1999 (excl 1997) complete on Davo hingeless leaves. MLH to 1990 then MUH with odd 
used extra. STC. £450+ (200+) $75 

405 Netherlands Colonies-Curacao 1873-1948 range on Davo standard leaves. Noted 1873/98 vals to 50¢, 1927 Marine 
Insurance surcharges MLH, 1934 Governors mixed MLH & used (excl 21¢, 25¢, 50¢ & 1g50), 1936 to 2g50 MLH, 1946 to 50¢ 
MLH, 1948 Child Welfare MLH plus a good range of Airs, some both mint & used incl 1931/38 to 2g50, 1942 set used to 10g 
(no 5g) & MLH to 50¢. Also 1944 charity ovpts & 1945 set of 8 MLH. Ditto 1946 Maps. A few PD's. Excellent starter collection 
with very few faults. Cat. £500+ (100s) $100 

406 Netherlands Indies 1864-1949 MLH & used on Davo standard leaves. Incls 1864 10¢ imperf used, 1867 10¢ perfd MLH (usual 
tropicalised gum), 1870 to 2g50 used incl most perf varieties, 1892/97 to 2g50 used, 1899 ovpts to 2g50, 1902/09 to 2g50 
(latter, & used, others mainly used), 1908 "JAVA" & "BUITEN BEZIT" ovpts to 1g plus a used comprehensive later range with 
shades (no 1922 Bandang ovpts). Also 1923 Silver Jubilee & all Airmails. Missing only the more expensive wmkd 1938/40 
defins & 1941 5g & 25g. Many items both mint & used. Some PD’s & postal stationery. (100s) $250 

407 Netherlands New Guinea 1950-1962 complete MLH plus many also used on Davo standard leaves. Incls 1962 UNTEA ovpts 
MLH. (c200 + 3 FDC's) $40 

408 New Hebrides 1949-1980 complete fine used/ CTO neatly laid out in chronological order in stockbook. SG 64/286 Cat. £300+ 
(229 stamps, 2 M/S of which 1 is on cover & 1 sheetlet) $100 

409 New Hebrides 1949-1980 complete MUH in chronological order. Useful thematics. SG 64/286 Cat. £225 (229 stamps, 2 M/S of 
which 1 is on cover & 1 sheetlet) $90 

410 New Zealand 1855-1953 used stamps & covers in printed SG album with slipcase. Starts with imperf Chalons 1d vermilion, 2d 
blue, 6d brown (2 shades) & 1/- average used, perfd vals (excl 4d) to 1/- (odd perf fault & heavy cancel), 1878 2/- & 5/- fiscally 
used with others to 1/-. Two 1895 covers plus 1898 pictorials (excl 8d) to 5/- (fiscal) & similar 1902/06 (5/- x2, both fiscal). 1906 
Christchurch (excl 3d), the 6d has cds, 1907/08 "small" pictorials & 1931 & 1934 flight covers. All later Healths, 1931/35 Airs 
plus extra surcharged pair, 1937 Marine Post Office RMS Niagara cover, 1936 ANZAC & 3x Commerce vals on FDC's with 
latter registered. 1937 & several later FDC's incl 1937 & 1938 Healths. Arms stamp duty vals postally used to £1 & fiscally to 
£25, £100  & a perfined £200. Few officials incl 1935/51 1½d purple brown plus Govt Life odds incl 1891/98 6d green (Cat. 
£80). Postmark interest noting Fanning Island on 1927 piece. Fiscal long QV types x 11 to £1 & some PD's incl 1899 5d & 6d 
CTO (Cat. £100). 2 Hagners at back with Social Security types incl £4 with 1941 & 1942 ovpts. Mostly good to fine with viewing 
highly recommended to appreciate. (100s) $500 

411 New Zealand 1855-2009 Useful duplicated used in chronological order in 3 large stockbooks. Starts with 24 x ½d newspaper 
stamps unchecked, lots of 1d Universals plus other low vals in quantity. Lesser duplication of Healths & most high vals absent. 
A few decimal M/S's & sets incl 2003 Military Uniforms & Conquest of Everest noted. Ross Dep sets with 2005 "150 Years of 
Stamps" M/S x 3 different & odd to Xmas 2009. Most post-2000 have inkjet cancellations as is usual. Ideal for re-seller. (1000s) $150 

412 New Zealand 1862-1988 mainly used in springback binder. Noted perfd Chalons (13) to 1/- in average cond, 1882 1st sideface 
1/-, 1898 pictorials to 5/- with faults plus clean 6d green kiwi MLH & 8d perf. 12-16. Also later "small" pictorial 3d huia & 1/- 
kea/kaka used plus 1913 ½d & 1d Auckland Exhibition MLH & KEVII 5d & 8d MLH. 1920 6d Victory very F/U & MLH with 1/- 
good used. 1926 2/- "Admiral" with an average later range & some "back of the book" incl 1939/49 PD's MLH, 1929/36 6d 
Express perf. 14x14½ MLH (Cat. £50) & a few Govt Life. Worth careful viewing. (100s) $90 



413 New Zealand 1873-1966 collection on Seven Seas hingeless leaves. Simplified 1874 to 1/- (excl 3d) & 1882 to 1/- good to F/U, 
1898 to 5/- (1/- red used, others MLH), 1900 to 6d MLH (official used), 1906 Christchurch Exhib MLH (3d & 6d no gum) & 1907 
small pictorials. Also 1909 KEVII to 1/- incl officials, 1913 Auckland Exhib, 1915 KGV to 1/- with officials & surface printed, 1920 
Victory, 1925 Dunedin Exhib, 1926 Admirals (2/- dark, 3/- light), 1929-1966 Healths incl 1931 Boys & all Airs plus 1935 to 3/- & 
officials to 2/-, all MLH. Later complete incl M/S's MUH. Also incls 1903 6d & 1939 special delivery stamps MLH, 1947-1963 
Govt Life & Ross Dep but no "Arms" fiscals. Clean lot with some heavy hingeing pre-1915 otherwise fine which would retail well 
over $3000. (100s) $1,800 

414 New Zealand 1882 onwards in mainly average used cond noting 35/- yellow QV stamp duty with 1920 cds. Odd useful MLH incl 
KGV 4d in both colours, 6d, 8d brown, 1925 ½d & 1d Dunedin, 1935 Airs & Silver Jubilee sets & 1936 Commerce plus Govt Life 
1947-1963 & surcharges. Also some Guernsey & Jersey plus GB incl useful QV surface prints good to F/U, 1924 BEE MLH plus 
1½d used, 1934 British PO's in Egypt 1p carmine MLH perf. 14½x14 (Cat. £55) & a range of 1970's GB commem sets. Definite 
pickings. (100s) $75 

415 New Zealand 1898-1954 MUH & MLH Davo printed album with mounts added with slipcase. Pickings incl ½d newspaper, no 
wmk (SG 151a, Cat. £25), 1898 5/-, 1920 Victory, 1925 Dunedin, 1931/34 Airs, 1926 Admirals (3/- blunt top right corner), 1931 
Boys, 1935 to 3/-, 1940 Centennial & Officials all MLH. Also 1926/36 6d Express Delivery (SG E2 Cat. £48) MUH, 1927/33 2/- 
official, 1936/61 9d ovptd in green & 1½d block MUH/MLH (odd foxed perf). Also printed leaves for 1953-1994 (no stamps). 
(200+ with several blocks incl KGVI plate numbers) $300 

416 New Zealand 1898-1969 used range incl 1898 to 2/-, KEVII to 1/-, 1935 Silver Jubilee set & 6d Air plus pictorials to 3/- (a few 
MLH). 1936 Commerce all used with 1953 QEII MLH & 1969 pictorials (10) to $2 multi-coloured MUH. (100+) $40 

417 New Zealand 1898-1996 MUH, MLH & used in Seven Seas album. Earlies sparse & later missing significant items however 
noted 1940 8d official F/U, a few 1990's CTO M/S's, odd Govt Life Insurance nicely used & 1933 Health & 1935 2½ official Mt 
Cook MLH. Lots of gaps to fill. (100s) $30 

418 New Zealand 1900-2005 used collection in 11 Seven Seas binders with slipcases all maroon. Hingeless leaves from 1954-2005 
plus a few covers & cancels before 1954 incl 12 Hagners of issues to 2011 (patchy). Noted in Vol.1 1903 "Western Spit" thimble 
cds on 1d universal pair, 8 postcards to 1910, WWI NZ Field PO stampless cover with censor tape, 1932 Special Flight cover 
Auckland to North Auckland with violet pictorial cachet, 1934 Trans-Tasman Airmail cover, 1936 Commerce set on FDC (odd 
spot), KGVI 1½d on 1d newspaper wrapper cut out, 1940 Health FDC & Forces Airletter (1945) to Perth. Also 1945 NZ 
Occupation Force cover to South Africa with Japan address of sender plus other covers & used blocks. Vols 2 to 11 have 
covers interspersed some with Health Camp pictorial cachets, 1967 decimal defins to $2 on Regd FDC, 1971 Campbell Island 
cover with expedition team signatures & pictorial cachet on reverse & several plain pages inserted to show pieces with cancels 
of interest e.g. Davies Corner. 1967 inland postcard cancelled Dominion Sea Scott Regatta/Lake Waihola, 1973 Inaugural 
DC10 Auckland to Sydney flight cover, 1977 New Zealand Everest Expedition cover bearing Nepal adhesives & boxed cachet 
"Attempt Abandoned at 26,000 Ft May 16th 1977" signed by climbers, 1981 Aramoana cinderellas & a good range of commem 
sets & M/S FDC's incl 1990 Orchid M/S imperf on FDC plus some booklet panes & PSE's on FDC or CTO from 1990 incl $20 
Mt Cook CTO & FDC. Interesting news cuttings (stamp related) with a few post-2000 covers & cut-outs showing inkjet & other 
cancel types. Most M/S's missing from 2001 & some 1960's Health's also absent. Wonderful collection with items outside the 
catalogue adding some spice. Huge cost price. (1000s & 100s of covers plus a few CTO booklets from 2000 incl Prestige types) $700 

419 New Zealand 1920-1940 used range on Vario sheets incl 1931 "Smiling Boys" F/U & a few other healths, 1920 Victory, 1925 
Dunedin, 1931/34 Airs plus 1935 MLH & used & 1940 Centennial with ovpts. May have been stored in Rotorua or a similar 
atmosphere that would account for sulphuretted orange/brown of 8d official & 1935 Silver Jubilee but others are mainly fine. 
Also 1937-1958 Social Security dated range plus some undated with usual mixed cond. (66 postage stamps & over 100 fiscals) $100 

420 New Zealand 1920-1967 MLH in peg album. Starts with 1960/63 Health M/S (birds) & then mounted 1920 Victory, 1925 
Dunedin, 1926 Admirals (Jones paper), 1929/65 Healths (excl 1931) & 1931/35 Airs. Complete pictorials to 3/- in both wmks, 
Silver Jubilee, 1940 Centennial & ovptd "Official" with perf changes of 1935 & 1936/42 pictorial. 1936/39 Special Delivery (SG 
E3, 4, 6), 1941/47 to 3/-, 1947 Govt Life & 1953 to 10/- (no 2/6d). From 1940 nearly all commems to 1956 in blocks & singles 
plus Ross Dep 1957, Tokelau 1948 & New Hebrides UPU & 1953 to 5f. Also Tonga 1938-1950 commems complete & 1953 to 
£1. Cook Is 1933/36 to 1/-, 1938 to 3/-, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1940 mult wmk to 3/- (latter stained) & 1949 to 3/-. Similar period 
Niue with Arms to £1 & Samoa 1935-1953 range (no Arms). Also a 1988 Year pack. Useful lot with conservative reserve. (100s) $500 

421 New Zealand 1920-2009 MUH & MLH in 2 large "Prinz" stockbooks. Average range to 1955 then increasingly comprehensive 
incl M/S's from 1957 (not complete & some faulty). From 1992 duplication with x 3 or more seen often incl M/S's. Face value for 
this period to 2009 is over NZ$1500 ($1350+) plus $100's in pre-1992. Also noted Ross Dep issues, "Best of 1998" M/S's (2), 
$1 violet kiwi sheet of 36, Fish & Game Council $10 M/S & stamp in addition to standard issues. Decimals all MUH. (1000s) $500 

422 New Zealand 1929-1982 Healths complete used with mixture of cds & machine cancelled (1931 1d light machine cancel, 2d 
with smudgy cds) plus 1934-1994 Healths in MLH & 1960-1994 Christmas issues both MLH & used. Mainly fine. (100s) $90 

423 New Zealand 1930-1993 MUH, MLH & used in Hagners in 2 padded binders (one with slipcase). Complete with both MLH & 
used incl 1931 "Smiling Boys" with all Health M/S's (both wmks of 1957) & general issues from 1936 similarly complete 
simplified (excl 1958 surcharge error, present as MUH only & no 1960 chalky papers or Arms wmk changes). 1990 Orchids M/S 
perfd only & 1957-1963 Health M/S's MUH only. Later both MUH & CTO incl 1993 Taipei.  Also has Tokelau 1948-1990 with 
MUH to 1970 then both MUH & CTO. (100s) $300 

424 New Zealand 1935-1968 range on leaves in "Simplex" binder. Incls 1935 Silver Jubilee set, 1935 pictorials all in pairs to 3/- 
(horizontal stamps with lower one in in ea. pair MUH), 1936 Commerce MLH & used, 1938 to 3/- & 1949 Centennial plus 
Officials complete. Also 1960 complete set of 23. Fresh lot. (221 incl several pairs) $50 

425 New Zealand 1935-1998 used collection in Simplex binder. Cond varies & is not complete but incls 1935 to 3/-, 1940 
Centennial plus officials, 1953 to 10/-, 1960 to £1 & 1967 & 1969  defins to $2. Clean lot but a few machine cancels. (100s) $40 

426 New Zealand 1953-1989 range in Seven Seas Hingeless album noting used £1 & $2 x2 Pohutu Geyser. Some 1957-1964 MLH 
M/S's (1964 MUH but folded) & a few 1947-1981 Govt Life Insurance. Nice album worth filling & replacing faulty items. (100s) $50 

427 New Zealand 1953-2009 MUH in 6 Seven Seas Hingeless albums with slipcases in deep blue with additional pages inserted to 
incl 1953-1959 counter coils, coil join pairs (9d, 1/- & 1/6d) & counter coil pairs plus a comprehensive coverage of booklets, 
exhib cinderellas & extras such as 1990 Orchids M/S imperf & 1988 Centenary of NZPSL set of special cards. Also 2000-2004 
Game Bird $10 sheets & stamps, 1997-2009 "Best of ..." special M/S's & occasional doctor blade or other flaw noting 1973 4¢ 
on 2½¢ magpie moth lower margin block of 20 with second last stamp having "bars omitted". Missing 1958 error of surcharge 
but all Health M/S's & defins to top vals are present. Over 99% complete with only odd 2000-2005 missing. Incls over 100 
booklets from 1954 & Ross Dep from 1957 to 1972 with 1957 set in plate blocks incl both 8d shades. Govt Life 1947-1961 & 
decimal surcharge sets plus later to 1978. Superb with the varieties, cinderellas & "extras" adding to an already fine lot. (1000s) $800 

428 New Zealand 1967-1973 range with mainly MUH, some in large multiples or blocks of 4, noting $2 magenta Geyser x 10 MUH 
(Cat. £40). Useful lot for Ebay etc. (100s) $50 

429 New Zealand 1967-1979 MUH range priced to sell on Hagners. Noted 1969 Cook M/S's x 3 & some Health. Useful duplication 
for re-sale. PSTA at approx. $800 $120 

430 New Zealand 1967-2003 M/S's all MUH incl range of Health to 1997 plus NZ$80+ face value of pictorial M/S's with little 
duplication from 1974 to 2003 Military Uniforms. (23 Health incl ovptd, plus 42 others) $50 

431 New Zealand 1987-1997 general issues plus 1996/97 souvenir & Health M/S's all on Hagners in padded binder. Complete both 
MUH & CTO incl booklet panes & defins to $20. (100s + 16 M/S's) $80 



432 New Zealand 1992-2000 range of Exhibition ovptd M/S's plus the "Best of 1996" set of 3 M/S's. Many of the "difficult" events 
incl. FV NZ$100+ ($95) with a high retail. (34) $60 

433 New Zealand 1997-2000 range of general & Health issues plus 1995-1999 Christmas. Incls 1994-2000 sheetlets, M/S's & 
souvenir sheets in both MUH & used plus Govt Life Insurance MUH, MLH & used selection. Some earlier with 1897 onwards 
used noted plus Express E1-6 (2-4 used, others MLH), 1939/49 PD's MLH & used & Ross Dependency complete MUH to 
second decimal issue, then both MUH & used to 2000. Noted Life Insurance incl 2d red brown "VR omitted" used. (Cat. £130). 
A fresh lot with useful pickings. (100s) $300 

434 New Zealand Sparse MUH range with best being 1940 Treaty set of 13 (stained perf at base of 1/-). Patchy range from 1930's 
to 1981. Incls a few Hutt River & others. (100s) $30 

435 New Zealand-Ross Dependency (& Govt Life) 1957-2005 issues in Seven Seas Hingeless album with slipcase. Comprises of 
CTO & FDC for 9 different sets plus 1974 "Operation Ice Cube" Scott Base cover & 1977 First Commercial Flight Auckland. 
McMurdo Sound cachet on cover posted Christchurch. Also 5 other Ross Dep covers plus 6 sets to 2009 not with FDC's. Govt 
Life 1947-1981 stamps x 27 & 5 FDC's incl 1947 addressed & unaddressed. (c120 Ross, 17 covers, Govt Life 27 & 5) $60 

436 New Zealand & Deps Used range starting with 1874 1/-, a few 1882 types to 1/-, 1898 pictorials to 1/- incl 6d green, KEVII & 
KGV defins to 1/- plus 2/- Admiral & 1913 ½d Exhib. (Cat. £55) Also 1920 Victory, 1935 Airs & Silver Jubilee, 1940 Cent, 
1953/59 to 10/-, 1960 to £1,plus 1967 & 1967/70 defins to $2. Most commems to 1969 represented but sparse later along with a 
few officials incl 2/- Milford Sound. Aitutaki (4), Cook Is (47) incl KGV to 1/-, KGVI to 3/- & 1949 pictorials. Also Niue (36) with 
similar coverage, Penrhyn (6), Ross Dep (7) & Samoa pre-independence (50) with vals to 3/-. A clean lot. (100s) $120 

437 New Zealand & Deps 1945-1977 FDC's addressed to 1970 & then unaddressed. Noted 1968 Tonga Tin Can Mail with imperf 
set of 4 & NZ 1969 Cook M/S. Majority in fine cond. (127) $60 

438 New Zealand Deps MUH, MLH & used on Hagners & leaves in Seven Seas binder with slipcase. A useful lightly duplicated lot 
with approx. 300 not counting Samoa & Niue 2d "Peace" which are heavily duplicated to c1970 with vals to 3/- in KGVI & 5/- in 
QEII. Also a range of covers incl Cook Is 1937 & 1938 to NZ with redirection markings, 1945 regd to NZ (4d, foxed), 1935 Silver 
Jubilee FDC's x 2 (with stains), 1937 FDC (clean) & Aitutaki 1960 Airmail stampless OHMS cover to Auckland, Niue 1937 FDC 
(Regd) to NZ & 1939 Regd (6d) to NZ. Finally Tokelau 1948 & 1953 FDC's. Interesting lot. (c300 & 15 covers) $75 

439 New Zealand, Niue & Tokelau 1977-1984 FDC's plus Ross Dep & Govt Life Insurance. Noted 1977-1979 & 1981 Health M/S's 
& Niue Hurricane Relief surcharges. Majority unaddressed. Clean lot. (115) $50 

440 New Zealand & Samoa (& Hutt River Province) FDC's (incl PSEs) & some correspondence in 3 volumes, the NZ 1983/98 (53 
covers), Samoa 1968/76 some of which are Registered Apia (60 covers), Hutt River 1973/83 (26 FDC’s & booklet ) (139) $50 

441 Niue 1902-1987 MUH, MLH & used incl 1902 1d FU block with spaced "U" & "E" plus a mint pair without stop after "PENI". Also 
pictorials to 1/-, KEVII set of 3, 1917 1d Dominion (2 MLH), KGV to 1/- used & perf. 14x13½ set of 4 MLH. 1918/29 QV postal 
fiscals to £1 MLH, 1931 Arms (2 sets MLH), 1944/54 Arms to £1 & pictorial sets KGV/VI with wmk changes MLH. Later with 
1967 rough perf. 11 MUH & many sets both MUH & F/U. The defins are complete incl "OHMS" ovpts to $10 plus all M/S's. A 
lovely near complete collection. (Cat. £800+ for pre 1950 alone). (100s) $250 

442 Rhodesia-South 1940-1965 MLH & used with later Rhodesia/Zimbabwe to 1997 all MUH with 10 complete defin sets & over 90 
commems sets all neatly presented on leaves with mounts added in binder with slipcase. Strong thematic appeal. (100s) $100 

443 Russia 1950's-1987 collector's spares on 27 Hagners in 4 ring binder. A few earlies but majority from early 1950's cto & then 
solid to c1975 before sparse to 1987. (100s) $20 

444 Russia 1961-1963 MUH, CTO & used range on Hagners plus 1958 Stamp Cent M/S (SG 2245a/b), 1889 50k complete sheet of 
100 MUH & 1938 Paris Exhib 5k red block of 10 (SG 765) CTO. (361 stamps, 2 M/S's) $20 

445 Russia & other "R" countries on leaves with main value in 1965-1971 sets & M/S's MUH. Earlier are mainly used or CTO. Quite 
a bit of Romania plus a small range of Rhodesia & Rwanda. (100s) $40 

446 Samoa 1952-1981 MUH range on Hagners incl M/S's. Many thematics especially in defins. Exc cond. Cat. £180 $50 
447 Samoa 1962-1987 MUH/MLH collection, missing only 1977 Xmas M/S, all in Seven Seas Hingeless album with slipcase. Also a 

second SS album with earlier material mixed MLH & used incl Huts & Victory sets to 1/- MLH & "Express" reprints in unused 
sheets of 40 for 1d, 2d, 3d, 6d, 1/- & 2/- with 8 MLH singles with "REPRINT" h/s on reverse. Clean lot. (c800) $75 

448 Singapore 1948-1993 Dealers retired stockbook with MUH, mint & used. One page of KGVI with remainder QEII. Majority 
appear good to fine used with vals to $5. PSTA at approx. $1500 (100s) $100 

449 Solomon Islands 1908-1949 MLH comprising 1908 "small canoes" to 6d, KGVI block wmk to 1/-, script to 5/-, 1935, 1937, 
1946, 1948 & 1949 omnibus issues plus KGVI defins to 10/-. All fresh MLH. Cat. £300+ (68) $180 

450 South Africa 1910-2005 stamps & covers starting with pre-union MLH/used (mostly OFS) on Hagners incl KGV £1 used (two 
blunt corners) & a reasonable range of mainly used pre-Republic with some mint incl later M/S's & blocks. All diff FDC's (incl 11 
pre-1961) in 4 lever arch files complete the lot. Neatly presented, good basis for expansion. (c750 stamps & 279 FDCs) $150 

451 South Africa 1910-1960's in large stockbook from 1910 2½d (60+) mainly used with KGV ½d on piece tied by Emfundisweni 
cds plus heavily duplicated range of KGV heads incl 1/3d x 32, 2/6d x 40+, 5/- x 25 & 10/- x 36 largely with parcel strikes. Also a 
few coils, 1929 1/- Air (6 used), 1926 triangular (49 incl 2 se-tenant pairs), defins incl 10/- Table Bay singles (5), bilingual pairs 
of low vals in quantity (& singles) & 1930/44 2/6d blue & brown F/U blocks of 4 & 6. Useful 1938/39 commems vertical & 
horizontal pairs & singles MLH/used with mainly used later to 1960. Will suit specialist but no flaw "finds" guaranteed! (100s) $50 

452 South Africa 1926-1954 range with flaws noting 1935 Silver Jubilee "cleft skull" variety on ½d (2) & 1d (2), "tagged ear" (3), 
1937 Coronation ½d, 1d & 1½d "frozen breath" & "line through temple" plus later minor flaws incl 1949 1½d with "flying 
pennant", 3d UPU with "G" for "C" in "AFRICA" & a range of 2d Coronation minor varieties. Toning is a problem on many but 
pickings with care. (100s) $40 

453 South & S.W. Africa/Namibia in 2 vols & album pages from a few provincial issues of little value to 1996. Noted South Africa 
1925 3d & 6d Airs, 1929 4d & 1/- Airs & 10/- Table Bay single all used plus 1973 defins to 1R in MUH/MLH pairs. Namibia 1990-
1996 MUH with approx. 80 stamps & 6 blocks of 4 with 6 M/S's. (100s) $50 

454 South Africa-Homelands 1977-1999 FDC's plus odd MUH incl Ciskei first set in strips of 5 & 1991 Solar System block of 12. 
Also 1949-1989 SWA FDC's with some addressed (70+) & Namibia following on to 1996 (34). Clean attractive lot with great 
thematic appeal. (6 vols, 315 FDC's plus stamps) $100 

455 South West Africa 1923-1987 with mainly used of postmark interest. Noted 2d KGV strip with Kolmannskop cds, 1927 4d 
triangular grey-blue MLH block of 5 with one line ovpt plus pair & privately perfd singles, odd low value bilingual pair with singles 
(1931) to 10/-, 1937 Mail Train in F/U block of 4, 1935 Silver Jubilee used set plus extras, ovptd 1930's commems incl vertical & 
horizontal bilingual pairs, ditto in "War Effort" odds & later mainly low vals with duplication. Odd MUH/MLH to 1987 & few "Back 
of the Book". Nothing scarce but many 100's so careful study may yield varieties. $50 

456 Spain 1975-1986 range of MUH & used in quality Schaubek Hingeless album. Patchy but some MUH sets noted. (300+) $30 
457 Sweden 1858-1982 used noting 1858 24 & 30o with minor perf faults. Later arranged by perfs/coils. Good general collection 

missing key items plus some useful PD's, officials used & middle period MLH. Also a few pre 1940 covers. Pickings with care. $50 
458 Sweden 2002/2003 & 2003/2004 Annual Yearbooks with a massive MUH cat. value of £400+ (38 sets) $50 
459 Switzerland 1854-1998 good to fine used collection. Noted 1f grey-lilac, yellow thread, cut into at top & lower right corner but 

presentable (Cat. £1100) & 10 other "Sitting Helvetia" imperfs. Also 1867/78 15¢ lemon-yellow with a good range "Standing 
Helvetias" with Zuristein numbers, 1945 "Peace" 2f (cat. £250), 3f (cat. £130) & 5f (cat. £450) F/U. Also 1959 PTT ovpts (cat. 
£23), a good range of Pro Juventute to 1998, Pro Patria to 1993, useful Airs incl 1923 35¢ "wing" (smooth) & a few UN 
(Geneva) offices, PD's & perfins. A well-filled stockbook with useful pickings. (100s) $300 



460 Switzerland 1862-1998 used collection plus dupls. Noted 1867/78 15¢ lemon yellow used with crease (cat. £50), 1945 3f 
"Peace" (cat. £130) plus a few useful 1950's duplicated Pro Juventute & others to 1998. Pro Patria incls 1950 40¢ rifle-shooter 
(3). Clean lot. (100s) $80 

461 Switzerland 1963-1981 FDC's neatly bundled by type & issue. Many Pro Patria & Pro Juventute sets x 2 ea., special 1960's 
flight covers & publicity often x 2 each. Mostly 1960's-1980's & approx. 90% unaddressed. Noted 1963 Red Cross & 1974 
INTERNABA M/S. (280) $75 

462 Switzerland 1963-1991 MUH on 50+ Hagners with some "extras" as CTO & 1991 FDC's plus a few earlier M/S's incl 1943 
Stamp Cent MUH & CTO, 1948 IMABA CTO, 1955 Lausanne Exhibition CTO (2), 1959 NABAG & 1962 Pro Juventute CTO. 
Also "Franco" coil strips of 5 MUH (3 strips) & a few Geneva Office UN issues from similar period. Some duplication (1965 
NABRA M/S x 12 MUH &  x10 CTO) or broken sets & oddments MLH. Incls defins in white & granite papers, publicity issues, 
ProPatria & Pro Juventute sets. Clean lot. Majority of value in M/S's which are cat. SG £550+ (100s) $150 

463 Switzerland 1965-1992 large commercial covers, some with Pro Juventute, plus small covers & postcards with strength in 
1950's-1990's. All neatly bundled & housed in shoebox. Mostly commercially used; some sets. (many 100s) $60 

464 Thailand 1883-2013 mainly used accumulation on 70+ Hagners in 2 binders plus dupl defins in small stockbooks & complete 
Year Albums for 2007, 2010 & 2013 (these all MUH). Noted 1883/85 set to 1sik (4 of each), 1887 to 24a plus few ovpts, 1912 to 
20b (excl. 10b), 1920 Scouts Fund, type b ovpt, on 2s, 1928 defins to 5b, 1941 5b & 1947 to 20b. Also 1950 Coronation (excl 
15s violet), 1955 5s surcharge MLH (toned), 1951/60 defins to 20b (plus MLH 2b, 3b), 1960 changed perf to 5b & a good range 
of later incl commems (1966 Games cat. £34 & others). Items all flagged with catalogue numbers for easy identification. Some 
mixed cond, but high cat. value. (100s) $200 

465 Tristan da Cunha 1952-1971 MLH on Hagners with 1952 to 1/-, 1954 to 10/- (excl 5/-), 1960 Marine Life to 10/-, 1971 
surcharges to 25p, 6 commem sets & 1957 Postage Dues, the latter MUH as are a few others. Cat. £180 as MUH (76) $50 

466 Turkey 1900-1967 MUH, MLH & used range with 1900-1930's mainly MLH & later 1950's-1960's MUH/MLH in singles & pairs 
on Hagners. Noted some "Towns" defins in pairs, a folder of 1942-1958 Child Protection sets MLH & range of Aviation Fund & 
Revenues. Those in early first section alone cat. $800 plus some useful "Bull's Head" ovpts. Also 1915 25pi on 200pi MLH, 
1926 to 200g used, 1930 Ataturk to 500k used & odd Thessaly. Mostly fine but should be viewed to assess scope. (100s) $150 

467 Turkey Mainly used range on 4 Hagners with cut down 1 lire M/S used, 1953 500th Anniv set of 12 F/U plus various 1930-1960 
& 2 Thessaly octagonals. Mainly fine with no high cat items noted but still worth reserve. (c130) $30 

468 United Nations 1980-1991 range of official unaddressed FDC's. Incls M/S's & tabbed commems. Exc cond. (110+) $20 
469 United Nations & USA 1851-1975 used in Scott "Minuteman" printed album & another binder. Sparse & in generally poor cond 

to 1900 with odd better later incl 1901 10¢ Pan-Am, 1913 10¢ orange Panama-Pacific Expo, 1933 Century of Progress 1¢ & 3¢ 
sheets of 25 (MLH), 1934 Nat Stamp Exhib 3¢ sheet of 6, Atlantic City & Omaha Expo sheets of 6 MLH & National Park set 
used & imperf (MLH). Also 1940 Famous Americans complete (35) & over 30 addressed FDC's. Noted 1912/13 Parcel Post, a 
page of revenues & other "back of the book". The UN range is from 1951 to 1975 mainly used & over 50% complete. (100s) $50 

470 USA 1851-1898 used group on two auction cards with previous starting prices of €350 (A$500). Comprises 1851 3d type A 
(Scott #11A), perfd 10c & 12c Washington (68,69), 24c lilac (153), 1893 & 1898 50c pictorials & 1869 vals x 7 to 15c type II.  All 
sound examples with total Scott cat.+ (12) $200 

471 USA 1857-1904 used selection in Hagners incl 1857 12¢ black, 1869 2¢, 3¢, 6¢ (2), 12¢ & 15¢ "smalls", 1870 3¢ red & 1882 to 
5¢. Also 1893 Pictorials (excl 1¢, 8¢) to 50¢, 1898 to 50¢, 1901 Pan Am to 10¢ (5¢, 8¢ blunt corners) & 1904 & "OT EXPO" sets 
average used. Usual mixed cond with total cat. value £1500+ if fine. Inspection recommended. (67) $180 

472 USA 1860-1993 collection in "Statesman" album with both MLH & used. Incls face value of US$120 ($170+) in MLH with some 
blocks & M/S's. Better used incl $10.75 Bald Eagle. Very sparse pre-1960 but much better later & a clean lot. (100s) $60 

473 USA 1870-1990 mainly used incl useful pre-1900. Some MUH incl 13¢ flags & 20¢ Birds se-tenant sheets of 50. Neatly 
arranged on pages in bonder with slipcase. Useful for expansion. (100s) $100 

474 USA 1873-1886 internal revenue full sheets in very good cond comprising Manufactured Tobacco (15), Liquor (7) & Malt Liquor 
(1). Odd one with minor fault but seldom seen in any condition. (22) $150 

475 USA 1880's to 1990's accumulation incl revenues, script certificates, cinderellas, machine labels, covers & M/S's plus USPO 
folders for 1980/81 & 1989/90. Diverse range which may yield useful on close examination. (100s) $40 

476 USA 1979-1989 & 1991 Commemorative Year collections in original packaging (excl defins). FV is approx. US$130 ($190) $50 
477 USA 1991-2005 MUH & used in quality album with slipcase. Over US$180 ($260) in face value MUH with many se-tenants, 

strips & sets. A useful period. (c700) $120 
478 Vanuatu 1980-2005 complete fine used/CTO collection. Lovely thematics. STC £1400+. (755 stamps, 53 M/S's, 4 sheetlets) $300 
479 Vanuatu 1980-2006 (Oct.) complete MUH comprising 761 stamps, 60 M/S's & 6 sheetlets. High thematic content & later issues 

difficult to obtain. Total SG cat £1350+ $400 
480 British Africa Bechuanaland 1885-1996 with QV 2/- MLH (Cat. £65), QV & KGV ovpts to 1/-, 1955 to 10/- MUH/MLH, 1961 

surcharges to R1 (2) & pictorials to R2 MUH. Basutoland 1954 to 10/- MUH & 1938 to 10/- MLH & 1961 new currency to R1 
MLH. South Africa incl 1954 1/6d to 10/- MLH with a few "Natal "Chalons" & Southern Rhodesia from KGV (no high vals). Also 
KUT, R&N, Tanganyika, Mauritius, Gambia KGVI to 10/- MLH & S.W. Africa odds. KUT has 1961 to 20/- MLH & Swaziland 
KGVI to 10/- MLH. Somaliland 1938 3R & 5R, 1951 5/- on 5R & 1953 set to 10/- MLH. Mainly fine & well worth reserve. (100s) $200 

481 British Commonwealth QV mainly low vals arranged on stockcards with some foxing apparent. Neatly arranged with mixed 
MUH/MLH & used. Vals to 5/- & $1 noted plus some neat cds's. Inspection advised. (c300) $80 

482 British Commonwealth QV to early QEII  MLH range in quality stockbook. No duplication except for perf. varieties, shades & 
multiples. Mostly oddments or short sets but a clean lot. (1363 stamps). $75 

483 British Commonwealth 1840-1935 used collection in boxed New Imperial albums (not reprints) in pristine cond & ideal for 
expansion. Incls GB 1858 1d plate numbers 71-217 (missing only 22 numbers) & useful pickings throughout though very few 
sets. Cond generally good to fine. Viewing recommended. STC SG (2013) close to £9000! $500 

484 British Commonwealth 1840-1936 "Imperial" album Vol. 1 in good cond with sparse "A-L" countries. Has been picked over but 
Australia incls kangaroos x 27 to 5/- & KGV to 1/4d used. Also 1/- ANZAC & other commems to 1/- in mixed used cond plus 
Canada 1928/29 4¢, 5¢ & 8¢ MLH & used range of commems to 1935. Odd Gilbert & Ellice KGV MLH with smattering of others.  $40 

485 British Commonwealth 1840-1936 "New Imperial" albums in 2 vols both in excellent cond with useful Australia incl 1913 1st 
wmk 3d (inverted wmk), 9d CTO, 5/- light cds & 1914 1d engraved & 6d kookaburra F/U. Also 1915/28 2/- brown used (inverted 
wmk, Cat. £425) plus other kangaroos to 2/- maroon & KGV to 1/4d (2). 1931 Kingsford Smith is CTO with 1932 Sydney 
Harbour Bridge set  to 5/- (centred to right) plus other 1930's commems incl 1/- ANZAC & 2/- Jubilee, KGV ovptd "OS" CTO set 
of 7 & SHB pair. Rest of the albums nearly empty with no hinge marks to be seen. (approx. 150, of which 120 Australia) $400 

486 British Commonwealth 1840-1936 SG "New Imperial" Vols 1 & 2 in good cond with a good collection of used incl Great Britain 
1858/79 plate numbers (28 missing), sparse QV surface prints incl 8d but later well covered with Seahorses to 10/- (average 
cond). Australia with kangaroos to 5/- & KGV to 1/4d (3) plus a 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge with parcel cancel. Also 1/- ANZAC, 
Kingsford Smith 2d & 3d "OS" ovpts. Others incl Bechuanaland 2/6d Seahorse & Silver Jubilee set, Canada 1893 20¢ & 50¢ & 
1897/98 8¢, CGH 4d (4) & 6d triangular with later to 5/-, useful Ceylon incl KGV 20R fiscally used, 1934 to 1R, Cyprus QV (13) 
incl 6pu, Egypt 1923/24 £1 & a good range of commem sets. Also Gibraltar 1906/11 2/6d, Grenada 1934 5/-, India 1895 to 5R, 
KGV to 25R, 1931 New Delhi, KUT 1922/27 vals to 10/-, New Hebrides 1897 locals used & MLH blocks, NZ 1899 5/- Mt Cook 
fiscally used, Rhodesia 1905 5/- Falls, Samoa 1920 Victory CTO, S.Africa JIPEX M/S MLH & Kelantan 1911 $5 CTO plus good 
range of low val oddments from most countries. Generally fine. (100s) $300 



487 British Commonwealth 1840-1960 range in "Senator" binder. Clean but sparse however useful incls GB 1840 1d black (cut 
into at right), 1841 2d blue (average), QV surface printed to 10/-, KEVII ditto to 5/- & later to 1958 incl £1 RSW good used. Also 
New Guinea 1932 dated birds to 6d MLH, Papua odds to 6d MLH, PNG 1952 to 1/- & 1958 1/7d MLH & 5/- MUH & Norfolk Is 
1958 3d & 2/- Ball Bay MLH. Various early QEII colonial short sets with some earlier useful Ceylon MLH incl 1935 Silver 
Jubilee, Fiji KGV 1/-, 2/- MLH script wmk plus odd Tonga, Niue & Samoa. Whilst GB used is very mixed, there are useful MLH 
incl QV 1/- & with others in generally good cond with odd interesting cancel incl "Loose Stamp Letter" on New Guinea 2d hut.  $150 

488 British Commonwealth 1937-1951 used collection in 4 "New Age" SG albums noting top values from QEII defins of Aden, 
Bahamas (incl 1964), Bermuda, British Guiana, Cayman Is, Jamaica, Malta, Montserrat (MLH), Nigeria MLH & used, Penang, 
Pitcairn, Qatar, St Kitts Nevis, Selangor, Singapore, South Africa, Tangier, Turks & Caicos & Virgin Is plus dozens of covers on 
facing pages incl Natal 1899 & some KGVI. Also a few more recent plus Coronation 1937 & 1953 issues, commems incl Hong 
Kong 1941, New Zealand 1940 & KGVI pickings incl RSW high vals of many countries incl Aden, Bahamas, Bermuda, Cyprus, 
Gilbert & Ellice, KUT, Nigeria, Nyasaland, St Kitts (MLH & used), St Lucia, Selangor, Singapore, Somaliland & most UPU sets. 
Pickings in defin sets incl top values of Bechuanaland, Canada, Fiji, Grenada, Ireland, KUT, Malta (2), Northern Rhodesia, 
PNG, Sarawak, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Straits & Trinidad & Tobago plus a few mint & many mid vals. Good to fine. (1000s) $300 

489 British Commonwealth 1937-1965 MUH/MLH range comprising British Honduras 1938/47 to $5 plus 1953 & 1962 defins to 
$2, British Guiana KGVI to $3 with extras incl RSW, Caymans KGVI to 10/- (both sets) & RSW, Cyprus KGVI to £1 RSW & 
Malta 1938, 1947 to 10/- & £1 RSW & 1956 to £1. Also St Vincent KGVI to 10/- & $4.80. The top 2 or 3 vals in each set is often 
MUH. A lovely, fresh collection. (100s) $200 

490 British Commonwealth 1953-1965 fresh MLH collection written up on leaves. Defins are to 1/- or equivalent in local currency 
but with some shades or ovpt types included. Commems are comprehensive incl Churchill omnibus (no Hong Kong) for 
countries represented. No "Dominions". STC £1500+ as MUH. (100s) $150 

491 British Commonwealth 1953-1970 "New Age" standard illustrated albums nearly empty but for Australia noting £2 King used & 
various 2/- & 2/3d commems MLH plus GB & Malaysian States, mostly orchid & butterfly defins. The albums are matching 
green in 6 volumes in excellent cond. (200+) $100 

492 British Commonwealth 1970's-1980's with odd pre-1960 MUH, MLH & CTO on Hagners in binder. Majority are late 1970's to 
early 1980's used incl Christmas & Cocos Island sets & odd vals with duplication. (Valid MUH FV $20+) (100s) $30 

493 British Commonwealth 1986-1992 FDC's for Ascension, Tristan Da Cunha & St. Helena. Appears complete with defin sets to 
£2 in Cumberland album. Useful for F/U with an SG cat. of £600+ for used sets. Exc cond. (90+) $150 

494 British Commonwealth Accumulation noting Dominica 1938/47 to 10/- MLH however most defins are short sets or oddments 
to 1/-. Strength in KGVI to early QEII with odd multiple e.g. Caymans KGVI 6d imprint strip MLH. Requires patient sorting (100s) $40 

495 British Commonwealth Booklets range with all diff QEII. The pre-1970 are cat. £850+ plus a few later. Mainly African countries 
& Atlantic Islands but noted Solomon Is (Cat. £200 for 4 booklets) & Jamaica 1956. Some cat. individually to £80 ea. (39 
booklets) $180 

496 British Commonwealth MLH & used duplication from many countries on Hagners in padded binder. Noted Ceylon $5 KGV 
script wmk used, 10r  KGVI fiscally used (?), useful India QV incl 1895 2R to 5R, KEVII 2R with "DOUBLE MOORING" cds, 
KGV to 15R used, Airs MLH, 1931 New Delhi MLH, KGVI to 25R used incl 15R & Barbados QEII to $2.40 MLH block wmk, 
1965 marine life $1, $2.50 & $5 MLH. Also good Pitcairn to 8/- used, Falklands Silver Jubilee, Dep's maps "thick" to 1/-, KGVI 
ovpt sets (ex Graham Land), Fiji KGVI 10/- & £1 MUH & lower vals MLH (incomplete), Montserrat 1954 to both $4.80 MLH & 
Antigua 1953 to $4.80. Noted Cayman 1st two QEII sets to £1, Virgin Is to £1 (KGVI) & $2.80 (QEII) with more incl high vals 
from Jamaica, Malta, Br. Guiana, Samoa, St Kitts & Nevis to $4.80 & Montserrat to 10/- (both KGVI) Finally Bermuda & 
Falklands incl incl 1955 to 1/- x 3 complete this clean & worthwhile lot. Inspection recommended. (100s) $300 

497 British Commonwealth MLH & used in quality stockbook. Incls Aden KGVI 10R & QEII 20/-, Antigua 1970 to $5, Ascension 
KGVI 1d Green Mountain & 3d black & blue, Bahamas 1954 £1 (used), Barbados QEII to $2.40 with later to $5, Basutoland to 
10/- & 1R plus ovpts & later, BAT to £1, Br. Honduras 1962 $5 Bird & 1968 $5 Puma (3) & Bermuda KGVI 10/-. Also St Helena 
KGVI 1d green (2) & 3d blue (4), Virgin Is QEII $2.40 & $4.80, Malawi £2 butterfly (used) & St Vincent 1888 5/- plus a good 
range of Cyprus QV to KGV MLH & KGVI to £1. Finally Nigeria 1954 & 1961 to £1 with many better odd vals & 1935 Silver 
Jubilee used plus a few foreign incl Albania 1950 Airs & China 1963 Butterflies used sets. A bit random but many pickings which 
would suit medium to advanced collector or circuit sheet maker. Cat. $10,000+ (1000s) $1,000 

498 British Commonwealth MLH & used in springback album with mounted to 1952 plus a few later loose between pages. Rust & 
other faults present but many are fine incl Great Britain 1880/81 1½d & 5d cds examples, 1883/84 2/6d, 5/- (2, one F/U, one 
smudgy), 1883/84 6d with true colour heavily used. Other QV loose pickings before KEVII range of shades to 5/- (latter & 2/6d 
rust spots) & a few KGV/KGVI with faults. Aden, Australia plus other oddments from wide range of countries. Noted better incl 
Canada 1908 Quebec to 10¢, 15¢ unused & KEVII 20¢ good used plus Ceylon & India with useful officials. KGV 1911/21 25R 
(2 used), 1926/33 15R MLH, 1940/43 to 14a MLH plus extra of 14a, 1937 rupee vals MLH (15R F/U) & 1937/39 "SERVICE" to 
10R MLH (2 sets). Pakistan ovpts on India to 1R MLH, & a few 1948 to 1R MLH/used. Straits Settlements incl KEVII $5 MCA 
fiscally used, KGV to $5 & KGVI to $2 with similar Singapore to $5 used & other Malay States (low values or fiscals). A few 
Kuwait ovpts on India, Sudan, Nyasaland, Ireland & Somaliland also present. Some of the rusty items may clean up but there is 
enough that is clean to make reserve conservative. (100s) $250 

499 British Commonwealth MLH & used retired dealers range of sets & odd vals on Hagners in binder all priced. Noted 1920 
Penrhyn set MLH, Solomon Island KGVI 2/6d bird MLH, Canada 1897 Jubilee used values to 50 & Uganda railways M/S & 
blocks MUH. (100s) $50 

500 British Commonwealth MLH & used tidy oddments duplicated range with much KGVI & early QEII. Modest pickings in pre 
KGV Fiji, some defin vals above 1/- from Gilbert & Ellice (1956), Malta (1939), etc. Occasional better complete commem sets 
incl Papua 1938 set of 5 MLH, Falkland Deps "thin maps" to 1/- (excl 2½d). Much is "packet material" but worth reserve. (100s) $50 

501 British Commonwealth MLH & used untidy pre-1961 collection on leaves (& between them!) in quality binder with assorted 
types of pages. Starts with NZ (much between pages, so care when viewing please!), CGH & South Africa. Seychelles (ordinary 
range), India with 1948 Ghandi set to 10R MLH (odd stain spot), a few Bahrain ovpts on India 1937 vals & 1940/43 to 8a, 
Burma ovpts to 2R, KGVI part sets, Rhodesia & IEF ovpts on India. Also odd HK, Fiji & Cyprus. Potential with care. (100s) $100 

502 British Commonwealth Pre-decimal covers (24) & fronts (2) in mixed cond but noted Australia KGV used in WA with 
Mumballup to Fremantle (1930) with tax mark & PD removed, OHMS KGVI 1947 cover with reg label violet handstamped 
"DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF RATIONING WA" & a GB 1957 Forces Airmail cover with block 2d Wildings tied by "D.F.P.O. 
Christmas Island" cds. Also Canada 1951 cover to WA with 28¢ franking (Airmail) incl 1¢ & 2¢ imperf. x perf. 8 coil pairs & 
Pakistan 1948 cover to WA bearing ovpts on India. Worth a careful look. (26) $50 

503 British Commonwealth SG "KING GEORGE VI" album with tissue interleaving. Australia is nearly complete for the period incl 
£1 Robes in both thick (2) & thin papers F/U. Rest of album nearly empty but album in good cond without toning as is common.  $50 

504 British Commonwealth SG KGVI printed album in very good condition. Stamps of mixed cond but useful pickings with care. 
Contains 1645 used stamps with a 2013 SG cat. total of £2170. Good lot to build on. $180 

505 British Commonwealth "R-T" countries used on leaves in "Swan" peg album. Starts with USA 1937-1963 MLH commems but 
value in the used Commonwealth. KGVI to 1954 noting R&N to 5/-, St Helena 1½d to 10/- (excl 3d blue), St Kitts KGVI to 5/-, 
Sarawak 1947 vals to $5, 1950 to $2, Seychelles 1938/49 ordinary & chalky papers to 1R (excl 1R green) & Southern Rhodesia 
1937 to 5/- & 1953 to 5/-. Also Swaziland 1938 to 5/-, Trinidad & Tobago to $4.80, Turks & Caicos RSW 10/- & UPU sets from 
all countries. Clean lot. (100s) $180 



506 British Commonwealth St Lucia to Zanzibar KGV/KGVI MLH collection in binder. Noted St Lucia KGV 1923 5/- plate 10 corner 
pair with others to 2/6d singles. 1938/43 to £1 incl perfs & shades, 1949/50 to $4.80 & RSW. (present for all other countries St 
Vincent onwards) St Vincent 1921/29 to 2/-, 1938/47 to £1 & 1949/52 to $4.80. Sarawak 1947 & 1950 sets to $5. Seychelles 
1938/49 to 5R incl 1R green & 4 paper changes (29 stamps in total) & 1952 to 10R. Sierra Leone 1938/44 to £1 & Somaliland 
1912/19 3¢ to 12a, 1921 to 12a, 1938 to 3R, 1942 to 5R & 1951 set. Also South Africa 1926 10/- pair, 1930/6 to 5/- bilingual 
pairs, 1933 Voortrekker, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1939 Huguenots, all in pairs with later to 5/-. Southern Rhodesia 1937/41 to 5/- & 
SWA 1928 KGV pairs to 2/6d with later pairs to 5/- ovpt on South Africa plus 1931 3d & 10d Air bilingual pairs, 1933 pairs, 
1941/42 War Effort & 1942 bantams. Home straight incls Sudan 1950 Airs, Swaziland KGVI to 10/- incl perf changes, Trinidad & 
Tobago 1938/41 to $4.80, Tristan da Cunha 1952 to 10/-, Turks & Caicos 1938/45 & 1950 to 10/-, Virgin Is with a few KGV to 
2/6d, 1938/47 to £1 &6 1952 to $4.80 & Zanzibar 1952 to 10/-. All countries incl 1935, 1937, 1946, 1948 & 1949 omnibus where 
issued. Cat. £2850 as MUH for KGVI alone! (100s) $1,800 

507 British Commonwealth Harrison & Sons Presentation Folders with defins mounted on card to showcase their printing work. 
Mid 1960's sets from Gambia, Jamaica, Norfolk Is & Pitcairn with one pack for each country. Toning on edges of packs. (4) $40 

508 British West Indies Duplicated MLH & used short sets & odd values of various islands with mainly KGVI to early QEII in 4 
small stockbooks. Noted Bermuda KGVI 2/- & 5/- MLH (latter creased) & used (2/- x 2). Potential in perfs & postmark interest. $30 

509 Europe 1930's-1970's covers in individual protective glassines. Belgium, Denmark, Switzerland, GB & Netherlands best 
represented. Mixed commercial & special cancels. (c180) $30 

510 Europe 1960's-1970's covers with a few Belgium, Russia & Greece but Sweden & France best represented. Mixed commercial 
& commem. (c180) $30 

511 Europe MLH/used to 1950's on leaves in binder. Mostly common but noted 1934 large Italian Colonies types MLH but stained, 
a few French India MLH/used, Iraq ovpts on Turkey MLH & used to 1R. Also USA, few Swiss & Netherlands useful from 1947-
1953 period used plus other French Colonies. Some loose between pages. Needs viewing, as condition is fine in parts & poor 
(rust) in others. (100s) $80 

512 Pacific Islands 1890's-1965 MLH selection (4 used) from Cook Is (Cat. £175), Samoa (Cat. £93) & Solomon Is. (Cat. £150). 
Unfortunately many with dark or tropicalized gum. (87 x MLH & 4 used) $30 

513 World & Australia 1841 (GB) to 2000's range of unsold "Ace Stamp Auctions" lots from previous 5 sales. Noted useful high cat. 
GB & some kangaroos & WA swans. Ideal for re-sale/Ebay. Priced at reduced reserves for retail sale totalling $550+ (37 lots) $150 

514 World "A-V" mainly used to 1970 in "Cardinal" springback binder. A clean common range with c20 better items noting France 
1938 1f75 World Cup, Reunion 1907 5f, Romania 1931 10l Battleship, Switzerland late 1940's to early 1950's Pro Juventute & 
St Pierre & Miquelon 1964 34f Bull all used. (1000+) $80 

515 World "Aden-Chile" range on leaves. Overwhelmingly common used with pre-1960 in very mixed cond. Better later to c1982 
incl some mint. Suit general collector wanting to plug cheap gaps. (1000s) $30 

516 World "China-Italy" (excl "G" countries) in thick peg album. Mixed cond & generally common incl China, but some 1970's-1982 
MUH/MLH incl Cocos, Fiji & odd others. Noted Gabon 1969 Apollo 1000f gold foil issue. Better earlies incl Ionian Islands QV set 
of 3, KGVI Hong Kong, Italy 1949-1952 oddments. (1000s) $60 

517 World "J-N" countries on leaves in peg album. Mainly common MLH & used with strength in 1970's-1982 Nauru, Papua New 
Guinea, New Zealand & Norfolk Is with many MLH/MUH sets. Clean lot with pickings. (1000s) $50 

518 World "P-S" countries on leaves in binder. Mainly common & in mixed cond but better noted incl Poland 1960 Stamp Centenary 
sheetlet of 4 MUH,  1964 Olympics M/S CTO (Cat. £55), costumes pairs MUH both perf & imperf. (Poland STC £200+). Also 
Sierra Leone 1964/69 Postal History free forms set of 12 plus various South/S.W. Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, etc. 
Conservative reserve. (1000s) $60 

519 World "T-Z" countries with majority used common in mixed cond but some better mint incl Tonga 1960's free forms & pickings 
in earlier USA used. Also 1970-1982 Samoa MUH sets & M/S's. Should entertain purchaser for several weeks! (1000s) $50 

520 World 1863 Lallier album owned by noted WA philatelist Bishop Charles Riley & passed on to W. Bussell. He then gifted it to 
the father of the late vendor. Whilst cond varies as to be expected in this early nineteenth century collection, many are above 
average noting Bavaria 1860 18pf red "numeral", a few Hanover, Mecklenburg & other states, Italian states, Netherlands, 
Portugal, Russia 1858 20k F/U, Switzerland 40r yellow green "Sitting Helvetia" & USA incl 30¢ orange Franklin. Also Canada 
1859 1¢, 10¢, 12½¢ & 17¢ with Nova Scotia 3d imperf., Mexico 1857/60 Hidalgo imperfs (5 used), India 1854 ½a, 1a & 2a 
imperfs, CGH triangulars (1d x 2, 4d sound, 6d faulty), NZ Chalon imperfs (6) incl good used 1/- green with large star wmk & 
WA Spiro forgeries plus a few genuine incl a nice 6d Hillman lithograph. Should be viewed as reserve is conservative & history 
abounds through the pages! (600+) $250 

521 World 1880's-1970's in well filled but battered "Triumph" album. Cond very mixed & nothing of high value seen in a quick flick 
but could entertain the optimistic buyer for days! (1000s) $60 

522 World 1900-1979 covers & postal stationery mint & used items incl 1911 FFC KGV letter card in purple black featuring 
Mosman's Bay NSW (stained), 20¢ on 18¢, 20¢ & 22¢ unused letter cards, covers from Malaysia, Germany, Canada, Poland, 
GB & S.Africa plus early 1900's postcards of Mexico, GB & USA used & Hawaii (3) unused.  1929 First Airmail Perth to 
Adelaide & return on separate covers (one with 3d + 1½d, the return with additional 4½d), 1962 C/wealth Games 10d 
aerogramme, generic FDC with "flags" pictorial cachet tying 5d & 2/3d, another with 5d only tied by "weightlifter" cachet, Hutt 
River Province covers with red "PAID AT NORTHAMPTON" in red plus Hutt River adhesive on reverse, Cocos 20¢ ditto. Ends 
with GB KEVII 1½d plum "Printed Matter Only" label uprated with KGV 3d all on parcel piece. Interesting lot, mostly fine. (28) $75 

523 World 1930's-1940's mainly used in four SG "New Age" illustrated albums with mixture of printed & plain pages. Mainly used in 
very mixed cond with few highlights. Noted Newfoundland "long" & "short" Coronation sets & KUT defins to 10/- with odd minor 
picking in France, Russia & China issues. (100s) $50 

524 World 1953-1999 commercial & FDC random range loose & in album. Noted Aden, Egypt, Ethiopia, Hong Kong, I.O.M., 
Singapore, Belgian Congo, Southern Yemen (1968 FDC), K.U.T., Norway & others. Half are GB pre-decimal FDC's. Estimated 
at less than 50c ea. (80+) $30 

525 World 1960's-1970's covers noting airmails, postcards, letters, etc mainly from S.E. Asia but noted USA 1920 2¢ PSE.s x 2 & 
1905 & 1907 postcards. (c80) $30 

526 World A diverse range noting Iraq 1923-1976 MLH & used (c550 incl 1934 ½d & 1d used), Hagners with priced 1960's/70's 
British Commonwealth MUH with light duplication but strong in West Indies & South Atlantic. Australia 1971 Xmas block of 25 & 
Christmas Is 1969/70 Fish with lots of complete commem sets & M/S's however defins are generally missing top vals. China 
PRC 1993 Year Album x 2 & one from China Taipei. Also Dubai 1963-1971 MLH/CTO on printed leaves (c120), 1981 Royal 
Silver Wedding with 40 MUH sets & 60 M/S's in SG  album noting gutter pairs, 2 imperf sets & Guyana ovpts in black & blue. 
Barbados 1969-1980 MUH/MLH (190 & 15 M/S's) with odd trace of toning. A mixed but worthwhile lot in mainly fine cond (100s) $200 

527 World cover accumulation incl Newfoundland 1937 (14th Oct) Coronation set of 11 spread over two covers addressed to 
Philatelic Dept., Selfridge & Co Ltd, London W1, 1947 Cabot 450th Anniv illustrated FDC addressed to Corner Brook Nfld plus 
"balance of consignment" with assorted covers 1967-1985 from GB, Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, Finland, France, Austria & 
Monaco plus others. (38) $60 

528 World duplicated ranges in old manila page stockbook. Noted Hong Kong to 1977, Egypt pre-WWII with some MLH & later to 
1960's, a few Straits & Palestine. Cond mainly good to fine but dupl heavy possibly masking occasional better item. (1000s) $30 

529 World in "Strand" album noting a "no margin" 1d black, & a few GB 1858/73 1d reds loose between pages but generally a 
sparse lot in mixed cond & without obvious highlights. (100s) $40 



530 World KGV to KGVI MUH/MLH blocks in old style "Minute Book" loose between pages. Noted Rhodesia "Half Penny" ovptd in 
blocks of 6, 12 & 36 but half with faults, 1910 South Africa 1d shades, 1946 Victory, 1947 Royal Visit, 1922/26 1d (8) & 2d (6) 
PD's, Bechuanaland 2d KGVI & Burma KGVI odds plus many more. Noted German East Africa Yachts to 30h with gum washed 
off & Palestine low val ovpts unchecked for varieties. Cat. is very high but all individually commems & with some toning present.  $100 

531 World Arranged on stockcards but in very mixed cond, so should be viewed. Incls much earlier material from Netherlands & 
others but highlight is China 1974 Circus Performers set MUH Cat. £75 (c500) $70 

532 World Random range filling black-leaved stockbook. Nearly all used to 1990's from wide range of countries. Would suit general 
collector in early stages of addiction. Don't expect to find anything scarce! (100s) $30 

533 World MUH with odd F/U in small stockbook with page of Scandinavia 1960's/70's odds. Territories represented by Cocos, 
Niue, Nauru, AAT, Samoa, Christmas Is & Norfolk (incl 1974 UPU M/S). Also some GB none of which have items beyond 1975.  $30 

534 World Loose selection in shoebox noting GB 1847 paid letter plus other QV postal stationery items incl India 1a QV Soldiers' & 
Seamans' unused embossed env, WA 1868 York pmkd 2d yellow swan on env, WA 1949 strip of 5 1 Gallon Ration Tickets, 
French 1863 Le Havre & 1864 Versailles cancelled covers, Tonga Tin Can Mail covers x 2, various odd KGVI FDC's, some 
1967 Malaysian Flight Covers & varied commercial used envs incl a 1944 Manila Reg uprated Postcard. Also bag of loose WA 
Swans with moderate cancellation interest. Interesting lot, very missed condition but worth a look! (100s) $100 

535 World Post-1970 used oddments on Hagners with light duplication. Good range of Qatar, Oman, Saudi Arabia & UAE plus a 
page of Brunei & 4 pages of Singapore for 2008-2014. Also Belgium 1996-2013 on a further 2 Hagners. (100s) $25 

536 World MLH & used oddments on thick pile of Hagners. Mostly "packet" quality with odd better incl Rhodesia & Nyasaland 
Kariba Dam to 5/- MLH (2 sets), Aland 2000 Reindeer booklet, Bahawalpur UPU officials punched hole & ovptd "SPECIMEN" 
from De La Rue archives, Br.Honduras 1968 to $5 & various other Commonwealth & foreign. Pickings with care. (1000+) $75 

537 World Range incl GB early decimal PO packs incl Regionals, Guernsey & Jersey (approx. 60 packs), GB FDC's x 4, Aust packs 
of 1980's x 19 plus FDC's with 30+ from 1981 to 2000. Also NZ packs & FDC all in individual glassine sleeves. (c120 items) $30 

538 World Oddments with a few German states, private courier issues, Sweden 1858 24o yellow good used (2), USA 1870 30¢ 
chestnut Hamilton, Norway 8sk sans serif lion used & QV GB incl 4d sage green (2). Also Canada small QV 1870/88 types 6¢ 
(8), 10¢ (12) incl shades. Mixed cond & estimated accordingly. (200+) $40 

539 World Covers with strong Australasia plus other countries in plastic tub to accommodate the high % of wide covers with 
majority from the 1980's (some earlier). Noted approx. 50 Brunei (most Reg Airmail), Indonesia incl 1983 Birds of Paradise M/S 
on commercial cover & Philippines incl 1947 Postage Dues on unaddressed FDC. Also substantial Japan & Korea with lesser 
quantities of Aust, NZ, PNG, Fiji, Russia, Singapore & more. Lovely clean lot with all in individual glassine protectors. (500++) $150 

540 World Random range in glassines & envelopes in "concertina" index box. Quick check suggested that "finds" are unlikely 
however we could be proved wrong! (100s) $40 

541 World Old "Lincoln" album of mainly common &/or faulty but noted Italy 1948 St Catherine 200 lire (Cat. £28), China 1929 $1 
Mausoleum (Cat. £65), Hong Kong QV 30¢ brown, Aust 1st wmk kangaroos to 1/- (½d & 2½d stained), single wmk KGV 1/4d 
(2, heavy), New Zealand 1898 6d green (foxed) plus moderate pickings in Aust States & useful GB incl 1883 4d & 1/- green in 
true colour, 1887 9d, 10d & 1/- bicolours, 1883 5/- (2, need soak/clean up), KEVII 2/6d dull purple & 5/- crimson (also needs 
soaking). Overall sparsely filled but pickings with care & a conservative reserve. A fun exercise to sort. (100s) $100 

542 World Germany, Great Britain & other "G" countries on leaves in mixed cond & largely common. Noted a few better incl 
Germany Soviet Zone 1949 Goethe set & Leipzig Fair sets MLH. GB with QV odds incl 1883 1/- green with true colour, KEVII 
9d, 1925 1½d BEE (slogan cancel) plus later with some nice cds commems & MLH sets. Other countries with nothing scarce, 
best being Greece 1954 NATO 4000d used pair. (1000s) $50 

543 World on Vario leaves noting Southern Rhodesia piece with 5/- (Cat. £50) & SWA 1927 Table Bay 10/- pair MLH, 1923/26 1/3d 
& 2/6d with 9½mm between lines of ovpt pairs MLH, 10/- & £1 singles used, 1931 to 2/6d in used pairs (Airs stained), 1935 
Silver Jubilee MLH (adherences) & used, 1935/36 Voortrekker set in pairs MLH & used (minor stains) & 1938 ditto. Rhodesia 
1892/93 1/-, 2/-, 2/6d & 5/- all good used with £1 to £10 used "as is" (£2 perfin date). CGH triangulars in mixed cond  with 1d x 4 
& 4d x 2. Also duplicated GB KGVI to QEII on/off paper incl £1 RSW x 9 (one damaged, others mainly heavy cds cancels). Incls 
some covers & MUH sets of South Africa 1977-1986, SWA & Ciskei. Disorganised but patience will reward. (100s) $200 

544 World Pre-1940 collection in "Strand" album with useful items incl Australia 9d kangaroo 1st wmk very F/U, 1914 6d kookaburra 
well centred with cds cancel & 1915/28 10/- 3rd wmk also well centered but reg crayon mark. KGV pickings plus WA 1902 £1 
cds & pen cross cancel. Also NZ 2/- Admiral ovptd "OFFICIAL", 1931 1d Smiling Boy MLH (stuck by corner) & 1931 Airs set of 3 
used. Other countries well represented incl USA, Canada, Germany & other Europe but cond is largely poor. A bit of a "salvage" 
job which may repay the effort. (100s) $60 

545 World MUH/MLH in alphabetical order in quality Lighthouse stockbook. Starts with GB (over 30 commem sets MUH to recent) 
then AAT to 1/- & Jersey 1969 to £1. Aden KGVI to 5R plus many other Commonwealth KGVI/QEII short defin sets. Noted 
Bahamas 1942 "Landfall" £1, QEII to £1 (SG 247/61), Basutoland 1938 to 10/- & KGV to 5/- plus a few Belgian 1950's charities. 
British Guiana RSW $3, Cape Verde Military Uniforms, BVI 1938 to 5/-, 1952 to $4.80, QEII to $2.80, Falklands 1933 6d whale 
with Deps "thick maps" & Fiji 1882 5/-. Finally Gold Coast 1953 to 10/-, Ross Dep 1967 set (MUH), Turks & Caicos 1950 to 10/-, 
USA 1938 Presidentials to $2 & 1940 Famous Americans all MUH. Clean lot with strength in Commonwealth but useful pickings 
amongst foreign. Very eclectic & worth a good look. (100s) $250 

546 World Covers all housed in individual glassine protectors. Incls India addressed to USA & England & 1940 regd censored 
airmail cover to Batavia. Latin America 1930's-1980's incl 1949 Suriname FFC Paremaribo-Netherlands, Bolivia 1937 regd to 
USA with Airmail ovpts to 5b, North America with USA to 2003 plus a good range of African noting SWA 1931 FFC Windhook to 
Kimberley, Morocco 1954 Airs FDC (regd) & Middle East with many Kuwait & Lebanon. Majority are commercial airmail covers 
with USA best represented. A clean, fresh lot. (500+) $100 

547 World Priced ex dealers stock. Noted Czechoslovakia 1952 Bratislava M/S x 4 without gum, European thematic sets MUH & 
MLH, Saudi Arabia 1987/88 range MUH, Romania 1990/92 M/S's MUH, Pitcairn, Malawi & Maldives but mostly Europe. (100s) $40 

548 World on Hagners noting better Greece with over 50 large & small Hermes heads, a page of ERI ovpts on Transvaal MLH, 
Netherlands late 1950's to 1960's sets MUH & Yugoslavia odd MUH/MLH. Useful pickings. (100s) $40 

549 World Retired Dealers MLH & used priced stock on Hagners in Tarifold. Priced (reasonably) to sell at well over $1000 of which 
c$450 is Australia & WA. Mostly pre-1980 issues. Useful for Ebay & re-sale. (1000s) $150 

550 Postcards WWI embroidered selection of 3 cards. One "GOOD NEWS FROM FRANCE" featuring butterflies & flowers, another 
with "---ovenir d 'Ypres" picturing Town Hall & a third "Glory to Belgium" showing monoplane carrying Union Jack & Belgian 
flags. The French cards have pencilled messages, the Belgian one "mint". Minor wear & staining but remain most attractive. (3) $50 

551 Postcards Used range of mainly modern scenic types in but incls over 50 Great Britain KEVII b&w & tinted cards. (500+) 
 
 
 
 
 

$50 
 AUSTRALIA - COLLECTIONS & ACCUMULATIONS  

552 Kangaroos Range sorted by wmk on Hagners. Majority are used unless otherwise stated. 1st wmk to 2/- incl 2½d MLH, both 
shades of 4d & an extra 1d with near complete 11 JAN 16 cds of "BLACKBOY-HILL WESTN AUSTRALIA". 2nd wmk set to 2/- 
& ditto 3rd wmk. Sm Mult to 5/-, CofA to 10/-  incl 6d, 9d Ash pair, 2/- Type 1 single (6 incl one perf WA), vertical strip of 3 & Ash 
block all MUH/MLH). Mostly good to fine, the CofA CTO, no gum & 10/- has light cds. A good lot. (55, pair, strip & 2 blocks) $150 

553 Kangaroos Used range on Hagners with different wmks & vals to 5/-. Very mixed cond but some large "OS" & an attractive 
bold TPO Victoria cds on 2d. Pickings with care. (approx. 140) $40 

554 Kangaroos Good to fine used collection on leaves noting £1 grey 3rd wmk & 10/- CofA (2). Incls minor varieties & perf "OS" 
(4d, 6d & 9d - large) & mixed range of wmks & shades to 1/- in small "OS". Wmks pencilled below each. A nice clean lot. (c150) $350 



555 Kangaroos Used group with 3d perf large "OS", 4d perf "OS/NSW", 6d perf "OS" (Sm Mult), normal 6d (2 ultra & 3 chestnut), 
9d (2 pairs plus 6 singles) & 2/- (Sm Mult). Average to fine. (19) $30 

556 Kangaroos MUH/MLH range in small stockbook noting 1st wmk blocks of ½d, 1d, 2½d & 2½d 3rd wmk. Also perfined large 
"OS" to 4d, small "OS" to 6d & other good singles incl 4d orange & 1/- 1st wmk & 2d 3rd wmk inverted MUH. Also CTO 5/- Sm 
Mult perf "OS". Most items flagged & in exc cond. (47 singles, pairs, 6 blocks) $250 

557 Kangaroos Used group consisting 1d in 1st wmk, 3d wmk with 9d, 1/- & 2/- brown, Small Mult for 2/- & 5/- & 10/- CofA wmk 
(pulled corner perfs). Also 2/- CofA marginal MLH type A & 3d blue kookaburra x 3 MLH. Odd fault or heavy cancel. (14) $40 

558 Kangaroos Off paper used in tin with nearly all 1d (100s) plus a smattering of various wmks to 2/-. May repay close 
examination for varieties. (c500) $50 

559 Kangaroos Used accumulation on Hagner with better incl 4d perfined small "OS", 5d perfined large "OS", 5/- 3rd wmk & CofA 
with others from 1d (32) to 2/- with mixed ordinary & "OS" with good percentage of cds. Unchecked for varieties & wmks. (100) $70 

560 Kangaroos (mainly) & a few KGV used examples annotated on leaves with SG cat. numbers  & shades. Vals to 2/- with perf 
large "OS" 1d x 10 & small 2/- in varying quantities, lesser quantity without perfins. Cond varies from faulty to fine noting 1d & 
2d inverted wmks & the occasional minor variety. (169) $30 

561 Kangaroos & KGV CTO in PMG folder missing a few items. Contains kangaroos (10) to 5/- (3rd wmk, perf OS plus normal 
CofA), KGV heads (16) with single crown wmk 4d olive & 1/4d plus Sturt pair perfined "OS", 5/- Robes, 1½d swan perf "OS" & a 
couple of others. Clean lot. (32) $60 

562 Kangaroos & KGV Duplicated used range on Hagners & in stockbook. Kangaroos is a basic selection to 5/- (3rd wmk, heavy 
cds). KGV sorted by face value with mixed wmks to 1/4d. Combination of cds & machine cancels. Lots of 2d scarlet perfd "OS". 
Vendor claims that they are unchecked for varieties so low reserve gives you a head start! (1500+) $40 

563 Kangaroos & KGV MUH/MLH with some duplication in singles & multiples on 15 Hagners in a dealers Tarifolder. Kangaroos to 
2/- &  KGV to 5d plus odd used incl  1/4d KGV CofA. Some have obvious faults such as blunt corners, some less obvious such 
as 2½d 2nd wmk kangaroo MLH with crease but many are well-centred & retail would be huge if all were fine. Inspection 
recommended. (100s) $150 

564 Kangaroos & KGV Used range incl 2d pair small "OS", 4d large "OS" (3) & 5d perf "OS" incl chestnut (line perf). KGV has strip 
of 1d with top stamp having "secret mark" variety, another "perf OS" strip with top unit "OS double". Also Die I/II (2 ea.) 1d red 
perf "OS" block, 1d red "dot before "1"" variety perf "OS" & a few large mult 1d perf "OS". Pre-decimal odds incl 1d green QM 
coil block of 4 MLH, 1958 Memorial se-tenant block plus two "WA" perfins & pair 2d yellow swan perf "OS". Also unused QEII 
4d & 5d letter cards (2 ea.). A useful lot. (c50 items) $50 

565 Kangaroos & KGV Duplicated used range to 2/- (CofA) & KGVI to 5d. Most are good to fine. No annotation so could repay a 
search for undetected varieties. (100s) $40 

566 Kangaroos & KGV (Postmarks) Retired dealers stock arranged for postmarks rather than the stamps. Stockbook contains 
250+ kangaroos with vals to 5/- plus over 350 KGV with vals to 5d. Also 100's of commems & State stamps from 1880 to 1950's 
with, needless to say, many fine used. Roughly presented with less than half the stamps having been priced. Those that have 
total over $1500. Conservatively reserved with potential for the specialist. (100s) $200 

567 KGV with odd kangaroo in old tin with some newspaper clippings etc. Very mixed appearing unchecked with odd pmk, "OS" & 
multiples. Potential with time & care. (100s) $50 

568 KGV Comprehensive good to fine used collection (odd mint incl 1½d black brown MUH block perf "OS", 1½d scarlet part 
booklet pane of 3, a couple of 1d green pairs & odd single). Many annotated varieties on 1d reds, violets & greens, 1½d greens, 
reds, browns, 2d reds & more. Good perf "OS" range incl 1d green no wmk, vals to 1/4d & a few "OS/NSW" incl ½d, 1d & 2d 
kangaroos. Also private perfins & ovptd "OS" (no 4d) & surcharges incl 5d on 4½d pair MLH showing variety short "E" in 
"PENCE". Basic set missing 1/4d SM perf.14 but incls 4½d Die II. Neat collection accurately notated with a high percentage of 
cds cancels. (100s) $300 

569 KGV Used accumulation in biscuit tin incl stockcard with 1/4d x 15 (CofA) with other vals to 5d. Average to fine cond & appears 
unsorted for flaws, Dies & wmks. Some perf "OS" also noted. (100s) $100 

570 KGV "Penny reds" on/off paper in tin. Mixture of cds & machine cancels mostly of WA origin & noting "H.S.&Co" private perfin. 
Close inspection may be fruitful. (100s) $40 

571 KGV ½d to 5d (2) MLH in mixed wmks. 4d is dull orange (single crown). MLH but some gum toning & 5d has pulled perf. (15) $30 
572 KGV MLH & used range on Hagners sorted by wmk with separated range of perfined "OS", "OS/NSW", "VG" & "WA" followed 

by a good range of 1d reds flagged with shade descriptions & old ACSC numbers incl G70 "damson" accompanied by Drury 
certificate (2008). Another perfined "OS" 1d group again sorted by ACSC numbers followed by a selection of blocks MUH/MLH 
noting 1½d scarlet booklet pane of 6 (Sm Mult wmk), Ash imprint blocks of CofA wmk to 5d plus extra 4d block perf "WA". Also 
surcharges incl "N" over "A" & "N" over "N" 2d on 1½d blocks & 1927/30 perf "OS" commems incl 3d Air in both types. Ovptd 
"OS" complete with Kingsford Smith 2d & 3d, 6d kangaroos, 1/- Lyre, 4d & 5d KGV all CTO, others MLH. Incls 1946 BCOF set 
to 5/- thick (latter MLH, other MUH) & KGV postally used coil pairs with join, 1d red coil strip (single crown wmk), 1d green pairs 
(3 x Sm Mult wmk), 1½d scarlet pair Sm Mult wmk, CofA 2d pairs (3 with join) & a Kangaroo ½d pair & strip of 4 plus 1d pair x 2 
all MLH. Also contains a comprehensive QM, KGVI & QEII coil pairs incl KGVI 2d scarlet MUH/MLH, decimal floral coil leaders 
(5¢ x 4, 7¢, 10¢ x 2), minor decimal coil varieties & coil blocks of 4 (½d kangaroo, 1d Princess, 2d QM & 3d QEII). Noted 5d 
green booklet blocks part perfd. An exceptional lot, well organised & in good to fine cond. Many scarce items. (100s) $1,000 

573 KGV Range in Seven Seas hingeless album with slipcase. Noted 1/4d single & SM perf. 14 (off centre) MUH, 4d pale yellow 
MLH & other vals to 5d incl "OS" ovpts. No 1d Die IIs or varieties noted. Mainly fine with 61 MUH & 40 MLH. $150 

574 KGV Used duplicated range mounted on leaves in springback. Sorted by wmk & face vals to 1/4d. Some faults but pickings  
with care. (500+) $50 

575 KGV 1½d brown (shades) bundleware used off paper wrapped in cotton. Clean lot of 2000+. Potential for shades, wmks, 
cancels, varieties etc. (2000) $100 

576 KGV Used range on stockcards noting single crown wmk 4d olive perfined "OS", perfined "VG" & normal. Also a bag of 
unsorted WA 1d swans. Mixed cond but there may be a variety or two for the careful collector! (100+) $20 

577 KGV 1d to 5d range of Officials perfined "OS", "G/NSW",  "OS/NSW" & "WA". Incl a few WA private perfins. Useful lot with 
many good to fine used examples. (approx. 150 incl 9 pairs) $30 

578 KGV Complete used incl 1d red dies, 1d green ditto, 4½d Die II CTO & officials. Majority with cds cancels. ACSC $500+ (72) $150 
579 KGV MLH & used collection on leaves & stockpages starting with Single Crown wmk ½d green sorted by shades in used cond 

(36), ½d, 1d & 1½d varieties on annotated page & stocksheets with mixed MLH & used annotated with varieties & inverted 
wmks plus gutter blocks/imprints & perfined "OS" & ovptd "OS" with ½d x3 used, ditto 2d & 3d block MLH (one stained). 
Surcharges incl 5d on 4½d x 3 marginal MLH blocks. 4d range of shades used & "weeping 4" variety with other lesser varieties 
plus a range of 2d "reds" shades MLH with 12 on surfaced & 5 on rough paper. 1d engraved MLH (2 deep, 4 pale) & 1d single 
crown wmk inv block (aniline) but with grease mark. Not all items have been annotated so may repay careful viewing. (500+) $500 

580 KGV Used off paper with vals to 4d. Postmark potential with majority WA in small in box. Clean lot. (approx. 800) $40 
581 KGV 1914 1d engraved issue in shades for plates 1 to 4 (12) plus varieties with 11 singles & 2 pairs all MLH & annotated on 

leaves. Also 6d kookaburra MUH & MLH plus one with recut inner frame line below tail (ACSC 60d, Cat. $450). All clean, odd 
perf fault. ACSC c$1200 (23 + 2 pairs of 1d, 3 singles of 6d kookaburra) $300 

582 KGV MUH/MLH on Seven Seas hingeless leaves. Comprehensive missing only 1d red Die III, 4d lemon, 1d green Die II, 4½d 
violet Die II & 1/4d small mult wmk (both perfs). Incls "OS" ovpt set of 7 & 1930 surcharges. MUH annotated. (66) $300 



583 KGV Off paper vals to 2d in small box. Mixture of machine cancels & cds's, possibly worth checking for varieties. (100s) $20 
584 KGV plus a few kangaroos all on paper half-filling a shoebox. Good percentage of cds examples & probably unchecked for 

varieties. (100s) $50 
585 KGV "Penny Reds" sorted into shade groups in small stockbook. May interest the expert in this area of research. (350+) $40 
586 KGV Retired dealers stock with useful duplicated used/CTO range to 1/4d vals arranged by SG numbers. Incls perf "OS" 

examples & noted TWO PENCE surcharged Ash imprint gutter block of 4 MLH. Average to fine. (100s) $60 
587 KGV MUH & MLH on album leaves. Single crown wmk incls used 2d brown, 4d blue, 4½d violet & 1/4d turquoise & 1d red with 

inverted wmk. Large Mult, no wmk, Small Mult perf. 13½ x 12½ & CofA wmk sets are all complete MUH/MLH however the 1/4d 
values are poorly centred. No small Mult wmk perf. 14, 1d green Die II or single wmk 1d Dies II & III. Apart from those 
qualifications cond is fine throughout & estimate is conservative. (47) $200 

588 KGV Used group with vals to 5d incl 4d "OS" & others identified by perf & wmk. Fair to good cond with light duplication. (c75) $25 
589 KGVI 1937/56 ½d kangaroo study incl coil pairs, blocks (no wmk), perfs (incl imprint blocks of both) & the scarce brown-orange 

Qld print of perf. 15x14 plus varieties incl "foggy hills", "dilly bag", "extra bush behind roo", "colour flaw on bush behind roo", 
"ear to "O" flaw", etc all MUH or MVLH. Positions of varieties indicated & typewritten descriptions for each. Paper differences 
(white, toned, thick, thinner) also described. A lovely detailed lot. (23 blocks, 7 coil pairs or strips, 7 singles) $60 

590 KGVI 1937/56 1½d KGVI maroon & green study of papers, shades, imprints & varieties. Incls perf. 13½x14 Ash imprint deep & 
pale maroon shades, 4 singles & ditto in perf. 15x14 plus green with 3 McCracken imprint blocks, one of which with thin frame 
above "1½" & retouch around "S" of "POSTAGE" plus Authority imprint block. (6 blocks, 12 singles) $40 

591 KGVI 1937/56 1d QM Die I (4), Die II (2) & colour change (3) singles, coil pairs (3, incl one with "colour flaw on face") MUH 
(ACSC cat. $200), Die I 1d green Ash imprint gutter blocks of 8 on white & cream papers plus Die II perf. 15x14 Ash imprint 
block. Also in red-brown on both papers. Incls retouches on Die I perf. 13½14 in blocks of 6, Die II perf. 15x14 pair retouched & 
Ash imprint blocks with corner of frame lines at top extending upwards. All MUH or MVLH. (11 blocks, 3 coil pairs, 9 singles) $80 

592 KGVI 1937/56 2d study with perf. 13½x14 & perf. 15x14 2d scarlet (3 singles each), perf. 15x14 2d mauve (4 singles), 2d 
scarlet Die I & II imprint blocks, Die I blocks with re-entry & retouch, 2 pairs showing re-entry lower frame & weak entry under 
"POSTAGE" & 2d mauve Ash imprint blocks (2 shades) plus another with retouches under "S" of "POSTAGE". A useful group 
written up on pages. (7 blocks, 2 pairs, 10 singles) $30 

593 KGVI 1937/56 4d koala study with perfs (2 ea.) & no wmk single, perf. 13½x14 Ash imprint & perf. 15x14 Authority imprint 
blocks ( 4 of latter) plus two blocks without wmk. Nearly all MUH, odd one MVLH. (7 blocks, 5 singles) $50 

594 KGVI 1937/56 5½d ram & 6d kookaburra specialist collection typed up on album leaves. Incls 5½d perf. 13½x14 & perf. 15x14, 
3 singles of each showing paper shades & thickness variations, perf. 13½x14 Ash & McCracken imprint blocks (latter with white 
& toned papers), perf. 15x14 upper & lower imprint blocks showing white, cream, toned & thin papers. Also 6d perf. 13½x14 (3), 
perf. 15x14 (4), no wmk (1) & imprint blocks (McCracken 7, Authority 8) showing paper variations plus different pane positions. 
Noted master plate with pip (ACSC 203bd) & pair showing "spot in front of breast" (ACSC 203n, Cat. $75). Fine MUH/MLH. 
(5½d 6 singles, 7 blocks, 6d 8 singles, 2 pairs, 16 blocks) $100 

595 KGVI 1937/56 9d platypus specialist range with perf. 13½x14 (3 singles, 2 Ash imprint blocks on thick & thin paper), perf. 14x14 
wmkd (4) & no wmk singles plus 4 Authority imprint blocks on thick/thin toned & white/cream papers. Fresh MUH/MLH(14 items) $30 

596 KGVI 1937/56 1/- lyre bird study on typed leaves incl perf. 13x14 (4 MLH shades), perf. 15x14 wmkd (2 MLH) & no wmk MLH & 
perf. 15x14 Authority imprint blocks (11 MLH/MUH) incl one with master pip (ACSC 209bf, Cat. $30 MLH). Also "retouch left of 
bird, type II" block at R3/6, a pair with pre-printing vertical paper fold on left unit & two no wmk vertical pairs with retouch near 
bush (stated, but doubtful?). MUH/MLH (7 singles, 2 pairs, 12 blocks) $100 

597 1847-1901 Various documents comprising 1847 stampless letter Yass (boxed YASS Post PAID) to Melbourne with crowned 
MELBOURNE PORT PHILLIP receival 4 days after posting, 1888 Power of Attorney with Registrar General receipt (no duty 
stamp), 1889 Conveyance (receipted £6 perfined), 1893 Settlements, 1901 Abstract of Title of the City Bank of Sydney for land 
at Brisbane Water, the last-mentioned item printed by Cunninghame & Co, Sydney. Earlier items handwritten on parchment. All 
in good cond except 1847 letter which is fire damaged. Interesting group. (5) $80 

598 1913-1915 MUH, MLH & used in Seven Seas hingeless album. Noted 1928 Kookaburra M/S (no gum) & general range with 
many gaps. Album is in exc cond & provides opportunity to buy a "budget" collection & expand it. Mixed cond in places. (250+) $40 

599 1913-1951 MLH neatly arranged in peg album. This is an exceptional collection both for content & condition where an effort has 
clearly been made to obtain well-centred examples wherever possible. Kangaroos has no 2nd wmks or 1915/28 3rd wmks  but 
does contain 1st wmk to 6d plus 6d perf small "OS", 1923/24 6d & 2/-, 1929/30 6d plus "OS" to 2/-, 1931/36 6d & "OS", 9d (off-
centre), 2/- with block of Die I & imprint block of Die II) & 10/- to £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN". KGV incls all "OS" ovpts, 1914 1d 
engraved (5)  & a block of 4, 6d kookaburra, 1914/21 ½d, 1d (Die I x 3), 4d orange & 5d. Also 1916/18 1d rough paper & Die III, 
Large Mult ½d, 1d & 1½ (2), 1918/23 to 1/4d, 1926/30 Small Mult plate 4 to 1/4d, perf. 13½x12½ to 1/4d incl 1d Die II & 1931/36 
CofA to 1/4d. Commems are complete incl 1928 Kookaburra M/S & 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge, Airs incl 1931 set of 3 in blocks, 
"OS" ovpts (2d SHB block & 2d pair), 6d brown in Ash imprint block of 6 with most 2d vals in imprint blocks. 1937/38 perf. 
13½x14 defins (3d Die I pair), Robes thick & thin paper sets (10/-in thin is "SPECIMEN"). From 1937 there are many imprint 
blocks incl the AIF set, 3d blue KGVI Die II & thin paper Ash imprint blocks, coil pairs incl KGVI 2d scarlet (SG 184a Cat. £350), 
perf. 15x14 3d blue Die III Ash imprint block & Arms set to £2 plus 5/- imprint block. 1950/52 3d in coil strips of 4 with last couple 
of years all in imprint blocks incl 1951 50th Anniv set. We resisted the temptation to cannibalise this collection to offer many of 
the better items/sets as separate lots. Inspection will impress. (100s) $3,000 

600 1913-1952 Used range on Scott leaves with 1914 1d & 6d engraved, 1913 kangaroos to 5/- (faults), 2nd wmk to 5/- (excl 9d), 
3rd wmk ditto, Small Mult to 5/- (latter CTO but pulled perf at base) & CofA to 10/- (pale, but sound cds). KGV single wmk to 
1/4d incl shades (29), Lge Mult (5), No wmk 1½d, Small Mult to 1/4d perf. 13½x12½ & CofA to 1/4d. Also 1934 Vic Cent in both 
perfs, Mcarthur set of 4, 1935 ANZAC & 1935 SJ. Later commems & defins complete simplified. Few "OS" ovpts (11). Majority 
have bold cds's with some very F/U. Useful pickings. (246) $150 

601 1913-1960 Used range with key items missing before value in Commonwealth period of WA with 2/6d & 5/- F/U plus 5d, 8d & 
9d MLH. Some other States all mounted on old photo. (100s) $30 

602 1913-1963 with smattering of kangaroos & KGV to 5/- & 1/4d in mixed used cond. 1930's commems used with later QEII 
MUH/MLH. 1963/64 Navigators to £1 F/U. Odd FDC & noted 1934 first flight to PNG & return. Also some Territories incl PNG to 
c1970 with New Guinea 2/- "OS" undated BOP pair used with pre-decimal mainly used incl Leg Assembly & 1/7d Cattle. 
Decimals MUH/MLH with some in pairs. Also a few Norfolk Is, Cocos & Christmas Is defins MLH to $1. Smattering of Canada, 
India & Hong Kong to finish it off. Cond varies, with some duplication in pre-decimal. (100s) $75 

603 1913-1965 Mixed MLH & used collection in Seven Seas standard album with added mounts. Noted 1915/28 1/- MVLH, KGV 
MLH range to 1/4d (most with hingeing faults &/or toning), 1928 M/S (thinned selvedge), 1932 1/- Lyre "OS" MUH (comes as a 
pleasant surprise!), 1931 Kingsford Smith "OS" pair CTO (foxed, should clean up), 1932 5/- SHB fine used plus 2d & 3d "OS" 
CTO. Also 1934 Vic Cent in both perfs MUH, Macarthur set of 4 MUH plus extra "dark hills" MLH, 1935 ANZAC, SJ (2/- stains), 
1936 SA MUH, 1937 NSW Sesqui CTO, 1937/48 Robes to £1 thick paper MUH plus Ash imprint pair of £1 with "SUPT MAILS" 
cds, 1949/50 Arms to £2 MUH (£1 stained) & 1963/65 Navigators set of 6 MUH. Should be viewed to assess cond. (290) $450 

604 1913-1965 SG illustrated standard album with MLH collection noting 1914 6d kookaburra & low value range of kangaroos & 
KGV. C commems missing 5/- SHB & 1/- ANZAC otherwise complete to 1938 incl both perfs of 1934 Vic Cent, 1937/49 Robes 
(thin paper only), 1949/50 Arms excl 10/- but £2 MVLH & 1963/64 Navigators to 10/-. Also a few 1928/60 PD's & "OS" ovpts incl 
6d brown Kingsford Smith, 1/- lyrebird & 2d & 3d Bridge. Clean lot. (100s) $200 



605 1913-1965 MLH simplified on Seven Seas standard leaves with kangaroos to both 2/- colours (4d poorly centred) plus 6d small 
mult wmk "OS". KGV heads x 32 to 1/4d incl "OS" ovpts, surcharges & 1d engraved. 1914 6d kookaburra & 1928 M/S & single, 
before 1927-1965 commems complete except Kingsford Smith "OS" 2d & 3d & 5/- SHB. The defins incl thick paper Robes, 
Arms & Navigator sets plus all other lower vals simplified however noted KGVI 2d mauve "medal flaw" & 1946 BCOF set to 5/- 
on thin paper. A good straightforward collection. (283 & M/S) $700 

606 1913-1965 Seven Seas hingeless album with mixed MUH, MLH & used noting 1913 kangaroos to 5/- (latter parcel cancel) with 
other wmks to 5/-. KGV missing 4½d Die II & Small Mult 1d Dies II otherwise good to F/U with "OS" ovpts. Also 1928 
kookaburra M/S MUH (odd dent), all perf "OS" commems CTO, 1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith "OS" MUH, 1932 5/- Sydney 
Harbour Bridge commercially used with other 1930's commems complete good to F/U. 1937/48 zoologicals in both perfs to 1/- 
MUH, Robes £1 thin paper MUH with others CTO or MLH incl 1949/50 Arms used, 1953 Food blocks, 1963/64 Navigators 
mixed MUH/MLH/CTO (£2 MUH) & comprehensive commems. Low vals are used with 2/- & 2/3d vals MUH/MLH. An excellent 
collection with viewing recommended. $650 

607 1913-1965 MUH collection on Seven Seas hingeless pages noting 1913 6d engraved kookaburra, 1934 Vic Cent perf. 10½, 
1/6d Hermes perf. 11, Macarthur 3d & 9d plus all 1936-1965 commems plus a few 1937/48 low vals & a thick paper Robes & 
thin 5/- & £1. No Arms or Navigators. Clean lot. (100s) $250 

608 1913-1973 Mainly used on album leaves noting 1914 6d kookaburra F/U, 1946 pieces with Aust low vals cancelled Port 
Moresby plus a good range to £1. Mixed cond reflected in reserve. (100s) $30 

609 1913-1980 Used collection in Seven Seas hingeless album with 1st wmk kangaroos to 2/-, 2nd wmk to 1/- (excl 9d), 3rd to 10/- 
(good used) incl 2 shades of 5/-, £1 grey (blunt lower right corner), Sm Mult to 5/- (average) & ditto CofA (5/- CTO., KGV 
missing key items but 1914 6d kookaburra very F/U, 1932 5/- SHB CTO with other 1930's commems complete in good to F/U 
cond. 1937/48 Robes in both papers, 1949/50 Arms & 1963/65 Navigators to £2 also noted with decimals complete simplified 
(1971 Xmas block of 7 MUH). Mixed cond & occasional misplacement of perf or wmk type, so viewing advised. (100s) $350 

610 1913-1982 MUH duplicated stock in large Prinz stockbook. Pre-war largely MLH with 1928 Kookaburra M/S thinned in selvedge 
& only a few KGV low vals plus 1932 1/- Lyre perfined "OS". 1930's/1940's low vals with average 1950's. 1963/64 £1 Navigator 
MUH noted. Decimals incl "SPECIMEN" Navigators (3 sets), 1969 Flight block of 9, 1971 Xmas block of 7 & high vals incl $4 
painting x 7 & $10 x 4. Total face value estimate is around $500. (1000+) $200 

611 1913-1989 Used accumulation noting 1913 to 1/-, 1915/28 to 2/- & KGV range to 1/4d in average cond plus some 1930's 
commems CTO or very F/U incl both 6d Kingsford Smith, 1/- Vic Cent & 9d Macarthur. Also Robes £1 x 2 (one o/c) & Arms, 4/- 
to 10/- Navigators good used & useful 2/3d commems good/F/U. Conservative reserve. (100s) $50 

612 1913-1998 MUH & MLH collection in Scott illustrated album with mounts added. Good MLH pre-decimal coverage with 1913 to 
2/- (latter with 2 stained perfs), 1914 6d kookaburra, 1914/24 KGV single wmk (18 diff) to 1/4d, 1915/24 narrow crown 
kangaroos to 5/- (1/- "OS", 2/- brown with stained perf at right), Sm Mult 5/- & 10/- "SPECIMEN" & 1931/36 CofA set to 5/- (incl 
all KGV) plus high val "SPECIMEN" set of 3. Also 1932 6d kookaburra & 1/- lyre both MUH, all pre-war commems (excl 3d & 5/- 
SHB), 1937/48 defins & 1949/50 Arms MUH/MLH. Some gaps in 1963/65 selection with 10/- & £1 Navigators only. Decimal to 
1998 approx. 90% complete & Postage Dues "blank at base" to 8d with odd bicolour incl no wmk set to 2/-. Occasional tone 
spot, but mainly fresh & lightly hinged or MUH. (100s) $900 

613 1913-2011 Good to F/U collection in two DAVO standard albums. Noted 1914 1d & 6d engraved CTO, 1913 1st wmk kangaroos 
to 5/- (latter damaged), 2nd & 3rd wmks to 5/- (odd fault) & CofA 10/- (2) & £1 (latter good to F/U). KGV range incls 4½d Die II & 
3 different wmk 1/4d vals. 1/- 1st wmk kangaroo CTO with inverted wmk, pre-decimal commems (excl 5/- SHB) complete incl 
1937/48 Robes thick & thin sets, 1949/50 Arms & Navigators to £2 (latter missing 10/- white). Decimal c95% complete with a 
few "OS" ovpts incl Kingsford Smith CTO. Whilst cond varies, this is a substantial collection with a few monocolour P/D's 
rounding it off. Inspection recommended. (1000s) $500 

614 1913-2014 Used collection with light dupl in 2 large Chinese stockbooks. Mostly average examples without apparent highlights. 
Stockbooks are in good cond. (300 pre-decimal, 1900+ decimal) $30 

615 1914-1952 MUH, MLH & used on leaves in peg binder. Noted lovely 1914 6d Kookaburra CTO, 1927/30 perf "OS" commems, 
1931 6d violet with doubled letters MLH (Cat. £50), 1930's commems (excl 5/- SHB) in mixed MLH & used cond. 1/- ANZAC is 
MLH. Also Robes thick paper set used, ½d kangaroo "ear to "o" variety, 2d mauve "medallion flaw" MUH, 1940 AIF set MLH & 
used & 1948 Arms used. KGVI booklet pane part sheet of 36 MUH noted along with a few PD's, WA low vals, perfins, revenues, 
cut outs & Commonwealth 1953 Coronation Omnibus for Crown Colonies MLH (62). Cond varies, reflected in estimate. (100s) $200 

616 1914-1965 Ex dealers stock neatly & chronologically set out in stockbook. Noted 1914 6d kookaburra & 3d Air perfined "OS" 
with good coverage later (no 5/- SHB) with many duplicated MLH & used. A few 1966/67 MUH. A useful lot for re-sale. (100s) $150 

617 1914-1965 Used collection on Seven Seas leaves. Some items not so fresh or with faults e.g. pulled corner perfs on 1928 M/S 
& heavy parcel cancel on 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. The following are fine though; "OS" ovpts on Kingsford Smith, 1/- Lyrebird 
& KGV heads, £1 Robes thin paper plus another with heavy but clear 1 MY 48 cds & 7/6d & £2 Navigators. KGV heads are 
complete incl 4½d Die II. A conservative reserve. (100s) $120 

618 1914-1965 MUH, MLH/ & used collection on Seven Seas hingeless leaves in 3 ring binder. Starts with a few used KGV (no 
kangaroos) then commems from 1927 mainly MUH noting 1935 ANZAC (toned), defins from 1937 with 1/- lyrebird perf. 13½x14 
MUH, Robes on thick paper set of 3 MUH plus 5/- & 10/- on thin paper also MUH. Arms to 10/-, Navigators to 7/6d with rest of 
post-war period looking complete simplified. Some faults in 1930's, so should be viewed. (265 MUH/MLH, 13 used) $100 

619 1914-1965 Used accumulation in large "as new" Prinz stockbook. Noted 1929 3d Air x 32, 1931 Kingsford Smith 3d x 4, 6d (2 of 
each colour), 1932-1936 commems to 3d only plus 1937 NSW Sesqui 9d x 3 & KGVI defins very heavily dupl incl 3d sorted by 
dies with 78 in all plus 1/4d x 20. Also Arms to £1 (4 of latter) & 1955 2/- blue Olympics x 14 & 2 green. Finally 1963/64 7/6d, 
10/- x 3 & £1 x 2 Navigators & 1965 Cable x 2.  Useful for stock or re-sale. (1000s) $100 

620 1914-1969 MUH & MLH & used range on Hagners in padded binder. The only used items are a superb 1914 6d Kookaburra 
CTO, a 1928 3d from M/S with red cancel plus 1949/50 Arms set. Strength is in blocks of 4 MUH/MLH incl 1914 1d engraved in 
both shades, 1929 3d Air imprint & pl.3 blocks, 1929 1½d Swan plates 1-12 plus imprint block of 8, 1931 Kingsford Smith plates 
1-8, 3d & 6d Ash imprint blocks & 6d brown airmail Ash imprint strip, 1932 6d typo Ash imprint block, 1934 Vic Cent (1/- pair 
only), Silver Jubilee 2d scarlet (scarce shade) & plates 1-6 & 3d & 2/- in plate no & imprint blocks (2/- Ash MUH/MLH). 
Comprehensive later but Robes 5/- x 4 blocks only. KGVI 3d Die I & Ia with one block of each, thin paper Die II (2) & Die III plus 
Zoological perf. 14x13½ 1/- Ash strip. 1949/50 Arms 5/-, Food blocks of 9 MUH, 5/- cattle (cream), Navigators to 7/6d & all 
commems & lower val defins complete in blocks. Few useful singles incl 1932 1/- Lyre MUH, Macarthur set MLH, 1/6d Hermes 
perf. 11 & 1935 1/- Anzac MUH. Decimals incl Navigator SPECIMEN set MVLH. Deserves careful viewing as this is a fine lot. $1,000 

621 1927-1936 Pictorials & "OS" ovpts incomplete MLH, written up on leaves in SG "Exeter" peg album. Noted 1928 3d kookaburra 
marginal block  & Exhib sheetlet of 4 (thin spot); 1929 Type A 3d air marginal block (right units creased), imprint block (central 
hinge), Type B single; 1930 Sturt imprint blocks, 1½d pair with re-entry lower frame; 1931 Kingsford Smith imprint blocks; 1932 
1/- lyre (2 shades + "OS"), Bridge (no 5/-) incl "OS"; 1934 1/6d perf 11 Hermes; 1934 Vic Centenary sets both perfs; 1935 Silver 
Jubilee retouches 2d (8), 3d (2); 1936 Cable Type A & B imprint blocks + 3d block with imprint & single showing "retouch to sky 
over right headland". Generally fine. (13 blocks, 33 singles or pairs)  $200 

622 1927-1951 MUH collection on Seven Seas hingeless leaves noting 1932 1/- Lyre plus "OS", 1934 Vic Cent in both perfs, 
Macarthur set of 4, 1935 ANZAC & Silver Jubilee plus later commems complete. 1937/48 set incls 3d blue "white wattles" & 
other dies, zoologicals missing only 1/- perf. 13½x14. No Robes but later defins complete incl 1949 Arms to £2. Fine cond. $350 



623 1927-1965 MUH collection in Seven Seas hingeless album. No KGV Heads or Kangaroos & missing 5/- SHB & Kingsford Smith 
"OS" ovpts, otherwise well covered from 1932 with 1/- lyre plus OS, 1934 Vic Cent in both perfs, Macarthur set of 4, 1935 1/- 
ANZAC, 1937/48 defins incl Robes thick & thin sets (1/- lyre perf. 15x14 only), 1949 Arms to £2, 1961/64 5/- Cattle in both 
papers, 1963/64 Navigators to £2 set of 8. Minor foxing on 1931 6d brown Air & 1943 Hermes perf. 11 has been replaced by 
thick paper perf. 13½x14 otherwise clean throughout with a conservative reserve. (100s) $500 

624 1927-1965 MUH/MLH oddments & blocks in stockbook. Noted 1928 3d kookaburra (20 MUH/MLH), 1934 1/- Vic Cent perf. 10½ 
pair & single (MLH), 9d Macarthur pair MUH & single with corner hinge mark, 1929 3d Air (25 MUH/MLH incl plate 1 block) & 
1931 3d Kingsford Smith (30). Also 1937 NSW Sesqui set in blocks plus extras of 2d & 9d, 1936 Cable 2d plate 1 & 3 blocks & 
various 1932/37 2d & 3d blocks. 1940 AIF x 7 sets plus extras of 1d, 2d & 3d. Noted 1954 3d Red Cross block with cross 
misplaced upwards into blue print area. No 2/- or 2/3d commems of 1950's & 1960's. Mostly fine & useful for resale. (100s) $150 

625 1927-1965 Dealers stock of mostly MUH (odd MLH or foxed) in large Prinz stockbook. Scattered low vals to 1937, useful Robes 
incl Ash imprint blocks of 4 of 5/- & 10/-, 5/- Authority imprint pair & block, 10/- Ash imprint pair, Authority imprint block of 3, 6 
singles each of 5/- & 10/-. Also 1949/50 £1 Arms imprint block & single MUH, 1963/65 5d green booklet pane of 6 & corner 
block of 9 imperf vertically. 1963/65 Navigators 7/6d (4), 10/- (3) & £1 (4). Birds in blocks plus a range of duplicated 2/- & 2/3d 
commems (40 of latter, but no Guillaux). Mainly fine & well worth estimate. (100s) $250 

626 1927-1965 MUH/MLH blocks & singles written up on pages in peg binder. No high vals but noted 1/6d Hermes perf. 14 imprint 
block plus range of 2/- & 2/3d commems in singles. Housed in tight glassine mounts which appear to have some foxed edges 
so care in assessment recommended. (100s) $30 

627 1927-1973 MLH & used neatly written up but a basic collection with odd duplication & missing all major items. Noted 1931 
Kingsford Smith 6d MLH, 1963/64 £1 Bass & 2/3d 1960's commems. (100s) $30 

628 1929-1937 Useful range with 3d Airmail, type A in Plate blocks 1-4 with extra of Plates 2 & 3 but latter with water stain. Others 
have 2 MUH in each block. Additional 3 blocks of type A (incl one superb MUH corner block), 2 blocks F/U plus perfined "OS" 
singles used (2) & MLH (6). Also part imprint & Plate 3 blocks & Plate 1 CTO block with 1958 BPA cert. Booklet panes of 4 (2 
fine MUH, 5 blocks MUH/MLH with few faults), type A booklets (2) with each containing two panes of 4. Kingsford Smith 2d 
Plates 5 to 8 plus imprints (2), 3d in Plates 1-3 plus singles, "OS" ovpts CTO & 6d violet blocks with 2 having re-entry, 2 imprint 
blocks with grease stains & a marginal block of 12 MUH. Also pair with "extra islands" variety, 6d brown part imprint block of 4 & 
single plus "OS" ovpt imprint strip of 3 & 2 singles. 1/- large Lyrebird in Ash imprint block (used), 1937 £1 thick imprint blocks 
with stains, ditto faulty lower vals & 1/- Lyrebird no wmk in MLH strip with roller flaw over "O". Finally 1931/37 5/- CTO & £1 
(light soiling) & a few New Guinea reg labels, yachts with faults & New Hebrides 1925 set MLH. Cond varies but a fine lot 
overall & inspection is recommended. ACSC min cat. $3000+ (100s) $800 

629 1929-1953 Selection in full sheets & large blocks in A3 display book. Full sheets of 1950 Stamp Cent, 1953 3½d & 7½d 
Coronation, 1d QEII, 1½d QM left panes, 3d QEII, 1930 Sturt 1½d plate 2 in full sheet in 2 halves of, 1929 1½d Swan half 
sheet, 1941 2½d surcharge block of 20 & 5 other low vals in blocks. Staining on 1½d Sturt & the full sheets have been folded 
through gutter. $75 

630 1929-1965 large MUH blocks in 2 Lighthouse mint sheet files. Mainly KGVI low vals but noted 1959 2/- flannel flower part sheet 
of 60, 1927/35 low val commems in large blocks, 1947 Newcastle set of full sheets, Mitchell part sheets, Farrer full sheet, 1949 
UPU block of 58 plus other lesser vals incl 1½d Parl House x 40, 1½dSturt x 40 & 2d Kingsford Smith x 30. Wrinkles on 2½d 
Lawson sheet, otherwise all appear fine. $30 

631 1929-1970 A complete Airmails stamps. MUH/MLH however several with grease stained top perfs on well written up leaves. 
Additional used examples for 3d green, Kingsford Smith 6d violet (2) & brown complete the lot. Reserve allows for defective 
items. Ex Vince Brown. (29) $30 

632 1929-1972 Cover range with mostly 1953-1955 "SIGMA" FDC's plus 1929 Adelaide-Perth FFC (torn) & 1952 FFC Qantas 
Australia to South Africa plus other 1950-1972 covers from NZ (1950 Centennial Exhib) & GB (16 incl 3 Jersey) all addressed to 
WA, some with FDI cachets. Mixed cond. (45) $20 

633 1931-1973 MUH & MLH duplicated range on 70+ Hagners plus $80 in face value in 1969-1973 issues on leaves in springback. 
Noted KGVI 3d blue Die III pair MUH, 2d purple coil strip of 6 with join (SG 185a Cat. £50 per pair), 1953 2/- Tas x 5 MUH, 
1959/63 2/3d green x 8 & on maize x 6, 1955 2/- Cobb x 11 & pre-Olympic 2/- green x 13 & blue x 9. Also various 2/3d 
commems x 3 or 4, lower vals in larger quantities with decimals similarly well covered incl 1970 Cook 30¢ x 11, Royal Visit x 5, 
QANTAS x 12, 1971 Xmas pane of 25 & block of 7 x 2, 1972 Primary Ind. x 8 plus 4 extra 35¢ beef, Munich Olympics x 21 sets, 
35¢ Xmas x 11, 1973 Xmas 30¢ x 25 & paintings to $4. Chilling to contemplate what this might have sold for in the late 1970's!  $400 

634 1932-1955 MUH, MLH & used on black leaves in binder. Noted "OS" ovpt on 1/- lyrebird & strip of 6d brown Air used, various 
2d & 3d blocks MUH/MLH, 1940's/50's imprint blocks, 2/- Tas, 2/- green Olympic Publicity & 2/- Cobb MUH blocks plus 22 diff 
FDC's incl Wide World, Royal & Challis. Useful lot. (100s) $50 

635 1937-1945 Range of MUH, MLH & used imprint pairs, blocks & State perfins on a thick pile of Hagners in 3 ring binder. Noted 
KGVI 3d white wattles MLH & used & other dies used plus Die Ia MLH, Die III on thin paper MLH, 1/4d Ash imprint block x 7, 
zoologicals perf. 15x14 imprint blocks with extras, 9d platypus no wmk, 1/6d Hermes McCracken imprint blocks x 2 & pair & 5/- 
Robes Authority imprint, 10/- x 7 used & £1 x 4 (odd short perf). Also 1940 AIF x 3 MLH sets, 5½d surcharge block of 9 & a few 
blocks of low vals perfined "WA" incl Gloucester blocks 2½d x 2 plus odd private perfin. Huge duplication & useful for re-sale.  $90 

636 1937-1965 Selection of MLH singles & multiples in blue Lighthouse "block" album. Many low val imprint blocks, "V.G." perfins & 
large blocks but apart from 1955 2/- Cobb x 4, no vals above 1/-. (100s) $30 

637 1942-1949 Range with defins to 5½d, 1945 2/- kangaroo type B, 1948/56 defins to 2/6d & 1937/49 commems all in a detailed 
study identifying flaws & varieties  as per ACSC listings typed up on album leaves. Incls 1940 AIF 4d blocks with one unit 
"broken wings on airman" (ACSC Cat. $60 MLH), another block "re-entry lower portion of stamp" (ACSC 220d, Cat. $75 MUH), 
1/6d Hermes "extra island below Tasmania", ditto retouched & no wmk "extra island" (latter single, others in blocks). Wide range 
of Authority imprint blocks, papers, 1942/49 1d QM & 2d mauve KGVI coil pairs. Remarkable collection in fine MUH/MLH cond. 
(24 singles, 83 pairs & blocks, 3 coil pairs & strips of 4) $250 

638 1946-1968 MLH on Seven Seas pages missing 5/- cattle, pre-decimal navigators & odd other otherwise high degree of 
completeness plus KGV/VI period used on 2 album pages with odd fault. A "Budget" lot. (207) $30 

639 1952-1969 MUH in peg album. Commems generally a single & block of 4 of each with defins incl 5/- cattle & Navigators to £2 
(one of each). 1953 Produce Food in blocks of 15 & 1964 5d green "imperf between" block of 5 x 3 with wide imperf at left & 
below. Booklet panes incl QEII 4d & 5d in 3 diff colours. Decimals incl QEII 4¢, 5¢ on 4¢ & 5¢ blue (one pane of 3), 5¢ Famous 
Austs. Some defins are in blocks of 4 incl birds to 3/- (7) & decimals to 10¢. Lovely clean lot. Pre-decimal Navigator set well 
centred as are nearly all others. (100s) $250 

640 1953-1965 2/- & 2/3d commems in blocks of 4 (14) & 6 (2) plus a pair (Cable) & lower value Cobb & ANZAC on 2 Hagners. All 
fine MUH. Retail is $150+ (70) $50 

641 1953-1973 Wim Smits "Investment" parcel of MUH blocks, pairs & singles in small stockbook. Signed 1980, promising to pay 
the retail value of $1500 "on or after 6/8/80 if and when returned in the same condition as supplied by us". Each set stickered 
with SG number & value which all total $1512! $20 



642 1953-1991 QEII exhibition collection in original written up format  covering different aspects of philately noting Training stamps 
(illustrated by "CANCELLED SPECIMEN ONLY" handstamps on first QEII decimal low values, provisional ovpts (5¢ on 4¢ 
slogan set of 6 booklet panes), booklet stamps incl complete booklets of 1957 4/- with waxed interleaves for SB 34a (Cat. £90),  
1960 5/- & 1965 5/- plus booklet panes incl 1966 4¢ red set of 6 slogan panes plus page with 1957, 1959 & 1960 panes. Also 
ADF Vietnam Defence Booklet (exploded, cover & pane of 5¢ x10), booklet Sheets with 1963 part imperf vertical block of 2x10 
plus lower right corner block of 9 both showing "pip". False Coils with 4 pairs & 2 strips of 4 with joins, Coil Sheets (1959 3d 
marginal blocks of 10 & 18) plus other sections related to QEII issues for Regular & Interrupted Perforations, Double Perforation 
(showing in selvedge of two 5¢ blue pairs), Plate Numbers for 4¢ (pl.22 & 23), Colour Bars (18¢ Silver Jubilee block of 18), 
Guide Marks, Printing & Colours, Colour Control Measuring (Signal) Strip, Master Plate Fault (10d with trace of "Centre of 
Work" etched in selvedge), Re-entry (1953 3½d in marginal block showing figure of value re-entered at R4/7, 10d similar at 
R9/9), Colour Registration with 4¢ black & red coil pair with black shifted up, Watermark & Unwatermarked Papers (1953/56 
3½d booklet panes), Luminescent (Helecon blocks with normal), Ink Faults (clogging, dry ink, crusted deposits), Gutter Pane 
Ornaments, Registered label on 1/0½d cover & Letter Cards with 4¢ & 5d ovptd "SPECIMEN". A great addition to a specialist 
Australian or Royalty themed collection. (100s on 33 leaves) $500 

643 1953-2003 Range of "QEII" issues written up on leaves with different varieties. Noted 1967 5¢ blue with strong offset, 1955 4d 
lake with recut between "4" & "d", 1966 4¢ plate 20 & 28 blocks of 20, 1970 6¢ orange pair showing major doctor black flaw. 
Also various QEII defins to 1/0½d in blocks of 4 plus blocks of commem QEII incl 2/3d Royal Visit, 27¢ & 30¢ Queen's Birthday 
& M/S for Golden Jubilee. A clean lot ideal for the specialist. $70 

644 1953-2007 QEII "Royalty" MUH & used accumulation noting 1963 5d green imperf between block of 6 (2), 2006 yearbook M/S 
CTO with plenty in between incl 4¢ red plate 27 & 28, 7¢ plate 14 blocks of 20 (2 of latter), 30¢ Queen's birthday block with 
spectacular doctor blade flaw affecting 6 of 10 units, 1947 1d Princess FDC (regd) with block & 1½d QM plus other FDC for 
1953 3½d, 1959 3½d, 1963 & 1965 5d & 5d Royal Visit, 1959 WCS cover with 4d booklet pane & 1965 5d red booklet pane. 
Also Queen's B'day sheetlets of 10 & a few other oddments before 2002/03 marine life thematic sets & M/S's from Ascension, 
French Polynesia, Hong Kong, China, Ireland, Malta, Pitcairn, Fiji & Vanuatu all MUH. Disorganised but interesting. (100s) $150 

645 1958-1970 Airmail stamps studiously annotated on 13 leaves noting 1958 8d Kingsford Smith re-entry to star in positional block 
of 10, 2/- Qantas block of 12 showing R7/6 re-entry to last "A" plus top left marginal block of 4 x 4 with unrecorded variety in 
diagonal shading caused by ink striping, 1964 5d Guillaux "weak entry between wheel and 5d" variety (ACSC 423e) x 2 & 1965 
5d Hargrave positional block showing "kink in outer vertical line of tail-fin" (ACSC 433d) plus a single with value (purple 5d) 
omitted. This is heavily hinged with stained top perf  but ACSC 433c Cat. $600. 1969 & 1970 blocks also incl but no varieties. 
Total ACSC for listed varieties alone is $900+ (Ex Vince Brown) $300 

646 1963-1978 Range of MUH multiples incl 2/- Ibis (17), 25¢ Mexico Olympics (43), 20¢ WWW (4), 25¢ Intelsat (8), 24¢ kingfisher 
(31), 1968 Primary Ind. blocks of 6, 25¢ Cooktown Orchid (10), 20¢ Sturt Pea (6) & others on Hagners plus 1970 Stamp Packs 
of EXPO (5) & Royal Visit (8). Mainly fine. (100s) $60 

647 1966-1974 MUH collection in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Incls Navigators to $4, Cook M/S, 1971 Christmas singles & block 
of 7. Fine throughout. $50 

648 1966-1975 Range of MUH sheets & large blocks. Noted $10 Painting x15, $4 Painting x12, 1975 25¢ Xmas x 60, 1971 Xmas 
pane of 25 & 1968 Soil/Medical gutter pair x 7. Total face value is over $300. Useful pickings incl the 1971 Christmas. (100s) $150 

649 1966-1985 Used range of minor varieties with some listed in ACSC but no high cat. items noted. Dealers retired stock so useful 
duplication in places & annotated. (100s) $50 

650 1968-1980’s Range of CTO/FU gutter pairs or blocks including Soil-Science x 3 plus various other odd vals. Also Living 
Together booklet panes 37c (12), 39c (4), 41c (3), 43c (10), etc. Useful lot Ebay etc. (100s) $100 

651 1970-1980 MUH range in blocks of 4 or pairs plus a few extra singles on Hagners in padded binder. Incls ANPEX M/S, 1971 
Xmas pane of 25 & block of 7 (one of each) plus odd interesting item e.g.: QEII 6¢ block with offset on gum, $1 & $2 paintings in 
various printing shades & 40¢ pioneer "spouting on gutter" variety. Face value c$450 (100s) $200 

652 1976-1980 Sherwood folder issued to compliment the A yearbooks. Complete MUH. $40 
653 1980-1990 MUH in blocks of 4 or part sheets where issued in strips or se-tenant blocks on Hagners in padded binder. Incls all 

Specimen ovpts in blocks not included in the total face value of $800. Faultless throughout. (100s) $400 
654 1980-2010 Mostly post-2000 MUH accumulation of blocks on Hagners. Not in order but clean noting useful S/A's, gutter blocks, 

Int Post, 2008 Olympics Gold Medallists sheetlets, etc. Incls $20 Garden x 4 & several sheetlets of 10. Face value $700+ $400 
655 1984 Ausipex "Commemorative Album & Season's Ticket" Official album. Originally costing $35 with ovptd M/S's, embossed 

Replica Cards, cinderellas & MUH sets incl M/S's from participating countries incl Aitutaki, Cook Is, Niue, Penrhyn, Micronesia, 
Mongolia, Laos, Cuba, Viet Nam etc, many now highly catalogued. Most attractive. (47 stamps, 21 M/S's or sheetlets, 2 cards) $40 

656 1984 Ausipex Exhibition collection of commem covers with daily pmks incl separate set with complete M/S's, aerogrammes 
(also pmkd), stickers, cinderellas, ovptd PSE's, silk "Cobb & Co" commem covers, Benham silk set of 7 covers, Specimen ovptd 
packs (2) plus commem issues on covers from Postal Admins in attendance incl Antigua & Barbuda, Dominica, GB, Japan, 
Grenada/Grenadines, Hungary, IOM, Jersey, Maldives, Marshall Is, PNG, Nauru, Portugal, Solomon Is, Sierra Leone (ovpts), 
Caicos Is, Turks & Caicos, Russia & USA. An amazing selection rarely seen. Exc cond throughout. (100+ items) $50 

657 1988-2005 MUH marginal & "reprint" blocks on Hagners starting with 1988 "Living Together" basic marginal blocks plus 15c, 
25c, 45c, 50c "one koala" imprints, $2 Garden "one koala" block then sports, animals & other issues to $10 all with "one koala". 
(total face value $260). Then "two koalas" from Living Together & onwards with total FV of $185 before "three koalas" (FV 
$135). "Four koalas" FV is $52 followed by "one kangaroo", "one kangaroo & one koala", "one kangaroo & two koalas" & S/A's 
strips & cards with a further FV of $430+. Neatly set out in order of reprint. Incls CPS sets of 6 for NPC, Aeropex, Australia 99 
etc. An impressive & most comprehensive assembly difficult to find. Total face value $1100+ $600 

658 1990-1995 MUH selection incl Specimen ovpts in blocks of 4 plus sheetlets, M/S's & part sheets where issues were in strips or 
se-tenant blocks. Also S/A's strips of 3, "POLSKA 93" ovptd corner block of 45¢ Uluru. Many useful. Face value $575 $300 

659 1990-1999 MUH range incl se-tenants, sheetlets, M/S's, Specimens, Framas & replica cards on Hagners in padded binder. The 
stamps are in blocks of 4 (or x 4 when in strips). Noted AAT Whales "CAPEX 96" ovpt plus various Stamp Show ovpts on "Pets" 
(6), "Pacific 97" $10 Kakadu (2) etc. "SPECIMEN" blocks to $20 Garden not included in the total face value of $600+ (100s) $400 

660 1990-2005 useful range of CTO issues incl M/S's, S/A's with some in strips & singles ex booklets plus full S/A booklets. Majority 
of the later issues can only be obtained in F/U cond through CTO like this. All with GPO Melbourne cancels. High retail value.  $60 

661 1991-2012 CTO collection 99% complete on Seven Seas Hingeless leaves. Missing Framas, odd S/A & less than a dozen other 
items. Incls M/S's & gutter strips with odd one MUH. Ideal for the later difficult years. (2400+) $200 

662 1994-2010 MUH range of odd booklets, strips, blocks, S/A's, sheetlets etc all on Hagners in AP binder. Incls large blocks & vals 
to $4.10. Total face value $750+. (100s) $400 

663 1999-2005 MUH in blocks of 4 or strips x 4 plus sheetlets, M/S's incl $10 Kakadu with "Italia 98" ovpt & a comprehensive range 
of their ovpts for the period. An astounding, well laid out collection with a total face value of $1400+ $750 

664 2005 MUH multiples plus M/S's on Hagners incl $5 Archives block, Rotary imperf M/S & $5 Pacific Explorer S/A sheet. High 
retail with a face value of $400+ $200 

665 2005-2006 MUH strips, blocks, gutter strips on Hagners in maroon AP binder. Total face value of $560+ incl $10 Wildflower x 4.  $250 
666 2006-2008 MUH strips, blocks, S/A's, etc with a total face value of $860+. Attractive lot at estimate. (100s) $450 
667 2009-2012 MUH in blocks, strips, gutters etc on Hagners in AP binder. Noted 2011 Premiers Relief Appeal $8 sheet x 3, Int 

Post plus many strips of 5 in blocks of 20. Useful lot with these later issues. Total face value $1000+ $500 



668 2011-2014 MUH & CTO on Hagners in APO binder. Face value of MUH is $40+ but a much higher face value in CTO incl AAT. 
Useful lot. (100s) $80 

669 2012-2014 MUH blocks & strips on Hagners in AP binder. Good opportunity to catch up on what you might have missed in 
recent issues. Face value exceeds $870. (100s) $500 

670 Pre-decimal & basic States on stockcards through to early decimals plus a few covers. Noted 5/- cattle & $4 King MUH, a few 
pre-WWII commems used with odd Papua (faults), glassines with off paper (some used Taiwan in one). Odd faulty not counted 
in overall estimate. (100s) $40 

671 Pre-Decimal PMG folder with some original contents CTO mixed with old MLH. Incls KGV (25) to 5d, kangaroos (7) to 2/-, 1932 
6d kookaburra & 1/- lyrebird CTO plus 1937/49 range & 2d & 5d monocolour PD's ovptd "SPECIMEN". (59) $60 

672 Pre-Decimal Incls kangaroos, KGV & a few commems to 1934 on Hagners. Very mixed cond but flagged with details such as 
inverted wmk (1d). There are some perf "OS" & ovptd "OS" (1/- lyre used x 2, 3d Kingsford Smith MLH but faulty lower left 
corner) plus a few common from all States. (100s) $40 

673 Airletters/aerogrammes Pre-decimal & decimal unused incl 13 in the ACSC A3-A25 range with a cat. value of $130+. Also 
1966-1986 near complete. (58) $30 

674 Booklet Stamps Retired dealers stock of the elusive low val booklet stamps plus sets. Also incls other better. Noted 1982 
Eucalyptus strips of 5 x 23, 1985 1c Cockatoo x 43, 1986 Alpine Wildflowers sets of 4 x 24, 1987 Abo Craft sets of 5 x 17, 1988 
Crafts set of 3 x 16, 1989 39c Stage & Screen perf. 14 x 13½ x 11, 1989 41 Melbourne Tram booklet perf x 20, 1990 28c 
Heidelberg x 16, 1992 20c Wetlands x 17, 1196 20c Arts x 13, 1998 Teapot of Truth set of 5 x 13, 2000 VC strip 14, 2004 $5 
Archives x 9 & 2005 $5 Archives x 11. All fine MUH.  A low estimate ideal for re-sale. Total retail is $1300+ $300 

675 Booklets 1960's comprising 1966 60¢, 1967 50¢ x 2 & $1 surcharged x 4 plus a $1 with 5¢ blue QEII. Also 1965 $1 Famous 
Australians with 2 complete, plus one incomplete. Unchecked against Pfeffer. (10) $50 

676 Booklets 1966-1989 superb range in quality SG album. Noted 1967 surcharged, 1967/68 ADF Vietnam booklets with both 
types of 5c, 1979 Parramatta Eels x 3 with 2 having the scarce 20c Robin (Total cat. $690), 1982 Trial booklets, 1989 
Washington Expo ovptd $3.60 Christmas x 2 (Cat. $180 each) & Southpex '87, '88 & '91 editions. Numerous others in between 
with further Exhib ovptd versions. Massive retail & all in fine cond. (85) $400 

677 Booklets 1966-2002 collection in Lighthouse album. Incls 60¢ & $1 QEII types, FA incl edition number changes on $1.20, both 
prints of $3.70 Living Together, $3.90 Fishing on Harrison paper, $4.10 Cycling with 1k, 2k, 3k & 4k reprints, "Australia 90" 
ovptd cover plus excellent range of later with many koala or kangaroo reprint types, various exhibition ovpts & Xmas booklets of 
20. Total face value of $530+ (142) $250 

678 Booklets 1994-2005 S/A editions some with reprint kangaroos/koalas. Not catalogued so reserve is based on face value so 
good potential with sorting. Noted some ovptd Exhib booklets & a 1999 Southpex Year of the Rabbit. Exc cond. The total face 
value is $600+ $300 

679 Cinderellas 1973-1995 Hutt River Province FDC's appearing complete incl se-tenant strips & M/S's. Exc unaddressed cond. 
(51 plus odd on piece) $75 

680 Cinderellas 1979-1986 selection of FDC's for Atlantian Empire (20), Province of Bumbunga (20) & Rainbow Creek (16). Rarely 
seen nowadays especially "Empire of Atlantian" covers. Exc cond. (56 plus odd on piece) $100 

681 Cinderellas 1981-1985 Atlantian Empire complete MUH collection in quality stockbook. Incls first "typed" issues, 1983 M/S's 
(CTO), "Emperor's Birthday" & "Christmas 1983" overprints,  1985 Youth Year Imperf sheetlet. A scarce collection in exc cond. 
(31 stamps & 19 M/s's or sheetlets) $80 

682 Cinderellas Hutt River Province 1973-1995 MUH collection appearing complete incl M/S's & Se-tenant strips. Incls 2 
catalogues. Also Rainbow Creek & Bumbunga 1979-1985 issues in separate albums also MUH with sheetlets etc. Later issues 
now difficult to source. Fine throughout. $90 

683 Coils 1937-1948 collection/study of MUH, used & CTO pairs. Noted 2d red KGVI Die II pair MUH (off centre & perf fault). ACSC 
188bl Cat. $750 if fine. Others incl ½d kangaroo, 1d QM in both shades & 2d & 3d KGVI types. Above average cond on others. 
Total ACSC Cat. value is $2000+ (35 items) $400 

684 Commercial Mail Airmail envs with some registered, noting 1964 reg cover with "NO ATTENDANCE" signed sticker & franking 
incl 2d mauve KGVI coil strip, 1/3d bull, 1d QM, 3½d Rotary & 3½d Swan. 1964 ICY cover with 1934 1/- Vic Cent plus 3½d 
commems x 3 diff & 7½d Coronation. Also 14/3/1966 cover to Switzerland with 3d Cocos & 2/3d Royal Visit (1 month after "D-
day" for decimal currency) with other pre-decimal frankings on May 1966 covers to Switzerland (7/6d Cook on one with red 
"POST OFFICE SPECIAL DELIVERY" sticker) & one with 7/6d Cook plus 2/3d Guillaux & 3½d Coronation. Interesting 1965 
mixed frankings for Aust/AAT & Aust/Cocos. Also some larger envs. Good lot with majority of covers to Switzerland. (c150) $180 

685 Counter Printed Stamps 1994-2015 cover stock from Sel Pfeffer, the author of the catalogue. All in glassine bags with a wide 
range of imprints & cancels incl exhibitions up to the latest 2015 Salisbury & Congress issues. Noted perfins from Swanpex, a 
set pmkd "Law Courts, Victoria" plus $1.20 value on Airmail cover sent from "Australia '99". Increasingly difficult to source & a 
useful addition to the standard AP issues back in1994. Incls some Swanpex tabbed on Exhib covers. All in exc cond. (120+) $250 

686 Customs Duty Range on Hagner with pair of ¼d cancelled Sydney & 2 singles, ½d x 7 with two ovptd "ONE CENT", 1d x 6 
singles & a pair (smaller version), 2d,  3d blue-green & yellow F/U x 2 & 6d pairs x 2. Mixed cond but collectable. (26) $30 

687 First Day Covers 1937-1953. Range incl 1937 NSW (Reg), 1938 4d koala, 1/4d KGVI, 1940 AIF, Federation (Wide World), 
1953 Produce Food strips, etc. 22 are cacheted covers & 17 plain. Good to fine cond. Useful pickings. (38) $75 

688 First Day Covers 1937-1965 range from 13 different cachet makers incl 11 unaddressed & 3 registered. Noted Miller Bros, 
Haslem, Wide World, Smyth, Turley etc. Also a few other cards & covers. Good to fine cond. (100+) $100 

689 First Day Covers 1940-1984 range noting 1940 AIF, 1945 Gloucester (Hunter Stamp Co. cover) & 1946 Peace (Winslow). 
1948-1956 range of 36 x different Challis covers plus selection of "Wide World", "Royal" & "Wesley". Also 5 diff 1957 FDC's on 
Wilson & Johns Pty Ltd (Nurserymen, Seedsmen & Florists) stationery. Other items of interest incl 1962 2d QEII pair on WCS 
cover with T 2d marking (rate was 5d), 1962 "Royal" souvenir cover with QM 2d strip of 3 tied by MAITLAND SHOWGROUND 
cds's, 1963 Royal visit FDC with 2/3d pair to local addressee & Navigators complete set to  £2 (mixed cover producers). 
Decimal Navigators to $4 on generic APO FDC's as are the QEII & pictorial lower vals. other decimal issues on "Excelsior" & 
"WCS" incl 5¢ on 4¢ & 5¢ QEII booklet panes. A 1967 50th Anniv of Trans-Australian Railway pictorial cover is signed by 
engineman & guard (2 covers ea.)  with special cachets "CARRIED ON THE 1967 OOLDEA SPECIAL COMMEMORATION 
TRAIN" & "CARRIED ON THE "TEA AND SUGAR" TRAIN 50TH ANNIVERSARY TRANS-AUSTRALIAN RAILWAY" in violet on 
separate covers. 1968/69 Famous Australian & PM's booklet pane sets on "Royal" FDC's with many WCS types until 1971 then 
all official APO with 1971 Xmas block of 7, all booklet panes, special WAPEX '72 covers, various souvenir covers, WCS 1973 
Nat. Dev. set on 4 covers ea. with block of 4 of one value & the 1977 Test Cricket signed Kevin Wright & Ian Brayshaw. (334) $400 

690 First Day Covers 1946-1956 range of Challis covers for 1946 Peace set of 3 (Reg), 1948 1d Princess Elizabeth (Anniv cover), 
1950 8½d Aborigine, 1952 1/0½d KGVI & 2/6d Aborigine, 1954 Royal Visit set of 3 & 1956 Olympics set of 4. All Registered 
except the Anniv cover. Majority in fault free cond. (6) $60 

691 First Day Covers 1947-1956 range of Challis covers for 1947 1d Princess Elizabeth (block of 4 & single) & ½d kangaroo on 
Reg cover, 1948 2½d Farrer, 2½d Von Mueller, 2½d Jamboree (strip of 3 & Reg),  1949 2½d Lawson 1/6d Hermes, 1950 2½d 
red, 1951 3d green, 3d red & 3½d brown (latter 2 in pairs), 1952 4½d red & 6½d brown, all KGVI. Also 1951 1d green QM & 
1954 Royal Visit set of 3 & 1956 Olympics set of 4 (latter on Reg covers). All in excellent fault free cond. A lovely assembly. (15) $150 



692 First Day Covers 1949-1961 group of Challis covers for 1949 2½d Lawson, 1949 1/6d Hermes (Reg), 1949 2½d Forrest, 1953 
3d QEII green (pair), 1953 Coronation (Reg), 1953 3½d red QEII (Reg & block of 4), 1954 3½d ANARE (block of 4 & Reg), 
1954 2/- Olympics (Reg), 1957 1/7d QEII (Reg) & 11d Bandicoot (block of 4 & Reg). All in VG to exc cond. (10) $100 

693 First Day Covers 1954-1959 range of Guthrie covers for Red Cross, 1'0½d QEII, USA Memorial, Broken Hill (block of 4), 
Coronation, ANARE, 2/- Flannel Flower & Qld Self govt. All have GPO Perth pmks. Cond varies from good to very good. (8) $80 

694 First Day Covers 1954-1965. 120+ covers with only 12 plain covers. Cachets incl Royal, WSC, , Official PO covers, Sigma plus 
a few others. Majority addressed in good to very good cond. Incls Registered & AAT covers with cachets. Low reserve. (120+) $120 

695 First Day Covers 1956-2003 in 3 albums. One with several "Sigma" addressed covers from 1956-1963 incl AAT 1961 5d blue 
then a mixed AP unaddressed range from 1978-2003 incl some Christmas Is plus PSE's with special cachets etc. Second 
volume with 90 unaddressed 1980-1989 covers with many x 2. Third volume with mixed FDC's & PSE's from 1971 onwards 
unaddressed. (approx. 250 covers) $50 

696 First Day Covers 1964-1967 duplicated range mostly addressed. Mixed APO generic, "WCS" & plain. Noted 7/6d Cook & £2 
King (2 of each), 1964 Guillaux (17, mixed WCS, generic, plain, some with special cachet in violet) & decimal navigators to $4. 
Also 2/3d Cable, ANZAC, ICY & others of value. All clean. (70) $150 

697 First Day Covers 1964-1975 range of 60 diff addressed "Sigma" covers with FDI cachets. Good cond. (60) $30 
698 First Day Covers 1966-1971 range on Cumberland album noting 1970 Grasslands (retails $75) & 1970 Royal Visit (retails 

$100) both on Official unaddressed covers. Also 1970 30c small Cook with typed address with $90 cost price wrapper from 
Smits plus the M/S on a WCS cover. Useful earlies for gap filling with majority in fine cond. (85) $100 

699 First Day Covers 1969-1993 in 2 volumes. One with mostly early 1990's with 2 of each (108 + over 40 unused PSEs same 
period) & the second volume with over 200 small covers with early incl a few pre-decimals but faulty. Also odd foreign. (350+) $50 

700 First Day Covers 1970-1982 range lightly dupl with a few WCS cheaper types addressed & odd later incl 2004 Grand Prix set 
of 5 on FDC. (200+) $30 

701 First Day Covers 1970-1988 complete (bar 30c small Cook & a couple in 1987) in 4 APW FDC albums with pages up to 1992. 
All official APO covers in clean unaddressed cond. Albums retail at $500+ (300+) $200 

702 First Day Covers 1970-1990 in quality APW FDC albums. Appears complete with APO unaddressed covers incl small 30c 
Cook (Retails at $500+) plus other early covers. Exc cond with conservative reserve. (100s) $200 

703 First Day Covers 1981-1985 FDC's unaddressed plus MUH sheets for 1974 7¢ Newspaper & 9¢ on 8¢ opal. Also USA 1987 
Wildlife sheet of 50, 1991 29¢ WWII uncut sheets & 1993 Wright Bros. (94 FDC's & sheets) $40 

704 First Day Covers 1990-1993 selection incl "Box Link" & "Across Town" labels, $20 Garden & booklet pane of 10 & Framas (64) $30 
705 First Day Covers 1995-1996 range on Hagners in burgundy AP FDC album. Incls Territories, M/S's, S/A's & defins to $5 plus 

the 1995 Dunlop PNC. (80+) $40 
706 First Day Covers 1997-1998 selection on Hagners plus Territories Year Packs for 1997 & 1998 all in burgundy AP padded 

binder. Incls 1997 $5 Bradman PNC & $10 Kakadu M/S. (65  & 2 Terr packs) $50 
707 First Day Covers 1999-2001 range of covers plus Territories Year Packs for 1999 to 2002. Vals to $20 & all in exc cond. (66 & 

4 Terr Packs) $60 
708 First Day Covers 2005-2006 range noting $10 M/S & set to $10 plus 2006 Territories Year Pack. All in Hagners in AP padded 

binder. Incls AAT & Christmas Is FDC's. (54 & Territories pack) $50 
709 Framas 1984-1999 extensive commem & FDC stock from Sel Pfeffer. Needless to say, expertly annotated with majority in 

glassine bags still in the original drawers from Boonah. Noted 1984 BE FDC's in singles & sets of 7 incl button sets from Perth, 
Sydney, Adelaide & Brisbane, Maxicards, a $1.15 on Certified Mail Hobart FDC, then 1985 33c increase on plain covers plus 
the revised button sets, GPO Darwin new Certified rate cover of $1.23, Exhibition covers, usage on aerogramme before a range 
of "Last Day" covers. This then repeats itself through the other papers noting individual machines cancelled at their respective 
PO's, Frama "Miniature Sheets", overseas usage, other FDC makers covers incl WCS & covers in combination with Pitcairn 
Framas. Also a range of "oddities" with partial imprints, blank labels, 00.00 FDC's, blotchy ink, etc. Other items of note incl 
$5.62 Security Post usage, Priority Paid covers from Aeropex '88 with imprint & Darwin postcode change to "0800". Range of 
the introduced cliché numbers with a variety of different machines represented & again on it goes. Also incls a range of 
commem covers from other events such as F1, cricket & football with diff pmks & an AAT section with base FDC's & more 
commem covers. One of the most extensive Frama stocks/collections in existence. A wonderful opportunity to form an exhibit or 
add to a collection with useful duplication to sell for further funds to expand!! (approx. 1500)  $2,500 

710 International Post Various issues in CTO multiples up to full sheets with vals to $4.70. Noted some Christmas Is & odd 
sheet/part sheet with reprint logos. Useful for re-sale or Ebay. Difficult to find neatly cancelled so these are the alternatives to 
commercially used. Original FV before cancelling was $4000++ (100s) $500 

711 International Post - Reprints. Range of different reprints each with koalas/kangaroos on selvedges. Many high retail examples 
& increasingly difficult to find this complete. MUH Total FV $98 $100 

712 Inverted wmks Used range incl 1st wmk ½d, 1d & 3d kangaroos, KGV ½d, 1d, 1½d (perf OS) & 4d single crown wmk & 1d 
green & 1½d scarlet Sm Mult. All good to fine used examples. Min cat. £250 (9) $50 

713 Maximum Cards Pre-decimal range of unofficial cards. Incls 1953 3½d David Collins, 1956 2/- Olympics, 1955 3½d Cobb & 
Co., 1955 3½d USA Memorial, 1958 4d PO Anniv, 1960 5d Merino & 1962 8½d "Jimmy" with Alice Springs cds. All in very  
good cond. & most attractive. (7) $70 

714 Military Mail 1939-1945 with a diverse range of material all written up. Incls slogan pieces, covers both stampless & stamped 
plus a group of covers addressed to Pembrokeshire from Fort Dufferinn (Burma) with Indian adhesives tied by 1921 cds range 
(13). Also two 1958 B.F.P.O. Christmas Island covers to UK bearing 3d franking & handwritten "Forces Airmail". A display book 
has cards, covers with 15 Paquebot & related strikes. Many interesting slogans incl morse code with "V", "BUY WAR SAVINGS 
CERTIFICATES", "SUBSCRIBE TO THE WAR LOAN" (1941) & a 6 Feb 1939 "KEEP AUSTRALIA SAFE ENLIST NOW" 
amongst others. Noted boxed censor mark on Oct 1939 newspaper wrapper & 1945 Official signing of Japanese Surrender h/s 
on piece with 2½d KGVI tied by TOKYO BAY JAPAN cds plus unused 7d airletter "For letters to Members of Forces Overseas", 
1945 Airgraph letter & envelope, ARMED FORCES AIR MAIL letter to England with strip of 3x 2½d KGVI tying NSW Coffs 
Harbour cds & several covers censored before leaving Australia or intercepted before arrival overseas. Also several pieces 
(some with registration labels) with clear strikes from various military P.O.'s. Many opened out for ease of viewing backstamps, 
censor marks. etc. Collections like this are hard to find , viewing recommended. (c100 items incl the paquebots) $250 

715 Perfins 1942/50 1d QM x 2, 2d KGVI x 2, 3½d KGVI plus ½d kangaroo, 1951 Federation imprint blocks of 4 all perfined "VG". 
Also a 1947 Princess Elizabeth imprint pair. An unusual group. (8 blocks) $20 

716 PNC's 2008-2015 range with useful duplication in latter years noting 2013 Banknote Anniv x 4, 2015 Magna Carter 20c/Postage 
Paid env x 2, Bushbabies & Songbirds series plus 3 coin & $5 specials. Massive retail & a low reserve at $5 per cover for this 
period. Exc cond. (140) $560 

717 Postmarks Retired dealer's stock accumulation in 6 albums. 1880's-1940s disorganised & ad hoc. All states represented with 
cancels on state stamps, kangaroos, KGV & commems. Would ideally suit specialist or reseller. Priced to sell at $8000+ & 
conservatively reserved. Viewing highly recommended. (100s) $500 

718 Presentation Packs 1970-2005 complete (excl 1970 Defins in Japanese - PJ7) in APW Pres Pack albums up to pack no. 417. 
Last volume incls AAT & odd sheetlet packs. Incls the early Japanese packs (P3, P4 & P5 - retail $600) & the 1970 Definitives 
(P7 - retail $650). Albums originally cost $1000+. Exc cond with a massive FV. A wonderful opportunity to buy the complete 
early run & the later "difficult years". (430 packs in 7 vols) $800 



719 Presentation Packs 1970's issues to $10 vals incl odd AAT. Mixed cond with duplication. Total FV $110+ $50 
720 Presentation Packs 1979-1986 near complete run plus duplicates. Total face value of $150 $60 
721 Presentation Packs 1988-1989 selection incl Territories of the period plus joint issue packs for GB, NZ & USA. Face val $100+ $40 
722 Presentation Packs 1990 packs plus some FDC's & complete 1994-1995 issues. Incls "Across Town" & "Box Link" packs & 

$20 Garden. Total face value of MUH is $190+ $80 
723 Presentation Packs 1990-2002 range in photo album so outsides of packs stuck on one side but stamps MUH. Incls M/S's & 

some AAT packs. Total face value is $200+ $80 
724 Presentation Packs 1990's range in sleeves incls most sheetlets of 10 to 1999 & others incl M/S's. Total face value $250+ plus 

odd maxicard set etc. $100 
725 Presentation Packs 1999-2002 appearing complete with extra Olympics. Also noted International Post to $20 & commem 

sheetlets of 10. Total face value of $230+ $120 
726 Presentation Packs 2001-2006 incl sheetlets of 10 plus a few sets & M/S's in larger size packs. Useful. Total face value $360+ $150 
727 Presentation Packs 2002-2003 range incl a few late 1980's odds. Noted "Farewell Frama" pack of 15 (Retails $45).Total face 

value of $110+ $60 
728 Presentation Packs 2004-2005 range incl joint issues, sheetlets of 10 & M/S's. Total face value of nearly $150. $70 
729 Presentation Packs 2005-2006 range plus blocks, gutters & singles. Packs appear close to complete with some duplication. 

Many useful from this period. Total face value $470+ $250 
730 Pre-Stamped Envelopes 1978-1999 in 2 binders. Mainly used to 1980 then both mint & used complete from 1980-1999. (c300) $30 
731 Pre-Stamped Envelopes 1978-2005 complete FDI collection plus some extras mint in 7 APW PSE albums. Exc cond. (100s) $50 
732 Pre-Stamped Envelopes 1978-2005 range of mint unused in bundles by face value. Duplication in places but probably best for 

daily use for postage with values between 22c & 50c. Face Value is $830+ (100s) $200 
733 Replica Cards 1984-2014 range on Hagners in AP padded album with 30 different. Exc cond. (30) $30 
734 Replica Cards Complete collection in small cover album from No.1 to No.46. Exc cond. $40 
735 Revenues Customs Duty 1d (2), 2d (16), 3d (10), 5d (1), 6d (9) & 1/- (3). Mostly perfined or uncancelled without gum. Odd 

corner crease or "snipped" perfs. Noted 2d & 3d with cds's. (41) $30 
736 SES Sheets & Presentation Packs from the 2000's plus sheetlets, odd FDC's plus others incl GB "Crimea War" pack & Euro 

period S/A items of Netherlands & France. Face value on Aust is $170+ $80 
737 Tax Stamps Various printings with pairs of wmkd paper with security print incl 5¢, 30¢, $3 & $7 MUH (4), pairs on 

unwatermarked paper with security print incl 10¢, 20¢, 40¢, 80¢ & $20 MUH (5), pairs on wmkd paper without security print incl 
60¢ (perf sheet TRC), 70¢, $1 & $2 MUH (4). Also used "instalment" sides for 40¢, 50¢, 90¢, $4, $5, $6, $8, $9, $10, $20, $40 & 
$100 F/U. (12) Check sides incl 5¢, 10¢, 20¢, 30¢, 40¢, 50¢, 60¢, 70¢, 80¢, 90¢, $1, $2, $3, $4, $5, 6, $7, $8, $9, $10, $40, 
$100 & $200 all F/U. (23) $60 

738 Taxed Mail 1959-1965 group of covers with Postage Dues or additional stamps affixed to cover deficiency. Taxed amounts 
range from 2d to 2/- with odd cover stampless. Most have "T" handstamps with some showing weight details. One (T 1/4d) 
handstamped "CLOSED AGAINST INSPECTION" & another with 5d tied by Thursday Island cds is struck "PAQUEBOT" (This 
is the only non-taxed cover). Nearly all to Melbourne addresses. Mixed cond especially the oversized covers. (56) $250 

739 Travelling Post Offices Cancels on stamps accompanied by write-ups, maps & "Travelling Post Offices 1870-1983" by Richard 
Peck. Mainly Victoria & NSW pre-Commonwealth examples. (Approx. 150 with additional range of NSW low vals which have 
non-train cancels) $100 

740 Varieties 1966-1980 ACSC listed varieties with many in positional blocks, pairs, etc. Useful definitives to $4 plus numerous 
commems all clearly identified. Appears fresh MUH throughout. Suitable material for re-sale or Ebay. (100s) $400 

741 Yearbooks 1981 x 2, 1982 x 3, 1983 x 2, 1984 x 3, 1985 x 2, 1986 x 5 with 3 being leather, 87 x 2 with 1 leather & 1990 leather 
all complete with stamps placed in the books. FV $470+ (20) $180 

742 Yearbooks 1988 in leather, 1989 x 2 both in leather, 1992 x 2, 1997 x 3 incl a leather, 1998 x 2, 2002, 2003 & 2004. Total face 
value $580+ (13) $220 

743 Yearbooks 1998-2011 AP Year Albums complete with stamps placed in the books. Useful later years. FV $960+ (14) $500 
744 Yearbooks-Leather 2000-2014 (excl. 2008, 2009 & 2012) Majority with stamps still in original sleeves. These are "the difficult 

years". All in exc cond. Cost $1400+, retails $2500+ & opening at the face value of $900. (10) $900 
745 Yearbook Sheetlets 2000-2012 MUH sheetlets only available in the Annual AP Yearbooks incl 2000, 2004, 2008 & 2012 

Olympic Gold Medallists plus 2005 Parrots, 2006 QEII B'day, 2007 Gardens, 2009 Species at Risk, 2010 Reef Fish, 2011 Qld 
Flood Relief & 2012 Newton-John/ANZUS. MUH with total retail of $460 (11) $120 

746 Yearbook Sheetlets 2000-2011 CTO sheetlets only available in the Annual AP Yearbooks incl 2000, 2004, 2008 & 2012 
Olympic Gold Medallists plus 2005 Parrots, 2006 QEII B'day, 2007 Gardens, 2009 Species at Risk, 2010 Reef Fish & 2011 Qld 
Flood Relief.. MUH with total retail of $400+ (10) $100 

747 NSW QV Stamp Duty range incl 4d, 6d, 8d (2), 1/- (2), 2/-, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/- & 10/- first types with odd fault. Later types 1d to £1 
again with faults but allowed for in estimate. (26) $40 

748 NSW KEVII duty stamps & other fiscals neatly arranged starting with 1d "View" (cut into at left), range of imperf diadems to 1/-, 
later to 5/- coin (3) & map (2). Identified by SG cat. Numbers with lots of room for expansion or improving on existing examples. 
Incls 1906 AMP receipt for premium with 2d stamp duty affixed. Viewing is recommended with potential for the knowledgeable 
eye! (100s) $120 

749 NSW 1854-1907 collection with sparse early but noted 1854/57 1/- brownish red F/U, 1861/88 5/- perf. 12 low vals. Later incls 
10d lilac (2 diff "Specimen" ovpts), 4d perf. 10 ovptd "Specimen", 10d & 1/- imperf proofs, 9d on 10d MLH, ditto ovptd 
"SPECIMEN" & 1897 Consumptive Homes 1/- MLH & 2/6d used on piece (Cat. £225). Also page of Sydney View forgeries with 
write-up, a few perf "OS/NSW" & odd revenue. Cond very mixed, so should be viewed. (195) $250 

750 Queensland Collection with substantial range of mint noting 1860/61 3d brown rough perf (cat. £85), 1868/74 2d blue block of 
6, 1882/91 to 1/- incl 4 shades of latter, 1887/91 1d vermilion imperf proof pair & 2/- shades (2). 1890/94 1d top right corner 
block of 6, 2d marginal block of 9 showing retouch, 4d "PENCE", 4d yellow pair 1895 1d block of 4 marginal with double perfs 
vertically & 2d thin paper in vert strips of 3 (2). Also 1895/96 1d plate proof imperf pair & 1897 to 2/- incl most shades. 1897/98 
1d zigzag roulette/perf types in singles & blocks, 1907/11 to 2/- incl shades, 1911 perf. 13x11-12½ incl both 4d & a 1d marginal 
block of 6 showing vert perf. changes. The used are useful too noting 1900 1d Patriotic Fund & vals to 2/- well covered with 
flaws & varieties plus odd interesting cancel incl "REGISTER(ED) RAVENSWOOD JUNC(TION)". Very high cat. value with 
viewing recommended. (c400) $500 

751 Queensland Fine used selection incl 6d & 5/- small Chalons (SG 123), 10/- large (SG 160), 1882 4d yellow, 1907 4d grey black 
Cr/A wmk. High vals have light corner cds's which appear to be postal but not guaranteed. Cat. 120+ (5) $30 

752 Queensland QV Impressed Duty MLH range to £300 incl 3d to 9/- blue, 11/- to 19/- in blue green, 25/- & 40/- rose, £8 & £9 
cinnamon, £12 to £50 violet, £70 & £90 brown & £200 & £300 rose lilac. Also a letter (1979) from the Stamp Duties Office 
indicating that date for return of mint items had expired plus a small range of WA low value "revenue duty" Swans. The Qld 
have embossed albino cds security Stamp Duties Office marks but full gum hinged (6d damaged). (32 Qld, 43 WA in strips/ 
single/ blocks to 1/- + odd other item) $50 

753 South Australia Postmarks on range of kangaroos to 1/-, KGV plus low val 1930's commems & on piece decimals in 
alphabetical order. Specialist may find something as not checked thoroughly & estimated conservatively. (100s) $40 



754 South Australia Range on leaves incl 1856/58 6d slate blue (2½d margins), 1888/89 1d yellow green, 1860/69 1d bright yellow 
green, dull blue green, 2d orange/vermilion shades x 6 & 1/- chestnut. Also 1868/79 odd vals & 1876/1900 8d on 9d (2). Various 
perfs to 2/- incl shades, ½d green bantam imperf proof pair MLH, "REPRINT" ovpt on 1d green, 2d lake & 6d blue Chalons plus 
a few "Long Toms" to 2/6d. Finally "OS" & "SA" perfins & "AG" Departmentals (2). May repay closer inspection. (195) $100 

755 Tasmania 1853-1912 collection on leaves. Noted 1d Courier on soft yellowish paper in both shades with the pale blue having 
good margins on 3 sides but thinned & with smudged cancel while the blue has closer margins but lighter cancel. 1857/69 1d 
pale red brown pair with BN 18 cancel, 1858 6d dull lilac with clear margins (close at right) & BN"48", 1860/67 6d grey violet F/U 
by BN"52" plus a few other Chalons. Later QV incls 2½d & 8d both MLH, 1899/1900 pictorials MLH complete plus most used & 
later prints with perfs, wmks & printing types noted in mixed MLH & used cond. (some perfined "T" & "A"). Most are good to fine. 
Couriers alone Cat. £3000 with mint pictorials cat. £150 + & postally used Chalons cat. £300+. A useful lot. (128) $400 

756 Tasmania 1882-1903 QV 1d postcards with 13 used & 1 mint with colour of imprint ranging from rosine to carmine. An 1882 
card with border, others borderless. Most are addressed to Launceston from Campbell Town, Stanley, Deloraine, Burnie, Ross 
& Wynard. An 1894 card to Bournemouth, England is uprated with ½d orange. Other origins incl Lisdillon (BN 109) to Little 
Swanport, Waratah & Sorrell. (14) $100 

757 Tasmania 1899 1d red pictorial on/off paper bulk lot of 5000 neatly bundled with cotton. Ideal for research/investigation of 
printings, flaws, cancels, perfs, wmks & shades. Clean lot with potential for "finds". (5000) $200 

758 Tasmania 1899 1d red pictorial on/off paper bulk lot of 5000 neatly bundled with some on piece in pairs. Ideal for 
research/investigation of printings, flaws, cancels, perfs, wmks & shades. Clean lot with potential for "finds". (5000) $200 

759 Tasmania Chalons range with imperf 1d x 5, 2d x 4 & 4d x 5 plus perfd examples with 1d x 4 incl 1 unused, 2d green & 4d x 4. 
All identified by SG numbers & all good to fine used. None of the imperfs have large margins with most close to touching or cut 
into. Inspection suggested. SG 17, 25/29, 30/34, 36/39, 57, 58, 62, 69a, 70, 71, 72/74 (24 & a 4d pair) $140 

760 Tasmania Postmarks dupl cds’s on 1d & 2d pictorials. Nothing scarce sighted, but a good range in alphabetical order. (200+) $30 
761 Tasmania Postmarks incl State & pre-decimal strikes on pictorials, KGV etc arranged A-Z. Also a few PPC & covers. Noted 

Austin's Ferry, Bradshaw's Creek, Cooee Creek, Kelly's Basin, Montezuma, Sisters Creek & Wattle Grove Lower, the latter a 
lovely full strike on 1d pictorial pair. Viewing recommended for true potential. (100s) $400 

762 Tasmania Postmarks Numerals (2nd allocation) on pictorials (12) incl 2 x "R" rated for Stanley & Devonport West plus a page 
with 5 x 1st  allocation numerals incl manuscript "46" of Newtown. (17) $40 

763 Tasmania Postmarks on Kangaroos & KGV (a few on piece) plus 1930's pictorials & decimals (on piece) to c2000. Also 
stockpage of Tasmania 1d pictorial (83) with cds range. Mostly in alpha order. (100s) $50 

764 Tasmania Postmarks A superb collection of 2nd allocation numerals mainly on sideface issues with 205 of 390 allocations incl 
17 "RR", 11 x "3R" & 4 x "4R" rated cancels. Also 40 proving pieces with full or partial PO cds. A few useful duplicated with 
different bars & stamp issues not included in total. Incls "The Courier" article of 2012 by John Hardinge. A lot of work & time 
involved in getting the collection to this stage & ideal for the specialist to continue, add to or build on. $1,600 

765 Victoria 1850-1913 range with 1850/53 2d drab F/U pair (SG 17a cat. £190), 1854/57 2d Prussian Blue (SG 30 cat. £95) & 
reprint block of 10 plus later defins to 5/- with some low vals MLH. Also 1897 Charity MLH (cat. £150), 1905/13 1d top right 
marginal pair with double perfs vertically, 1d strip of 4 with JBC monogram, "ONE PENNY" surcharge block of 22, blocks of 5, 6 
& 8, strip of 4 & pair MUH/MLH. Odd low value perfd "OS". Good lot in above average cond. (c450) $250 

766 Victoria 1891-1918 Bills of Exchange range involving Bank of Australasia mostly with Victorian duty stamps & some Tasmania. 
Nice "social history" insight into banking procedures of the period. Good cond. (52) $50 

767 States (No WA) Various used with nothing scarce sighted. Possible interest in pmks. Majority low vals. Average cond. (100+) $30 
768 States Mainly used on/off paper. Strong in WA but 90% are letter rate denominations. No scarce postmarks noted. (100s) $30 
769 States Postal stationery (no WA) comprising NSW 1888 3d Jubilee card unused (frayed edges), 1888 1d lilac postcard used.  

1d carmine postcard unused & 1d deep lilac postcard used. Queensland 1d claret (used 1896), 1d purple-black QV (1898)  
used & SA 1898 1d brown postcard used. Tasmania QV 1½d brown Post & Reply Card unused, 1d carmine postcard unused    
& Victoria 1900 1d chestnut used. The used items are with pre-printed commercial material on reverse. The last mentioned   
with backstamped "TRAVELLING POST OFFICE G.S.R. WA" near complete, as was relayed to a geologist in the Eastern 
Goldfields. Majority good to fine. (9 items) $50 

770 States MLH & used semi-sorted accumulation on over 40 Hagners in mixed cond noting NSW 1851/55 2d thick paper (2) & 
1854 1d red orange & 1856 2d imperfs (4)plus low val perfd range incl 1d & 4d ovptd "SPECIMEN" (MLH). Also 1863/69 2d 
pale blue with vertical perfs double, 10d "SPECIMEN" perf & imperf plus lower case on "OS", 1888 "Specimen" 2d, 4d, 6d, 8d & 
1/- mint/MLH & set of 8 MLH to 1/-. 1890 5/- perf. 10x11 & 20/- ultramarine perf. 11 superb used. Queensland with handstamp 
"SPECIMEN" on 2d blue MLH, 3d greenish grey mint, no gum & 1868/78 1/- mauve pair MLH with ordinary MLH/used range to 
1/- incl shades. South Aust incls 1856/58 2d blood red (2½ margins), a few roulettes, perfd 6d & 1/-, "OS" x 53 incl 2/- x 4 & 
surface printed low vals MLH/used. Also 1886/96 "Long Tom" 2/6d, 10/- (blunt corner) & £1 (off centre) ovptd "SPECIMEN" 
MLH plus a few 1902 & 1904 types used to 1/-. Tasmania with 1d rosine postcards (2 unused, plus 1d + ½d), 2d green PSE, 2d 
pictorial Letter Card unused, 1d KEVII postcard used, 1½d reply card entire unused & a few Chalons with later QV MLH/used to 
10d incl 1d block of 6 & 2d block of 4 MUH/MLH. 1889 "Halfpenny" surcharge MLH, bicolours to 1/- MLH, 1899/1900 pictorial 
types in various printings MLH (16) to 6d, "Specimen" ovptd 2½d, 5d, 6d & some "platypus" Stamp Duty incl 3d MLH & ovptd 
"SPECIMEN". Finally 1/- rose pink MLH Cat. £130. Victoria has 2d "Queen on Throne" imperf used, 1d green x 4 both MLH & 
used, 6d woodblock (5) & a few "emblems" plus good range of laureates on circuit sheet extracts with obsolete cat. numbers. 
1905/13 5/- perf "OS", 1873/87 2/- light blue on green MLH ovptd "SPECIMEN" diagonally with a range of low vals MLH having 
possible cancellation interest in the good range of used. 1897 Charity pair MLH (2½d shallow hinge-thin) & some PD's. No WA. 
Mixed cond but careful checking should repay with a very fair vendor reserve. (c1000) $800 

771 AAT 1957-1998 MUH collection on Hagners with pre-decimal set in marginal blocks of 4 plus a few extras. Decimals incl 1966 
set in blocks, as are all later issues. No Whales" M/S's. Face value of decimals approx. $250. (100s) $120 

772 AAT 1957-2012 MUH  complete in Seven Seas hingeless album. Incls 2001 APTA Melbourne Stamp & Coin Show ovpt on 
"Australians in the Antarctic" sheetlet. Also noted 1988 $6 Bicentennial Conservation Booklet. Pages stained but stamps appear 
fresh & fine. (220+) $120 

773 AAT 1957-2013 complete MUH on Seven Seas hingeless album. Incls 1995 Whales & Dolphins with Singapore & Capex ovpts 
& all gutters. Fine throughout. (220) $150 

774 AAT 1957-2014 complete MUH on Seven Seas pages incl 1995 Whales & Dolphins with Singapore & Capex ovpts. Fine. (220) $150 
775 AAT Retired dealers stock of MUH in larger Lindner stockbook starting with 1957 2/- in seven blocks of 4 plus 14 pre-decimal 

sets with extras. 1966 to $1 (5 sets + extras), 1995 Whales & Dolphins M/S's ovptd Singapore 95 x 3 & CAPEX '96 x 2. Noted 
2001 sheetlet x 2 & various se-tenants & gutter pairs. Comprehensive to 2014 in quantities of up to 15 each. FV over $400 in 
post 1995 alone plus the better M/S's. $300 

776 Christmas Is 1958-1984 FDC's complete for the period plus 6 stamp packs from 1990-1993. Odd duplication incl 1963 set on 
FDC. All addressed to 1968 then unaddressed. (56 covers/6 packs) $40 

777 Christmas Is 1958-1986 MUH on Hagners in binder. 1958 set to $1 MUH, 1963 set used then jumps to 1973 with Famous 
Visitors, Phosphate Industry, Birds to $4 & Wildlife to $5 all x 2 of each plus M/S's (no Wildlife sheetlet). Clean lot. (100s) $40 

778 Christmas Is 1958-2015 MUH with very few gaps post 2000 all in Seven Seas Hingeless albums with slipcases. Incls all ovptd 
M/S's, CNY gutter strips & Zodiac sheets plus a few CNY packs. Not much needed to complete the collection. Huge retail price.  $250 



779 Christmas Is 1958-2015 Used/CTO selection in 2 Seven Seas albums with slipcases. Incls ovptd Chinese New Year & Bird 
M/S's, gutter strips, "on piece" singles & 50+ FDC's. Unusually many late 1980's/early 1990's missing. Mostly CTO. (100s) $100 

780 Christmas Is 1963-2005 MUH stock in large Prinz stockbook. Sparse pre-1980 with much better thereafter incl M/S's with 
duplication. Face value for the 1993-2005 is $600+. Also several pages of useful used with heavy duplication of 1990's issues  
at back. Useful for the re-seller or Ebayer. (1000s) $300 

781 Christmas Is 1996-2003 (excl 1999) Chinese New Year gutter strips of 10 with animal designs. 2003 is $1.50 only while others 
are 45¢ issues. Retail is $120+. Opening at the FV of $40. (7 strips) $40 

782 Christmas Is Retired dealers MUH stock. Patchy pre-1990 then very useful duplicated of sets & M/S's noting 1997 Year of the 
Ox M/S's x 20, 2001 Year of the Snake M/S's x 14 plus $1.35 x 14 & 2002 Zodiac sheet x 4. Later in uneven quantities to 2015 
with a total face value post-1995 of over $700. (100s) $400 

783 Cocos Is 1963-2003 MUH in Seven Seas hingeless album with pages to 1986 & later issues on Hagners. No surcharges or 
ovptd M/S's but with Crabs to $3 in pairs. Clean lot with retail $350+. (256 stamps, 10 M/S, 3 sheetlets) $90 

784 Cocos Is 1963-2005 MUH & used duplicated in 2 Prinz stockbooks noting in MUH 1979 Fish defins to $2 (7 sets plus set to $1), 
1982 Moths & Butterflies to $3 (3 sets) & M/S's incl Jakarta 95 ovpt (4)with later Fish defins to $5 (4) & a good range to 2005 
Sharks. The face value for the 1994-2005 period is $390. Used incls heavily duplicated but useful postally used $3 crab (55) 
plus plenty of low vals to $2 & 2004 World Stamp Championship ovptd on Royal Visit M/S (5). No emergency ovpts. (100s) $200 

785 Cocos Is 1963-2008 MUH missing only a couple of late gutter pairs & the "Official" provisional. All presented in Seven Seas 
Hingeless album with slipcase. The two further SS albums are used to 2014 on plain & hingeless leaves with approx. 60% plus 
20 odd FDC's of early 1990's as well as the used sets. The 1994 Provisionals are MUH. (100s) $250 

786 Cocos Is 1963-2014 complete MUH collection in Seven Seas hingeless album with slipcase. Only pre-decimal MLH. Incls all 
ovptd M/S's, 1991 provisionals plus all gutter pairs & 1990 Xmas panes. Apart from first set, fine throughout. (c500) $350 

787 Cocos Is 1988-1993 pres packs in special Cocos pack album. Face value $65+. (21) $30 
788 Cocos Is Retired dealers stock MUH in large Lighthouse stockbook. Patchy but useful noting 1991 provisionals ovptd "LOCAL", 

70¢, 80¢, $1.20 (2 ea.), 1995-2001 defins to $5 x 4 sets plus extras. Also a few se-tenants/gutter pairs, blocks, M/S's (couple 
CTO), uneven quantities to 2014 incl WWF Birds x 10 sets. Face value $500+ from 1995 alone. (100s) $350 

789 Nauru 1916-1992 MUH/MLH collection on Hagners with 1916 to 1/- & central ovpts set of 4, 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- Seahorses, short 
"N" ½d & 3d ovpt range in singles, pairs, blocks & marginal (2d) strip of 6 from top of sheet. Also 1924 rough paper to 10/- (2 
sets MLH), shiny paper to 10/- MLH & then 1953 onwards complete MUH incl Republic ovpt pairs & all M/S's. Also 
"CANCELLED NAURU" centred strikes on KGV 1d (SG 69), 4d (104), Kangaroo 9d (112) & 92 (92). Superb collection.         
Cat. £1300 not incl "extras". (100s) $500 

790 Nauru 1916-1995 MUH/MLH in Seven Seas Hingeless album with slipcase close to complete from 1935 incl strips, sheetlets, 
black print & extras on inserted Hagners. A second Seven Seas album for the same period but with a modest used range incl 
some addressed/unaddressed FDC's plus duplicated MUH/MLH from mainly 1970's/1980's but incls 1935 SJ MLH. (100s) $70 

791 Nauru 1963-1984 FDC's addressed to 1969 then unaddressed except for items connected with standing order account. (88) $30 
792 Nauru 1980's MUH sets on 9 Hagners in binder. Clean lot with good thematics. (100+) $20 
793 Norfolk Is 1947-1989 FDC's incl 1960/62 on separate covers with 10/- registered, 1974 UPU M/S regd FDC (but not 

addressed!) & later with vals to $5. All covers addressed to 1973 thereafter unaddressed. (160+) $60 
794 Norfolk Is 1947-2014 complete MUH on Hagners in 2 boxed & binders. Earlies incl white paper Ball Bay in singles but later in 

blocks of 4 plus M/S's incl ovpts. Many blocks have plate numbers or selvedge imprint markings. Also a range of PO Xmas 
cards & calendar cards at back. Incls 10/- Tropic Bird "SPECIMEN" in the 3 diff settings of ovpt. Colossal face value & a 
massive retail. $700 

795 Norfolk Is 1953-1985 plus 2003 on sparsely filled Seven Seas Hingeless leaves in ring binder plus some on Hagner. Fine 
MUH. (c150 & 3 M/S's) $30 

796 Norfolk Is 1956-1991 in Seven Seas Hingeless album with pages from 1947 to 1953 but no stamps . Appears complete MUH. 
Conservative reserve. (100s) $100 

797 Norfolk Is 1997-2001 Norfolk Post "Frama" equivalent postage labels. The working stock from Sel Pfeffer's Boonah Stamp 
Supplies. Extensive range incl black & mauve prints, missing imprints, "no date" types, last day & first day dated types, mis-
cuts, "missing owl" from backing paper types etc. Vals from $1.40 to $3.50. Also PNG odds. (100s) $300 

798 New Guinea-NWPI MLH & used duplicated range with vals to 5/- kangaroos & 5d in KGV. Noted 1d rose "abc" vertical strip 
MLH & perfined "OS" examples for KGV 1d red (3), 2d orange (2), 2d red & 4d orange & kangaroos incl 2d, 3d & 6d greyish 
ultramarine (both faulty). Basic kangaroos incl 6d greyish ultramarine pair fresh MLH, 5/- (SG 92, type "c") MLH with other vals 
to 2/- MLH & used with perf faults. Also 1918/23 KGV ovpt types to 4d MLH & used. Noted 1915/16 1d KGV pair with right hand 
unit showing retouched right frame. (62) $80 

799 New Guinea-NWPI (7) to 1939 incl range of Huts to 2/- with Airmails to 1/- & "OS" ovpts to 2/-. Undated Birds incl Airmail £1 & 
"OS" to 2/- (32). Also Bulolo Airmail to 1/- x 8 (excl 6d) & a few postmarks. Mostly MLH with a few used. Useful pickings with 
care. STC Cat. £600+ (78 & 4 pieces) $120 

800 Papua & New Guinea MLH & used on stockcards comprising New Guinea 1939 to 2/- used (1/- & 2/- water stained). Papua 
1916-1931 simplified MLH to 4d, 9d, 1/- & 5/- used with 2/6d MLH. 1932 pictorials to 5/- (MLH to 5d & 9d plus used 6d & 1/- to 
5/-). The used are fine cds examples. Total cat. £400+ (35) $70 

801 Papua 1901-1941 MLH & used on 6 Hagners. Noted 1901 "British New Guinea" to 2½d & 6d MLH, bicolour range to 2/6d (SG 
4B) MLH/used with monocolours to 2/6d (SG 84/91). Also "ONE PENNY" surcharges MLH, 1916/31 to 5/- incl 1932 1/3d but no 
9d all mostly MLH plus 1932 to 10/- MLH (2/6d used) & later commems with 1939/41 Airs MLH (1/- no gum). Mostly fine cond & 
cat. £750+ (95 & 2 pieces) $180 

802 Papua 1932 pictorial vals to 6d on piece in tin plus oddments with SJ, 50th Anniv & Coronation items. Nearly all fine with cds’s. $30 
803 PNG 1915-2000 MUH & MLH range in large Prinz stockbook with NWPI 2d, 2½d, 3d, 9d (3) & 1/- kangaroos, odd low val Huts, 

BOP's & Papua odds. PNG 1952 to 2/6d, 1960 Postal Charges second set, pre-decimal part sets/sets to 3/- & decimals incl $1 
& $2 butterfly. Later with heavy duplication of late 1970's to early 1980's sets incl corals to 3K (7 sets) & 5K BOP (4). Lightly 
duplicated from late 1980's to 2000 incl M/S's plus used in second half of stockbook noting 1952 £1 & a reasonable range to 
2000. Mainly fine. (1000s) $120 

804 PNG 1952-1970 plus a few pre-1952. MLH & used in large quality stockbook. Mainly low vals dupl used & last half of stockbook 
is empty hence low reserve. (100s) $30 

805 PNG 1952-1984 on leaves in binder with mixed MUH, MLH & used to 1970 then all MUH. 1952 to £1 (blunt corner) mainly used 
but 9d block MUH (even toning). Missing 1958 1/7d cattle & 1964 birds otherwise very nearly complete. (100s) $40 

806 PNG 1952-1989 in Seven Seas album with slipcase complete MUH with vals to £1 & K5 . 1990-1992 has only 12 stamps 
missing & mostly MUH with 4 sets CTO. Only June 1960 PD's. Fine throughout. $120 

807 PNG 1952-1992 CTO or fine used complete collection on Seven Seas Hingeless pages in quality binder. No "SPECIMENS" but 
incls 1960 6d on 7½d Postage Due F/U. (SG D1 Cat. £450). Many useful. $250 

808 PNG 1952-1992 on Hagners in padded binder. 1952 complete MUH incl Specimen ovpts (10/- x 2) plus other specimen ovpts 
incl Rabaul perf. 13½ near MUH & £1 QEII & 10/- Bird MLH. Others appear all MUH throughout with many late 1960's/70's in 
blocks. No Postage Dues but incls NW Pacific Islands MLH/used range of KGV to 5d incl perf "OS" 1d violet & 2d in both 
colours. Clean lot. (100s) $300 



809 PNG 1952-1994 MUH, MLH & used range on Seven Seas Hingeless leaves in binder. Lots of gaps & most mint to 1966 
Butterflies are MLH. Still a clean lot & good basis for expansion. (100s) $75 

810 PNG 1952-2000 mixed MUH, MLH & used in large stockbook noting £1 QEII "SPECIMEN" MUH, 10/- Bird MUH (2), plus other 
early MUH & F/U incl 1966 Butterflies MUH. Some duplication in used with a few blocks & odd Christmas Is MUH & CTO. 
Untidy but mainly fine. (1000s) $90 

811 PNG 1952-2006 collection in Seven Seas Hingeless albums with slipcases. 2 vols are MUH/MLH incl Hagners with NWPI 
kangaroos to 1/- (8) & KGV to 5d (6), New Guinea undated BOP's to 10/- (excl 5/-), 1939 to 5/- (excl 2/-) & Papua 1916/31 to 
10/-, "ONE PENNY" surcharges 1932 to 2/6d & 1938 50th Anniv. New Guinea incls 6d & 1/- Huts ovptd "STAMP DUTY", "OS" 
ovpt to 2/- (excl 1/-) & dated Birds to 1/- with Airmails to 5/- (excl 2/-). Volume to 2000 missing only about 10 stamps but 1994 
Provisionals set of 11 is complete. Volume 2 is from 2000 to 2006 & has only 30 sets & 9 M/S's. Similar volumes of used incl 
FDC's with 2000-2006 identical coverage to MUH volume. The pre-1952 is sparse but incls undated BOP £1 ord & Airmail while 
a third vol has used on piece cancellations & FDC's, loose ship letter cancels, etc. The PNG pre-decimal incls both Postal 
Charges sets (excl SG DI) & 4 x "SPECIMEN" ovpts (10/- Rabaul MLH, others MUH). Exc clean lot. (1000+ with over 50 FDC's) $400 

812 PNG 1961-1992 FDC & special pmk souvenir covers addressed to 1967 in Wesley FDC album (197) & May 1984 - Oct 1992 
PSE's (6 mint, 24 FDI) in padded cover album. PNG to 1963 10/- & 1967 Kokoda 25th Anniv covers noted. Exc cond. (2 vols) $40 

813 PNG 1983-1994 FDC's in Cumberland album. Close to complete for period incl 5k & 10k defins, BOP defins, commems, 
Framas, etc. Good cond & unaddressed. (70) $25 

814 PNG 1993-2000 complete collection MUH & CTO with a set of each throughout all on Seven Seas pages in binder. Fine 
throughout with many MUH being marginal examples. 2000 issues are MUH only but incl M/S's. (100s) $250 

815 PNG Accumulation incl Seven Seas hingeless album with mainly used patchy issues to 1983 plus 12 Hagners with used 1930-
1994 sets & singles (noted 1961 Leg. Council MLH). Also Lighthouse cover album overfilled with 1969-1986 FDC's (100+) 
mixed addressed/unaddressed with P.O. inserts plus "overflow" of 20 more commercial covers in plastic sleeve. $30 

816 Pitcairn Islands 1940-1992 (Feb) Appears complete MUH in Seven Seas Hingeless album with slipcase. Fresh throughout with 
a high retail & many thematics. (100s) $180 

817 Samoa 1935-2000 mainly MUH/MLH on Hagners in Hagner binder. No "Arms" issues but otherwise complete incl Kava Bowl 
wmk 1965/66 defins & all M/S's. A couple of commem sets are blocks of 4. Superb. (100s) $120 

818 Territories 1957-1999 on quality Vario leaves in Lighthouse binder. Noted AAT to 1990's with MUH face value of $95 plus 
quantity of dupl used. Also small ranges of Christmas Is (FV $17) & Norfolk pre-decimal. Also a page of Aust States (nothing 
scarce) & dupl MLH/used Australia to 1970. Pickings plus face value. (100s) $80 

819 Territories 1966-2013 on Hagners in AP binder with many MUH in large blocks incl se-tenant strips of 5 x 4 plus a few 
Christmas Is & lots of CTO recent as a bonus! Useful from $1 Mock Sun MUH x 3 to later issues. Total face value for 
predominantly AAT is $430+ $250 

820 Territories 1994, 1996, 2000 (3), 2001, 2002 (2), 2003, (2), 2004, 2005, 2008 (2), 2009 (2), 2010 (2), 2011 (2), 2012 (2), 2013, 
2014 & 2015 (2) Aust Post Annual Packs. Incls AAT, Christmas & Cocos Is. Majority in original AP packaging unopened. Retails 
$1400+ (26) $400 

821 Territories 1994-2009 Aust Post Annual Packs. Incls AAT, Christmas & Cocos Is. All in AP binder. Retails $840+ (16) $250 
822 Territories 2000-2014 being the majority incl Christmas Is (FV $380), Cocos Is (FV $230) with useful dupl plus some FDC's 

plus additional issues CTO. Rather disorganised on Hagners but a clean lot with a total face value of $600+ (100s) $300 
823 Territories AAT 1957 2/- block with other pre-decimal in blocks or pairs plus 1966 & 1973 defins to $1. Christmas Is 1958-1979 

complete with the Christmas issues being in pairs. Cocos 1963 & 1969 defins plus both prints of 5d ANZAC. All very fine MUH.  $50 
824 Territories Christmas & Cocos Islands MUH collection on Hagners in padded binder. Christmas Is to 2006 incl 1958 & 1963 

defins, blocks of 1968/70 Fish, 1973 Ships & a few other 1970's. Others complete as singles incl INDOPEX 93 ovptd M/S, 1990 
World Stamp Exhib ovptd M/S & 1994 Hong Kong ovpt. Also incls 1970 25¢ registered letter unused (1700 sold). Cocos Is  to 
2004 & appears complete incl provisionals & ovptd 1989 M/S. Second & third defins are in blocks of 4. Exc cond throughout.  $300 

825 Territories Cocos 1963-1984 FDC's (41), AAT 1957-1985 FDC's (60+) plus Indonesia 1961/68 (5) & Malaysia 1966/72 (6). 
Incls 1963 (11th June) Defins set of 6 & 1955 Inauguration of Domestic Postal Services flown cover with cachet. Majority fine to 
VG cond. (115) $50 

826 Territories MUH/MLH ranges to 1982 in binder noting Norfolk Is 1960 10/- tropic Bird MLH plus modest ranges of AAT, 
Christmas & Cocos Is, Fiji, Samoa & a few used Malaysia & Singapore. Clean lot. (100s) $30 

827 Territories Stamp packs for AAT 1970-1986 (18), Cocos Is 1970-1988 (36) & Christmas Is 1971-1989 (19) all in large Stamp 
Pack album with descriptive inserts. Incls Cocos 1969 pack with Japanese insert plus the annual Christmas Island Packs issued 
during the same period. (73 packs) $50 

828 Territories Stamp packs for Norfolk Island 1967-1985 (18) & Nauru 1978-1991 (50) all in large "PW" Stamp Pack album with 
descriptive inserts. Appears complete for the period. Also incls two small "PW" Pre-Stamped Envelope albums with Norfolk 
Island PSE's 1-33 complete both unused & cancelled FDI (66 ). All in exc cond. $60 

829 Territories Mainly Fiji & Samoa MUH to 1982 on Hagners with Nauru incl 1924/48 ships to 1/- MUH plus some early decimal 
CTO with the rest MUH missing surcharges. Cocos 1963 set MLH with later MUH incl defins to $3, M/S's & commems. Useful. $30 

 THEMATICS 
 830 Lions Club Modest MLH & used collection with a few covers on 7 Hagners in padded binder. Incls Christmas Seal sheets of 

Australia for 1987 & 1989 plus labels in sheets & on ordinary mail. Some items with foxing or stains on cover. The Lions 
centenary is in 2017 so here's an opportunity to get started early! (c80 items) $20 

831 Railways Pre-1960 MLH/used selection on album leaves. Modest lot with best being France 1937 pair used, Italy 1939 set MLH 
x 2 & a few others in the £2-£5 cat range. (150+) $30 

832 Railways/Trains Australian 1980 22¢ "Opening of Tarcoola-Alice Springs Railway 1980" PSE collection of 28 specially 
cancelled/ovptd items incl cancels "TRANS AUST RAIL", "C.A.R." (2), "TARCOOLA" (2), range of AUSTRALIAN RAILWAY 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY cachets for different places plus additional cachet "Old Telegraph Station Alice Springs NT 5750" on 
one & other pictorial cachets relating to other railway events to 1987. All neatly presented. (28) $20 

833 Royalty 1948 Silver Wedding group on comprising Montserrat 5/- imprint pair & 5/- Nigeria single MUH. Malaya Penang & 
Selangor $5 values used plus St Kitts & Leeward Is 5/- vals all F/U with 6 assorted low vals. Cat. £130+ (13) $50 

834 Royalty 1948 Silver Wedding omnibus issues for Antigua, Montserrat & Seychelles in high value MUH corner blocks plus 
singles of Aden & States, Montserrat & Nigeria with the low vals also fresh MUH. Total Cat. £240+ (20) $100 

835 Royalty 1953 Coronation complete omnibus MUH in special album plus similar in MLH cond in same type of album. Odd pages 
with toning but stamps unaffected. (212) $40 

836 Royalty 1978 25th Anniv of QEII Coronation complete MUH in 2 special albums with 288 stamps, 103 sheetlets/M/S's & 2 
booklets. The basic official omnibus totals 195 stamps + 48 sheetlets/M/S's so many "extras". Original cost was $1000++ $150 

837 Royalty 1981 Princess Diana Wedding, 21st Birthday & Royal Baby MUH omnibus issues in stockbook plus 2 special albums, 
one specific in slipcase for Lady Diana. Totals are 260 stamps plus 85 M/S's or sheetlets. Cat. £700 $150 

838 Ships Collection to 1950's with nothing major & generally oddments mixed MLH & used but there are many pickings incl New 
Brunswick 12½¢ MLH, Germany (West) 20pf Heligoland block MUH/MLH, Papua 1932 1/3d MLH (Cat. £15), Turkey 1941/51 (4 
diff sets MLH), Spain 1930 Columbus to 1p MLH & Russia 1949 Steam Barges x 2 sets MLH (Cat. £20). Also Romania 1936 set 
MLH, Poland 1945 & 48 sets MLH, Netherlands 1957 MLH, Yugoslavia 1948 & 1950 Bridge set, Japan 1921 (missing 4s), Italy 
& Trieste 1949/50 MUH/MLH blocks, Germany 1937 MLH & used & Danzig 1938 MLH.  Good to fine cond. (100s) $80 



839 Ships 2004 Cunard Line "Queen Mary 2" Maiden Voyage covers x 4, 2 of which signed Cdr R.W. Warwick plus 2014 (12th Jan) 
10th Anniv cover signed by Capt. Ken Ring. The 2004 covers are limited editions (1/250, 1/700 with authenticity signatures). 
Most attractive bearing full GB set of 6 on 3 & "1st" class "RMS Queen Mary 2 2004" on others. Exc cond. (5) $50 

840 Waterbirds & Flowers MUH & CTO in stockbook with majority being Australia incl 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S ovptd PACIFIC 97 & 
ITALIA 98, 1997 Bird maxicards, 1998 orchids, $5, $8 & $10 Wetlands Conservation "Duck" stamps, NZ 1990 BIRDPEX 
sheetlets of 4 (10 diff) & Israel World Stamp EXPO Duck sheetlets of 12 (2). The makings of an excellent thematic collection. $70 

 ACCESSORIES 
 841 1913-1965 Australia Seven Seas Hingeless album. Brand new. Green binder. Retails $165. Another early Christmas present to 

yourself! $75 
842 1913-1965 Australia Seven Seas Hingeless album. Dark green binder. Some rust on title pages otherwise fine having only been 

used once. Save on the retail of $165. $40 
843 1913-1997 Australia Seven Seas Hingeless albums in 2 volumes. "Brand new" condition & appear unused. Save on a retail of 

over $600 $100 
844 1966-2004 Australia Seven Seas Hingeless albums (green) in 3 volumes in "as new" cond. 2005 & onwards supplements are 

available by asking your friendly auctioneer! $100 
845 1957-2014 Australian Antarctic Territory Seven Seas Hingeless album with slipcase. Practically brand new as appears unused. 

Save on the current retail of $140+ $50 
846 APW First day Cover Albums complete with illust pages in Vols 1-17 with slipcases covering FDC's from 1970 Cover No. 1 to 

2013 (June) Cover No. 1143. "As new" cond. Retails at $2000+ $200 
847 Black binders with slipcases x 6 complete with 200 FDC pages for covers measuring 18cms x 13½cms. WWF logos on front & 

spine. VG cond & useful for maxicards etc. Would hold 800 items. (6 vols)  $40 
848 Hagner type 1 strip but the card is white. 50 brand new in Cumberland FDC album which also appears new. (50) $30 
849 Hagners 2 strip x 100. If not brand new, they are definitely "as new" in 2 AP black binders. (100) $40 
850 Hagners 2 strip x 100 as above. Again, if not brand new, they are definitely "as new". Also in 2 AP black binders. (100) $40 
851 Mounts by Hawid, Lighthouse & Prinz. Both brand new unopened & opened, partly used, packs in a variety of sizes. Majority 

appear black & in strip format. 80+ packs plus a Hawid mount cutter with spare blades. A high retail cost if purchased new.  $50 
852 "Dealers" shelf clearance with 2 x Cumberland FDC albums with 12 pages each plus additional 3 binders only, APW FDC 4 ring 

binder plus another for Stamp Packs with 10 pages & matching slipcase, AP black binder with 30 brand new 2 strip Hagners, 
KaBe 32 black page stockbook, ditto for Prinz & ditto for SG but white page in SG plus 2 German made unbranded 16 page 
white. Also Lighthouse branded 32 page in both white & black paged & additional 8 page in white plus Ssang Yong mint sheet 
file & another unbranded with 2 Lighthouse Boga types, Comet cover album, luxury padded black page stockbook & 4 slipcases 
in different sizes & colours. majority in fine to very good cond. massive original retail. (30 items) $100 

 LITERATURE 
 853 "Australia & Territories Booklet Catalogue 1904-2012" 5th Ed by Sel Pfeffer. Comes with the 2012-2014 Supplement as well as 

the "Booklet Insert Guide" for identifying the insert panes. Incls Prestige booklets & Unofficial booklets. The definitive guide to 
booklets & the source of the "Pfeffer" numbers quoted in this auction catalogue. All brand new. (4 vols) $50 

854 "Australia & Territories Frama & CPS Catalogue". Incls NZ, PNG & Norfolk Is. By Sel Pfeffer. (2010) Useful reference for 
varieties, machine differences & as a price guide. Accompanied by the "Pocket" edition with Frama Cliché numbers, types & ID 
codes. Both brand new. $40 

855 "Australian Air Mails Historical and Philatelic Ash Handbook No.1" by Alec A. Rosenblum (1931). Exc cond & of historical 
interest as a forerunner to the Eustis catalogues on the subject. $30 

856 "Australian Airmail Catalogue" by Eustis & Frommer. 8th Edition & latest (2008) 278 pages. Includes Papua & New Guinea. 
Also Rocket Mails, Balloon Post etc. Brand new. $50 

857 "Australian Airmail Catalogue" by Eustis. 5th Edition (1990) Exc cond. $20 
858 "Australian History 1901 to 2001 as Seen Through Banknotes" by Edward & Dauer. 352 pages in full colour. Matching slipcase 

& leatherette binding. Original cost was $250. Brand new. $30 
859 "Australian Imperial Forces Postal History 1914-1918" by Bob Emery. (1984). 374 pages with dust jacket. Good cond. A must 

for philatelic libraries. Retails $120+ $40 
860 "Plating Papua Part 1 - The Lithographs SG 47 to 83" by Michael Ryan (2013). In full colour & brand new. 564 pages with 

detailed colour plates highlighting clearly the flaws & varieties. A lovely work. $50 
861 "Ship Letters of Australia 1788-1901" by GP Molnar Vol. 2 (1992) plus "An Album of Rare Stamps" published by Vallancey 

(1982) in good cond but without dust jacket. Finally the Australian Frama catalogue by Ken Sparks (1986). All interesting. (3)  $30 
862 "Tasmania The Postal History and Postal Markings" Parts 1 & 2 by Campbell, Purves & Viney (1962 & 1975). Good cond & an 

invaluable resource for the serious collector of this subject. (2 vols) $60 
863 "The Boer War" by Thomas Pakenham. Published by the Folio Society, London 1999. 774 pages & boxed. A handy reference 

work for postal historians of this field. $30 
864 "The Chapman Collection of Aust Commonwealth Stamps", "How to Prepare Stamp Exhibits", "Stamps, Posts & Postmarks", 

"Australian Postage Stamps" (Collas), "Western Australia: The Postal Stationery to 1914", "The Image Maker" (J.R.Tye), "The 
Post" (Alan James) & 2 minor softcover items. All in very good cond. (9 items) $50 

865 "The Philatelic & Postal History of Hong Kong & the Treaty Ports of China & Japan" by FW Webb (1991). A highly sought after 
book with a wealth of information. Good cond. Retails at $150+ $50 

866 "The Postage Stamps of New Zealand" Vols 1-4, Vol 6 x 2 & Vols 7 & 8 (No. 5 is missing). First 4 without dust jackets. Remain 
highly sought after reference works. (8 vols) $400 

867 "The Postal History of New South Wales 1788-1901" edited by John White & published by Philatelic Assoc of NSW in 1988. 
Brand new with dust jacket. $40 

868 1970 Western Australian Year Book produced by the Commonwealth Bureau of Census & Statistics. Fascinating reading with 
chapters on Transport, Production & Fauna. Interesting statistical summary from 1829. Colour illustrations also give you a step 
back in time. 550 pages. Wear to dust cover otherwise good cond. $10 

869 2014 Stanley Gibbons Commonwealth & British Empire Stamps 1840-1970 Hardback catalogue. Brand new & in full colour. 
Save on this years edition at $200. $60 

870 2015 Stanley Gibbons Commonwealth & British Empire Stamps 1840-1970. Practically brand new cond. Save on its original 
retail of $180. $90 

871 2012 Stanley Gibbons Stamps of the World in 6 volumes in full colour. Lightly used & still in very good cond. Save on the 
current retail of $700 for the latest! $100 

872 2015 Stanley Gibbons Stamps of the World in 6 volumes in full colour. Brand new & still shrink wrapped. Treat yourself! Save 
on the current retail for 2016 of $700. $300 

873 Stanley Gibbons Great Britain QEII Decimal Issues Vol. 4 Spec Cats. 4th & 5th Editions (1985 & 1988) plus 1990 Machin 
Connoisseur Cat by James Negus with 1991 supplement. Remain useful references in good cond. (4) $20 

874 Mossgreen KGV Arthur Gray Collection hard bound Auction catalogue. Profusely illustrated in full colour with detailed 
descriptions. Highly recommended for reference. Brand new. $25 

875 Renniks "Stamps of Australia" incls States, AAT & PNC listing (2014 - 14th Ed) & Renniks "Australian Coin & Banknote Values" 
(2013 - 49th Ed) hard back edition. Both brand new & illustrated in full colour. Retail is $60. (2) $25 



 MISCELLANEOUS 
 876 "Postmaster-General's Department Postage Stamp Stock Book" with code number "PM18". Unused & annotated "this book is 

obsolete material released from P.O. Claremont" signed Postal Manager. A3 size ledger. Good cond. $20 
877 Beermats & coasters from various countries with majority UK based breweries. Mainly 1980's period. (300+) $20 
878 China Phonecards x 240 different. All used. Massive array of themes & most attractive. Unusual. (240) $30 
879 Cigarette cards from Germany (1920's) arranged in special album with approx. 70 cards stuck in the relevant spaces however 

many more still required….good luck!! $30 
880 Phonecards in a variety of albums with majority being used Aust Telecom through to Telstra Smartcards with vals to $50. Some 

world oddments. (100s) $25 
881 Phonecards Used accumulation of circa 1990-1995 Telecom & Telstra phone cards from $2 to $50 face value. Approx. 200 in 

tin & a further 120+ in 3 ring binder with the cards in clear pockets. Low reserve. (300+) $60 
 AIRMAIL COLLECTIONS  

882 1928, 1934 & 1936 Germany, 1924 Latvia, 1937 Netherlands, 1939 Belgium & 1947 Trieste range of flights noting "EUROPA-
SUDAMERIKA" Zeppelin cachet in red on Netherlands whilst the 1934 German cover is part flown to England, then by SS 
"Bremen" & catapult to New York. Fine cond & attractive. Vendor originally paid $280 for these. (7) $120 

883 1929 Australian 3d Airmail issues study neatly presented & written up from photos of essays through to perf "OS" & varieties in 
type A & B. Some stamps have unfortunately acquired grease stains on some perfs but still a most impressive lot that must be 
viewed to appreciate. Incls "A" & "B" Ash imprint blocks, type B in Plates 1-4 pairs, block of 16, imprint block with break in 
second "A", paper creases (printing flaws), a marginal strip with smudged ink, booklet pane showing guide dot (type A), perf 
"OS" type B imprint pair (one stained perf) & type B block of 20 annotated with "this large multiple reveals several minor printing 
flaws". Majority MUH/MLH. The ACSC cat value is nearly $3000 not counting the defective items. (Ex Vince Brown) $800 

884 1929-1990 range from USA, Canada, NZ & Australia noting 1955 Cocos cds on 2 covers, 1970 Europa Rocket, 1989 balloon 
mail item "FLIGHT ABANDONED" plus various other countries represented incl Wallis & Futuna, Germany, Tonga, Netherlands 
New Guinea & many more. Some covers are signed &/or have first flight cachets. At an opening reserve of $2 each, viewing is 
suggested! (approx. 150) $300 

885 1932-1986 World range noting numerous first flights incl 1931 England to Australia "Christmas Greetings" ANA cover, 1932 
Gilbert River to Charleville with black on red Air Mail etiquette, 1933 Ulm signed Auckland to Invercargill (damaged), 1934 
Trans-Tasman with NZ 7d ovptd, 1938 Sydney to London Qantas flight, 1945 Oakland to Brisbane "Via Air Mail" mixed franking, 
1951 Round Aust Air Mail Service, 1955 Jamaica BOAC/BWIA Tercentenary covers (2) & 1958 Auckland to Christchurch return. 
Also 1953 Holland to NZ for Christchurch Air Race, 1953 Coronation flights, 1950's BOAC Comet flights & 1960 Lufthansa 
Olympic flights to Rome plus various NZ internal flights. Mixed cond but useful pickings. (70+) $80 

886 1933-1938 original cloth photos album with covers mounted from the day. Noted 1938 NZ to Singapore, USA to Singapore 
"20th Anniv United States Regular Air Mail Service", 1938 Perth to Singapore Reg return flown with 8d franking, 8c in return to 
NZ to Singapore 1938 covers x 4 & 1938 Perth to Singapore with 9d platypus. 1938 return covers Reg Perth to/from Rabaul, 
Port Moresby, 1940 Inaugural "Through Air Mail Service (Empire Airways)" NZ- Aust-England addressed to Singapore bearing 
1/- Centennial pair & 1936 Zanzibar registered internal flight to Tonga bearing set of 4. Some tone spots as Singapore appears 
to be where these were collected but an interesting selection with a low reserve. (45) $200 

887 1934-1936 range of internal flights incl Port Pirie-Kimba (AAMC 363a), Adelaide-Cowell (362), Adelaide-Tennant Creek pilot 
signed by C Kleinig (509), Adelaide-Darwin (522), Alice Springs-Adelaide  (523a), Port Lincoln-Adelaide signed (554), 
Melbourne-Adelaide (561), Adelaide-Broken Hill & return(562/63), Hamilton-Melbourne (604) & Melbourne-Mildura (618). Total 
AAMC val $1000+ (11) $300 

888 1934-1940 range of first & commem flights with inserts from AAMC quoting numbers 472a, 549/50a, 523c, 720, 821 & 911/a 
(both pilot signed). Total AAMC value $500+ (14) $180 

889 1936-1952 plus 1970 & 1975 US space covers. Balance of consignment with a lot of internal & international flight covers most 
with AAMC inserts identifying numbers & flight details. Noted 1937 Mt Gambier to Naracoorte with ANA vignette attached 
(AAMC 762, Cat. $75). Others generally catalogued from $15 to $40 ea. with majority goof to very good cond. A conservative 
reserve with viewing suggested. (39 plus newspaper air-related cuttings & 1949 TAA letter re Mornington Island Christmas mail) $200 

890 1953-1961 range of first & commem flight covers incl QANTAS, KLM, TEAL, NZ National Airways & others most with inserts 
from AAMC detailing catalogue number & flight details. Noted 1955 "COCOS ISLAND" cancel tying 1/- lyrebird on cover to 
Victoria plus Coronation Day flight covers (2) to & from London. Very good cond. (26) $60 

891 1955-1961 Lufthansa first flight covers with a range of stamps, pmks & cachets. Many diff cover designs & most attractive. 
Better incl 1960 Dhahran to Hamburg via Cairo, Rome, Frankfurt & Dusseldorf & 1956 Buenos Aires to Hamburg on Lufthansa 
Airmail env. Some also Registered. Priced in pencil to sell at £600+ (62) $130 

892 1957-1967 range of QANTAS first flights presented with AAMC numbers & flight details. Most in good cond & cat. in the $15-
$25 per cover range. (44) $150 

893 1957-1981 QANTAS & other airlines first, experimental & commem flight covers in 2 large Wesley FDC albums. All in flight date 
order with Teal, BOAC, Malayan Airways & Air New Zealand noted. Incls some with no Australian connections e.g. Pago Pago-
Nandi, Auckland-Nandi) or of a special flight nature e.g.: 1963 "First Hovercraft Mail Melbourne" from Melbourne International 
Philatelic Exhibition & 1969 "London-Sydney Air Race British Forces 1105 Postal Service" with odd item signed by pilot. Incls 
1972 Qantas 50th Anniv cover with Cloncurry & Charleville cds's signed by Hudson Fysh. Should be viewed to appreciate. (156) $250 

894 1966-1983 group of Balloon Mail covers incl 1965 Trans-Australia flight "cancelled due to accident", 1969/70 "Spirit of the West" 
Trans Australia attempts, 1968 "Naney", 1971 Boesman "Sydney by Dutch Balloon", 1974 Auto Cluchs Vizzard "flown by 
Balloon" set of 4 covers (AAMC B13), 1979 Barossa Balloon Regatta silk cover (AAMC B25) & 1983 Hot Air Ballooning 
aerogramme with 4th Oct cachet. All listed as AAMC numbers 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 13 (x4), 25 & 34. Total Cat. $185 (2008) $75 

895 1967-1989 comprehensive range of first & commem flights many signed. Housed in large FDC album with cut-outs from AAMC 
showing cover catalogue numbers & flight details. Noted BOAC FFC's Britain-Australia via USA & Fiji (5 diff), Cathay Pacific, 
PanAm & other carriers with Australian links, 1969 Smith 50th Anniv signed covers, last Flying Boat Mail Lord Howe Island - 
Sydney, 1976 Benson & Hedges Air Race, Eleventh Aust Scout Jamboree unofficial "Nomad Flight" (AAMC 1807), 1979 Aust-
Antarctic-Aust aborted flight (AAMC 1858a), RFDS 50th Anniv & re-enactment covers plus a few silks & Antarctic Charter 
Flights & many more. Lovely lot. (120+) $250 

896 1970-1985 Range of Pan-Am flight covers with various stamps & pmks incl varied cachets for first flights. Noted 1975 first direct 
New York to Melbourne service. Light duplication & priced to sell at £150+ in pencil. (36) $70 

897 Qantas covers from both outwards & inwards flights in 3 FDC albums. Those bearing Australian frankings total 40 incl Sep 1952 
Aust to S.Africa First Regular Air, 1958 First Round The World Flight (2/- Qantas x 2), 1965 Sydney to Christchurch First Jet 
Flight (& cover for return flight next day) & 1970 First Jet Service Melbourne to London via USA with cachet for opening of 
Tullamarine Airport tying 30¢ Cook plus various other First Flights noting Charleville to Cloncurry signed Hudson Fysh. A good 
lot annotated with AAMC numbers. Conservative reserve. (138) $200 

898 Rocket Mail 1934-1937 range of vignettes in sheetlets. All hinged to album pages & typed up with issue numbers & flights. 
AAMC numbers R1a, R2a, R3a, R4a, R5c, R6a, R7b, R9b & R10b, the last mentioned having small margin stain at base. 
Rarely seen in this quantity & increasingly collectable. Total AAMC cat. value of $700+ (9) $300 

  
 

 



 AIRMAIL FLIGHT COVERS  
899 1912 (19th June) German "Gelber Hund" flight postcard bearing semi-official 1m on 10pf brown red airmail ovptd Gelber Hund 

plus 5pf Germania both tied by large Darmstadt "Flugpost am Rhein am Main" cds's. Addressed to Muinz. Information about the 
flight is printed on the reverse. $140 

900 1912 (14th Oct) & 1921 (5th June) Bavarian Air Mail postcards, the former pre-stamped 5pf King Ludwig & 25pf company 
Airmail plus similar design adhesives all tied by "Flugpost/Munchen" 12 sided date stamp. Addressed to Nuremburg, from 
whence the second card is franked. Seldom seen pair. $250 

901 1913 (11th Sept) German Feldberg-Mulhausen First Flight ppc (showing man next to aircraft) with 25pf red semi-official (Michel 
10) tied by "Flugpost Feldberg" cds & 2 days later at Mulhausen with 5pf Germania. Signed Artier Faller. Scarce card cat. €900 $500 

902 1914 (June) Melbourne to Sydney Wizard Stone flight card with 1d kangaroo tied by Sydney roller cancel. Manuscript message 
"Hope the Stone will have sufficient impetus to carry this to you". Some light tone spotting but crease free. AAMC 2 Cat. $800 $200 

903 1919 (10th Aug) Minlaton to Adelaide Harry Butler flight postcard addressed to Barlow at St. Peters. Manuscript message 
mentioned "we had a big day over 5000 people & between 5 & 600 cars". Good cond. AAMC 22a Cat. $750 $200 

904 1919 (10th Aug) Minlaton to Adelaide Harry Butler flight postcard with 1½d KGV tied by Adelaide roller cancel on arrival & 
addressed to Port Victoria with printed message & pilot signature. Some wear & light creasing reflected in reserve.       
Numbered 1214. AAMC 22 Cat. $750 $200 

905 1919 (10th Aug) Minlaton to Adelaide Harry Butler flight postcard. Addressed to Minlaton with manuscript message. Also 
without printed signature & number. Very good cond. AAMC 22a Cat. $750 $250 

906 1919 (6th Aug) Adelaide to Minlaton Harry Butler souvenir aerial postcard with 1½d KGV pmkd Minlaton on arrival & addressed 
to Unley with manuscript message. Exc cond. AAMC 20a Cat. $550 $200 

907 1920 "Herald and Weekly Times" vignette in brown. Approx. 700 items of mail were carried with this vignette affixed on the 
Melbourne-Hamilton flight on 10 Aug 1920. MUH with light horiz crease. AAMC 48a Cat. $200 $100 

908 1920 Herald and Weekly Times "Pals" vignette in red. This vignette was affixed to mail to promote the "Pals" boys magazine. 
Mint without gum & with 5mm tear above "P". AAMC 51c Cat. $200 with gum.  $40 

909 1920 (27th Aug) Serpentine to Melbourne "Peace Loan" flight cover with 1½d KGV pmkd Melbourne with faint two line cachet in 
violet "CARRIED BY SECOND PEACE LOAN AERIAL MAIL" on J.B. Edwards, Watchmaker, Jeweller & Optician, Bendigo 
printed env. Worn at edges & roughly opened but a scarce cover with a fair reserve. AAMC 50 Cat. $1000 $250 

910 1920's "By Aerial Mail" A.A.S. Ltd strip of 5 vignettes with imprint bottom selvedge reading " The above Labels may be attached 
to Parcels or Letters intended for Aerial Transmission. Postage Rate - 3d. Per half-ounce in addition to ordinary rate of postage" 
in red. No gum & small thin on last unit but scarce with this imprint & remains attractive. $50 

911 1921 (27th April) Australian Aero Club New South Wales Section "Toasts" & "Menu" card to "Welcome Mr. Bert Hinkler". Held at 
the Hotel Australia in Sydney, the card is signed on the reverse by Hinkler. This was the evening of the day his Avro Baby was 
damaged on the return flight from Bundaberg to Sydney by strong winds after a beach landing north of Newcastle. A lovely item 
& a rarely seen autograph. VG cond. $250 

912 1925 (21st April) Manila to Aparri cover carried by Francesco de Pinedo on this stage of his Italy-Australia-Asia-Italy trip. 
Cachets front & back with Philippines 2c & 6c tied by Manila pictorial commem pmk dated 11 SEP 1925. One of 474 covers 
flown. Very good cond. (Ex Eustis) AAMC 79e Cat. $750 $250 

913 1926 (30th June) England to Australia from London to Melbourne by Alan Cobham in his DH50J Seaplane. Cover cancelled on 
arrival with 1d KGV tied by Melbourne cds dated 16 AU 26 & signed by Cobham top left. Envelope sized piece of card heavily 
toned but clearly signed. AAMC 95 Cat. $4,250 $1,300 

914 1926 (30th June) England to Australia Cobham flight. Nine original pages of cables from Alan Cobham to Officer Commanding 
Baghdad requesting a replacement for Arthur Elliot who had been killed in Iraq during the flight. All hand written on "R.A.F. Form 
96 Message Forms". Dated 9th July 1926. Unique & a wonderful addition to an early Airmail collection. Related to AAMC 95 $400 

915 1926 (30th June) Baghdad to London Cobham intermediate leg with Iraqi stamps bearing boxed type written "BY AIR Iraq to 
Great Britain with Alan Cobham" & b/s London 2 OC 26.  Good cond with 110 flown. (Ex Eustis) AAMC 101c Cat. $750 $250 

916 1926 (30th June) Calcutta to Rangoon Cobham intermediate flight black bordered printed mourning env for Arthur Elliot who 
was shot on the way from Bagdad on 30th June. Addressed General R. Ridgway & numbered "3" top left. AAMC 99b Cat. $650 $200 

917 1926 (30th June) Melbourne to London Cobham return flight. Cancelled on arrival in London & signed by Cobham to left of the 
½d & 1d KGV adhesives. Exc cond. & possibly 1 of 2 such items signed. AAMC 100 Cat. $3,500+ $1,300 

918 1927 (1st July)  Cloncurry to Normanton, Queensland by Hudson Fysh for Qantas. 2 Davis Bros covers, both with 3 x 1½d  
Canberra commems tied by Cloncurry cds's & "Forwarded by Air Mail" cachets. Postmaster signed. AAMC 106 Cat. $350 (2) $120 

919 1927 (1st July)  Cloncurry to Normanton, Queensland with 1½d  KGV marginal block of 4 (with "Broken Crown" flaw) tied by 
Cloncurry cds's. "Forwarded by Air Mail" cachet with additional cds & Normanton b/s. Postmaster signed. AAMC 106 Cat. $175 $75 

920 1927 (1st July) Normanton to Cessnock carried on the second flight. Davis Bros cover with 3 x 1½d  Canberra commems tied 
by Normanton cds's & postmaster signed. 50 flown. Exc cond. AAMC 107 Cat. $350 $120 

921 1927 (1st July) Normanton to Cessnock carried on the second flight. Davis Bros cover with 3 x 1½d  Canberra commems tied 
by Normanton cds's & postmaster signed. 50 flown. Exc cond. Ex. Leski. AAMC 107 Cat. $350 $100 

922 1928 (2nd July) Derby to Perth cover bearing strip of 3 x 1½d KGV paying the airmail rate. Three cds's tying these with the 
innermost also tying violet "FORWARDED BY AIR MAIL" cachet. "Aerial mail" in m/s at top left. Clean & neatly opened at top. $200 

923 1929 (21st April) Charleville to Brisbane Qantas return flight on Capt. Haig, Chief Aviation Officer at Vacuum Oil Co. addressed 
cover with 1½d & 3d KGV tied by Charleville cds & additional strike in "Forwarded by Air Mail" cachet. Light vertical bend. 25 
flown. AAMC 133a Cat. $250 $75 

924 1929 (21st April) Charleville to Brisbane Qantas return flight on Capt. Haig, Chief Aviation Officer at Vacuum Oil Co. addressed 
cover with 1½d & 3d KGV tied by Charleville cds & additional strike in "Forwarded by Air Mail" cachet. Some light staining & 
light vertical bend. 25 flown. AAMC 133a Cat. $250 $75 

925 1929 (29th Oct) Streaky Bay to Adelaide by Eyre Peninsula Airways with 1½d. KGV tied by Adelaide roller cancel & the "By Air 
via Kyancutta by Favour of Eyre Peninsula Airways Ltd" cachet with manuscript date of flight. "The Fastest Way Passengers 
Freight Eyre Peninsula Airways Ltd Adelaide" yellow vignette on reverse. Good cond. AAMC 145 Cat. $550 $200 

926 1929 (29th Oct) Streaky Bay to Adelaide by Eyre Peninsula Airways with 1½d. KGV tied by Prospect, SA cds & the "By Air via 
Kyancutta by Favour of Eyre Peninsula Airways Ltd" cachet with manuscript date & time of flight. "The Fastest Way Passengers 
Freight Eyre Peninsula Airways Ltd Adelaide" blue vignette on reverse. Carried free of charge to Adelaide & posted on arrival 
for ongoing transmission to Melbourne. Cover opened out for ease of viewing. AAMC 145 Cat. $550 $120 

927 1929 (2nd June) Adelaide to Perth & one Adelaide to Cessnock NSW (20/5/29) covers with 2 Registered (red Adelaide labels) & 
one cover with WA Centenary vignette ("Come to the West"). Airmail etiquettes or handstamp on each. Quite diverse incl 4 diff 
collectors/dealers of note with Mitchel, Davis, Bromfield, Auckland & Trouchet addresses. AAMC 136 Cat. $25 each (8) $80 

928 1929 (2nd June) Adelaide to Perth cover with 3d Airmail & KGV 1½d cancelled Sydney 30th May. Incls Walter Bromfield 
penned note telling  receiver "The whole envelope should be kept as an "air cover"". Also 1952 Australia to South Africa First 
Regular Air Mail covers x 3 with flight cachet in mauve. Two cover being the standard Qantas produced but the third is a Shell 
company advertising cover with "DAY" deleted & substituted with "FLIGHT" in FDC title. This cover with 4/- franking tied by 
Sydney Air Mail cds with neighbouring Johannesburg 6.IX.52 cds. (5 items) $40 



929 1929 (2nd June) Adelaide to Perth Davis Bros covers x 12 all similarly addressed & bearing "Angel" vignette in addition to 3d 
Airmail & 1d KGV franking. All bear additional vignette on reverse inscribed "Shorter by days. To ensure earliest delivery please 
reply by Airmail. Time is money". AAMC 136 Cat. $25 each (12) $100 

930 1930's "Souvenir of Flight in the Monoplane "Southern Cross" flight ticket signed in pencil by Charles Kingsford Smith. 
Illustrated with photo of Kingsford Smith & drawing of "Southern Cross". Also a contemporary photo with "Starting up starboard 
engine of the Southern Cross" in pencil on reverse. A most collectable pair. (2 items) $50 

931 1930's Australian National Airways Pty Ltd "Travel by Air Ship by Air Mail by Air" vignettes in MUH horiz strip of 4. Superb & 
rarely seen in multiples. $30 

932 1930 (1st Jan) Brisbane to Sydney return flight by ANA. Registered with 2 x 3d Airmail & 1½d WA Cent tied by Brisbane cds's. 
Exc cond. 379 flown. AAMC 149 Cat. $225   $75 

933 1930 (1st Jan) Sydney to Brisbane by ANA Registered cover bearing 3d Airmail, 2 x 1½d Canberra & 1½d KGV tied by 
Registered Sydney cds's. Red, white & blue "BY AIR MAIL" etiquette affixed & neat typed address. Brisbane b/s. Tape remains 
on reverse otherwise good cond. AAMC 148 Cat. $250 $75 

934 1930 (19th Feb) Australian Aerial Services Camooweal to Daly Waters first flight. This new leg provided a direct link with Darwin 
to which the cover is addressed having been flown Adelaide (14th Feb) to Brisbane. "DARWIN N.T. 25 FE 30" b/s. Only 50 
flown, AAMC 151 Cat. $300. Also return flight dated 21st Feb registered Camooweal with reg transit marks of Brisbane (24th 
Feb), Sydney (25th Feb) & delivered to Perth 1st March. "First Flight Alexandra to Camooweal" in m/s. AAMC 152a Cat. $400 $180 

935 1930 (20th Feb) Camooweal to Anthony's Lagoon intermediate leg on Camooweal to Daly Waters flight. Pilot signed by Frank 
Neale. Good cond. AAMC 152a Cat. $400+ $120 

936 1930 (20th Feb) Camooweal to Brunette Downs intermediate leg on Camooweal to Daly Waters flight. Slight foxing around KGV 
stamp otherwise fine & pilot signed by Frank Neale. AAMC 152a Cat. $400+ $120 

937 1930 (20th Feb) Camooweal to Daly Waters originating in Brisbane on 18th Feb & b/s Daly Waters. Pilot signed by Frank Neale 
with only 50 covers carried. AAMC 151 Cat. $300+ $100 

938 1930 (21st Feb) Daly Waters to Camooweal return flight pilot signed by Frank Neale & then on to a Perth address plus another 
cover on same flight with 3d Airmail & 1½d WA Cent (vertical fold not affecting either) but onward to Brisbane & bearing black & 
red "BY AIR MAIL" etiquette. Only 30 covers flown, the latter selling for $170 at auction in 2003. AAMC 152 Cat. $350 each (2) $200 

939 1930 (1st June) Melbourne to Sydney ANA First Air Mail carried in the "Southern Moon" with 3d Airmail & strip of 3 x 1½d KGV 
tied by Elisabeth St. - Melbourne cds's & addressed to Rosenblum. VG cond. AAMC 161 Cat. $100  $40 

940 1930 (1st June) Sydney to Melbourne x 3 with similar covers (one torn) all with boxed "BY AIRMAIL ONLY" in addition to blue & 
white By Air Mail etiquette. Flight details completed in m/s over "First Flight Between" cachets. AAMC 162 Cat. $100 each (3) $100 

941 1931 (21st Apr) First "All The Way by Air" Australia to England service with 2d & 3d singles & 6d violet x 3 Kingsford Smith 
commems. Cachet on reverse & signed by Charles Kingsford Smith tying one stamp. Most attractive. AAMC 188 $60 

942 1931 (25th Apr) London to Australia Imperial Airways Second Experimental Mail in DH66 Hercules "City of Karachi". Crashed at 
Koepang & then carried to London by Kingsford Smith in the "Southern Cross". Printed flight env with GB 4d & 1/- KGV's tied by 
London machine cancel. Sydney b/s. AAMC 192 Cat. $100 $40 

943 1931 (1st May) Launceston to Melbourne by A.N.A. commercial cover with 2d & 3d KS tied by Launceston cds. Melbourne b/s & 
cachet in mauve. AAMC 198a Cat. $60 $20 

944 1931 (1st-2nd May) Hobart to Melbourne & return covers x 5 all bearing large violet map & "FIRST OFFICIAL FLIGHT" cachet 
plus one on-sent to USA bearing 3d Air x2 & another returned to Perth with Hobart machine cancel overstruck on adhesives tied 
by Perth machine cancel. Mixed cond but essentially good cond. AAMC 197/98 & 198a Cat. $300+ (5) $100 

945 1931 (8th May) KLM Java to Australia x 3 all bearing 1g Neth Indies Airmail tied by "BATAVIA CENTRUM" lozenge cachet. One 
Vacuum Oil Co & another plain both with 15¢ additional franking whilst a third cover bears 35¢ added franking to cover 20¢ 
registration (Soerabaja Reg label affixed). Vacuum Oil cover is fine, others good but vert folds. AAMC 196 Cat. $75 each. (3) $100 

946 1932 (2nd Jan) Australia to Germany by Hans Bertram "Australia-England Flight Bertram Allan Junkers Atlantis using Castrol 
XXL CC Wakefield & Co" printed env with 3d Airmail tied by Darwin cds. Then 10c Netherlands Indies Airmail with Sofrabaja 
cds for 13.12.32 & another dated 10.4.33, the date of departure after crashing in Soerabaja. Then India 2a Airmail tied by Akyab 
12 APR cds & German 10pf tied by Berlin cds on the 17.4.33 arrival date. Some light toning but does not detract from this 
historical & attractive cover.  AAMC 242 Cat. $1750 $500 

947 1932 (7th Jan) England to Australia "First All Australian ANA Xmas Greetings Air Mail" illust cover with GB 4d, 5d & 10d KGV 
tied by London Registered oval cancels with London EC Reg label. Addressed to Sydney with 21 Jan 32 b/s. Not signed. Very 
good cond. AAMC 245 Cat. $125 $40 

948 1932 (7th Jan) Singapore to Australia intermediate leg on Kingsford Smith's "Xmas Greetings" flight. Registered at Johore 
Bahru with 3 x 21c Johore defins. "By Air Mail PAR AVION Via Singapore/Australia" cachet in blue. Melbourne & Hobart b/s's. 
Exc cond. AAMC 245a Cat. $175+ $75 

949 1932 (9th March) Brisbane to Noumea flown by Baron de Verneilh, ME Deve & E. Munch with 2d SHB, 3d Airmail & 2 x ½d 
KGV (1 with "Thin Fraction at Right" variety) uncancelled in Brisbane. Signed by de Verneilh & Munch. Some minor toning 
around stamps & flap torn with staining but none of this visible from front. A rare cover with only 8 flown. AAMC 254 Cat. $1,500 $650 

950 1932 (11th May) Original letter from Keith Smith advising that the two covers carried by CWA Scott to Australia the month 
before were enclosed. Showing his humour, he writes, "The one addressed to myself "more in sorrow than anger" had 4d 
surcharge which you can credit against my drinking a/c when next I'm in England!!". A later paragraph has, "He landed in 
Sydney last Sunday + about 10,000 people turned out to welcome him". These covers are now AAMC 258 & cat. at $2800! $150 

951 1932 (7th June) Launceston to Whitemark first flight (AAMC 267) plus 1933 (22nd Aug) Melbourne to Launceston (AAMC 319) 
with similar via Flinders Island (AAMC 322) & a Mathews Aviation Melbourne To Launceston (AAMC 324) with only 75 flown. 
1933 (14th Oct) Launceston to Currie (King Island) returned unclaimed cover. (AAMC 340). Total AAMC value $375 (5 covers) $100 

952 1932 (1st Nov) Woolnough Survey Expedition flight around Tasmania. Launceston tied 2d KS & addressed to EA Crome at 
Enmore NSW. Only 15 flown & 1 of only 4 covers signed by Woolnough, Charlesworth, Miles & Nye. AAMC 295 Cat. $375+ $150 

953 1933 (11th Jan) Gisborne, NZ to Sydney Second Trans-Tasman Kingsford Smith flight with NZ 1d KGV tied by Gisborne cds. 
One of the 10 covers that were overlooked by the crew & cancelled at Gisborne. Signed on reverse by Kingsford Smith, 
Stannage, PG Taylor & Jack Percival. AAMC 295c Cat. $1,750+ $650 

954 1933 (26th March) Sydney to New Zealand departing from Gerringong Beach & arriving in New Plymouth. This hand painted EA 
Crome envelope has been signed on the front by Kingsford Smith, J Pethybridge, PG Taylor, Stannage & Nielson & further 
endorsed on the back "This letter was carried by me New Zealand - Australian flight 26th March 1933 J Pethybridge". In 
addition, also on the reverse, is "This letter was carried by me Australia - NZ flight Jan. 19, 1933 Jack Percival" which means 
that is was possibly also carried on the January 1933 flight a couple of months before? (see AAMC 296) A most attractive & 
unique cover complimented by a 2d KS stamp tied by Sydney roller cancel for 5th May 1933. Although not cancelled prior to the 
flight, this surely has been carried as per the endorsement & then posted to the addressee, JH Stephenson at the later date by 
Ernie Crome. Very good cond. AAMC 299 Cat. $1,000+ $500 

955 1933 (22nd April) Sydney to Botany First Pigeongram Post with "Gala Day Sydney Festival Week" special vignette on outer 
cover tied by pigeon cachet. 2d KGV tied with Sydney slogan cancel. Pigeongram endorsed & signed by Crome on reverse. 
Good cond. AAMC PP3 Cat. $60 $40 

956 1933 (20th June) Original notelet from Keith Smith signed "Hope this reaches you safely" GPO Box 627 Sydney letterheaded 
notelet. Very good cond. $75 



957 1933 (1st Sep) Northern Territory Aerial Survey cover with 2d KGV tied by Brisbane machine cancel. Signed by both Frank Neal 
& Commander Harry Bennett. Exc cond. Only 12 flown. AAMC 325a Cat. $300 $120 

958 1933 (30th Sep) Mascot Aerial Derby card in blue. Fine mint cond. AAMC 330 Cat. $80 $50 
959 1933 (30th Sept) Mascot Aerial Pageant large Air Mail Society illustrated env with 2 x ½d KGV tied by Mascot cds. Addressed 

to EA Crome with yellow vignette on reverse & signed by him on front. Only 50 flown with this one signed by all 19 competitors 
incl Pethybridge, GM Reid (the winner), R. Cropley, Jean Gardner & Palmer. Slight aging around edges, otherwise fine.      
AAMC 331 Cat. $550 $200 

960 1933 (4th Oct) England to Australia Kingsford Smith solo flight in the Percival Gull, the "Miss Southern Cross". Env with map 
cachet applied (by EA Crome) with 2d KS tied by Mascot cds dated 14 OC 33 & typed address to EA Crome. Only 20 flown & 
this one signed by Kingsford Smith. AAMC 332 Cat. $1,750 $600 

961 1933 (4th Oct) England to Australia Kingsford Smith solo flight in the Percival Gull, the "Miss Southern Cross". Env with map 
cachet applied (by EA Crome) with 3d KS tied by Melbourne roller cancel & addressed to Jack Kingsford Smith. Only 20 flown & 
this one signed by Kingsford Smith. AAMC 332 Cat. $1,750 $600 

962 1933 (4th Oct) England to Australia Kingsford Smith solo flight in the Percival Gull, the "Miss Southern Cross". Plain env with 
GB 1½d KGV tied by Sutton, Surrey 2 OCT 1933 cancel & then 2d & 3d KGV applied over this stamp & pmk & tied by Brisbane 
cds's for 13 OC 33. Addressed to a Mr D Glover c/o Sir Keith Smith KBE in Sydney but then re-addressed to Melbourne. No 
mention of Brisbane cancelled mail in the AAMC. Signed by Kingsford Smith with Air Mail Sydney 14 OC 40 b/s. Possibly 
unique & certainly unrecorded. AAMC 332 Cat. $1,750++ $750 

963 1933 (13th-14th Oct) Melbourne to King Island & King Island to Launceston mail flights by Matthews Aviation. Both pilot signed  
by M Chapman. Exc cond. AAMC 338/39 Cat. $275 (2) $100 

964 1934 (13th Jan) Australia to NZ on the third Trans-Tasman flight by Kingsford Smith in the "Southern Cross" with 2d KGV tied 
by Mascot NSW & NZ 1d KGV with New Plymouth cds dated 15 JA 34 used on a  Kingsford Smith Air Service Ltd Mascot 
Aerodrome env signed by Kingsford Smith. Good cond. . AAMC 350 Cat. $650+ $250 

965 1934 (13th Jan) Australia to NZ on the third Trans-Tasman flight by Kingsford Smith in the "Southern Cross". 2d KGV tied by 
Mascot NSW & NZ 1d KGV with New Plymouth cds dated 15 JA 34 used on a  Kingsford Smith Air Service Ltd Mascot 
Aerodrome env signed by Kingsford Smith. Good cond. AAMC 350 Cat. $650+ $250 

966 1934 (13th Jan) Australia to NZ on the third Trans-Tasman flight by Kingsford Smith in the "Southern Cross". 2d KGV tied by 
Mascot NSW & NZ 1d KGV with New Plymouth cds dated 15 JA 34 used on a  Kingsford Smith Air Service Ltd Mascot 
Aerodrome env. Good cond. AAMC 350 Cat. $650 $180 

967 1934 (13th Jan) Australia to NZ on the third Trans-Tasman flight by Kingsford Smith in the "Southern Cross". This item is 
actually a piece of Irish linen fabric from the Southern Cross with 2d KGV tied by Newtown, NSW cds dated 12 JA 34. 
Addressed to EA Crome this is possibly unique! AAMC 350 Cat. $650+  $350 

968 1934 (17th Feb) NZ to Aust Ulm flown souvenir cover with NZ 7d Trans-Tasman ovpt tied by Christchurch cds. Sydney b/s. 
Good cond. AAMC 360 Cat $75. $30 

969 1934 (29th March) NZ to Aust illust cover for "Sixth Crossing in the Southern Cross" bearing NZ 7d Air tied by Auckland cds 
with neighbouring cachet. (AAMC 367 Cat. $50) plus First Official Airmail Australia to NZ per "Faith in Australia" (10th-14th Apr) 
originating Edgecliff NSW with 3d Air & 4d KGV tied by cds's for 7 AP 34. Both in good cond. AAMC 369 Cat. $60 (2) $40 

970 1934 (11th May) Australia to NZ "Goodwill flight" by Charles Ulm in "Faith in Australia" with 1d KGV pair & 2d KGV tied by 
Sydney slogan cancel (1d's not cancelled) plus NZ 2 x 1d KGV with one tied by  Wellington arrival cds for 12 MY 34. No. 23 of 
250 covers carried & signed by Ulm, Boulton & Allan. AAMC 379 Cat. $250+ $120 

971 1934 (20th July) Australia to New Guinea & return Ulm flown & signed cover with both Aust & NG 2d & 6d's pmkd Ship Mail 
Room Melbourne & Port Moresby respectively. Both cachets applied. Good cond. AAMC 395 $40 

972 1934 (24th July) Townsville-Cairns & return intermediate leg on Australia to Papua & New Guinea "Faith in Australia" flight. 
Printed cover  bearing 3d Airs x3 & KGV 1d green. Attractive. Ex Eustis. AAMC 395b Cat. $50 $30 

973 1934 (18th Sept) Darwin to Sydney by SG White in his DH 60 Gypsy Moth. Cover with 2d Vic Cent tied by Sydney slogan 
cancel applied on arrival. Signed "S.G. White G-AAJO" at left. Good cond. Small mail with only 12 carried. AAMC 409 Cat. $300 $180 

974 1934 (3rd Oct) MMA Perth-Daly Waters registered Port Adelaide 28/9/34 showing a variety of transit marks on reverse 
(Adelaide-Perth-Daly Waters-Camooweal-Brisbane-Sydney-Adelaide-Woodville. Addressed to Mr J.V. Earle. AAMC 428 Cat. 
$125 plus an intermediate (9th Oct) cover to Perth with adhesives tied by Wave Hill N.T. cds & addressed to well-known 
philatelist F.G.L. Hedges, Perth. AAMC 429a Cat. $150 (2) $100 

975 1934 (15th Oct) Darwin to Ashfield, NSW Geological Survey flight with 1½d Sturt, ½d KGV & 3d Vic Cent tied by Darwin cds's & 
signed by Dr Woolnough, the pilot OB Hall & 2 other members of the expedition. Good cond with 32 flown. AAMC 419 Cat $400 $150 

976 1934 (20th Oct) MacRobertson Air Race - CE Kay printed env showing the stops incl Baghdad, Allahabad, Singapore, Darwin & 
Charleville. GB 1½d KGV tied by "MILDENHALL A ' DME BURY ST. E" cds. 1d green KGV tied by Sydney 6 NO 34 cds. Pilot 
signed by Kay above address. 200 carried. Exc cond.  AAMC 438  Cat. $150 $50 

977 1934 (20th Oct) MacRobertson Air Race - KD Parmentier & JJ Moll Holland to Australia to Batavia long souvenir  "Emma-
Zegels" printed cover Registered Amsterdam Central Station with a variety of stamps. The reverse has strip of 3 x 2d Vic Cent 
tied by Registered Melbourne cds's dated 29 OC 34 & Registered with "Bulk Registration Melbourne, Vic." reg label for 
departure on the 2nd Nov. Batavia Centrum arrival cds for 15 .11.34. Good cond. Folded in half as part of the address design. 
AAMC 457a Cat. $300 $100 

978 1934 (20th Oct) MacRobertson Air Race - KD Parmentier & JJ Moll Holland to Australia to Batavia long souvenir  "Emma-
Zegels" printed cover Registered Amsterdam Central Station with a variety of stamps. The reverse has strip of 3 x 2d Vic Cent 
tied by Registered Melbourne cds's dated 29 OC 34 & Registered with "Bulk Registration Melbourne, Vic." reg label for 
departure on the 2nd Nov. Batavia Centrum arrival cds for 15 .11.34. with "K.L.M. Plane PH-AJUJ Arrived Melbourne 11-25A.M. 
Wednesday 24th October 1934" cachet in green on reverse. Good to fair cond. Folded in half as part of the address design. 
AAMC 457a Cat. $300 $75 

979 1934 (20th Oct) MacRobertson Air Race - KD Parmentier & JJ Moll KLM "Uiver" Doetinchem. 2 covers with mixed Netherlands 
stamps tied by Gravenhage cds's. One has the Royal Dutch Airways cachet on the front. Minor faults. AAMC 444 Cat. $160 (2) $40 

980 1934 (20th Oct) MacRobertson Air Race - Roscoe Turner & Clyde Pangborn cover with GB ½d green KGV tied by London 
machine cancel & 1d green KGV tied by Melbourne cds for 29 OC 34. "Carried by us in Mac Robertson Inter-National air race 
London Melbourne 3rd place, Time, 3 days; 21 hrs; 5 mins; 2 sec Commander American crew" cachet in mauve plus illust card 
showing aircraft & pilot with flight details. AAMC 434  Cat. $100 $60 

981 1934 (20th Oct) MacRobertson Air Race - Roscoe Turner & Clyde Pangborn cover with GB ½d green KGV tied by London 
machine cancel & 1d green KGV tied by Melbourne cds for 29 OC 34. "Carried by us in Mac Robertson Inter-National air race 
London Melbourne 3rd place, Time, 3 days; 21 hrs; 5 mins; 2 sec Commander American crew" cachet in mauve & signed by 
Roscoe Turner. AAMC 434  Cat. $100+ $60 

982 1934 (4th Nov) Commem cover with "Brisbane to Oakland Sir Charles Kingsford-Smith & Capt. P.G. Taylor And Lady Southern 
Cross arrive Oakland Airport Nov. 4 1934 -- 7.45 A.M. Congratulations Gentleman" cachet on Airmail env with US 2¢ Red Cross 
x 3 tied by "OAKLAND CALIF AIRPORT STA" duplex cancel. Addressed to North Bergen, New Jersey. Exc cond. $70 

983 1934 (14th Nov) England to Australia & onto NZ after MacRobertson Air Race. Air Race printed cover with GB 1½d tied by 
"MILDENHALL A'DME BURY ST. E." cds & NZ 1d KGV tied by Palmerston North cds. signed "CE Kay Pilot" below address 
with "DH Dragon Rapide ZK-ACO" added in his hand. A couple of tone spots otherwise good cond. 100 carried. AAMC 460a $60 



984 1934 (16th Nov) Portland to Melbourne return Autogiro flight in connection with the VICVI Exhibition. Illustrated postcard with 
"M.O.O. PORTLAND" cds tying 2d Macarthur & AAMS cachet. AAMC 461 Cat. $75 $25 

985 1934 (28th Nov) "Faith in Australia" special flight with HRH Duke of Gloucester on board from Lismore to Sydney. Large cover 
with 2d Macarthur tied by Lismore cds. Signed by Allan, Sheil & Boulton & numbered 195 of 200 carried. This cover has typed 
address for CTP Ulm, 16 Barrack Street, Sydney but he was killed in a crash on 4th December so it is unlikely he would have 
received this cover. Good cond. AAMC 465 Cat. $225 $75 

986 1934 (28th Nov) "Faith in Australia" special flight with HRH Duke of Gloucester on board from Newcastle to Sydney. 2d 
Macarthur tied by Newcastle slogan. Cover with typed address for CTP Ulm. No. 103 of 200. VG cond. AAMC 467 Cat. $200 $75 

987 1934 (28th Nov) "Faith in Australia" special flight with HRH Duke of Gloucester on board from Newcastle to Sydney. 2d 
Macarthur tied by Newcastle slogan. Cover with typed address for CTP Ulm. No. 185 of 200. VG cond. AAMC 467 Cat. $200 $75 

988 1934 "The Directors and Staff of Kingsford Smith Air Service Limited wish you A Merry Christmas, A Prosperous New Year and 
may all your future landings be happy ones. Mascot Aerodrome" Christmas card. Endorsed "For Vince Brown EA Crome 
29.6.69". Very good cond. $40 

989 1935 (25th March) Narromine to Sydney WASP Airlines flight with WASP SHB vignette. No stamp or Postage Due but Sydney 
slogan cancel as posted on arrival. Pilot signed by H Purvis. AAMC 494 $40 

990 1935 (18th May) New Zealand to Australia Kingsford Smith Jubilee Air Mail with NZ 1d & 6d Airmails tied by Thames cds's.  
Sent by surface mail following the mechanical issues on the outward flight. Toned around stamps. Also Bega pmkd 2d & 3d    
SJ Jubilee illust cover (small tear) but with "This one wasn't on the Southern Cross" typed at top. Sydney Air Mail b/s dated      
17  MAY 35.  AAMC 499 & 503 (2) $30 

991 1935 (18th July) Mascot to Richmond on the last flight of the Southern Cross. This cover addressed to EA Crome with            
his special illustrated silver vignette (damaged) next to 2d SJ  tied by Richmond cds. Signed only by Kingsford Smith.        
AAMC 514  Cat. $650 $250 

992 1935 (18th July) Oodnadatta to Sydney on 3rd Mackay Aerial Expedition in WA. 2d on 1½d KGV & 3d SHB tied by Oodnadatta 
cds's. Ashfield b/s. Some light staining otherwise good cond. Only 50 flown. AAMC 517  Cat. $250 $50 

993 1935 (11th Aug) Rocket Mail from SS Maheno wreck to Fraser Island in commem cover from Queensland Air Mail Society with 
red cachet & triangular vignette in green. Exc. cond. with accompanying newspaper article about these tests. AAMC. R2 $50 

994 1935 (2nd Oct) Melbourne to Whitemark crash cover. Holyman Airways first flight was due to land at Whitemark but crashed 
into the sea nearby. The 3 mailbags were salvaged & delivered to Hobart on 6th Oct where they were backstamped. 
Accompanied by small note from PO , "RECOVERED FROM AIR LINER "LIONA" IN SATURATED CONDITION". AAMC 535 $150 

995 1935 (8th Oct) Australia to Egypt & Uganda. COA PMG Dept. printed env Registered Sydney with full set of SJ & 1d KGV tied 
by Registered Sydney cds's. Typed address; Captain C.R.S. Pitman, Entebbe, Uganda, East Africa with transit b/s's for 
Alexandria (Egypt, 18th Oct), Nairobi (Kenya, 22nd Oct) & receival cds for Entebbe (25th Oct). Odd tone spot otherwise good 
cond. Unrecorded in AAMC. $75 

996 1935 (12-17th Dec) Sydney to Broken Hill WASP Airlines cover with "Air Service Not Available" cachet. 1½d WA Cent, 1½d 
Canberra & 2d on 1½d KGV tied by Air Mail Sydney cds's. Airmail label cross our. Only 16 flown. AAMC 572  Cat. $150 $50 

997 1935 (31st Dec) ditto & also with PMG letter. No stamps but remains of London FS Air Mail part slogan. AAMC 575 Cat. $325 $100 
998 1935 (31st Dec) Imperial Airways England to Australia flight in a Short Calcutta flying boat "City of Khartoum". Crashed at 

Alexandria Egypt, with much of the mail badly damaged with nearly all stamps soaked off. Opened out env with "Postmaster 
General's Department FOUND OPEN The Officer Closing this must sign his name in the centre. OFFICIALLY SEALED" 
etiquette on reverse tied by Melbourne cds & "RECEIVED AT G.P.O. MELBOURNE DAMAGED BY WATER" 2 line cachet on 
front below Solingen (Germany) red paid meter cancel. Airmail label applied in Melbourne for NZ forwarded journey. AAMC 575 
Cat. $325+ $150 

999 1935 (31st Dec) Imperial Airways England to Australia flight in a Short Calcutta flying boat "City of Khartoum". Crashed at 
Alexandria Egypt, with much of the mail badly damaged with nearly all stamps soaked off. This env from Italy with the remains 
of Milano C. Corrosp Pacchi cds's addressed to Sydney with "Postmaster-General's Department FOUND OPEN OFFICIALLY 
SEALED" etiquette on reverse signed & tied by Melbourne 19 JAN 35 & Air Mail Sydney 20 JA 35 cds's. AAMC 575 Cat. $325 $100 

1000 1935 original newspaper clippings related to HL Brooks attempt at the England to Capetown record & Harry Broadbent's 
attempt at the solo Australia to England record. Also a 1938 New Year EA Crome commem card signed by him plus a picture of 
PG Taylors "Frigate Bird" & an aerial picture from the Pacific Flight, both cut from contemporary magazines. $20 

1001 1936 (27th March) Wilcannia to Sydney intermediate flight. Registered cover with 6d Kookaburra, ½d KGV & 1½d KGV 
(perfined OS) tied by Wilcannia NSW cds's. "Unclaimed" & "Returned to Sender" cachets. Good cond. AAMC 596a Cat. $50+ $30 

1002 1936 (Apr-May) James Melrose's S.A. Centenary Goodwill Flight folded advertising leaflet with 1d KGV tied by Enmore NSW 4 
MY 36 cds. Addressed to EA Crome. Sold for $100 in 2003 Leski auction. AAMC 602a Cat. $150 $60 

1003 1936 (22nd Aug) Imperial Airways Australia to England flight in the Short S17 Kent "Scipio". Crashed at Bay of Mirabella near 
Crete WITH 2 deaths & 9 injured. Some mail was salvaged incl this Edmunds Bros & Co Melbourne company cover having the 
70mm boxed cachet "DAMAGED BY IMMERSION IN SEA WATER I.S." front & back. "ER Officially Sealed in the Returned 
Letter Section, London Postal Service" seals x 4 used on the back to secure. Complete with typed slip of paper; "The 
accompanying item was salvaged from the wreck of the Air Liner "Scipio". Returned Letter Section, London."  Stamps missing 
but partial Melbourne cds's. "Recd. Aug 27 1936" h/s. AAMC 623 Cat. $175+ $80 

1004 1936 (1st Sept) Papua to Australia by RAAF Southampton Flying Boat via Darwin under command of A Hempol with Papua 3d 
Lakatoi Airmail & 2d SJ ovpt with manuscript cancel in 3 lines; "A 11-1 Port Moresby 28/9/35". Light Daru 28 SE 35 cds 
alongside. Addressed to Unanderra, NSW. Darwin b/s. Despite vertical fold, small tears at left & foxing this cover sold for $440 
at Leski 2008 auction. AAMC 524 Cat. $600 $200 

1005 1936 (24th Sept) Enoggera Rifle Range, Queensland, rocket "RT7" firing. ½d KGV x2 tied by "1st Q'land Phil. Socy. Exhibition, 
Brisbane." Exhib cancel. Printed cover No. 1 with green triangular RT7 vignette tied by red ARS cachet. 350 flown. AAMC R7 $50 

1006 1936 (16th Dec) Brisbane to Adelaide Air Race cover carried & signed by AP Tweddle. Also flown Melbourne to Brisbane prior 
to race. Very good cond. AAMC 675 Cat. $275+ $100 

1007 1936 (16th Dec) Brisbane to Adelaide Air Race cover carried by & signed "Pilot CO Pratt" in Klemm Eagle VH-UTG. Some tone 
spotting. Sold at 2004 auction for $160. AAMC 666 Cat. $275 $120 

1008 1936 (16th Dec) Brisbane to Adelaide Air Race cover carried on Vega Gull Monoplane by JWF Collins. One of 18 flown & 
signed at base. EA Crome addressed & very good cond. Sold at 2006 Leski auction for $240. AAMC 664 Cat. $350 $150 

1009 1937 (2nd Aug) Sydney to Brisbane inaugural flight by Airlines of Australia with 3d KGV & 2d KGVI tied by Melbourne slogan, 
the covers origin per the "Pengana" before being transferred to the "Kyeema". Signed by the pilots incl K Virtue, A Caneron, K 
Purvis & even the hostess Gladys Allan. Brisbane b/s. Good cond.  Ex Leski. AAMC 748 Cat. $100++ $75 

1010 1938 (12th Mar) England to Dutch East Indies but forced landed in Flores (DEI). GB 1½d KGVI tied by London slogan cancel 
with env addressed to pilot, Jim Broadbent & signed by him. Endorsed in his hand, "Left Lympne 3am 12 March 1938. Force-
landed near Waingapu Dutch East Indies 16th March, 1938". Exc cond. Only 48 flown. AAMC 798 Cat. $325 $120 

1011 1938 (15th Mar) England to Australia to New Zealand back to Australia & return to England flight piloted by Flying Officer 
Clouston & V. Ricketts. GB 1½d KGVI tied by London slogan cancel, 2d KGVI tied by Sydney departure cds to NZ with 1d kiwi 
attached & tied Blenheim cds before 1d QM tied by Darwin cds dated 23 MR. London arrival cds also on front dated 26 MR 39. 
Signed by Clouston along top. Only 12 flown. AAMC 801a Cat. $250 $90 



1012 1938 (15th Mar) ditto return journey only, New Zealand to England via Australia. Cover with  NZ 2 x ½d KGVI tied by Blenheim 
cds, 1d QM tied by Darwin cds & London receiving cds dated 26 MR 38. Signed by both Ricketts & Clouston. Incls photo 
postcard of them boarding the plane. Exc cond. Only 12 flown. AAMC 801b Cat.$225 $90 

1013 1938 (18th April) Australia to England solo record flight by Jim Broadbent in the Percival Gull "Sirius". 1d KGVI tied by Darwin 
cds & GB 1½d KGVI tied by London slogan cancel. "H.M. Customs Lympne Airport, Hythe, Kent 22 APR 1938" oval cachet in 
mauve. VG cond. Only 40 carried on what was the last pre-war record flight. AAMC 804 Cat. $450+ $160 

1014 1938 (5th Nov)  Egypt to Australia RAF Special non-stop flight in a Vickers Wellesley long range bomber. Egyptian stamps tied 
by MPO Moascar cds's & 1d KGVI tied by Darwin cds. Only 10 flown. Good cond. AAMC 831 Cat. $525 $200 

1015 1938 (27th Nov) Imperial Airways England to Australia flight in the Short S23 "Calpurnia". Crashed at Lake Habbaniyah Iraq. 
Capt. E Atwood, the First Officer & 2 passengers were killed. GB KGV 1½d PSE showing "RECEIVED IN DAMAGED 
CONDITION EX FLYING BOAT CALPURNIA" in violet. Addressed to New Zealand with some water stains & soiling as to be 
expected. Includes original correspondence. $70 

1016 1938 Harry Broadbent in his aircraft cockpit original b&w photo postcard. Signed "To Mr A Ritchie of Newport. With Best   
Wishes Jim Broadbent."  Mounted on album page with biographical detail. $50 

1017 1939 (24th March) New Caledonia to Australia piloted by H. Martinet in a Caudron monoplane printed Par Avion env addressed 
to Melbourne with 2 x New Caledonia Airs tied by Noumea cds. Vert fold otherwise good cond. Melbourne & Brisbane b/s's. 
AAMC 844 Cat. $500 $150 

1018 1939 (3rd June) USA to USA via Australia, Hollandia & Africa on the Archbold Trans Indian Ocean Aerial Survey in the 
Consolidated flying boat "Guba II". Long printed cover with US, D.E.I., Australia (5d Merino tied by Rose Bay East, NSW cds) & 
Seychelles stamps tied by respective cds's. "C & W Ltd COCOS 12 JUN 39" cds on reverse. Vert fold not affecting these & 
some staining otherwise good cond. Signed by Richard Archbold.  AAMC 867 Cat. $1,500 $400 

1019 1939 (22nd July) Adelaide to Darwin intermediate leg on the Adelaide to Dili (Portuguese Timor) on Guinea Airways survey 
flight. Addressed to Eustis with 5d Merino tied by Adelaide slogan cancel. Darwin b/s. Good cond. AAMC 871 Cat. $250 $75 

1020 1940 (27th March) Australia to New Guinea by Boeing biplane with NG BOP Airmails tied by Wau New Guinea cds's. Pilot 
signed by Ray Parer. Good cond. AAMC 894 Cat. $250 $90 

1021 1941 (17th Jan) Aust to Portuguese Timor on Qantas env with 9d platypus pmkd GPO Sydney. Signed by Capt. HB Hussey 
with Dili b/s. VG cond with neat "Not Opened by Censor" cachet at left. One of 54 carried. AAMC 912 Cat. $400 $200 

1022 1941 (17th Jan) Portuguese Timor to Aust on Qantas env with mixed Timor franking both back & front pmkd Dili. Signed by 
Capt. RB Tapp. VG cond with neat "Primeira mala aerea directa de Dili para Australia" cachet at left. One of only 21 carried. 
AAMC 913 Cat. $500 $250 

1023 1941 (18th Dec) Sydney to Mornington Island Qantas parachute mail flight with 2½d surcharged KGVI tied by Sydney machine 
cancel. Black & blue Qantas pictorial vignette  cancel. Pilot signed by EC Simms & endorsed by the Island Acting 
Superintendent, RE Braunholz. A little stained around vignette but scarce with only 28 flown. AAMC 935 Cat. $950 $300 

1024 1942 (23rd Dec) Sydney to Mornington Island Qantas "Christmas parachute mail" cover with 2½d KGVI tied by GPO Sydney 
RGS cds. Addressed to EA Crome with black & red Qantas pictorial vignette. Pilot signed by Capt. WH Crowther & endorsed by 
the Islands Missionary in charge, RE Braunholz. VG cond. 325 flown AAMC 950 Cat. $150 $60 

1025 1943 (24th Dec) Sydney to Mornington Island Qantas "Christmas parachute mail" cover with 2½d KGVI tied by GPO Sydney Air 
cds. Addressed to EA Crome with black & green Qantas pictorial vignette tied by cachet. Pilot signed by Capt. KG Caldwell & 
endorsed by the Islands Missionary in charge, JB McCarthy. Good cond. AAMC 970 Cat. $150 $60 

1026 1944 (8th Nov) Australia to Fanning Island First trans-Pacific crossing of the Catalina "Frigate Bird" piloted by P.G. Taylor. 
Registered cover addressed to EA Crome with ½d orange kangaroo & 5d.Merino tied by Registered Sydney cds. "PASSED BY 
CENSOR 25" cachet Signed by Taylor & GPO Sydney, Registered Sydney & Fanning Island b/s's. Good cond with only 15 
flown. AAMC 982 Cat. $650 $250 

1027 1944 (8th Nov) ditto, again with only 15 flown & pilot signed. Good cond. AAMC 982 Cat. $650 $250 
1028 1944 (13th Dec) Australia to England Qantas overprinted "Kangaroo Air Mail Service" with bounding kangaroo Christmas 

Greetings 7d KGVI Air Letter addressed to Francis Field tied by GPO Sydney Air cds. Carefully opened & scarce in such good 
cond. Only 100 flown. AAMC 992e Cat. $800 $250 

1029 1945 (2nd April) New Guinea to Australia re-opening of Qantas Lae to Sydney return flight with 5½d Gloucester tied by "No. 7 
Aust Base P.O. A". Black & green Qantas pictorial vignette & pilot signed by both A Jacobson & Capt. HH Deignan. GPO 
Sydney b/s. Good cond. AAMC 1003 Cat. $275 $75 

1030 1945 (2nd June) Australia to England Qantas Lancastrian service with 7d KGVI Air Letter tied by GPO Sydney Air cds & 
addressed to WA Crome c/o Qantas, London. Pilot signed by Capt. KG Jackson & OFY Thomas. Unopened with British Airways 
Post Section receival timed cancel on reverse. VG cond. AAMC 1007a Cat. $225 $75 

1031 1945 (2nd June) Australia to England Qantas Lancastrian service with 7d KGVI Air Letter with the red boxed pictorial cachet.  
Tied by GPO Sydney Air cds. VG cond. AAMC 1007b Cat. $300 $100 

1032 1945 (30th Nov) Australia to Ceylon Qantas env with 1/6d Hermes tied by GPO Sydney cds. Colombo 2PM 1 DE 45 arrival cds 
also on front. Pilot signed by HT Howse & JA Furze. VG cond. AAMC 1016 Cat $150+ $50 

1033 1945 (30th Nov) Australia to Ceylon Qantas env with 1/6d Hermes tied by GPO Sydney cds. Colombo 2PM 1 DE 45 arrival cds 
also on front. Pilot signed by HT Howse. VG cond. AAMC 1016 Cat $150+ $40 

1034 1946 (7th April) Sydney to Singapore Qantas Liberator first post-war civilian flight Airletter with Qantas commem ovpt. Tied by 
GPO Sydney GPO cds & pilot signed by Capt. A Furze & Capt. J Moxham. Exc unopened cond. AAMC 1036a Cat. $200+ $75 

1035 1946 (9th April) Australia to England re-opening of the Qantas & BOAC service via Singapore after the disappearance of the 
Lancastrian under Capt. Thomas over the Indian Ocean on 24th March. 7d KGVI Airletter with illust cachet in red & tied by  
GPO Sydney Air cds. Addressed to EA Crome & pilot signed by Capt. JW Solly & & Capt. R Nicholl. Exc unopened cond. 
AAMC 1038a Cat. $225 $80 

1036 1946 (9th April) Australia to England re-opening of the Qantas & BOAC service via Singapore after the disappearance of the 
Lancastrian under Capt. Thomas over the Indian Ocean on 24th March. 7d KGVI Airletter with illust cachet in red & tied by  
GPO Sydney Air cds. VG cond. AAMC 1038a Cat. $225 $75 

1037 1946 (9th April) England to Australia GB 6d KGVI Air Letter tied by London slogan cancel. Addressed to EA Crome & pilot 
signed by HJ Mills, RO Mant & KG Jackson. Exc unopened cond. AAMC 1039b Cat. $150+ $50 

1038 1947 (19th Dec) Sydney to Mornington Island Qantas "Christmas parachute mail" cover addressed to EA Crome with 2½d  
KGVI tied by GPO Sydney cds. Black & green pictorial Qantas vignette & pilot signed by Capt. RA Bruce. Exc cond. Sold        
for $140+ BP In Ace Auctions No. 15. AAMC 1132 $75 

1039 1948 (27th Mar) Brisbane-Quilpie & intermediates Brisbane-Barcaldine & Quilpie-Charlelville by Qantas. All with "From/To" 
cachets completed in m/s. AAMC 1156 & 1157a (both intermediates unlisted) $75 

1040 1948 (14th Nov) Australia to South Africa & return Qantas flight with 2½d KGVI tied by GPO Sydney RCS cds & South Africa 
1½d commem tied by Johannesburg cds. Complete with Qantas pictorial vignette. Pilot signed by Capt. LR Ambrose. Good 
cond. AAMC 1193/94 Cat. $200  $50 

1041 1949 (28th Jan) Postcard pre-printed Neo Postal Franking with 2½d AIRLINES WA LTD advertising slogan ovptd "SPECIMEN".   $30 
1042 1949 (15th March) Australia to Hong Kong Chartered Qantas Australia survey flight with 2½d KGVI tied by GPO Sydney 118 

cds & HK 5c KGVI tied by Hong Kong cds on arrival dated 17 MR 49. Qantas "Sydney - Hong Kong" black & red pictorial 
vignette. Pilot signed by Capt. EC Simms. VG cond. AAMC 1204 Cat. $150 $40 



1043 1949 (15th March) Australia to Hong Kong Chartered Qantas Australia survey flight with 2½d KGVI tied by GPO Sydney 118 
cds & HK 5c KGVI tied by Hong Kong cds on arrival dated 17 MR 49. Qantas "Sydney - Hong Kong" black & red pictorial 
vignette. Pilot signed by Capt. EC Simms. VG cond. AAMC 1204 Cat. $150 $40 

1044 1949 (15th March) Hong Kong to Australia return Chartered Qantas Australia survey flight with HK 5c KGVI tied by Hong Kong 
cds & 2½d KGVI tied by GPO Sydney 118 cds dated 1 MR 49 upon arrival. Qantas "Hong Kong - Sydney" black & red pictorial 
vignette. Very good cond. AAMC 1205 Cat. $150 $40 

1045 1949 (19th Dec) Brisbane to Mornington Island "Christmas parachute mail" in a TAA DH Dragon. TAA printed env with 2½d 
Forrest tied by GPO Brisbane SM cds. Pilot signed by RK Crabbe & endorsed & dated on reverse by GW Taylor, Island 
superintendent. Addressed to EA Crome. Good cond. AAMC 1234 Cat. $100 $50 

1046 1950 (6th Jan) Australian National Airways "Flight Log" card for Melbourne to Parkes flight on RMA "Boyana" VH-ANP. Other 
info completed in pencil incls position, altitude, ground speed, outside temp, etc. Signed by Captain, First Officer & Hostess. 
Reverse of card has logo & additional flight info. These were passed among the passengers during the flight. Very good cond. $20 

1047 1951 (12th Mar) Australia to Chile First Experimental Airmail covers addressed to USA with 2/9d franking on one & 2/6d the 
other plus one with return address in Aust with 5/- in franking. AAMC 1269 Cat. $50 ea. & AAMC 1271 (round trip) Cat. $100 (3) $60 

1048 1951 (14th Mar) Chile to Australia via Fiji & French Polynesia. This cover has stamps & pmks from Chili/Valpaiso, 
Papeete/Tahiti, Isla de Pascue/Easter Island, Tuamotu-Gambier Islands (both with Administration cachets) & Fiji/Suva. Cachet 
& Sydney cds on reverse. Privately produced & carried by PG Taylor on the return flight. Accompanied by letter dated 20th 
November 1951 letter from Taylor to Hudson Fysh at Qantas in Sydney thanking him for Qantas staff at Rose Bay inspecting 
the aircraft prior to the flight telling him what work should be done "to put her in proper shape for the flight". Paragraph finishes "I 
want to thank you for this co-operation by Qantas in my preparation for a venture which I hope and believe will be of benefit to 
us all." Signed "PG". VG cond & a an indication of the "gentlemanly" spirit of the day. AAMC 1270a Cat. $250++ $180 

1049 1951 (14th Mar) Chile to Australia via Fiji & French Polynesia. This cover has stamps & pmks from Chili/Valpaiso, 
Papeete/Tahiti, Isla de Pascue/Easter Island, Tuamotu-Gambier Islands (both with Administration cachets) & Fiji/Suva. Cachet 
& Sydney cds on reverse. Privately produced & carried by PG Taylor on the return flight. Accompanied by letter dated 22nd July 
1954 from Taylor to Henry Knowler in the Isle of Wight thanking him for his endorsement in the Queens Birthday Honours & 
detailing the flight. VG cond & scarce. AAMC 1270a Cat. $250++ $250 

1050 1952 (16th Oct) Germany to Australia Qantas Constellation flight with German pair tied by Frankfurt cds. Air Mail Sydney b/s's. 
Very good cond. AAMC 1310 $20 

1051 1953 (7th Sept) Hollandia Sydney to via Lae cover with Qantas red & blue vignette. Dutch New Guinea pair, tied by Hollandia 
cds. Pilot signed by Capts. B Fawcett, JA Bird & W Forgan-Smith. GPO Sydney b/s. Good cond. AAMC 1325 Cat. $85 $30 

1052 1953 (7th Sept) Sydney to Hollandia via Lae cover with Qantas red & blue vignette. 3½d YFC pair, 2d & 3d QEII tied by GPO 
Sydney Air cds's. Pilot signed by Capts. B Fawcett, A Jacobson & W Forgan-Smith. Hollandia b/s. VG cond. AAMC 1323 $25 

1053 1954 (13th March) British Overseas Airways Corp. Constellation G-ALAM "Belfast" (Captain T.W. Hoyle) crashed in Singapore 
with 31 passengers & two crew killed. The resulting fire destroyed much of the mail to the U.K from Australia & New Zealand but 
some letters were saved. Red cachet, "SALVAGED MAIL -AIRCRAFT CRASH - SINGAPORE 13.3.54" applied to this London 
addressed env with NZ 6d & 1/- commems tied by Manner Street NZ cds. 80% burnt around edges incl stamp. AAMC 1337 $40 

1054 1954 (13th March) ditto but a Perth 24d prepaid red meter marked long Airmail env. Water stained. AAMC 1337 Cat. $100 $30 
1055 1954 (13th March) ditto but a Welsh addressed 10d Aerogramme with Perth slogan cancel. Burnt/torn edges with the result a 

GR "Found opened or damaged" seal has been applied & cancelled llanharan, Glam. AAMC 1337 $70 
1056 1954 (13th March) ditto with a  2/- Royal Visit tied by matching Sydney "Australia Celebrates Royal Visit 1954" slogan cancel on 

cover. Neat typed address to Yorkshire. Burnt surrounds. AAMC 1337 Cat. $100 $40 
1057 1954 (13th March) ditto but 2 covers. One with the red cachet & 3 x 6½d KGVI tied by Sydney roller cancel addressed to 

London. The other with "AVION ACCIDENTE" cachet in black across the Sydney slogan cancel with missing stamps addressed 
to Belgium. AAMC 1337 Cat. $200+ (2) $60 

1058 1954 (13th March) ditto but with original burnt cover with 2/- Royal Visit tied by Beaufort, Vic cds Germany address Airmail env 
with contents plus the OHMS outer cover for forward journey (rare thus) with the red cachet. A nice combination. AAMC 1337 
Cat. $100+ (2 covers) $50 

1059 1954 (13th March) ditto with red cachet & 2½d Royal Visit tied by Epping cds. AAMC 1337 Cat. $100+ $30 
1060 1954 (15th May) Australia to Canada & return plus intermediates for Sydney to Nandi, Sydney to Canton Island, Sydney to 

Honolulu& San Francisco to Sydney. All with the Qantas brown/blue/red dated vignettes. The Vancouver to Sydney is pilot 
signed by Capt. JP Shields. Good to VG cond. AAMC 1344/45 & 1345b x 4 Cat. $300 (6) $60 

1061 1954 (17th May) North America to Australia with vignettes x 2. One with Canada stamps tied by Vancouver slogan & the other 
with US 25c air mail tied by San Francisco pmk. Canada cover pilot signed by Capt. JP Shields. AAMC 1345 & 1345b Cat. $100  $30 

1062 1955 (8th June) First Polar Route Flight Sydney to Amsterdam on illust cover with cachet in purple & Sydney & Amsterdam 
cds's. Addressed to EA Crome & in his unique style, fully typed up on reverse with flight info & pilot signed for both sectors. 
Good cond. AAMC 1351 $20 

 1958 (27th Aug) Kingsford Smith Trans-Tasman Aust & NZ joint issue original artwork. Please see lot 2569 
 1063 1958 (19th Nov) NZ Diamond Jubilee of Great Barrier Island Pigeongram Service illust cover with flimsie sealed inside. 3d 

Cathedral pmkd Auckland with neighbouring cachet. Good cond. $20 
1064 1959 (29th July) Australia to United States & return Qantas Boeing 707 First Scheduled Jet Flight covers plus the intermediate 

legs for Fiji to Honolulu, San Francisco to Fiji, Sydney to Honolulu & return & Sydney to Fiji & return all on Qantas commem 
covers with respective stamps & b/s's. Good to VG cond. AAMC 1406/07 & 1407a x 6 Cat. $140 (8)    $40 

1065 1959 (July-Oct) Qantas Boeing 707 First Scheduled Jet Flights Australia to England & return (plus "Inaugural Service Brisbane - 
London), India to Australia, India to England, Germany to Australia, Pakistan to England, Thailand to Australia, Pakistan to 
Australia, Egypt to Australia, Thailand to England,  Egypt to England, Italy to Australia & Singapore to England. All with relevant 
stamps tied by various cds's to official Qantas printed envs. Good to VG cond. Cat. $200+ (14) $30 

1066 1959 (July-Oct) Qantas Boeing 707 First Scheduled Jet Flights for India to Sydney, Fiji to Sydney, Egypt to London, Karachi to 
Sydney, Singapore to London, San Francisco to Sydney, Singapore to Sydney & Fiji to Honolulu. All with relevant stamps tied 
by various cds's to official Qantas printed envs. Some staining on each. Cat. $120 (8) $30 

1067 1961 (3rd Jan) "50th Anniversary of Powered Flight in Western Australia" to "Commemorate 1st Flight made from Belmont 
Racecourse by Joseph Hammond in Bristol Boxkite" Cessna 172 flown souvenir cover. No.15 of 57  Paul Le Comte cover 
signed by Royal Aero Club manager & an instructor with Belmont Park cds. Exc cond. AAMC No. 1443b $25 

1068 1968 (12th Feb) TAA Electra in flight colour postcards x 2 turned into "maxicards" with 7d RFDS & 8d Kingsford Smith stamps 
added on picture side & cancelled GPO Sydney. Most unusual, attractive & in exc cond. (2) $40 

1069 1969 (12th Nov) 50th Anniv of First Airmail illust FDC signed by Hudson Fysh. Neat typed address. $20 
1070 1969 (Dec) England to Australia 50th Anniv Air Race cover. Official RAF entry flown by Sqn Ldr. Buist in a Comet XR399 with 

GB 1/9d Flight commem tied by BFPS pictorial cds. 5 diff b/s's. Exc cond. SC 11 in the RAF Museum series. AAMC 1660 $20 
1071 1969 (Dec) England to Australia 50th Anniv Air Race cover. RAF entry flown by Flt Lt T Kingsley in a SF260. "Emergency 

Landing: Flores Island, Indonesia" cachet in red applied after landing to assist Shiela Scott. Exc cond. AAMC 1672 Cat. $60 $20 
1072 1969 (Dec) England to Australia 50th Anniv Air Race cover. RAF entry flown by Sqn Ldr. JC Waters in a Piper Aztec on RAF 

commem cover. Pilot signed with GPO Sydney b/s. Exc cond. AAMC 1659 Cat. $60 $20 



1073 1970 (1st July) Opening of Tullamarine International Airport, Qantas First Commercial Jet service Melbourne to London via USA 
with Cook M/S with semi-official ovpt & addressed to Orlo Smith & Co, Melbourne. AAMC 1713 $20 

1074 1972 (3rd March) Greece to Australia & return by Olympic Airways. 2 Olympic printed covers with Greek & Australian stamps 
tied by respective pmks & b/s accordingly. VG cond. AAMC 1756 & 1757 (2) $20 

1075 1974 London to Perth commercial env addressed to Rockingham with "DELAYED EN ROUTE - AIRCRAFT HI-JACK" cachet in 
mauve on front next to address. This hijack took place on the 22nd November 1974 in Dubai when 4 terrorists took over a 
British Airways plane demanding the release of thirteen imprisoned terrorists in Egypt and two in the Netherlands. The Egyptian 
authorities claimed they were releasing the prisoners however once the Palestinians realised this was not happening they 
executed one of the hostages, a German banker. Has ½p & 9p Machins with "Remember to Use the Postcode slogan cancel. 
Some edge wear & small tears not affecting stamps or cachet. These are rarely seen & the last one we had sold for $180+BP  
in Ace Auctions sale No. 11. $90 

1076 1974 London to Perth Airmail env addressed to Kalamunda with "DELAYED EN ROUTE AIRCRAFT HIJACK" 2 line cachet in 
black x 2 on reverse. This is a different type of cachet to the one above in that it is in a "typed" style which has left embossing 
on the cover. Would appear far scarcer than the hyphenated version. Good cond. & highly sought after field of collecting. $200 

1077 1984 Last Flying Boat Lord Howe Island to Sydney Anniv flight covers x 2 both pilot signed. Nos. 906/07 of 1000. Unlisted! $20 
1078 2003 (Dec) Aeropex 100th Anniv of First Manned Flight Limited Edition medallion struck for the exhibition by the Adelaide Mint. 

No. 105 in pres folder. Exc cond. $20 
1079 Belgium 1974-1975 Sabena first flight illustrated covers for Brussels to Abu Dhabi & return, Brussels to Kuala Lumpur & return, 

Brussels to Jakarta & return & Brussels to Montevideo, Uruguay & return. Variety of cachets, cds's & b/s's. VG cond. (8)  $30 
 France 1870 (13th Dec) Balloon Mail entire with 20¢ Napoleon III tied by "etoile" part of duplex. Please see lot 2407 

 1080 France 1939 (22nd May) Marseilles to New York Inauguration Flight by Pan-American Clipper with pictorial handstamp in red. 
Typed address & franked with 2f25 N.Y. Expo & 10f Vincennes de Donjon adhesives. Fine & attractive. $30 

1081 Jamaica 1955 (10th May) Tercentenary FDI BOAC & BWIA Jamaica to London flight cover with 12th May arrival cachet. 2d x 2, 
2½d x2, 3d & 6d QEII commems tied by "Post 300 Office Kingston, Jamaica" oval mauve cancels. VG cond. Jamaica 1955 
(10th May) Tercentenary FDI BOAC & BWIA Jamaica to London flight cover with 12th May arrival cachet. 2d x 2, 2½d x2, 3d & 
6d QEII commems tied by "Post 300 Office Kingston, Jamaica" oval mauve cancels. VG cond $20 

1082 Nepal 1978 (29th May) Silver Jubilee of Conquest of Everest Nepalese cover with "First Ascent of Everest" commem stamps, 
red cachet "CARRIED ON ROYAL NEPAL AIRLINES HELICOPTER FLIGHT" plus a variety of cachets on reverse. Signed by 
Sir Edmund Hillary, Tenzing Norgay & other passengers who included Nelson Eustis & his wife. Two b/w photos incl one 
outside Namche Bazar PO with staff & Nelson Eustis. Typewritten explanatory summary included. A nice item with 
characterubilee of Conquest of Everest Nepalese cover with "First Ascent of Everest" commem stamps, red cachet "CARRIED 
ON ROYAL NEPAL AIRLINES HELICOPTER FLIGHT" plus a variety of cachets on reverse. Signed by Sir Edmund Hillary, 
Tenzing Norgay & other passengers who included Nelson Eustis & his wife. Two b/w photos incl one outside Namche Bazar PO 
with staff & Nelson Eustis. Typewritten explanatory summary included. A nice item with character $30 

1083 New Zealand 1954 (11th May) Last Official Airmail Flight by British Commonwealth Pacific Airlines New Zealand to Canton 
Island on BCPA env with matching Airmail label. Exc cond $20 

1084 Papua 1937 (7th Sept) Port Moresby to Wau Guinea Airways flight. Port Moresby Registered cover with KGVI Coronation set of 
4. "Guinea Airways Limited" cachet in black. Wau b/s. Good cond. $20 

1085 Philippines 1935 (2nd Dec) Philippines to San Francisco via Guam, Midway Is & Honolulu by PanAm China Clipper service. 
Philippines 10c x 6 & 30c x 3 all ovpt "P.I.-U.S. INITIAL FLIGHT December 1935" in gold & pmkd Manila. Complete with flight 
cachet & b/s San Francisco 6th Dec. VG cond. $20 

1086 Sarawak 1957 (1st Oct) Sarawak to London BOAC & Malayan Airways cover with 2c, 8c, 15c & 50c QEII commems tied by 
Kuching cds's. BOAC receival cachet dated 4 OCT 57 on reverse. VG cond. $20 

1087 Singapore 1979 (4-5th April) Singapore Airlines first flights to San Francisco & return plus to Honolulu & return. Also a 1975 FF 
Singapore to Seoul. All  official SA envs with relevant b/s's & in exc cond. (5) $20 

1088 Switzerland 1924 (13th April) Grenchen to Zurich First Flight bearing smooth paper 25¢ Air plus two different Tell 10¢ 
adhesives tied by "FLUGPOST GRENCHEN-ZURICH" & also 30¢ blue & yellow etiquette similarly tied. Zurich 13.IV.24 b/s. $30 

1089 USA 1924 (24th Mar) Gimbel Brothers "Trans-Polar Flight Expedition" North Pole Mail postcard with 2c Washington tied by 
Passaic, NJ cds. Addressed to Christiania, Norway before being returned with 5ore & 25ore tied by Kings Bay cds & re-
addressed to Passaic. Good cond. Cat. US$150 $30 

1090 USA 1983 Challenger Space Shuttle flight folder with USA $9.35 Bald Eagle on cover tied by "LAUNCHED ABOARD 
CHALLENGER" cds AUG 30 1983 & "KENNEDY SPACE CENTER" cds of AUG 14 1983 plus photocopy of 30.1.86 news 
article about Challenger's fatal flight. Rarely offered. $40 

 Airmails - Concorde 
 1091 1972 (15th June) 002 - G-BSST First Int Flight Europe-Asia-Australia-Asia-Europe illust cover with FPO cds & cachet in blue. 

Exc cond. AAMC 1758 Cat. $100 $40 
1092 1975 (7th July) 204 G-BOAC Australia to England experimental flight signed by Brian Trubshaw with mauve cachet. Left 

Melbourne on 12th August. GB 2d & 5d Machins tied by Uxbridge slogan cancel. Similar to one illustrated in AAMC but 
addressed to Nelson Eustis & signed by him on reverse. Exc cond. AAMC 1792. Cat. $150+ $50 

1093 1979 (4th Aug) GN 94 AB flown Heathrow to JFK on 40th Anniv of 1st British Transatlantic Airmail. 3hr 22min flight time with 
Captain PRW Duffey. BA Concorde cachet on reverse. Good cond. $20 

1094 1985 (15th Feb) British Airways Sydney to Colombo First Flight with 2 diff pictorial cachets & 7 crew signatures incl pilots 
McMullen, Leney & Chorley. Aust 60¢ butterfly tied by pictorial SYDNEY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT pmk. No. 90 of 100 flown. 
Also 1978 (20th/21st Sept) Concorde Inaugural Air France Paris-Washington-Mexico City & return official covers. (3) $50 

1095 1986 (19th March) Leipzig to London British Airways Concorde with pictorial cds & cachet in red. London Heathrow b/s. Fine. $20 
1096 2003 (24th Oct) Final Flight New York to London official British Airways cover signed by pilot Mike Bannister. Franked with US 

80¢ Special Olympics tied by JFK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT NEW YORK cds plus GB 1/6d Concorde tied by pictorial cachet. $40 
 Airmails - Switzerland 

 1097 1924 (4th May) Laufen to Zurich First Flight with 25¢ Air, 2½¢ Tell's son surcharge tete-beche block & other adhesives totalling 
65¢. Green Flugpost Laufen-Zurich 30¢ semi-official attached. Trilingual airmail etiquette with lower selvedge attached making 
this a most attractive cover with all adhesives being tied by blue cds's. Same day arrival cds in black on reverse. $30 

1098 1924 (1st Sept) First Post Flight cover Solothurn-Grenchen pictorial etiquette tied by octagonal FLUGPOST GRENCHEN 31 
AUG 24 in red & bearing 15¢ Air, 25¢ Tell & 5¢ Tell's son adhesives tied by Zurich Flugpost cds. B/S Basel 3.IX.24. Couple of 
hinge marks on reverse. An attractive cover. $30 

1099 1925 (25th May) Basel to Zurich with 50¢ & 15¢ Airs tied by Basel cds's with same day Zurich b/s. Vertical fold not affecting 
adhesives. 50¢ Air alone cat. £30. $20 

1100 1926 (17th May) First Flight card La Chaux de Fonds to Basel bearing 15¢ Air & 20¢ Tell adhesives tied by violet airmail cachet. $30 
1101 1926 (26th Sept) First Postflight Lausanne to Berne registered cover with 45¢ Air & 10¢ Tell adhesives tied by rectangular 

pictorial biplane cachet of LAUSANNE VIIe COMPTOIR SUISSE. Backstamped with arrival AFFOLTERN an ALBIS 27.IX.26. 
Black & blue trilingual airmail etiquette affixed. Excellent cond. $30 



1102 1926 (28th Nov) "Schweizer Afrika Flug" via seaplane Zurich First Flight Registered cover bearing 25¢ & 65¢ Airs with boxed 
pictorial cachet "1926 NOVEMBER SCHWEIZER AFRIKAFLUG" & Zurich cds, Napoli 9.12.26 cds & "NON-RECLAME" 
handstamp. Trilingual etiquette attached. $30 

1103 1927 (8th Aug) St Gallen to Basel First Flight with 15¢ tied by rectangular "Postflug St Gallen-Basel 8 August 1927" cachet & 
similar tying 5¢ "Tell's son" with "Mit Flugpost" trilingual airmail etiquette affixed. Arrival cds FLUGPLATZ BASEL 
(STERNENFELD) 8.VII.27. Superb cond. $30 

1104 1938 (22nd May) Sion Registered airmail cover to Australia with special 1938 75c PRO AERO & 1f50 & 40¢ defins tied by crisp 
SION (VALAIS) cds's. Square PRO AERO 1938 SONDERFLUG SWISSAIR pictorial cachet in blue. Sydney 13 JE 38 & 
Ashfield  14 JE 38 b/s's. Exc cond. $25 

 Airmails - Zeppelins 
 1105 1928 (16th Oct) LZ127 Germany to USA postcard bearing 2mk Zeppelin (picture: Raff's Coffee House) plus 1929 (15th May) 

Graf Zeppelin to New York with similar franking plus 15pf (picture: Wiesbaden buildings) & 1929 (5th Aug) "FIRST ROUND THE 
WORLD FLIGHT" cachet in violet for the Lakehurst to Lakehurst flight bearing $1.78 franking (picture: waterfalls) to Switzerland 
address. All fine. (3) $60 

1106 1928 (25th Oct) USA to Germany via "Graf Zeppelin"  cover with 3 Airs & 2 defins totalling $1.05. "First Flight Airmail via Graf 
Zeppelin…" pictorial cachet in violet. Addressed to Kiel with Friedrichshafen 1 Nov 1928 b/s. Good cond. $100 

1107 1929 (5th Aug) LZ127 Round the World Lakehurst to Lakehurst  flight on 5¢ airmail env with $3.50 additional franking tied by 
Newark duplex. Violet "FIRST AROUND THE WORLD FLIGHT U.S. AIR MAIL" cachet of front, green "LAKEHURST AUG.29 
1929" & Zeppelin on reverse. Good cond. $25 

1108 1929 (15th Aug) Friedrichshafen to Tokyo LZ 127 Zeppelin card bearing 4mk Zeppelin. Dalwick Dorking pictorial illustration in 
violet at left with red "Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin Weltrund fahrt 1929" pictorial cachet. Addressed to Hayashi Stamp Co, Osaka.  $150 

1109 1929 (15th Aug) Germany to Japan with 4m Zeppelin tied by crisp Friedrichshafen cds with red cachets & neat typed address. 
"Tokio 19.8.29" arrival cds also on front. Very good cond. Cat. €350 $100 

1110 1930 (26th April) North Sea "Graf Zeppelin" flight postcard with 1mk 1926 Air tied by Friedrickshafen cds. Addressed to 
Hamburg with black on yellow airmail etiquette & handstamp "Mit Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin" applied at left. $50 

1111 1930 (7th May) US $2.60 blue tied by New York Varick St Stn "36" duplex paying round flight. Lozenge cachet in violet "FIRST 
EUROPE PAN-AMERICA ROUND FLIGHT" & " LUFTSCHIFF GRAF ZEPPELIN SUDAMERIKA FAHRT" in red. Scarce on 
cover. Scott (2007) Cat. US$600 $500 

1112 1930 (18th May) South America Zeppelin flight card with 4mk Zeppelin "Sud Amerika Fahrt" tied by Friedrichshafen cds. Red 
pictorial cachet at left. Addressed to USA. Fine cond. Min cat. value on cover/card is €500 $200 

1113 1930 (18th May) South American flight. Postcard to Seville with 19 May 1930 hexagonal arrival stamp on reverse. 1mk23pf in 
franking tied by Friedrichshafen cds. "Sudamerikafahrt" flight pictorial cachet in red & black on orange airmail etiquette at left. $60 

1114 1930 (2nd June) "Europe Pan-America Round Flight" diamond cachet in violet & pictorial "LUFTSCHIFF GRAF ZEPPELIN 
SUDAMERIKAFAHRT 1930" in red. Flown from New York & addressed to Austria bearing 13 Airmail adhesives totalling $1.30 
incl 5¢ airmail PSE. Friedrichshafen b/s of 6.6.30. Purchased at auction in 1995 for $80. $30 

1115 1930 (4th Aug) Count von Zeppelin sepia postcard addressed to Basel with 1926 1mk Airmail tied by "LUFTSCHIFF GRAF 
ZEPPELIN" cds & "DARMSTADT" cds for same date. Good cond & rare. $150 

1116 1930 (11th Nov) Cover to USA bearing "Sudamerikafahrt" 2rm Airmail tied by "Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin" cds. Pictorial cachet in 
blue, "Fahrt nack den Niederlanden 1930" & boxed "Neergelaten boven Venlo uit het luchtschip Graf Zeppelin 11 November 
'30" in violet. VG cond. $120 

1117 1931 (24th July) Arctic to Friedrichshafen Polar Flight. USA 2¢ Washington PSE with 4rm "Polar Fahrt 1931" Airmail tied by 
Friedrichshafen cds. Semi-circular Polar Fahrt 1931 Graf Zeppelin cachet in carmine above address. Also crisp icebreaker 
"Malyguin" cds for 27.VII.31. Mekeel's Weekly Stamp News "Special Mail" headline cutting enclosed. Some minor tone spotting 
but not affecting stamps or pmks & remains a scarce cover cat. €1100 $700 

1118 1931 (24th July) Polar Flight card with 2mk Polar Flight adhesive tied by Friedrickshafen (Bodensee) cds next to icebreaker 
"Malyguin" cds for 27.VII.31. Pictorial "Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin Polarfahrt 1931" cachet in red. Addressed to California.  Scarce. $250 

1119 1931 (24th July) Postcard (view of Trier) with 2r "Polar Fahrt 1931" Zeppelin tied by Friedrichshafen cds & alongside the 
27.VII.31 cds of icebreaker "Malyguin". Semicircular Polar Fahrt 1931 Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin cachet in carmine. Addressed to 
Trier. Very good cond. $120 

1120 1931 (18th Aug) b&w ppc with "Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin" cds tying 1r "Polar Fahrt 1931". Addressed to London with pictorial 
cachet in violet at left showing Tower Bridge. Fine. $150 

1121 1931 (18th Sept) "Condor" Germany to Brazil return with both 4m Zeppelin tied by crisp Friedrichshafen cds plus Brazil 400rs + 
200rs red & 5$000 ZEPPELIN surcharge tied by green departure cds. Variety of cachets plus typed addresses make this an 
attractive cover. Edge wear but remains in good cond. Cat. €250  $40 

1122 1932 (18th Jan) First Flight London to Cape Town with 1rm Zeppelin & 5pf Hindenburg tied by Berlin cds (similar on reverse). 
Alexandria transit mark & Cape Town arrival on reverse. Good cond. $75 

1123 1933 (10th Oct) Chicago World Exhibition Zeppelin cover addressed to Mexico with 2rm & 4rm Chicagofahrt Airs tied by 
Blankenburg cds's. Friedrichshafen 14.10.33 arrival cds below & triangular "map" cachet in carmine at left. Akron, Ohio b/s.  $250 

1124 1933 (14th Oct) Chicago World Exhibition Round Trip Flight, Friedrichshafen to Chicago Registered postcard bearing 4mk 
"Chicagofahrt" ovptd Zeppelin & 26pf in other frankings tied by Friedrichshafen cds's. Cachets in red (triangular) & green 
(circular). Basel 3.XI.33 b/s. Sieger 238Caa Cat. €700 $450 

1125 1933 (14th Oct) Graf Zeppelin LZ127 Chicago World Exhibition Round Trip Germany-Chicago-Germany franked with 4mk 
"Chicagofahrt Weltausstellung 1933". Red triangular cachet with adhesive tied by 14.10.33 cds of "FRIEDRICHSHAFEN". Exc 
cond. Purchased in 2014 for $385. Sieger 238Cbb Cat. €725 (10 years ago) $200 

1126 1933 (16th Oct) Chicago Exhibition 2mk Zeppelin plus  40pf & 25pf Hindenburgs tied by Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin cds on airmail 
cover to New York. Triangular "map" pictorial cachet in red with Akron Ohio 25 Oct (9 days after posting) receival on front  next 
to "Mit Zeppelin bis Akron" handstamp. Very fine. $300 

1127 1933 (26th Oct) Chicago to Petersburg cover with red pictorial cachet of Zeppelin over buildings "COMMEMORATING FLIGHT 
of the "GRAF ZEPPELIN" to "A CENTURY OF PROGRESS" OCTOBER 1933" bearing appropriate 2¢ & 5¢ tied by 
"U.S.RY.POSTAL CAR EXHIBIT CHICAGO ILL" cancel. Exc cond. $40 

1128 1936 (6th May) "Hindenburg" Germany to USA & return.  75pf Zeppelin tied by "Austlands-stelle Bahnpost "cds alongside 
pictorial Europa-Nordamerika cachet in red. New York May 9 & Braunschweig 14 May b/s's. $40 

1129 1936 (6th May) "Hindenburg" return flight Germany to USA. Registered Stuttgart with 50pf & 75pf "Hindenburg" airship Airmails 
on silver & blue LZ129 "Hindenburg" pictorial env. Red pictorial cachet "Deutsche Luftpost Europa-Nordamerika". New York 
May 9 & Bishop, California May 15 b/s's. Attractive. $40 

1130 1936 (6th May) "Via Von Hindenburg Ab Frankfurt a/M Nordamerikaflug Mai 6"  flight cover to USA with New York b/s for 9th 
May 1936. First North America flight bearing red cachet "DEUTSCHE LUFTPOST EUROPA-NORDAMERIKA" with 75pf 
Zeppelin tied by FRANKFORT(MAIN) BAHNPOSTAMt cds. Slight foxing of stamp which is typical of this issue, otherwise fine. $30 

1131 1936 (9th May) First Hindenburg Flight Lakehurst to Frankfurt with cachet tying one stamp to cover & Frankfurt b/s. US cachet 
in violet with "LAKEHURST" above Zeppelin & map of the world over crest & "Frankfurt-am-Main". Machine cancel "NEW YORK 
N.Y. MAY 9 1936 THIRD INT PHILATELIC EXHIBITIONS STA" tying 6c & 2 x 25c Airmails. Very good cond. $40 



1132 1936 (11th May) "By First Flight "Hindenburg" USA to Germany" pre-printed cover for Lakehurst to Frankfurt flight with New 
York machine cancel tying 15¢ Air pair & 5¢ Yellowstone pair plus violet "First Hindenburg Flight" cachet. Good cond. $40 

1133 1936 (11th May) "Via Airship HINDENBURG from Lakehurst, NJ to Frankfurt on/main Germany" typewritten cover USA to 
Germany with violet Hindenburg pictorial cachet on front. 43¢ in franking tied by New York  N.Y. machine cancel & b/s by 
Frankfurt commem slogan cancel. Fine cond. $40 

1134 1936 (3rd July) "Via Airship Hindenburg Flight" USA to Germany bearing 40¢ in adhesives & machine cancelled Lakehurst N.J. 
Addressed to Munich has been deleted & changed in pencil. Good cond for this flight. $40 

1135 1936 (1st Aug) Hindenburg Olympic Flight cover addressed to Dresden bearing 50pf Zeppelin (usual gum staining) & 60pf 
Hindenburg tied by "Flug-und-Luftschiffshafen FRANKFURT(MAIN) RHEIN-MAIN" cds. Red cachet "LUFTSCHIFF 
HINDENBURG OLYMPIAFAHRT 1936". Good cond. $50 

1136 1938 (1st Dec) Card with 6 charity stamps tied by "Flug-und Luftschiffhafen Rhein-Main Frankfurt" cds's with "LUFTSCHIFF 
GRAF ZEPPELIN fahrt in dos befriete Sudetenland" cachet in red.  Clear strikes &VG cond. $30 

1137 1938 (1st Dec) Germany to Switzerland per Graf Zeppelin with German stamps tied by "Flug und Luftschiffhaven" cds of 
Frankfurt. Slogan "On Dec 4 Vote Yes for Fuhrer" on reverse. Very good cond. $25 

1138 1938 (1st Dec) Zeppelin flight with red "LUFTSCHIFF GRAF ZEPPELIN fahrt in des befreite Sudetenland" cachet & 50pf 
Zeppelin gondola marginal example tied by crisp Frankfurt (Main) cds. Very good cond. $30 

1139 1938 (1st Dec) Postcard bearing 50pf Zeppelin air tied by Frankfurt "Luftschiffhaven" cds. Red Graf Zeppelin cachet at left "fahrt 
im der befreite Sudetenland". Addressed to Eilenburg with slogan machine stamp of REICHENBERG 3 (SUDETENGAU). Fine. $30 

1140 1939 (30th July) LZ130 flight postcard with German roundtrip cachet in red at left. 50pf Hindenburg tied by KASSEL-Flughafen 
pictorial cachet & FRANKFURT (MAIN) cds. Addressed to Sutton Coldfield, England. No backstamps. $25 

1141 1939 (30th July) LZ130 Kassel Flight b/w postcard with Zeppelin in photo (a Sieger p/c). Black "KASSEL FLUCHAFEN  
30.7.1929" pictorial cachet plus larger red pictorial cachet & 3 adhesives tied by 2 Frankfurt Luftschiffhafen cds of same date. 
Sieger 460 $50 

 SALE 19 Part 3- 10.30 am SUNDAY 21st FEBRUARY 2016 
  WESTERN AUSTRALIA  - COLLECTIONS 
 1142 1854-1912 MUH, MLH & used collection on leaves in peg binder. Incls 1854 1d black (pinhole, 2 margins), 1854/55 1/-  pale 

brown x 2 (3 margin examples), 1860/64 2d pale orange, 1861 2/- blue x 2 (clean cut perf. 14-16) & 1864/79 to 1/- incl shades. 
Also 1871 3d cinnamon, CC wmk, fine MLH (cat. £55), 1888 set of 3 MLH, 4d used & a range of surcharges. 1898/1907 1d, 2d 
& 2½d MLH & used with the Commonwealth period to 5/- (excl 2/-) noting 1905/12 1d rose pink MUH (Cat. £48+) plus 9d 
shades & a few revenues incl "I.R.TWOPENCE" lilac marginal block MUH, 2/6d long lilac MLH, 1d bistre perf. 14 Telegraph 
used & a set of Spiro forgeries. Gum varies on mint & some used are only average but overall an excellent lot. Cat. £900+ (193) $250 

1143 1854-1912 Balance of consignment previously priced to sell at approx. $600 on Hagners. Incls 1855 1/- grey-brown swan 
(damaged), 1890 2d bluish-grey with Plate 1 selvedge MLH & several perf. 11  with vals to 5/-. Useful pickings with care. 
Viewing recommended. (25) $150 

1144 1854-1912 Duplicated range starting with 1854 1d black (cut into at sides), 1860 2d pale orange (close margins) & 1861 2d blue 
intermediate perf. 14-16 (MLH). Later missing key items & nearly all used with vals to 2/6d. Mixed pmks. (c200) $30 

1145 1861-1906 Seven Seas pages with 1884 "½" on 1d CA wmk used, 1872 3d, 1885 5d & 6d all MLH, 1893 surcharges (2) MLH, 
1902 1d, 2d & 10d MLH with other vals to 10/- used. Also a useful bicolour Stamp Duty range to £10 with 23 different & mainly 
fine plus lilac "1R" ovpts to £1 with 9 vals incl 3/-, 7/6d & 10/-. Internal Revenue long types 1/- to £10  with 11 different vals incl 
30/-) & 1d telegraphs postally used complete this generally good to fine lot. (c80) $150 

1146 1861-1912 Used dupl range noting "1d" & "ONE PENNY" (5) surcharges on 3d brown shades with others to 1/- recess & typo. 
Also noted 17 cut-outs from postcards. Looks to have been picked over for postmarks so fairly basic in average cond. (100s) $40 

1147 1861-1912 An extensive good to fine used "stock" with useful duplication all on Hagner sheets by SG number. Vals to 5/- with 
multiples, "OS" & "WA" perfins, commissariat punctures & shades noted. A couple of unused. Ideal for study & subsequent re-
sale. Cond well above to above average with a huge SG cat. value of over £11,750 (100s) $2,000 

1148 1898-1907 swan selection with W crown A wmks comprising 1d (4), 2d (2), 2½d (3), 6d (2) & 1/- (3, incl pair). Mostly fine MLH. 
Cat £360+ (14) $200 

1149 1900-1910 Leo Quick personal portfolio & sketch book of remaining items drawn or collected by him during his time in the 
Merchant Navy travelling through Europe & Australasia. The sketchbook contains several complete & unfinished coloured & 
black & white illustrations (ships & people) signed & unsigned all in pen & ink. The lady adorning the cover front to Guernsey is 
closely related to a couple of the sketches. Various documents in the portfolio incl a 1901 Travel Pass for permission to travel 
from Newcastle to Dundee by sail for a Mr Ashe, a blank "Banquer de la Martinique Cheque" pencilled underneath with "A relic 
from Martinique found in ruins 3 days after the fatal eruption May 1902" plus a few other items of interest. See his individual 
illustrated cover lots under "Western Australian" single lots. $200 

1150 1905-1912 Swan selection with Crown over A wmks, perf. 11 comprising 1d (3), 2d (3), 3d (3, one perf "OS"), 5d (12, incl pair) 
& 9d (6). A few different pmks with all good to F/U. Variable perfs. A useful group. Total min cat. £1570+ (27) $700 

1151 1937-1957 Covers to & from other states & overseas incl WWI On Active Service formular envelope with 3RD LIGHT HORSE 
FIELD POST OFFICE cds of 1917. Many later items of interest incl "POSTED ON THE HIGH SEAS" (with St Lucia KGV 
stamps), Aust 1937 NSW & 1940 AIF FDC's plus items from Chile, Egypt, Germany, Japan, Belgium, Brazil etc. Incls NZ 1953 
to 10/- on plain cover. Interesting viewing. (c50) $75 

1152 "Bussell" The original "school girl" collection belonging to "Lady Betty Bussell" containing a range of swans, kangaroos to 10/- 
& GB amongst other Commonwealth countries. Also noted 2d KGV on cover addressed to her at "Woodyche" in Margaret River 
& another with 2d AIF to "Mrs Fred Bussell at "Fairy King" in Margaret River. Mixed cond but a lovely piece of WA heritage from 
this founding family. $50 

1153 Forgeries Range of different values & colours with both rouletted, perforated & imperforate examples. Some with barred 
numeral cancels, others concentric rings. (19) $100 

1154 Forgeries Spiro Fournier 2d orange imperf swan forgery cancelled with "3" void grid cancel plus other perforated/rouletted 
examples with concentric ring cancels in mixed vals & colours. (7) $50 

1155 Picture Postcards featuring young ladies comprising 1906 (colour) & 1907 x 6 B&W all locally used to Perth & Fremantle 
addresses with 1d swans. Only 1 faulty. (7) $30 

1156 Postal Stationary ½d brown, 1d blue & 1½d green overstamped "1½d" in violet Swan unused postcards. The 1d has pre-
printed "Natural History and Science of Western Australia" AGM advice on reverse. Toned but no stains. (3) $30 

1157 Postmarks Approx. 200 on swans with little duplication. Most part strikes with about 15% complete or almost complete. Useful 
starter collection. Some scarce but no rarities. Noted Malcolm, Mt Kokeby, Mundaring in blue, New Norcia, Popanying Pool & 
West Northam. (c200) $50 

1158 Postmarks "A-W" range on 1d & 2d swans both on & off paper on 2 Lindner pages. Many fine strikes. Useful pickings. (200+) $30 
1159 Postmarks various on approx. 170 stamps incl numerals, barred letters, duplexes, Loose Ship Letters, duplexes, Ship Mail 

Room, parcel post & mail receiving room plus a few more Perth related strikes. Careful inspection may reward. $40 
1160 Postmarks on piece & off paper from kangaroos & KGV through to decimals in 6 albums/stockbooks. Noted odd WA swan plus 

a Hearson (N.W.Camp for construction of gas pipeline). Many good strikes but a lot of common & duplication. Pickings possible 
especially in the later 1990's with viewing recommended.(100s) $100 



1161 Postmarks on swans all annotated on Hagners. Some duplication & quality of strikes vary but noted the following on a quick 
run through: Lennonville, Kirupp, Southern X, Cometvale, etc. Followed by duplicated range of vals sorted by wmk position & 
last page with barred numeral types. Extensive but a modest lot. (100s) $90 

1162 Postmarks on WA & Australian stamps. Mainly WA usage with some nice complete strikes. Nothing scarce sighted. (100s) $40 
1163 Perfins 1885-1912 1d, 2d, 2½d, 3d, 4d, 1/- & 5/- swan & QV group with "WA" perfins, good to fine used. (7) $25 
1164 Private perfins with 12 of the 16 known incl D&J Fowler, Courthorpe & Drummond (commercial agents), Foy & Gibson 

(department store), Millars Karri (timber company), Vacuum Oil Co, George Wills, Goode Durrant & Co, George Wood Son & 
Co (grocers), William Sandover & Co (engineers) plus others. An interesting group. (24 items) $30 

1165 Revenues Collection typed up on leaves with examples on bank cheques, receipts, 1932 Bill of Exchange & bank deposit stub. 
No "long swans" but "small swan" types incl 1d MLH blocks in different shades, used to 30/- & £10 incl inverted wmks. Also 
Hospital Fund 1933/40 to 1/- with extras, 1932/39 Financial Emergency Tax with 7 different to 5/- plus extras of 1/- & 2/-. 
Hospital/s Benefit Fund punched holes in 4/6d, 5/- (2 diff) & 5/6d vals, 2d Egg Stabilisation Charge & 1966 decimal revenue 
duty low vals MLH Also a few impressed duty "tombstone" types to £2, 1940 Tax Instalment 6d to 4/- incl shades of 6d & 9d, 
1922 Supreme Court Probate marginal MUH/MLH blocks 1d plus 9 higher vals to £1/10- green (all of which 2400 printed), £25 
green (600 printed), £1 single & "CANCELLED" £1/10/-, £5 & £10 singles, marginal blocks with stains of £5 orange, £10 pink, 
£25 grey lilac & £50 brown. Finally WA 1d lilac internal revenue MLH (creased top pair) block of 4 ovptd SUPREME COURT, 2/- 
rose Supreme Court "Fees" & range of duty stamps showing rubber stamp cancel types etc & 1935 old wages book piece with 
Hospital Fund & Financial Emergency Tax values tied by 25 MAY & 1 JUN handstamps. Some items incl some of the Supreme 
Court Probate blocks have rust stains but conservative reserve allows for this. (100s) $250 

1166 Revenues "long swan" duty stamps 1906-1927 comprehensive collection with vals ranging from 1d to £10 (11) arranged by 
printings with most stamps identified by Dzelme reference numbers taken from "The Fiscal Stamps of Western Australia" 
(1987). Incls numerous stamps with inverted wmks, a £1 value with a significantly misplaced vignette & a pair of 30/- with 
double perforation separation. Excellent for further study as several printing varieties were noted resulting from a quick 
examination. Dezelme cat. value approx. $1500 (2013) $500 

1167 Revenues "long swan" duty stamps collection typed up on leaves in quality binder. Sorted by wmk & perf varieties with many 
perforating errors identified incl doubles, compounds or perf. 11 & 14 & imperforate between both horizontally (pair) & vertically 
(2 blocks of 4 also marginal & imperf across top). The errors are all MLH with standard items used. Some foxing but overall 
quite presentable. A comprehensive range to £5 (incl 30/- x 2) with shades used, misplaced or worn vignettes, double print (1d 
x2), skewed perfs & paper fold causing perf anomalies completes this amazing selection. A superb, well researched lot rarely 
seen so diverse. (c400) $800 

1168 Stamp Duty Range on 3 Hagners with one comprising perf. 14½ x 13½ vals from 1d to 10/- off paper (8), the other two 
Hagners with on paper range showing "STATE STAMP OFFICE" cds, "F.L.SPENCER C.C.TREASURY"  oval (1908), 
"A.W.B.CLEADELL, GEORGE EVERETT & EDMUND B.CLIFTON" & boxed "Authorised to cancel stamps" with vals to 30/- incl 
two colours of 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- in mixed perfs. (38) $50 

1169 Swans on/off paper mixture of 1d reds & 2d yellows. Some complete cds's & "OS" perfins noted. (1500+) $60 
1170 Swans in cigar box with majority 1d & 2d vals. Some in multiples with pmk potential. (1000s) $50 
1171 Swans accumulation on piece in old tin with variety of cancels. Mainly 1d & 2d vals. Odd other State has slipped in! (1700+) $50 
1172 Swans Largely 1d & 2d vals heavily duplicated with duplex or cds cancels sorted by face value. Nothing scarce but many 

attractive strikes from the Commonwealth period. Many 100's incl perf "OS" (150+) & a few long  Stamp Duty incl a £5 black & 
violet plus later small "Revenue Duty" with 11 to 5/-. (100s) $40 

1173 Swans 1d, 2d, 5d & 8d vals in used bundleware neatly stacked in plastic box plus a few WA 1d lilac (vertical) internal revenue & 
1d red stamp duty (horizontal) types. Also two bags of loose WA low vals to 6d & 1½d & 2d KGV tied by Tanunda SA cds's on 
60 similar items of correspondence. Also bundles of 1d kangaroos & 1d & 2d KGV. All are tied with black cotton & appear 
untouched for decades. Averaging bundles as 50 & there being approx. 200 bundles, there are approx. 10,000. Bound to be 
postmark interest in the WA with a chance of varieties in the kangaroos & KGV. Potential goldmine. (10,000+++ & 60 covers) $400 

1174 Swans range on stockcard, most with faults. Vals to 10d & incl two "½" surcharges. Mixed MLH & mint no gum. Cat. £340+ (18) $40 
1175 Swans with mainly 1d & 2d vals. Mixed on & off paper with possible pmk potential with time. Noted multiples & some full cds's 

but common. (2000+) $75 
1176 Underpaid & Taxed Mail. A comprehensive mounted display with covers from 1956-1990. Written up with date ranges & illust 

cancels with measurements etc above each cover. Noted "T" types in circles & boxes with set amounts from 1½d to 10d for pre-
decimals & 4c to $4.40 for decimal period plus those completed in m/s. Also "Taxing Office" cachets for diff centres, Aust 
Postage Dues on internal mail with a variety of markings & GB Postage Dues applied to UK addressed underpaid mail. Other 
cachets incl "Australian Post Office Postage Deficiency Adjusted Perth Mail Exchange" in red on 2 covers to the UK, "Underpaid 
for Aerial Service", "Underpaid for Airmail Forwarded S.A.L. (Surface Air Lift)", " This Articles Dimensions Exceed 300mm etc",  
"Letter Tax" with tick box options,  "Return to Sender Insufficient or No Postage Paid on Mail Item etc". Divided into Perth Post 
Office, Perth Metropolitan Post Offices (36 diff PO's represented) & WA country Post Offices (42 diff PO's). An excellent & 
clearly presented collection with opportunities for expansion. (264) $500 

 WESTERN AUSTRALIA  - STAMPS & POSTAL HISTORY 
 1177 1854 1d black fine used by light 15 bar 2 cancel. 3 generous margins but base cut into. SG 1 Cat. £275 $60 

1178 1854 1d black swan fine used with void grid cancel. 4 generous margins. A lovely example. SG 1 Cat. £275 $120 
1179 1854 1d black swan with 4 margins. Fine used by void grid obliterator. SG 1 Cat. £275 $150 
1180 1854 1d black with double tailed swan variety (R 10/2) partly obscured by post mark. Fine used by 15 bar 1 cancel with 4 full  

margins. SG 1 Cat. £275+ $150 
1181 1854 1d black swan unused with small part o.g. 4 margins. Minute thin at base under "E" of penny. SG 1 Cat. £1300 $200 
1182 1854 4d pale blue swan fine used with 15 bar 6 cancel. 4 large margins. A beautiful stamp. SG 3 Cat. £200 $120 
1183 1854 4d pale blue swan with 4 large to close, just touching at top left, margins. Lightly used. SG 3 Cat. £200 $180 
1184 1854 4d pale blue swan with "no outer line above "GE" of Postage & coloured line under "FOU" of Four" varieties. Fine used 

with void grid cancel. 3 close margins just touching at top. The postmark partly obscures part of variety affecting upper frame    
at right. SG 3y Cat. £1500 $400 

1185 1854 4d pale blue swan with "swan & water above "ENCE" damaged" variety. Fine used with 15 bar 2 cancel in blue. Close to 
touching margins however remains most presentable. SG 3o Cat. £1300 $400 

1186 1854 4d pale blue swan with a spectacular paper fold void at right. Fine used by light barred cancel. A striking stamp of 
exhibition quality. SG 3var. $400 

1187 1854 4d blue swan good to fine used by void grid cancel in red. 4 complete margins. Small thin top left corner near "P" of 
Postage. Rare coloured cancel. SG 3a Cat. £250 $90 

1188 1854 4d blue swan good to fine used with 4 clear margins. SG 3a Cat. £250 $90 
1189 1854 4d blue swan fine used with light BN 11. 3 clear margins touching at left. RPSL (1983). SG 3a Cat. £250 $100 
1190 1854 4d blue swan fine used  with void grid cancel. 4 large margins & fresh colour. SG 3a Cat. £250 $100 
1191 1854 4d blue swan very fine used with 15 bar 21 numeral cancel. 4 close to large margins. SG 3a Cat. £250 $100 
1192 1854 4d blue swan. Fine mint with large part original gum & 4 wide margins. Strong colour complete this lovely stamp. SG 3a $200 
1193 1854 4d blue swan with "white dot left of "P" of Postage" variety (unlisted by SG). Fine 4 margin unused example with large  

part o.g. A stunning example with vibrant colour. SG 3a Cat. £450 $300 



1194 1854/55 1/- deep red-brown swan. 3 clear margins but cut into at right. F/U by void grid. SG 4a Cat. £1000 $500 
1195 1854 1/- grey brown swan with margins just clear on all sides. BN "8" light obliterator. SG 4b Cat. £375 $120 
1196 1854 1/- grey-brown swan with 4 large to huge margins. Fine unused with fresh colour. Exceptional. OG. SG 4b Cat. £650 $280 
1197 1854 1/- pale brown swan cut square with clear margins all round. F/U with light BN "2" cancel. Superb stamp. SG 4c Cat. £325 $150 
1198 1854 1/- pale brown swan fine used with crisp void grid cancel. 3 close margins with fourth just cutting into oval at right. SG 4c  $90 
1199 1854 1/- pale brown swan horizontal pair with clear to large margins. Superb mint, no gum. SG 4c Cat £950 as singles. Rare.  $1,500 
1200 1857 6d black-bronze swan fine used by void grid cancel. 4 close to touching margins. Fresh. SG 18 Cat. £650 $250 
1201 1857 6d grey-black swan fine used by 15 bar 1 cancel. 2 margin copy with scarce "void corner" variety at top right. Lower right 

corner missing reflected in reserve. SG 19 Cat. £550 $70 
1202 1857 6d grey-black swan fine used with light 15 bar 20 cancel. Unfortunately cut to shape but neatly done! SG 19 Cat. £550 $70 
1203 1857 6d grey-black swan very fine used with light indistinct numeral cancel. Thinned lower right corner but with 4 close to 

touching margins. SG 19 Cat. £550 $90 
1204 1857 6d grey-black swan fine used by void grid cancel. 4 close to just touching margins. Attractive usage. SG 19 Cat. £550 $180 
1205 1857 6d grey-black swan superb used by bold corner 15 bar 8 cancel. 2 margins just cutting into, one clear & the remaining with 

part of adjoining stamp at base showing the variety of "top right corner missing" (position 4). Scarce variety. SG 19var. $200 
1206 1857 6d grey black swan fine used with crisp BN "1" example. Cut square with clear margins all round. Very attractive. SG 19 $200 
1207 1857 6d grey-black Hillman litho with 3 clear margins just touching at left. Scarce with 4 errors; (1) weak "G" in "POSTAGE"; (2) 

filled "A" in "AUSTRALIA"; (3) "B" instead of "R" in "AUSTRALIA" & (4) shaved foot on "T" of "POSTAGE". F/U with light barred 
cancel. SG 19 £550 plus premium for flaws. $250 

1208 1860/64 6d deep sage-green good to fine used with crisp BN "8" cancel. 3½ margin example touching at lower right.                
An attractive example. SG 28a, Cat. £550 $150 

1209 1861 4d vermilion swan, intermediate perf. 14-16, mint with large part original gum. Perforations at lower half of the right frame 
have been trimmed but fresh original colour. SG 35 Cat. £1800 $300 

1210 1861 2d blue, perf. 14, unused mint pair with part o.g. Several tone spots on gum but frontally fresh. SG 39 Cat. £300 $50 
1211 1861 1d, 2d & 4d swans, perf 14, all good to F/U. SG 37/39 Cat. £290 $100 
1212 1861 4d vermilion swan, perf. 14, unused with o.g. Perfd on 3 sides with lower margin neatly trimmed to accommodate better 

centring. Lovely colour. SG 40 Cat. £400 $120 
1213 1861 2d blue  swan, clean-cut perf. 14-16 with "2" stock control mark printed on the back. Mint without gum. Appears to have 

been separated with scissors as it has clipped perfs. SG 41var. $40 
1214 1861 2d, 6d & 1/- swans, clean-cut perf. 14-16, fine used. SG 41/43 Cat. £150+ $50 
1215 1861 1/- yellow-green, clean-cut perf. 14-16. Unused with gum. Strong colour. Dealers stamp on reverse. SG 43 Cat. £700 $100 
1216 1861 1/- deep green, perf. 14-16 "very rough", fine used with 15 bar 1 cancel. A scarce stamp with usual poor centring. SG 46 

Cat. £375 $150 
1217 1861 1/- green swan, perf. 14-16 very rough & part original gum. BPA (2001) certificate stating "… partially reperforated". 

Remains a good example with strong colour. SG 46 Cat. £2750 $400 
1218 1864/79 1/- bright green swan, perf. 12½, wmk Crown CC sideways. Mint with large hinge remainder. SG 61 Cat. £250 $150 
1219 1868 (19th June) Irwin void grid cancel tying 6d swan to cover addressed to Mrs George Fane in England. "I.P.O. 19-6-68" 

added in m/s to left of stamp & pmk. This proving cover was researched by the WASG. Three postal facilities were established 
along the Northern Mail route, Constable Goldwyer at Dandarragan, Mr Whitfield at Moore River & Mr Burges at his property, 
Yardarino, on the Irwin River. It is know Goldwyer was issued with 240 penny stamps on 30th June 1854 & that 60 four penny 
stamps & an obliterating stamp (which would have been a Void Grid) & some ink were issued to Goldwyer on 24th October. 
Pope & Reynolds notional distribution of Void Grids suggested that hitfield & Burges also received one at the same time. This 
cover confirms that no canceller was issued & the manuscript initials I.P.O. standing for Irwin Post Office sufficed. Supporting 
evidence comes from the fact that George Fane & his wife Frances had several children who came to WA in the 1860's & 
became graziers & stock owners in the region. Henley on Thames b/s dated SP 12 68. A wonderful item in good cond. $750 

1220 1879 1d bistre, perf. 12½ Telegraph. MLH but minor ironed out crease. Remains frontally attractive with strong colour. SG T1a  $50 
1221 1881 1d, 6d, 1/-, 2/6d, 5/-, 10/-, £1, £1/10/- & £5 Internal Revenue lilac group with m/s cancels. (9) $30 
1222 1881 3d mauve swan ovptd "I.R. ONE POUND" revenue with fiscal hand dated cancel. $30 
1223 1883 1d yellow-ochre swan, perf. 12x14, fine used with 15 bar 18 numeral cancel. Toning at right not detracting SG 81Cat £170 $50 
1224 1885 ½d green swan, Crown CA wmk, MUH block of 18 with perf separation between upper & lower blocks of 9. Surface 

disturbed on 4 units in lower block. Fresh. SG 94a Cat. £4 x 18 plus premium for MUH blocks $40 
1225 1885 ½d green half sheet of 60 with top & side selvedges. Some creasing through plate 1 in right hand selvedge otherwise 

fresh MUH. SG 94a Cat. £4 x 60 + premium $180 
1226 1885 3d red brown swan with "Half-penny" surcharge in red & green on top marginal block of 15. Centre 3 units vertically 

creased & some other creasing affecting 6 other units, one having stain spot however fresh MUH & a scarce multiple. SG 111b 
Cat. £85 each as MLH, so premium for MUH on top of the £510 cat. for the 6 fine examples (creased units not counted) plus 
further premium as scarce multiple. $400 

1227 1888 4d chestnut swan, perf. 14, wmk Crown with SPECIMEN h/s in black. MLH SG 105s $80 
1228 1889 3d brown QV registered envelope with imprint on flap tied by concentric ring (Specimen) cancel. Exc cond. $30 
1229 1893  1/- & 2/6d Coolgardie Cycle Express pair. Mint without gum. $80 
1230 1893 6d, 2/- & 5/- Coolgardie Cycle Express bicolours. 6d creased lower right corner & no gum, 2/- vertical mark towards top left 

also without gum & 5/- has typical sugary gum, heavily hinged & small hinge thin. Remains a frontally fine looking group and 
useful at this reserve. (3) $120 

1231 1895 1/- & 2/6d blue Coolgardie Cycle Express, perf 12. Mint with full gum but some toning & creasing. Remain presentable. (2) $50 
1232 1895 3d cinnamon ovptd "Halfpenny" in irregular marginal block of 16. One stamp with short perfs but 11 fresh MUH. SG 110a 

Cat. £160 + premium for MUH $70 
1233 1895 3d cinnamon & 3d red brown with "Halfpenny" surcharge in red & green. MLH but with large hinge remainders. SG 111a/b  $60 
1234 1895-1921 OHMS long covers returned unclaimed to (1895) "Land Titles Office" (registered, unfranked), (1901) "Land Titles 

Department" bearing violet frank of Dept. & (1921) "Office of Titles" bearing pair of KGV 1d carmine punctured "OS". Interesting 
range of markings incl "NOT KNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER",  boxed "UNCLAIMED" & others. Lower left corner of 1921 cover 
torn, others fine (the 1901 with multitude of backstamps). (3) $60 

1235 1896 (23rd March) cover to Rotterdam bearing ½d green (damaged) & 2d grey tied by "COOLGARDIE MR 23 1896" duplex & 
backstamped ROTTERDAM 26 APR 96 & PERTH MR 26 96 (cds type 3bd). Staining at base & damage top right from opening. $30 

1236 1896 (23rd Dec) Electric Telegraph receival form completed at Guildford & transmitted from Fremantle. Light Telegraph Office 
Guildford (ORS 2- rarity 1) applied top right hand corner dated 23 Dec 1896. (note PMI date is c1898) Also incls telegram 
envelope addressed to Rev. Saddler, the Telegraph Recipient. Cond of telegram is fine apart from filing crease but the envelope 
has evidence of silverfish around edges. (2 items) $80 

1237 1897 (17th Sept) promissory note for £9/10/- with violet rubber handstamp of "THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BANK 
NORTHAM", "payable at WA Bank Northam" in m/s at base. 3d lilac revenue cancelled in m/s. The 28/8/98 date was within the 
12 months allowed to redeem the value, at the same time explaining the large number of creases accumulated during that time! $50 

1238 1897 (7th Oct) Coolgardie duplex Dx Po-G in NIL (1) clear strike tying 2½d swan to Hartlepool addressed cover. Ship Mail 
Room Perth 3b in NIL (1) & West Hartlepool b/s's. Two scarce WA cancels on attractive cover. $80 



1239 1898 (2nd Apr) Land Titles Office Frank Stamps on 2 covers with various other cachets incl DLO, "UNCLAIMED", "NOT 
KNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER"  plus Fremantle b/s's & Dead Letter Office in carmine. Minor faults on one, the other fine. (2) $30 

1240 1899 2d yellow swan with "Medical" ovpt &  Crown Registered cancel. A couple of small perf faults. Unusual combination. $30 
1241 1899 (14th Oct) Northam duplex DxPO in NIL (1) cancels tying pair of 2d swans to Sussex addressed cover. Two partial b/s's, 

one for Bognor. Scarce cancel on a somewhat "weathered" cover with a torn flap. $30 
1242 1900 (24th Feb) Ship Mail Room Perth GPO duplex cancelled 1d swans x 2 & ½d green swans on env addressed to Albert 

Gregory, Mineralogist, Kelso Place, Stanford Rd, Kensington, London. Kensington MR 26 00 cds b/s. Good cond. $25 
1243 1901 (4th Aug) Port Hedland 3b in 1 (2) on 1d pair of swans on Cossack addressed cover with Cossack 3b in NIL (1-2) receiver. 

Apart from torn flap, cover is in good cond. $50 
1244 1902 (13th March) incoming registered  Boer War parcel card bearing GB QV 6d & 1/- bicolour tried by "FIELD POST OFFICE 

BRITISH ARMY S.AFRICA" cds plus similar cachet clear of stamps,. Addressed to Perth by Cpl E.C. Pretty, 3/NSW MR. Partial 
boxed 21 Apr 1902 receival (Perth) stamp in violet. Central fold with partial wire tears & some foxing but all adds character! Cat. 
for cancel on stamps £240, plus substantial premium for postal article. $200 

1245 1902 £1 orange-brown QV. F/U with crisp light 1905 Coolgardie cancel. Pulled corner perf fault lower right. SG 128 Cat. £180 $60 
1246 1902 1½d blue on green stock Reply Postcard (RPC2) with Specimen UPU concentric ring cancel. Photo corner marks 

otherwise fine. $40 
1247 1902 1½d blue postcard (RPC2) with return part still intact. Sent from Perth to England with Perth roller cancel dated 22 OCT 

12 5PM. Staining on front otherwise in good cond with NOV 22 1912 receival cds. $70 
1248 1902 2/- bright red on yellow QV, perf. 11 with V crown wmk. F/U with part Perth 1904 cds. Odd short perf. SG 134 Cat. £180 $60 
1249 1902 2/- bright red on yellow QV, perf. 11 with V crown wmk. MLH & fresh. SG 134 Cat. £275 $120 
1250 1902/12 2/6d deep blue on rose & 5/- emerald-green. Both MLH with lovely fresh appearance. SG 125/26 Cat. £135 $50 
1251 1903 1d carmine perf. 11 & perf 12½ examples plus 1903 2d yellow line perf. 11 x 2 & 1905/06 1d rose red perf. 11 x 2.                   

All used. ACSC Cat. $260 (6) $40 
1252 1903 2d yellow swan, perf. 11, with upright wmk. Superb used with Mt Leonora FE 15 05 cds. A few nibbled perfs upper right. 

ACS states "A very scarce stamp of which only a small number of used examples have been recorded". SG 130a Cat. £500 $280 
1253 1903 4d chestnut swan, perf. 11 with V crown wmk sideways. Attractively fine used with neat Coolgardie 1906 cds. A couple 

short perfs top right. ACSC states "a rare stamp with only a handful of examples so far recorded". SG 131 Cat. £425 $200 
1254 1903 9d yellow-orange swan, perf. 11 with V crown wmk. MLH with fresh colour & good centering.SG 133 Cat. £170 $120 
1255 1903 (14th Nov) Whim Creek cancelled 2d orange-yellow QV PSE plus a 1907 (25th May) Northampton cds on same but in 

orange. Both addressed to Perth & bearing neat cds's. (2) $40 
1256 1904 (11th Feb) 2d yellow tied by dumb obliterator on commercial cover with full Karridale cds addressed to Hobart. Perth 

transit mark of 12 Feb plus Launceston & Hobart receivals of 22 Feb on reverse. Good cond. $30 
1257 1904 (17th May) Karridale 3b (2) cds with neighbouring stamp cancelled by dumb obliterator DO-13 (1). Cover addressed to 

Hobart with SMR Perth cds 5-c in 6 (1-2), Launceston & Hobart b/s's. Useful proving cover in good cond apart from "ticket" 
adhesion to address area. $50 

1258 1904 (17th Sept) Mornington 3b (2) crisp cds tying 2d swan to Hobart addressed cover. Additional strike beside. Hobart b/s. 
Torn back flap. $40 

1259 1904 (5th Nov) 1d swan pair on cover tied by Wyndham 6 in 1 cds's in green ink with worn inner frame. (1) Addressed to Berlin 
with Bestelit b/s. Small piece missing from back but frontally fine. $50 

1260 1904 (28th Dec) Two full strikes of Worsley 3b in 1 (1-2) on cover, one tying 2d yellow swan to Hobart addressed cover. 
Launceston & Hobart b/s's. Good cond. $50 

1261 1904 (29th Dec) "Cataract Gorge, Launceston" b&w postcard from Adelaide to Northam with bold & complete Northam duplex 
PxPO in 6 (1-2) arrival strike. (1-2) VG cond. $30 

1262 1905 (13th Feb) Leo Quick unsigned illustrated envelope with navel cruiser in pen & ink addressed to his mother, "AC Quick, 
Guernsey, Channel Islands, England". Cover franked with 1d rose & 2d yellow swans tied by Perth cds with Guernsey b/s. Worn 
edges but good cond. $120 

1263 1905 (10th Mar) 1d swan with "Medical" overprint used to uprate 1d Post Card with complete Wyndham 3b in 1 cds. This is the 
first entire to be recorded with a "Medical" ovpt with only a single on piece previously known. The sender of the card, Dr Dodwell 
Browne, Resident Magistrate & District Medical Officer at Wyndham, was advising Parke Davis, the pharmaceutical supplier in 
Sydney, of his new address in Port Hedland. The card went via Port Darwin with squared box cancel applied dated MR 18 05 & 
Sydney APR 4 1905 slogan cancel receiver. Stained with corner crease but not detracting from the frankings. Signed by 
Browne, this is valuable item warrants the term "Scarce"! $500 

1264 1905 (14th Aug) Two Woodanilling 3b strikes (1-2) on cover with 2d yellow swan addressed to NZ with Perth & Invercargill & 
Lawrence (NZ) b/s's. Repaired at base with horiz crease but neither affecting stamp or pmks. $30 

1265 1905 (26th Dec) "Fire Brigade Station, Melbourne" Victorian colour postcard  with 1d red swan tied by two Brisbane Street Perth 
3b in 2 (2) cds's. Addressed to Coolgardie. Some damage to one edge away from stamp/pmks & otherwise fine . $30 

1266 1905 (28th Dec) Leo Quick unsigned illustrated envelope in pen & ink depicting 2 sailors & addressed to his mother in 
Guernsey. Cover franked by pair 1d rose swans tied by Perth machine cancel. Guernsey b/s for JA 28 06. VG cond.  $120 

1267 1905/10 Leo Quick unsigned pen & ink illustrated envelopes x 4. 2 cover fronts & 2 fire damage envelopes with various 
postmarks from Subiaco, Perth or Fremantle. All addressed to his mother & with nautical themes. Interesting but poor cond. (4) $60 

1268 1905/12 1d rose pink swan, Crown over A wmk, perf. 11 marginal block of 6. Reinforced with hinges leaving one MUH, others 
MLH. SG 151 Cat £280+ $100 

1269 1905/12 4d brown swan, Crown over A wmk, perf. 11 & perfined "OS". Fine used by neat Perth 25 OC 06 cds. A few shortish 
perfs but perhaps only 20-30 used examples are known with OS puncture. ACSC W37b Cat. $400 (2004) $180 

1270 1906 1d rose swan, line perf. 11, 1908/09 with wmk sideways to left, 1909 Cr/A sideways & upright, line perf 11 & 1906 2d 
yellow wmk Cr/A sideways to right. Also 1907 5d bistre & olive green shades with wmk Cr/A sideways, perf 11. All sound used 
examples. Total ACSC Cat. $250 (9) $40 

1271 1906 (8th Aug) "A Sussex Lane" b&w English postcard with Yarloop 3b in 2 (1-2) cds plus neighbouring strike on 2d yellow 
swan addressed to Leederville WA. A little soiled but presentable & clear strikes. $30 

1272 1906 Leo Quick coloured illustrated cover prepared to be posted to "Toombs, SS Moira, A.U.S.N. Coy, Fremantle, WA". Shows 
ships captain at table toasting with drink. Exc cond & most attractive with newspaper clipping regarding WA Coastal & Ocean 
Services mentioning the fares etc. The A.U.S.N.Co. was reported by Mathews as having a private perfin. Quick covers are now 
highly collectable $100 

1273 1907 1/- green swan, wmk WcrownA inverted. Lightly used with indistinct oval cancel. SG 116w Cat. £160 $40 
1274 1907 5/- pale emerald green Die I & emerald green Die II. Both Mint hinged with fresh appearance. Small mark on first at 

bottom right but barely noticeable. ACSC W64A & W04D, SG 148 Cat. £290 (2) $120 
1275 1907 (9th July) PMG Dept. of WA Telegram transmission form E.T. No.1 with "Surveyor General's Office Perth WA" dated 3 ring 

rubber stamp for transmission. Folded & has about 2cm missing from the right hand side otherwise fine with message clear. $30 
1276 1907 (28th Dec) Williams 3b (2) strikes tying 1d red swan to Greetings (basket of roses) colour postcard addressed to Brown 

Hill. Very good cond. $30 
1277 1908 (23rd April) Colour postcard with Southern Cross DxPO in NIL (1-2) cancelling 1d swan. Addressed to Norwood, South 

Aust. Good cond. $30 



1278 1908 (8th July) "For Auld Lang Syne" colour postcard with complete Mundijong 2c (1) cds tying 1d swan to Newcastle WA 
addressed card. Good cond. $40 

1279 1909 & 1916 Telegraph forms. First is an Albany to Perth with Perth ETO circular date stamp for 22 May 09 (not recorded in 
either PMI or PHL). The second is from Geraldton to Perth with 2 ring round rubber stamp Perth 18 Aug 1916, also not recorded 
in PMI or PMC. Both forms complete but show signs of ageing. (2) $40 

1280 1909 (13th Jan) Newcastle 3b (2) cds on 1d swan on "Coming Home from Market" colour postcard. Picture side damaged but a 
clear strike. $30 

1281 1909 (7th June) 1d swan tied by Fremantle cds on front with handwritten "bookpost" & addressed to Constantinople. Very few 
such usages have survived. $150 

1282 1909 (1st July) incoming (to Perth) KEVII GB "Inland Registration" registered envelope (Leyton) uprated with 4d bicolour to 7d 
total (2d reg, 1d postage in original envelope value). Good cond. Cat. £40 for normal 4d on cover + premium for Reg envelope. $40 

1283 1909 (6th July) "Western Beach, Westcliffe-On-Sea" (UK) colour postcard with ½s KEVII pair tied by Southend on Sea cds's. 
Stunning  Maylands 3b in 2 (1) strike on address side. Good cond. $30 

1284 1909 (24th Dec) Walebing 3b (1-2) cds's tying 1d swan to West Guildford addressed colour postcard showing "Town Hall, 
Melbourne". Good cond. $30 

1285 1910 "H.S. Co" private perfin for Howard Smith Co, Shipping. A rarely seen perfin. $30 
1286 1910 9d red-orange swan, perf. 11 with crown A wmk sideways. Fine used  but some shortish perfs & light tone spots. Remains 

presentable. SG 157a Cat. £200 $60 
1287 1910c Leo Quick coloured illustrated cover showing a black entertainer with top hat & prepared for posting to "Frank Wade, D&J 

Fowler, Fremantle West Australia". Should be of interest to collectors of WA. Perfins as D&J Fowler produced a scarce perfin in 
this period. Exc cond. $100 

1288 1911 (4th May) OHMS Perth registered long env addressed to "141 Mile Post, Rabbit Proof Fence" with 4d WA swan perfined 
"OS". DLO Perth 8 JUL 1912 & Land Titles Office 9 JUL 1912 cachets in violet on front. Small red Perth reg label 47779. Very 
fine still with contents & a most unusual address! $80 

1289 1911 (19th June) Perth registered long OHMS Land Titles Office env bearing 4d swan perfined "OS". Violet oval LAND TITLES 
OFFICE 6 NOV 11 & D.L.O. boxed marks in violet, overwritten "addressee unknown" in red ink. Addressed to a prospector in 
YOUANME & cancelled there 27 SE 11 with cds of same spelling which was in use only 2 years before being replaced by 
YOUANMI cds. Torn flap, otherwise fine, with small red reg label 60641 of Perth & the original enclosure. $80 

1290 1911 (6th July) OHMS Perth registered long cover with 4d swan perfined "OS" to a council employee in Bulong. Single line 
"NOT KNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER" & "UNCLAIMED" cachets & re-registered Bulong (Red label 163) & with Dead Letter 
Office oval & Kalgoorlie registered boxed cachets in violet on reverse. Very scarce example of Bulong registration on surviving 
cover with original contents. $100 

1291 1912 3d brown swans on thin paper x 2. One with wmk crown A sideways & the other upright. Usual roughish perfs. Both MUH. 
SG 170/a Cat. £260 (2) $100 

1292 1912 8d apple-green swan, perf. 12½ x 12 with upright crown A wmk. Superb fine used with Wagin 1 MR 12 cds. This upright 
wmk is not recorded in either SG or ACSC. This rarity only appears in the "Draft Revision of S.G. Listings of WA No.112 to T2". $400 

1293 1912 9d orange-yellow swan, Crown over A wmk, perf. 11, perfined "OS". Very good used. ACSC W52A Cat. $200 (2004) $50 
1294 1912 9d yellow-orange swan, Crown over A wmk, perf. 11  with wmk upright. Good used by upright bold, slightly smudged, 

Roebourne cds. ACSC states "approximately 20 used examples recorded". ACSC W52D Cat. $1000 (2004) $350 
1295 1912 9d yellow-orange Swan, perf. 11 with crown A wmk upright perf 11. Used with 1912 Parcel Post Perth cancel. Good 

centering & perfs. A difficult stamp. SG 157b Cat. £900 $400 
1296 1914 (28th Oct) OHMS Perth Registered cover to Geraldton bearing 4d kangaroo perfined "OS" & partially overstruck by 

"Officially Sealed" gummed form which has been broken on opening. Address has been overwritten in manuscript "Deceased" & 
boxed DLO marking in violet one month after initial posting has been applied at Office of Titles. Cover was found opened hence 
affixing of "Officially Sealed" label. Red registration label for Perth. A cover of character. $250 

1297 1915 (10th May) Perth registered OHMS long Land Titles Office bearing 4d kangaroo perfined large "OS" & addressed to 
Gwalia. Land Titles Office oval handstamp 16 JUN 1915 in violet & boxed D.L.O. 14 JUN 1915  with serial number penned in. 
"POST & TELEGRAPH OFFICE GWALIA 12 MAY 1915" oval in violet on reverse plus Gwalia cds 11 JUN 15 prior to return of 
unclaimed article. Small red reg label 13535 of Perth. Very fine apart from torn flap also with original enclosure. $80 

1298 1915 (1st May) Ravensthorpe cds cancelled 1911 1d red KGV full face postcard (ACSC P23) plus 1913/15 1d kangaroo 
postcard original die (ACSC P24 (1)) used by Oxford St., NSW 28 MR 14 cds. (torn at base & several stains). Both addressed 
to Geological Survey Office, Perth. (2) $20 

1299 1915 (25th Aug) Perth registered OHMS long cover to Kunjinn (spelling changed to Kunjin in 1929) bearing pair of 2d grey 
kangaroos perfined small "OS". Boxed "UNCLAIMED" & D.L.O. markings on front with Wickepin 27 AU 15 transit & Kunjinn 4 
SE 15 arrival cds on back. Small red Perth reg label 11822. Land Titles Office oval receival 28 OCT 1915 in violet on front with 
original letter inside. Very fine. $60 

1300 1915 (29th June) Registered OHMS Land Titles Office long cover Perth with 1d red KGV block of 4 perfined small "OS"&  tied 
by Perth reg cds. Addressed to "Mr George Frederick Green, Perth" with, not surprisingly, "INSUFFICIENTLY ADDRESSED" & 
"NOT KNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER" straight line handstamps plus boxed "CALLED 30 JU 15 7-AM L.C.R". DLO strike for 29 
JUL 1915 in violet & oval "LAND TITLES OFFICE 2 AUG 1915" both applied in violet. Also "UNCLAIMED" handstamp tying red 
PERTH registration label. Complete with enclosure, all in exc cond. $100 

1301 1915 (30th July) OHMS Registered Land Titles Office long cover from Perth to Boulder with 4d orange kangaroo perfined large 
"OS"  tied by registered oval cancel & red Perth Reg label. Returned unclaimed with boxed "UNCLAIMED" in black & boxed 
"DLO 12 AUG. 1915 PERTH" receival in violet. Straight line handstamp UNKNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER on reverse. 
Complete with enclosure from Land Titles Office. Torn on flap. $150 

1302 1915 (31st Aug) Perth registered long OHMS env addressed to Eucla WA with 1d red KGV block of 4 perfined "OS" & tied by 
Reg Perth cds's. Received Eucla but marked with boxed "UNCLAIMED" & Eucla 22 DEC 15 cds prior to return. D.L.O. 13 JAN 
1916 boxed cachet lightly applied. Red reg label 14653 of Perth. Rare official cover to remote location. Minor fraying but clean & 
still with Land Titles Dept. enclosure. $60 

1303 1916 (2nd Mar) Perth registered OHMS long env bearing 4d kangaroo perfined large "OS" & addressed to a farmer at 
"Ngewangerup". Redirected to Blackboy Hill Military Camp, where it was received 15 APR 16 & postmarked "BLACKBOY-HILL"  
but not by addressee (who may have left on military duties), as bears 18 APR 1916 D.L.O. boxed cachet in violet. Small tears 
on two sides, not affecting adhesive. Large red reg label 4269 of Perth with original WA Land Titles Dept. letter enclosed. Lovely $80 

1304 1918 (28th Mar) Perth registered OHMS long env to "Miss Rosina Thanks, Day Dawn" typewritten in red. 4d yellow orange KGV 
perfined "OS" & tied by oval Registered cancel. Black s/l "UNCLAIMED", cds for Day Dawn for 1 MY 18 on front prior to return 
to D.L.O.. Also the scarce oval "POSTMASTER DAY DAWN 1 APR 1918" cachet in violet on back. Enclosure is a notice of 
lodgement of caveat from Land Titles Office. Large red Perth reg label 4959. Very fine & an item "full of character". $80 

1305 1920's Claymore, Collie Burn, Greenbushes, Hamelin Pool, Lawlers, Wellard & Winchester postmarks all on KGV. Clean. (7) $25 
1306 1921 (12th July) OHMS Perth registered long env to a farmer in Nangeenan bearing a pair of 2d orange & 1d red KGV all 

perfined "OS". Marked "UNCLAIMED" with Nangeenan cds b/s for 14 JUL 21 & another on the front cds on front dated 15 AUG 
21 prior to return. "D.L.O. Perth" in red ink m/s & "OFFICE OF TITLES" violet cachet. Small red Perth "Index 867" reg label 745 
(manually applied in black). Incls original enclosure. Fine cond. $60 



1307 1927 (9th May) OHMS Perth registered long env to Northam bearing 1½d & 3d ultramarine KGV perfined "OS" with Northam 10 
MAY 27 receival cds on reverse. Another for 17 MY 27 on front prior to return. Manuscript "deceased" next to stamps. 
Noteworthy "R" with tail red reg label No 4560. Very fine with original enclosure. $80 

1308 1927 (8th Sept) Perth registered OHMS long cover addressed to Nungarin with 1½d & 3d ultramarine KGV perfined "OS". 
Nungarin b/s for 12 SE 27 & manuscript "left district" on front with return cds of 12 OC 27 & DEAD LETTER OFFICE PERTH 
WA 13 OC 27 cds at top left. Red reg label 7851 with numerals handstamped in black. Good cond with Office of Land Titles 
notice of caveat enclosed. $40 

1309 1929 (30th Mar) OHMS Narrogin Registered (red R6 label) cover with 1½d red & 3d ultramarine KGV both perfined "OS" tied by 
Narrogin B29-a (2-3) cds's. Addressed to Normans Lake with Normans Lake A30 (1) b/s. This unfortunately was cut-out & 
subsequently replaced. Reg label tied by Clerk of Courts oval cachet. $60 

1310 1930 (7th April) OHMS env with 1½d & 3d KGV perfined OS addressed to York tied by Registered Perth cds's. Perth R6 Reg 
label tied by "UNKNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER" cachet with neighbouring boxed "UNCLAIMED" & York 13 MY 30 cds. Office 
of Titles oval cachet bottom left complete this most attractive cover. York & Perth b/s's. An "eye candy" cover still unopened! $50 

1311 1933 & 1935 OHMS covers from accounts branch of W.A. Govt Railways addressed to Controller of Accounts & Audit W.A. 
Govt Railways, Perth. The 1933 cover franked with ordinary KGV 3d blue & "OS" ovptd 1d green plus 6d brown Airmails ("OS"s 
tied by PT. HEDLAND, W.A. cds's & PORT HEDLAND WESTERN AUSTRALIA cds on 3d. The 1935 cover of similar origin but 
a third cds type PORT HEDLAND W.A. Franked with KGV 1d "OS" ovpt & 4 x 3d green Air all perfined "OS". Seldom seen in 
multiples on cover & late usage. Some left lower corner creasing on both covers otherwise fine. (2)  $100 

1312 1933 (14th Jan) Whim Creek to Carnarvon airmail cover with 5d KGV x 2 & 3d KGV tied by crisp Whim Creek 14 JA 33 cds's in 
violet. Ex Gary Watson. $280 

1313 1933 (8th Apr) Referendum Day Mitchell cover with ONE PENNY surcharge on 2d yellow tied by Perth machine cancel. 
Addressed to S. Mitchell, 376a Murray St, Perth. Very good cond. $30 

1314 1933 (10th May) Secession Mitchell Souvenir cover with ½d green KGV pair tied by Perth machine cancel. Semi-circular 
"Secession Victor Celebration Day Cover" cachet in green. Addressed to S. Mitchell. Exc cond. $30 

1315 1934 (13th Jan) Postmaster General's Department form N.O.O. No.7. "Transfer Statement - Departmental Office Equipment, 
etc" sent by the Moojebing outgoing official to Perth. Two items of great interest appear on the reverse of this form being the 
Moojebing office seal type OS not previously reported by either PMI or PMC & the 7 bar obliterator which has also remained 
unattributed to Mojebing in either PMI or PMC. Surprisingly it is also not recorded in the WA Study Group Monograph No.8 
"Western Australia The Obliterators (Perth 2005). A significant proving piece in very fine condition. $500 

1316 1935 (16th Mar) Telegram with Cue 3 ring cds. Details death from Wiluna Gold Mine blast - fifth incident! Good cond. $20 
1317 1935 (19th July) 2d Silver Jubilee tied to Perth addressed cover by crisp Nanga Brook D27 (2) cds. Vertical crease but away 

from stamp & postmark.  $30 
1318 1935 (12th Sept) "Dwellingup No.2 Mill" R6 Reg label on cover with 5d KGV tied by "No. 2 State Mill Dwellingup" cds. 

Addressed to Cox Bros., 98 William Street, Perth with appropriate b/s's. Small stain on top edge of reg label otherwise above 
average cond. $150 

1319 1936 (20th June) Welbungin Registered Albert & Son, University, Educational and General Bookseller, Music, Musical 
Instruments and Magazines addressed env. 5d KGV with Welbungin A29 (2-3) single cds. Worn edges with additional strike on 
reverse. $40 

1320 1936 Municipality of Cottesloe window envs with "Paid Claremont 1D 3-DE 36" cds on one & "Paid at Cottesloe WA ? DE 49" 
on the other. (2) $10 

1321 1938 (20th Sept) "Commonwealth Railways Lounge Car" printed env with 2d KGVI tied by Rawlinna D26 (2-3) cds. Addressed 
to Victoria. Very good cond. $50 

1322 1940 Local Government Debenture coupons for varying amounts ranging from £49/15/6 to £275/15/5 from the following road 
boards; Canning, Claremont, Katanning, Melville, Perth (x2 diff), & Toodyay. Exc cond with all coupons have the appropriate 
road board impressed seal. Rarely seen. (7) $100 

1323 1941 (15th July) OHMS cover with "Lend to Defend Buy War Savings Certificates" & logo on flap. 1d QM perfined WA tied by 
Cue c28a cds with neighbouring Receiving Branch Cue RRS 2 cachet in mauve, not recorded in PMI or PMC. Addressed to 
Reedy with Reedy receival RR2 Post Office Reedy on front (1). Good cond bar spike hole but not affecting stamp or cancels. $80 

1324 1941 (15th Oct) OHMS Kalgoorlie Registered long env with 5d Merino (perfined "WA") tied by Kalgoorlie cds. Agnew E30 (2-3) 
receival cds on front with Leonora & Kalgoorlie b/s's. Clerk of Courts Kalgoorlie oval cachet below address & "Return to sender, 
with AIF" in m/s. A couple of vert folds otherwise in good cond. $50 

1325 1942 (29th Oct) Censored & registered cover from Rottnest Island  with Provisional R6 label (No. 150). Addressed to Sydney 
NSW with "Compensation" in red pencil on front & "Australian Military Forces Passed by Censor 1916" cachet on front. Good 
cond & a rare Rotto origin! $100 

1326 1944 (18th May) Perth to NZ Censored airmail cover with 1d red & blue Lady Gowrie Red Cross Appeal label tied by Perth 
machine cancel with neighbouring 5d emu. Most attractive with Censor cachet & sealing tape. Good cond. $30 

1327 1945 Fremantle D27 cancelled 5½d emu on Commonwealth Bank reg cover with "FREMANTLE" provisional R6 label No. 47. 
Fremantle b/s's with 3 Commonwealth Bank of Australia Fremantle wax seals. A couple of folds. $20 

1328 1947 (26th May) Telegram with Post & Telegraph Office Ors 2 in violet at top right. Not recorded in PMI or PMC. Very good 
cond with only filing folds. $60 

1329 1948 (22nd Oct) Commonwealth Savings Bank of Australia long printed env with Marradong in m/s Provisional Registered R6 
label with 5½d emu tied by Marradong E30 cds. One of the b/s's has been cut out from the reverse but front not affected. $40 

1330 1948 (25th Oct) Commonwealth Savings Bank pre-printed reg  env with strip of 3 x 2½d Mueller pmkd East Cannington (B27) 
but with "CANNINGTON EAST" R6 Reg label. East Cannington & Reg Perth b/s's. Good cond. $20 

1331 1949 (9th Jan) Commonwealth Savings Bank of Australia printed env with 5½d emu tied by Scarborough East E31-9 (2) c ds. 
"Scarb East" in m/s on R6 Provisional Reg label. GPO Perth RS b/s. VG cond. $30 

1332 1949 (18th Jan) 1½d QM & 6d kookaburra tied by Como cds on Commonwealth Savings Bank Reg printed env with "Como 
Beach" provisional label in hand. South Perth arrival cds also on front. Worn & wrinkled but not affecting label or stamps. $20 

1333 1949 (20th Jan) Commonwealth Savings Bank of Australia printed env with ½d kangaroo & pair of 2½d Jamboree tied by 
Waterman's Bay C30 (2) cds's. "Watermans Bay" in m/s Provisional R6 Reg label. Good cond being opened at base. $30 

1334 1949 (13th Dec) Postmaster-General's Department form G.O.43 "Statement of incoming calls from other offices…" from 
Dardadine to Bunbury 1st to 28th November 1949. Applied to top left hand corner of form is "Postal Inspector Bunbury 19 Dec 
1949". (ORS 1 - not recorded in PMI or PMC) Perhaps of even greater significance is the relief cancel No.22 (cds E31-b) dated 
13 Dec 1949. PMI states "in 1950 the range of (relief) numbers was extended to 36" (from No.2). Further to this neither PMI or 
PMC records the use of this relief canceller before use to Narrogin in 1964. Good cond with some edge wear & aging. A piece 
of WA postal history. $150 

1335 1949 Motor Spirit Ration ticket block of 4 & 2 singles all valid until 31st July 1949 for 2 gallons printed in black on greenish 
paper. The block showing the typical tete-beche row format. Very fine. (6) $60 

1336 1953 (22nd Dec) Registered cover with 1/7d QEII tied by crisp, clear No.18 relief cancel E31-b (1) with "PINEDALE" h/s 
Provisional R6 Reg label. Pinedale PO opened 3-06-58 (PMI). It would appear that the year was not changed on the relief 
cancellation since it was used at Alfred Cove in March 1953. An interesting cover in good cond other than a rough opening. $70 



1337 1956 (19th June) OHMS env with Cue cds & "POSTMASTER CUE 19 JUN 1956" oval cachet in mauve addressed to Florida, 
USA. Original contents of COA Postmaster-General's Department letterheaded memorandum, with a another strike of the 
mauve cachet, explaining that the Big Bell Post Office no longer exists & that the town has only 3 or 4 houses occupied I& is 
essentially a ghost town. Attractive & in good cond. $40 

1338 1958 (13th Jan) Westfield Registered cover with "Westfield Wa" in m/s R6 Provisional label & Westfield C30 (1-2) cds's tying  
2d QM, 10d QEII & 7d Flying Doctor. Incls Armadale b/s. Most interesting & VG cond. $80 

1339 1960 (9th Nov) University Crawley E30 cds tying 5d 1960 Christmas to Sussex, England addressed cover. Exc cond. (2-3) $30 
 WESTERN AUSTRALIA - POSTMARKS 

 1340 Arrino A27 full & crisp upright cancel on 2d swan with clear 20 AP 1907 date. Superb example ex. Mogens Juhl. (1) $50 
1341 Arthur River 9 Bar 11 on 2d yellow swan. A scarce cancel. $40 
1342 Arthur River 3b 90% strike on 2d yellow swan dated JY 24 with no year shown. (1-2) $30 
1343 Baandee, Capel & Yallingup crisp attractive strikes on 2d yellow swans. (3) $30 
1344 Bulong 3b-b JY 28 dated strike on 2d swan. No year in date. (1-2) $20 
1345 Canning 9 Bar 10 on 2d grey swan. $20 
1346 Condon 3b 85% strike on 2d yellow swan with clear JA 12 08 date. (1-2) $30 
1347 Cossack 15 Bar 24. The repaired hand stamp on 2d yellow swan pair. Lovely clear examples. $30 
1348 Day Dawn Savings Bank Sbi 90% complete strike on 3 swan dated JY 5 07. Fine cancel. (1) $30 
1349 Desmond D28 bold cancel dated 29 SE 13 on 6d mauve swan. Scarce. (1) $60 
1350 Diorite King 3b in 00 bullseye 95% strike for AP 21 99 on 2d swan, A premium example. (1) $50 
1351 East Cannington B27 cancel on 1d red swan dated 30 AU ?2. Not often seen on swans. (3) $25 
1352 Edjudina 3b Complete strike on 2d yellow swan for MY 15 09. Attractive example. $20 
1353 Fremantle Parcels Post Ors 2 85% strike on 3d olive, 3rd wmk, kangaroo pair for 19 OCT 1921. Not recorded in PMI or PMC. $60 
1354 Gabanintha A25 1 MAY 11 95% upright strike on 9d swan. A lovely example. (1-2) $25 
1355 Georgina B27 95% strike on 2d yellow swan for 11 JE 23. (1) $25 
1356 Geraldton 12 Bar 13 on 1d on 3d cinnamon surcharged swan. Perf faults along top. (SG 92a Cat. £75) $20 
1357 Geraldton 12 Bar 13 on 2d yellow swan. Part of secondary cancel at top. $20 
1358 Gingin Brook A27 on 2d red KGV for 17 AP 23. PMI dates 18-11-26 & PMC c1926. This cancel is 3½ years earlier. Scarce. $80 
1359 Goldfields T.P.O. EG5 in nil complete strike on 5d swan dated MY 4 02. Most attractive & clear impression. (1) $40 
1360 Group 92 B29 for 30 SE 26. Rare with an almost complete strike on 1½d KGV. Note, year could be 1928. $200 
1361 Group 126 on 2d KGV 2d red. Unfortunately a blurred strike resulting in illegible date. $20 
1362 Hall's Creek bold & neat cancel tying 5d KGV to "Aerial" cover addressed to Perth on 24 AU 35. Also 4 examples of       

Hamelin Pool complete cds's with 2 stampless, a 1924 on 1d KGV & another for 1950 on 5½d emu. (5 items) $30 
1363 Highbury 3b 100% crisp clear strike on 2d yellow swan for FE 2 10. (1-2) $30 
1364 Holyoake D27 75% strike on 1d red swan with name in full. Dated 29 NO 12. (2-3) $30 
1365 Irwin D28 95% strike on 1d red swan dated 18 JE 12. Attractive example. (2-3) $20 

 Irwin Void Grid - Please see lot 1219 for this new discovery on cover. 
 1366 Israelite Bay 3b 95% crisp impression on 2d swan. Dated MR 25 05. (1-2) $30 

1367 Jarnadup B28 22 AP 13 dated strike 4d swan. Crisp & clear impression. (2) $30 
1368 Jarrahdale 12 Bar 33 on 2d yellow swan. Cracking strike. $20 
1369 Katanning, Fimiston, Quairading, Perth & Fremantle (part duplex) strikes all on swans. A presentable range with Katanning 

being a superb full strike. (5) $25 
1370 Korrelocking B28 95% of town name strike on 1d red swan. Difficult to find on swans. (3) $30 
1371 Lawlers 3b-b superb 100% strike on 9d swan for JU 29 03. A lovely example. (2) $20 
1372 Lockeville 12 Bar 25 on 1d yellow-ochre swan. Lovely strike. $40 
1373 Lowden D28 95% strike on 2d yellow swan. Crisp cancel. (2) $20 
1374 Mandurah 12 Bar 6 on 2d swan. Light impression but 80% strike. $20 
1375 Mil PO Fort Swanbourne on 1d QM on piece dated 3 AP 40. (1) $20 
1376 Mt Leonora Post & Telegraph Office Ors 2. An almost complete strike on strip of 3 swans on piece dated 10 Mar 1899. Far 

better than the average strike. (1) $70 
1377 Muchea 3b 95% cancel on 2d swan for JY 1 but no year showing. (1-2) $20 
1378 Mummballu D26-a bullseye strike on 2d yellow swan dated 18 OCT 09. Stunning. (1) $50 
1379 Nabawah D28 upright strike dated 18 MR 13 on 1d red swan. Scarce on swans. (2-3) $30 
1380 New Norcia 12 Bar 26 on 2d yellow swan. 90% strike. $40 
1381 Newcastle 15 Bar 11 on 2d yellow swan. 75% strike. $20 
1382 Niagara 3b Two overlapping crisp part strikes on 9d swan. (1-2) $20 
1383 North Fremantle 9 Bar 10 light cancel on 2d yellow-swan with crown CA wmk reversed. SG 77x $30 
1384 North Fremantle 9 Bar 10 on 1d carmine swan. Nice 90% strike. $30 
1385 Northam 15 Bar 12  on 6d reddish-lilac swan with crown CC wmk, perf. 14. SG 75c $50 
1386 Northampton 12 Bar 35 on 2d yellow swan. $20 
1387 Onslow Savings Bank 95% strike on 1d swan dated MR 18 8 ("8" is perfectly centered under date above?) Not listed in PMI,  

a new discovery! $120 
1388 Ora Banda B28(a) light 90% strike on "ONE PENNY" ovptd swan. Date appears to be 18 FE 13. (1) $40 
1389 Paddington 3b-b 95% bold cancel on ½d swan. A fine example dated 7 OC 03. (1-2) $30 
1390 Palace Hotel 3b with day added in m/s for DE "2" 03. Two cds's on 9d orange swans, wmk V/C upright, on piece (SG 122a). 

Not recorded in PMI or PMC with the earliest date in PMI being 20-02-05 & PMC c1905-1912. This cancel is over 1 year earlier.  $30 
1391 Perth 9 Bar 2 on 6d violet. (SG 79) A stunning "bullseye" strike. $30 
1392 Perth 9 Bar 3 on ½d green swan. Difficult to find so clear. $40 
1393 Perth 15 Bar 2 in blue on 1861 1d rose swan, perf. 14. (SG 38 Cat. £65) $30 
1394 Perth Railway Station CDS 5 95% crisp strike on 1d swan for SP 9 03. Wonderful example. $25 
1395 Perth Ship Mail Room CDS 5-a in 1. 75% with a clear date for NO 4 97. (1-2) $20 
1396 Pilgrims Mill C90 80% strike on 4½d violet KGV dated 18 MY 26. Extremely scarce. (1) $40 
1397 Preston 12 Bar 19  bold strike on 2 yellow swan with wmk crown CA. Attractive impression. $25 
1398 Quindalup 3a partial strike on 1d swan for APL 12 10. (1) $25 
1399 Relief No. 7 dated 30 AU 78 on env with "MACHINERY FIELD DAYS 30-31 AUGUST, 1978 DOWERIN, W.A." cachet             

in mauve. Exc cond. $20 
1400 Roebourne 12 Bar 30 on 2d yellow swan. 95% bold strike. $30 
1401 Roslyn Farm D27 crisp 80% strike on 2d yellow swan dated 15 MAY 10. Most attractive example. (2) $25 
1402 Sharks Bar 12 Bar 32 on 2d swan. Corner perf defect. $20 
1403 South Kalgoorlie A27 clear impression on "ONE PENNY" ovptd swan with 28 NOV 1912 date. (2) $20 
1404 Tammin D26-a bullseye upright strike for 25 APR 10 on left hand marginal 9d swan. Stunning. (2) $20 
1405 The Granites 3b A lovely crisp cancel dated OC 10 01 almost 90% complete. An attractive example. (1) $25 



1406 Trans Australian Railway TPO TAR 1. 2 examples with one on 9d kangaroo, 1st wmk, & other on 1d red KGV stationary cut-
out, both dated 1 OCT 15. Kangaroo strike is 75% with KGV a variable 95% strike. PMI dates these as 11.2.15 to 13.7.15.    
The first of these scarce strikes we have seen. $150 

1407 Victoria Park 3b dated JY 2 08. 75% bold cancel on 1d swan. (1-2) $30 
1408 Wilga D26-b in violet on 2d yellow swan on piece. Upright cancel dated 20 MY 11. (2-3) $20 
1409 Williams 3b Light but clear 95% strike on 2d yellow swan. (2) $20 
1410 Williams River 12 Bar 23 bold strike on 6d indigo-violet swan with crown CC wmk. SG 58 $40 
1411 Williams River 12 Bar 23 on 1d carmine swan. $20 
1412 Yundaminera 3da almost complete upright strike on 2d yellow swan. A crisp, clear impression dated JU 23 5. (1) $40 

 WESTERN AUSTRALIA - POSTCARDS  
1413 "A Glimpse of Wongong Creek, WA" Falk colour with Israelite Bay 3b 26 JU 08 cds's tying 1d swan on Geelong addressed card. 

Attractive card with unusual pmks. $40 
1414 "A view looking across Perth" b&w hand coloured by unknown publisher. "Printed in England" on reverse. Unused but edges 

trimmed however not into design. $40 
1415 "Agricultural Show Grounds, Claremont, W.A." Most attractive colour card by Falk c1910. Addressed to South Aust. Good cond. $30 
1416 "Bayswater Looking North from the Swan River" b&w card with "Published by C.A. Catt, Storekeeper, Bayswater" on reverse. 

Rare suburban card that also details the number of Churches in the district. Bayswater 6 JU 07 cds. Good cond. Recently seen 
in an Eastern States dealers stock at $150! $60 

1417 "City of Perth, from Perth Park." Austral Stores b& w card sent from Perth to Adelaide with Perth Ship Mail Room duplex cancel 
DxG -2 in 9 (1-2) dated 19 DE 03. A very fine example of a scarce early PPC. $50 

1418 "Claremont Avenue & Bay View Terrace Intersection" Bullock Bros, Claremont b& w card with bold Bunbury 16 JE 13 cds & 
addressed to Orelia. Good cond. $40 

1419 "Claremont Dairy, W.A." in sepia by J. Rome. Not postally used but has message on back, "This is the dairy where Ernest 
works. Those long roofed places are the cow sheds. The cows are milked by machine." c1920 & in fine cond. $40 

1420 "Claremont from Osborne, WA" Falk & Co colour with Cookernup DxPo in 1 (1-2) tying 1d swan dated 23 OC 08. Perth address. $30 
1421 "Freshwater Bay WA" in b&w. Possibly an Austral Stores card? (undivided back ) 1d swan tied by Fremantle Duplex DxPo-d in 

7 (1-2) dated 27 JY 04 & addressed to Sweden. Goteborg receival cds. Most attractive in VG cond.  $50 
1422 "Geraldton. W.A." b&w  card "Photographed by W.H. Kretchner Fingall Studio, Day Dawn, WA". Shows E. Snell Stationers Hall 

& Hoskens Hotel. Northampton cds 3b for 22 DE 06 tying 1d swan. Printed for E. Snell so an early "advertising" card.  $60 
1423 "Greetings from Perth" 3 different cards with a b&w J. Beagles & Co with message on back but not posted, an unknown b&w 

from Perth posted 17 Nov 03 to Donnybrook with arrival cds & a hand painted b&w (Graphic Series CB & Co) with Cottesloe 5 
DE 03 cds & mailed to South Aust. All good to fine. (3) $70 

1424 "Hauling Logs Karridale, WA" Foy & Gibson b&w postally used card but stamp has been carefully removed. A nice clean 
example of an interesting scene. $50 

1425 "Hauling Timber, W.A." sepia & white (Daily News). Unused in good cond with just a couple of small stains on back. $40 
1426 "Karridale W.A." Foy & Gibson b&w with Fremantle DxPound in 1 (1-2) strike for JA 31 06 on 1d swan. Addressed to Tasmania 

with message on front. Some light staining otherwise good. $30 
1427 "Kings Park, Perth" No. 11 from the "Picturesque Perth and Surroundings Series A". Artwork by T.S. Henry. Fine unused. $90 
1428 "Kings Park, Perth" No. 12 from the "Picturesque Perth and Surroundings Series A". Artwork by T.S. Henry. Fine unused. $90 
1429 "Loading Sleepers, Collie" C.L. Clarke, Argus Studio, Collie b&w unused card. Very fine on front but a little stained on back. An 

intriguing scene with card not seen by us before. $90 
1430 "Methodist College, Claremont, WA" Bullock Bros, Claremont b&w Midland Junction addressed card with1d red KGV tied by 

Perth 25 FEB 15 cancel. Good cond & an unusual card. $30 
1431 "Mount Eliza, WA" sepia & white (Daily News) sent from Perth to England 30 DE 04. Very early card in good cond. $40 
1432 "On the Beach, Busselton." P.S. Bignell b&w card with bold Harvey 15 MY 21 cds tying 2d orange KGV. Addressed to Como. 

Some light staining & corner wear but a scarce card. $40 
1433 "On the Canning River, Canning, WA" Austral Stores b&w card with Perth 10 FEB 1907 cancel & addressed to Gippsland. $30 
1434 "Osborne, Freshwater Bay, Swan River" H+B Series in colour. Not postally used but message on back. VG cond. $30 
1435 "Perth looking North-East, WA" Falk coloured with Perth 1 AU 07 machine cancel & a 13 Bar obliterator tying 1d swan to Cardiff 

addressed card. Unusual obliterator use as Pope & Reynolds report that a 3 Bar Dumb obliterator was used at Aberdeen St 
1898 to 1900. PMI substantiates this. Only Goulder (PMC) reports that "Dumb Ob...13... found on Perth Mail" but does not rate 
the cancel using only "-" for which no explanation is given. Scarce Postal use. Light staining & minor corner damage. $70 

1436 "Perth to Armadale Road at Armadale, WA" Falk colour posted to Fimiston WA with 3b arrival (1-2) cds. Stamp is torn & 
originating pmk is too light to be legible but the card is in good cond. $30 

1437 "Perth W.A., looking West" Falk coloured card with Fremantle 14 SE 1909 cds applied to GB KEVII 1d red. Addressed to 
Belgium probably posted on board ship with Dison cds receival. VG cond. $40 

1438 "Perth" b& w "Miles 3.4.08" photographic card. Fine Nannine 3b-b 29 JU 08 cds's on 1d swan. Addressed to Broad Arrow. 
Areas of photograph faded due to exposure to light otherwise in very good cond & rarely seen. $40 

1439 "Perth, W.A., looking South-West" Falk colour in superb unused cond. $40 
1440 "Perth, WA Looking East" Falk coloured with Boulder 31 MR 08 cds tying ½d & 1s swan pair to North Wales addressed card.  $30 
1441 "Perth, WA. Railway Station & Moir's Buildings". German card in colour. Postally used in August 1905 from Melbourne to 

Gibbsland. Corner crease & worn but a rarely seen card. $60 
1442 "Perth, WA. St Georges Tce & Library Institute". Rare early German colour card with undivided back & small space for message 

on front. c1905. Repaired tear & very worn but remains frontally presentable. $50 
1443 "Perth, Western Australia" showing Hay St in Perth. Colour Robert Jolley, Melbourne  card with Melbourne 23 5 03 cds. 

Addressed to England but taxed  "1d I.S./H" & "T5¢" h/s's with Beckenham arrival cds. Good cond. tax stamps. VG cond. $50 
1444 "Perth, Western Australia" showing St Georges Tce. A Robert Jolly, Melbourne colour card with gold Swan shield top right. 

"Paquebot" cachet on reverse with Largs North, SA SE 25 06 square circle cancel & addressed to England. VG cond. $50 
1445 "Perth-Fremantle Road at Claremont, W.A." Falk coloured card addressed to Italy. Almost illegible 1908 Malcolm cds's on ½d & 

1d swans. Tone spots on reverse but frontally fine. $40 
1446 "Prince Street, Busselton". South Western News b&w with complete Bunbury OC 31 06 Duplex cancel DxL-2 in 2 (2). 

Addressed to Mr H. Watson, Donnybrook PO, WA. Good cond apart from a little staining on front. $40 
1447 "Queen Street Busselton WA" in pencil m/s on the back of this untitled b&w photographic (Elston Studios) card. Shows 

Commercial Hotel c1915. Fine unused cond. $40 
1448 "Railway Station, Fremantle WA" Fremantle to England & oval forest path untitled (1903 Subiaco to England) postcards both 

bearing 1d swan. Also "Hannans Street, Looking West, Kalgoorlie" (1902, unused). (3) $40 
1449 "St George's Cathedral, Perth W.A." colour card from the "Picturesque Perth and Surroundings Series A" by artist T.S. Henry. 

Fine unused bar a couple of small marks on reverse. C1910 $90 
1450 "Swan River W.A." Roy & Gibson undivided back b&w with New Norcia 3b in 1 cds dated 6 MR 06 tying 1d swan. Addressed to 

Tumut NSW. Well worn card but remains collectable. $30 
1451 "Swimming Baths, Freshwater Bay, WA" Austral Store b& w with undivided back. Very good to good unused cond. c1905 $50 



1452 "The Avenue, Queen St., Busselton." South-Western News card in violet with Busselton cds's dated 23 JAN 07 tying 1d swan. 
Addressed to Kalgoorlie. VG cond. $70 

1453 "The Jetty, Busselton" South-Western News card in violet. Busselton 14 FE 07 cds tying 1d swan. Message on front. Fine cond. $70 
1454 "The Railway Station, Busselton". South Western News b&w card with bold Bunbury OC 31 06 Duplex cancel DxL-2 in 2 (2). 

Message on card is to "save one side of pork and two hams and keep them till I send for them". Donnybrook receival on front. 
Vertical crease & minor staining but an attractive example. $60 

1455 WA stamps in colour bordering writing space with black & gold swan crest at left. Appears to be a  Robert Jolley card because 
of the latter. "O.S. & P.C. Sydney V.S.M. Melbourne" on reverse. Message on the front with Victoria 1d QV tied by bold 
Melbourne cds. Some corner wear otherwise good cond. $30 

1456 W.A.T.T. Motor Cycle Race (150 miles), Lord & Excelsior Streets, East Perth. Four b&w postcards by Park's press photos, 
Perth. One marked 1909. Pin holes in all corners otherwise fine & never seen before. Surrounding businesses in the scenes 
most interesting. (4) $200 

1457 "White Feather Main Reefs Mine, Kanowna, WA". Falk & Co colour card in pristine mint cond. $50   
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AUSTRALIA - KANGAROOS  
 1458 1913 1st wmk ½d green. Single JBC monogram example. MLH. ACSC 1(2)zd Cat. $350 $150 

1459 ½d green coil pair with join. MUH ACSC 1a. Cat.$550 $250 
1460 ½d, 1d, 4d & 5d MLH group. 5d is well-centred but small thin at upper left & 4d MLH centred to left otherwise fine MLH. (4) $60 
1461 1d red Die I coil pair. MUH/MLH. ACSC 2 $100 
1462 1d red with watermark sideways. MLH, centred low. ACSC 2aa. Cat. $2000 $750 
1463 1d red Die IIA marginal block of 4 MUH plus a  used block of 10  with Melbourne 30 JA 14 cds's. Also a 2/- maroon CofA type A 

Authority imprint block of 4 MUH with light tone spot. ACSC $75 x 4 for Die 2A MUH block. (3 items) $100 
1464 1d red Die II JBC Monogram pair. MUH with some light creasing but frontally fresh & fine. ACSC 3(D)zc Cat. $600 $150 
1465 1d red Die IIA. Top right MUH corner block of 10. One has minor gum disturbance. ACSC 4. Cat. $750++ $350 
1466 1d red, Die IIA pair with "break in lower left of value circle" variety on right unit. Slight discolouration but MLH. ACSC 4(K)h   $50 
1467 1d red, Die IIA positional example with "break in lower left of value circle" variety. Mint with "dry" gum. ACSC 4(K)h Cat.$175 $50 
1468 1d red. Varieties for Die I "Rostage", Die II "Extra island - two Tasmanias" & Die IIA "Scratch off Albany". All good to fine used 

varieties. ACSC 2(B)d, 3 (E)d & 5 (unlisted variety). Cat. $180+ (3) $60 
1469 2d grey, Die I perfined "OS NSW". Fresh MLH. ACSC 5 Cat.$75+ $40 
1470 2½d indigo upper right marginal block of 24 (6x4). Centred high & with foxing/tone spots affecting many units however 7 are 

totally free of toning. Folded through top selvedge vertically with 2 stamps also affected. No ACSC listed varieties but a scarce 
multiple with stunning frontal appearance which remains MUH. ACSC 9A Cat. $6600 if fine MUH $250 

1471 2½d indigo Die II pair with selvedge hinged to stamp resulting in MUH/MLH pair & 2½d 3rd wmk Die II. MLH ACSC 9 Cat $400+ $80 
1472 2½d indigo, Die II with "Heavy coastline to WA" variety in block of 4. MUH but estimate allows for slightly toned, patchy gum. 

ACSC variety 9(2)d Cat. $1100 $250 
1473 3d olive. MLH with a few nibbled perfs at right. SG 5 Cat. £80 $20 
1474 3d olive, Die I. MLH but slightly stained/toned gum. ACSC 12. Cat. $200 $40 
1475 6d ultramarine with inverted wmk & 1915 Mount Magnet, WA almost complete cds. SG 9w Cat. £400 $120 
1476 6d ultramarine, Die II. MLH, centred high with "fluffy" perfs. ACSC 17. Cat. $275 $100 
1477 6d ultramarine, Die II. MVLH & short perf at base. Fresh colour & well centred. ACSC 17 Cat. $275 $100 
1478 9d violet in two distinct shades. Both off centre, one with aged gum. SG 10 (2) $80 
1479 £2 black & rose block of 8 with 7.5mm telegraph punctures cancelled "TELEPHONE ACCOUNTS". Incls "white flaw in 

Bight" variety. Three pulled perfs on top two otherwise perfs are good & stamps sound. Some perf separation on 
bottom pair. Centered up but not so apparent in a block such as this. A stunning multiple possibly unique. ACSC 
55(D)f Cat. $43,000 as not punctured singles. $4,000 

1480 1915-28 3rd wmk 2d grey, Die IIA well centred fresh MLH plus a Die I with faults. ACSC 7 & 8 (2) $25 
1481 2d grey, Die IIA MLH pair & single plus a F/U example all with "Break in 2 shading lines off WA coast' variety at position 3R51. 

SG 35dba var. (4 stamps) $90 
1482 2d grey, Die IIA, part Harrison imprint block of 12. Fine MUH. ACSC 8 Cat. $150 x12 = $1800++ $1,000 
1483 2½d blue, Die II with "heavy coastline to WA" variety. MLH & well centred. ACSC 11 (2)d Cat. $100 $40 
1484 2½d blue, Die II, with "retouch to first A of Aust & heavy coastline to WA" variety. MLH, centred low left. ACSC 11a Cat. $150 $30 
1485 2½d deep blue, Die II with "retouch to first A of Australia". Heavily toned MLH gum. Unlisted early state of ACSC 11 (2)1 $40 
1486 2½d deep blue, Die II. Bottom left MUH corner example with the "very heavy coastline to WA - state III" positional flaw. A couple 

of gum bends otherwise fresh with good perfs & rich colour. ACSC 11 (2)dc Cat. $2000 $700 
1487 2½d indigo, Die II with inverted wmk. MLH ACSC 11a. Cat. $275 $120 
1488 3d olive shades x 3 all Die I. MLH (one with missing perf at base & thinned) plus a used pair. ACSC 13 (5 stamps) $30 
1489 3d olive, Die I with inverted wmk. Vertical gum crease. MLH with excellent centering. ACSC 13a. Cat. $225 $75 
1490 3d yellow-olive, Die IIB with "break in frame just below top corner". MLH. ACSC 14 (U)f Cat. $150 $60 
1491 6d pale ultramarine, Die II. Centred high with irregular perfs & light gum bends. MLH. ACSC 19 Cat. $200 $40 
1492 6d ultramarine Die II in 2 shades. The deeper shade is off centre with short perfs at top but lighter is better centred & MLH. 

ACSC 19 Cat. $200 x2 $80 
1493 6d chestnut, Die IIB example plus a perf "OS" (vertical crease). Well centred examples & MUH. ACSC 21 & 21ba. Cat.$175 $40 
1494 9d violet, Die IIB Ash imprint pair. MLH. ACSC 27 (4)zh Cat. $400 $150 
1495 9d violet, Die IIB with inverted wmk. MLH with reasonable centering. ACSC 27a Cat. $375 $150 
1496 9d violet, Die IIB part Mullett imprint single. Horiz crease & "dry" gum but frontally attractive. ACSC 27 (3) Cat. $250++ $50 
1497 1/- blue green, Die IIB in Ash imprint pair (N over N). MLH but some creasing/gum bends. Strong colour with excellent perfs. 

ACSC 33 (3)zc Cat.$300 $75 
1498 1/- blue green, Die IIB Mullett imprint pair. Pulled perf at right otherwise fine MLH. ACSC 33 (3)zc Cat. $450.  $120 
1499 1/- blue green, Die IIB with wmk sideways in MUH marginal block of 4. Unfortunately 3 units creased & hinge mark on front 

selvedge however remains presentable. ACSC 33 (3) aa. Cat. $800++ $180 
1500 1/- deep blue green, Die IIB. Centred low, MLH with true colour. ACSC 33 Cat. $100 $30 
1501 1/- emerald Die IIB MUH Ash imprint block ("N" over "N"). Light toning with 3 stamps affected & selvedge. Fine frontal 

appearance. ACSC 33(3) 2d Cat. $2750 $250 
1502 2/- brown Die II. MVLH with good centering. ACSC 38 Cat.$200 $80 
1503 2/- brown. Unused without gum, good used & perfined "OS" used examples. ACSC total cat. $160+ (3) $40 
1504 10/- grey & aniline pink with "broken coast near Sydney & white flaw after I of Australia" varieties. Good to F/U with indistinct 

cds. Centered low right but strong colour & clear varieties. ACSC 48 (D)j Cat. $850 $250 
1505 £1 grey with indistinct cds, Centre slightly high, good perfs. SG 75 Cat. £325 $120 
1506 £1 grey vertical pair with Darwin7 DE 35 cds. A couple of shortish perf but exc centering & attractive multiple. SG 75 Cat. £650 $250 



1507 £1 light brown & pale blue good to fine used with bold Registered Sydney 4 JL 22 cds. Well centred with full perfs.             
ACSC 52D Cat. $2250 $600 

1508 £1 chocolate & dull blue. Good to fine used with partial Ship Mail Room cds. Good centering & perfs. A difficult stamp so fine.             
SG 44 Cat. £1600 $900 

1509 1923-24 New colours £1 grey. Mint with minimal, re-distributed o.g. Centred high left. ACSC 53A Cat. $900 as MLH $200 
1510 1929-30 Sm Mult wmk 6d chestnut Die IIB. MLH, CTO & an "OS" ovptd singles. Latter with pulled perfs at top. ACSC 22, 22w 

& 22 (OS) Cat. $260 (3) $75 
1511 6d chestnut Die IIB Ash imprint block of 8 MLH with slightly aged gum. Small thin on selvedge. Frontally fresh. ACSC 22 (3)z 

Cat. $450 for block of 4 $200 
1512 9d violet Die IIB with "Die II substituted cliché". MLH. Centered right. ACSC 28 (4)q Cat. $300 $100 
1513 9d violet Ash imprint single. MLH, centred to left with short perf & vertical crease. Strong colour & frontally presentable. ACSC 

28 (3)za. Cat. $225 $40 
1514 9d violet & dull violet shades, Die IIB. Violet centered slightly right & dull violet has aged gum. ACSC 28A & 28C Cat. $250 $80 
1515 9d pale violet MLH & 9d bright purple (CofA wmk) CTO. Small thin on MLH. Both with good centering & perfs. ACSC 28A & 29D  $30 
1516 1/- emerald pair MLH. Irregular perfs at top with strong colour. ACSC 34 Cat. $150 $50 
1517 1/- emerald Ash imprint pair with "N over A". MLH but gum slightly aged. ACSC 34A(4)za Cat. $300 $90 
1518 1/- blue-green top selvedge MUH/MLH block of 4. Trimmed perfs at base of right stamp but well centered. ACSC 34B Cat. $550 $200 
1519 1/- blue-green Ash imprint pair "N over A". MLH. ACSC 34B(4)za Cat. $300 $180 
1520 2/- maroon. MLH, centred right. ACSC 39 Cat. $200 $70 
1521 2/- maroon. MLH, centred left. ACSC 39 Cat. $200 $70 
1522 5/- greyish black & yellow-orange. MVLH centred high with couple of pulled perfs. True colour. ACSC 45B Cat. $500 $90 
1523 10/- grey & pale pink. Good to fine used with light indistinct cds. Well centered but couple of shortish perfs. ACSC 49 Cat. $700 $180 
1524 10/- grey & pale pink with corner selvedge. Fresh MVLH centred down with natural paper inclusion not visible from front.   

ACSC 49 Cat. $1100 $400 
1525 £2 black & rose with "white flaw in Bight" variety. Fine used by part light indistinct cds. Centred high. Strong colour.             

ACSC 58(D)f Cat. $1500 $400 
1526 1931-47 CofA 6d chestnut singles MUH (stained perf) & CTO plus "OS" CTO x 2. ACSC 23 &23(OS) Cat.$200 $50 
1527 6d chestnut in marginal singles with one MLH & other MUH. Average centering. ACSC 23 Cat. $130 $50 
1528 2/- maroon Die II with "cut throat kangaroo" varieties x 2. Both MLH. ACSC 40(1)l Cat. $150 (2) $60 
1529 2/- maroon Die II with  "white faced kangaroo" unlisted variety. Good to F/U by light roller cancel. ACSC 40var. $30 
1530 2/- maroon Die II vertical pair, top unit MH with "white flaw in Gulf of Carpentaria" (MLH) & the bottom unit MUH with "flaw in S 

of Australia" variety.  Centered low right. ACSC 40 (2) h/j Cat. $250+ $120 
1531 2/- maroon Die II vertical pair, top unit MH with "white flaw in Gulf of Carpentaria" (MLH) & the bottom unit MUH with "flaw in S 

of Australia" variety.  Centered low right. ACSC 40 (2) h/j Cat. $250+ $120 
1532 2/- maroon Die II single MH & block of 4 with "break in left frame opposite A of Australia" & "two nicks in left frame opposite WA" 

varieties. MUH/MLH ACSC 40(2)m/n Cat. $200+ $90 
1533 2/- maroon Die II positional MUH pair with "chopped neck of kangaroo - state 1" variety on left stamp. MLH on selvedge only. 

ACSC 40(1)d Cat. $250 $100 
1534 2/- maroon Die II positional block of 6 with 4 MUH & 2 MLH with "white flaw under LA of Australia" variety (MUH).                

ACSC 40(2)k Cat. $300 $100 
1535 2/- maroon Die II Authority imprint blocks of 4 &. Missing corner on end stamp of block of 8 away from imprint. MUH/MLH ACSC 

41z Cat. $200 for block of 4 x 2 $50 
1536 2/- maroon Die II Ash imprint pair with "N over N" MVLH plus N over A imprint block MLH. ACSC 40(1)z & 40(2)za Cat. $150 $50 
1537 2/- maroon block of 4 with "white flaw under LA of Australia - retouched" variety. 1MLH, 3 MUH  one with small grease stain but 

not on the variety which is MUH. ACSC 40(2)ka Cat. $280 $100 
1538 2- maroon Die II positional vertical strip of 4 with "chopped neck kangaroo - State 1" variety plus a single with "chopped neck 

kangaroo - State 2" & a pair showing "flaw on S of Australia" variety. All good to fine used. ACSC 40(1)d/da & 40(2)j Cat. $200 $60 
1539 5/- grey & yellow-orange fine used block of 4 with GPO Melbourne cds. Centred to upper left. ACSC 46A Cat. $160 $75 
1540 5/- grey & yellow with "Ewe faced kangaroo - State II" variety. "Left grass" also missing, possibly a new state - State III? Fine 

used with partial neat corner Airmail cds. Well centred, one pulled perf at top. ACSC 46(V)fa Cat. $150 $50 
1541 5/- grey & yellow. Fresh MLH, centered down. ACSC 46B Cat. $350 $150 
1542 10/- grey & pink. Unused without gum. Well centred with good perfs. ACSC 50A Cat. $700 as MLH $150 
1543 10/- grey & pink with "rat-faced kangaroo' variety. Fine used. ACSC 50(V)p Cat. $550 $250 
1544 10/- grey & pink with "muzzled kangaroo" variety. Very light used with clear variety. Centered high. ACSC 50(V)q Cat. $550 $200 
1545 10/- grey & pink MUH block of 4 with "SPECIMEN" type D ovpt. Centred low right with minor top vertical perf separation. Fresh. 

ACSC 50xf Cat. $1000 MH unpriced MUH $250 
1546 10/- grey & pink John Ash imprint pair (N over A) with "open mouthed kangaroo variety. Fresh MLH with very good centering. 

ACSC 50zc Cat. $2750 $1,000 
1547 10/-, £1 & £2  ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. MUH & fresh. SG 136/38s Retail $250+ $120 
1548 10/- ovptd "SPECIMEN" x 4, incl 3 MUH & £1 x 2 MUH also "SPECIMEN". One 10/- with "dark spot on shoulder" & another with 

"white dots above "P" in "SPECIMEN"" varieties. (6) $100 
1549 £1 grey with part Darwin, NT cds's top & bottom. One shortish perf at base otherwise sound genuine used example. SG 137 $75 
1550 £1 grey on small piece with light cds's. Centred to right. SG 137 Cat £275 $75 
1551 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D. MLH. ACSC 54x Cat. $80 $30 
1552 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D. Well centered MUH block of 4. ACSC 54xa Cat. $1250 + premium for MUH $750 
1553 £2 grey-black & rose. Well centred with bold partial Tennant Creek cds's. Paper wrinkle down one side with ink mark on reverse 

but not apparent from front. Reasonable centering. ACSC 58B Cat. $750 $180 
1554 £2 grey & rose-crimson. Lovely fine used horizontal pair by clear GPO Sydney cds. Centered right. Most attractive stamp & pmk 

combination. ACSC 58 Cat.$1500 $500 
1555 £2 grey & rose-crimson. Fresh MLH right marginal example. Very light gum bend with good perfs & centering. Lovely colour. 

ACSC 58A Cat. $4,500 $1,800 
1556 £2 grey & rose-crimson. Fine used, centred top left with several shortish perfs. Stunning colour. ACSC 58 Cat. $750 $180 
1557 £2 grey & rose-crimson. Fine used with neat corner cds. Centered low with one short perf. ACSC 58 Cat.$750+ $280 
1558 £2 grey & rose-crimson with different state of "white collar on kangaroo" variety. Fine used by two light, part indistinct cds's. 

Centred slightly left. ACSC 58(V)r Cat. $1500 $400 
1559 £2 grey & rose-crimson with "white scratch through kangaroo's back" variety. Centered high. Good to fine used with variety 

clear to see within pmk. ACSC 58(V)o Cat. $1500 $400 
1560 £2 grey & rose-crimson with "white flaw on kangaroo arm" variety. Fine used with light partial cds. Pulled perf at right.         

ACSC 58(V)m Cat. $1500 $400 
1561 £2 grey & rose-crimson with "white flaw on kangaroo arm" variety. Fine used by neat corner cds with good centering & perfs. 

ACSC 58(V)m Cat. $1500 $450 
1562 £2 grey & rose-crimson with "white collar on kangaroo" variety. F/U with light partial cds. Centred high. ACSC 58(V)r Cat. $1500 $400 



1563 £2 grey & rose-crimson with "weeping kangaroo" variety. Fine used, centered low. ACSC 58 (V)l Cat. $1700 $500 
1564 £2 grey & rose-crimson with "cut in kangaroo's throat" variety. Fine used. Centered down with good perfs & variety clear of pmk. 

ACSC 58(V)j Cat. $1500 $500 
1565 £2 grey & rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D. MLH & well centered. ACSC 58x Cat. $100 $40 
1566 £2 grey & rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D. Centered slightly left. MLH. ACSC 58x Cat. $100 $30 
1567 £2 grey & rose-crimson MUH/MVLH block of 4 with "SPECIMEN" Type D ovpt. Bottom left with  "Short Spencer's Gulf" variety. 

ACSC 58(D)j Cat. $3000+ $1,800 
1568 £2 black & rose well centred with bold bottom right corner cds. Good centering & perfs. SG 138 Cat. £550 $300 

 KING GEORGE V 
 1569 1914-20 Single wmk 1d aniline carmine with CA monogram in selvedge. MLH but unfortunately with small grease spot at base 

of selvedge. ACSC 71 (1)zc Cat $300 $80 
1570 1d aniline carmine with JBC monogram. MLH with small grease spot on selvedge & centered right. ACSC 71 (1)ze Cat. $300 $75 
1571 1d carmine Harrison single line imprint pair with "RA joined" variety. MLH ACSC 71 (4)zj Cat. $400 ($800 as block of 4) $150 
1572 1d violet Harrison two line Harrison imprint block of 8. MLH from perf reinforcing. ACSC 76(4)z Cat. $350 $100 
1573 4d orange with CA monogram in selvedge. Melbourne CTO for JA 2 15. ACSC 110(1)zc Cat $400 for MLH $120 
1574 4d orange with inverted wmk. Creased vertically & poorly centred. MLH. ACSC 110a Cat.$80 $20 
1575 4d dull orange with "line through four pence" variety. Fine used by light indistinct corner cds. ACSC 110(2)h Cat. $150 $60 
1576 4d lemon with neat crisp Baan Baan NSW cds. Well centred & attractive. ACSC 110c $20 
1577 4d lemon. Fresh MLH & centred left. ACSC 110c Cat. $200 $60 
1578 4½d violet Mullett imprint pair. Folded down gutter with minor soiling but frontally fresh. MLH ACSC 118zd Cat. $300 (block of 4) $40 
1579 1/4 turquoise MLH. Centred high. SG ACSC 128 Cat. $250 $70 
1580 1d carmine Die II (submerged spur). Centred to right with thick white gum more commonly found on Die III. MUH                

ACSC 71(1)I Cat. $1250 $100 
1581 4d orange block of 9. Well centred with minor blemish on gum of one unit & trivial soiling on head of lowest middle unit 

otherwise fine MUH. ACSC 110 Cat. $1100+ $250 
1582 4d yellow-orange (aniline) block of 16 with selvedge at right. Two stamps creased & aged gum but well centred & frontally fresh. 

ACSC 110B Cat. $1280 as MLH $160 
1583 4d pale orange-yellow horiz pair. Well centred with light gum tone mark on one unit otherwise MUH. ACSC 110E Cat. $2200 $450 
1584 4d pale orange-yellow block of 6 (3x2). Centred slightly to left, a couple of light gum bends & one perf toned on stamp at top left 

otherwise fine MUH. ACSC 110E Cat. $6600 $1,300 
1585 1918-20 Large Mult Perf 14 ½d green complete sheet of 120 folded through gutter. Staining in selvedge & one stamp (tone 

spot). CA monograms of electros 4 & 5 at lower left & lower right. ACSC $3000 for monogram both sides in strip of 12 hence 
huge premium for complete sheet with positional varieties as per ACSC totalling nearly $2000 alone plus further premium for 
unmounted mint. Please view with great care! $1,900 

1586 1½d black brown Harrison imprint block  of 8. MLH from reinforcing at base. ACSC 84z Cat.$300 $60 
1587 1918-23 Single wmk ½d (2 colours), 1d (3), 1½d (3), 2d (3), 3d, 4d (3), 4½d, 1/4d. All MLH but majority with minor faults such 

as light gum toning, heavy hinge marks & light creases however all frontally fresh. Conservative reserve. (18) $40 
1588 1d red, 1d purple, 1½d carmine, 1½d black brown, 2d orange, 2d red brown, 4d ultramarine, violet & orange & 4½d dull violet 

MLH group. All nice examples. (10) $50 
1589 1½d red-brown left pane of 60 with selvedge missing from 4 of top row stamps. From electro 12 showing "white flaw on base of 

neck" on last stamp. ACSC lists 5 varieties on left pane of this electro. Partial Harrison imprint 9mm below the stamps at lower 
right. Fresh & scarce. ACSC 87 Cat. $100 per stamp plus varieties at x 3 = $7000 $800 

1590 1d green with pre-printing paper crease resulting in vertical line through back of head. F/U. $30 
1591 1½d scarlet block of 4 showing "halepence" & thin "RA" varieties. MUH. SG 77b/c, ACSC 89A (22)  i & j Cat. $150 $30 
1592 1924 No wmk 1d green right pane block of 12. Small mark on perfs at lower left selvedge & slight creasing top right unit with a 

couple of diagonal bends. MUH. ACSC 79 $90 
1593 1926-30 SM wmk Perf 13½x12½ 1d  green in top marginal pair with "secret mark" variety. Perf separation in selvedge but fresh 

MUH/MLH. ACSC 81(4)d Cat. $200+ $75 
1594 1d green block of 6 with "thin ONE PENNY retouched" & "NY joined" varieties. Also an unlisted flaw on back of Kings head. 

MUH/MLH. ACSC 81(4)l/m $30 
1595 1d green Die II block of 4. Excellent centring & fresh MUH. ACSC 81(1)i Cat. $400 $150 
1596 1d green Die I/II bottom marginal pair. Fresh MUH. ACSC 81(1)ia Cat. $150 $50 
1597 1½d scarlet Ash imprint (N over N) block of 8 MUH/MLH. ACSC 92 (2)zc Cat. $100 $40 
1598 1½d scarlet Ash imprint (N over N) MUH/MLH block of 12. ACSC 92(3)zc Cat. $80+ $30 
1599 1½d scarlet Mullett imprint "N over N" & "N over A" MLH strips of 4. ACSC 92 (1)za/zb Cat. $55 $20 
1600 2d scarlet booklet pane of 6 with inverted wmk. MUH & superbly centred. ACSC 102a Cat.$120+ $60 
1601 3d dull ultramarine Die 1A/1B se-tenant pair. Good to fine used with 2 part cds's. ACSC 106c Cat. $110 $30 
1602 3d ultramarine Die II Ash imprint block folded down gutter & one unit with small thin. 2 stamps MUH. ACSC 108cz Cat. $250 $30 
1603 4d olive Ash imprint pair (N over A). Good centering & MVLH. ACSC 116(3)z MVLH. Cat. $200 for block  $50 
1604 4d olive marginal vert pair showing "kangaroo's tongue out" variety in pair with normal. Well centred MUH ACSC 116A Cat $450 $100 
1605 1926-30 SM wmk Perf. 141d green Ash imprint (N over N) block of 8 with "ferns", "RA joined retouched" & "kangaroo's tongue 

out" varieties. Those items all MUH with the other top line units MLH. ACSC 80(4)zd & 84(4)r Cat.$100+ $50 
1606 1d green Mullett two line imprint strip of 4 with "RA joined retouched" variety. Light fold down gutter. Fine MLH. ACSC 80 (4)zc $50 
1607 1d green with inverted wmk bottom marginal MUH/MLH block of 4. Tone spots affects bottom 2 stamps. ACSC 80a Also a 

corner block with "'retouched N (State II)" variety. MVLH on flaw unit others MUH/MLH. ACSC 80 Cat. $150 (2 blocks) $50 
1608 1½d scarlet Ash two line imprint (N over N) block of 12. Small gutter thin & lightly folded down gutter. Centred to left. MLH & 

striking in such large multiple. ACSC 91(3)zc $50 
1609 1½d scarlet Ash two line imprint (N over N) block with perf separation at bottom & reinforcing at top. MLH ACSC 91 (2)zh     

plus another block MLH but with tone spot. ACSC 91 (4)zb Cat. $110 (2 blocks) $30 
1610 1½d scarlet John Ash two line imprint (N over N) strip of 4 with "ST of POSTAGE joined" variety. MLH with light fold down 

gutter. ACSC 91 (4)zb Cat. $50 $20 
1611 1½d scarlet set of Plate blocks Nos 1 to 4 incl the rare 1a. Mint without gum. ACSC 91 (1-4 inc 1a)z Cat. $1270 (5 blocks)  $250 
1612 2d red-brown right marginal block of 4. Centred to right but MUH plus 1½d red Ash imprint gutter block MLH.                        

ACSC 91B(3)2c Cat. $80 & 98A Cat. $700 $90 
1613 2d red brown Mullett imprint block of 4. Mint without gum. ACSC 98z Cat.$400 $50 
1614 3d ultramarine Die I. MLH, centered right. ACSC 106A Cat. $50 $20 
1615 4d olive. MVLH, centred to left. ACSC 115 Cat. $125 $30 
1616 1/4d pale greenish blue. Centred slightly low right. Fresh MLH. SG 93 Cat. £120 $50 
1617 1/4d pale greenish blue. Centred to lower left. MVLH. SG 93 Cat. £120 $50 
1618 1/4d pale greenish blue. Well-centred MLH. SG 93 Cat. £120 $65 
1619 1931-36 CofA 1d green in Ash imprint gutter block of 4 perfined WA. Fresh MUH. Rarely seen. $40 
1620 1½d red brown Ash imprint block of 4 (N over EA) MUH/MLH. Folded down gutter. Fresh. ACSC 94zd Cat. $60 $20 



1621 2d, 3d & 4d Ash imprint gutter blocks MLH in gutter only plus 2d block of 6 MUH. ACSC 103/z Cat. $60, 109za Cat. $325 & 
117z Cat. $325 (4 blocks) $100 

1622 3d blue, Die II. MUH, centred slightly left. ACSC 109 Cat. $75 $25 
1623 3d blue bottom left corner pair. MVLH & centred to left. ACSC 109 Cat. $70 $25 
1624 5d chestnut Ash imprint (N over N) block of 4. Fresh MUH/MLH with good centering. ACSC 127(2)z Cat. $125 $50 
1625 1/4d turquoise. MUH & well centred but light tone spot in left value tablet. SG 131 $40 

 OFFICIALS 
 1626 Officials collection on kangaroos perfined large & small "OS" sorted by wmk. First wmk "large" to 1/- (excl 2½d) used, except 

1d & 2d MLH with "small" to 2/- (½d, 1d, 2d x3 all MLH) incl 1/- x 2 MLH with toning &/or fibre adherence. 2nd wmk to 5/- (latter 
very nice with "w" missing from Western Australia in cds of Fremantle) & third wmk 6d ultra & chestnut x 3 MLH, 2d MUH, 9d & 
1/- x2 ea MLH (gum ageing on one). Both 2/- used, 5/- CTO, 10/- CTO & very well centred (most unusual for this stamp). Sm 
Mult wmk 6d MLH & used, 9d (2 used), 1/- used & mint x 2, 2/- (2) & 5/- CTO. Odd one with toning, smudged cancel or short 
perf, but mainly good to fine used & fresh MLH. A valuable lot with viewing recommended. (65) $400 

1627 1907/08 Western Australia "OS" perfined swan group comprising 1d Cr/A upright, 3d brown x 2, 4d light brown & 9d orange-
yellow wmk sideways, all perf 11. Average to good used. ACSC Cat. $690 (5) $70 

1628 1913 2d grey kangaroo, 1st wmk, perfined large "OS". Fresh MUH with good centering. SGO3 Cat. £50 + premium for MUH $40 
1629 1913 4d orange kangaroo, 1st wmk, perfined large "OS". Well-centred, but fluffy perfs & light horiz gum bend. Fresh MUH.     

SG O6 Cat. £250 + premium MUH $100 
1630 1913 5d chestnut kangaroo, 1st wmk, perfined large "OS". MLH, centred slightly left. SG O7 Cat. £225 $60 
1631 1913 6d ultramarine kangaroo, 1st wmk perf “OS”. Light diagonal bend towards base otherwise fresh MVLH. SG O8 Cat. £200 $60 
1632 1913 1/- kangaroo, 1st wmk perfined small "OS" marginal single. Light even gum toning but MUH. SG O25 Cat. £275 + 

premium for MUH $180 
1633 1913 2/- brown kangaroo, 1st wmk perfined large "OS". MLH, centred high & shortish perf at top right corner. Conservative 

reserve. SG O11 Cat. £550 $100 
1634 1915 2/- brown kangaroo, 2nd wmk perfined small "OS". MLH, centred a little to top & one or two nibbled perfs at top. A useful 

stamp at this reserve. SG O36 Cat. £1700 $300 
1635 1915/28 2½d deep blue kangaroo, 3rd wmk. Top marginal example perfined small "OS". Superb MUH example with excellent 

perfs. SG O44 Cat. £90 + premium $120 
1636 1915/28 3d olive kangaroo, 3rd wmk, perfined "OS". Vertical crease but MUH with good centering. ACSC 14. Cat. $450 $90 
1637 1915/28 9d violet kangaroo, 3rd wmk, Die II perfined small "OS". Superb MUH with excellent perfs. SG O47 Cat. £95+ $100 
1638 1915/28 5/- grey & yellow kangaroo, 3rd wmk, perfined small "OS". Centred high, toned gum with 3 heavier spots. MLH & 

retains good colour. SG O50 Cat. £650 $120 
1639 1915/28 10/- grey & aniline pink, 3rd wmk, perfined "OS" with white flaw below "OS" of "POSTAGE" variety. Not a constant but 

probably a fleck of paper has fallen off after printing. Superb CTO & well-centred example. SG O51 Cat. £75 $50 
1640 1918/23 4d violet KGV, Single Crown wmk perfined small "OS". Vertical crease otherwise fresh MUH with good perfs. SG O73 

Cat. £90 + premium for MUH $40 
1641 1923/24 2/- maroon kangaroo, 3rd wmk perfined small "OS". Centred slightly right. Fresh MUH. SG O77 Cat. £180+ $150 
1642 1924 4d olive perfined "OS" marginal block. Centred bottom right. Fresh MUH. SG 083, ACSC 118Ab Cat. $2400 for block $200 
1643 1926/30 1½d red brown, perf. 13½ x 12½, Ash imprint (N over A) MUH block of 4 perfined small "OS". Centred to right & lightly 

folded down gutter. ACSC 93zb Cat $220 $50 
1644 1926/30 3d dull ultramarine KGV, Die I perf. 14, Sm Mult wmk. MLH, centred to left but perfs clear of design. SG O93 Cat. £100 $40 
1645 1926/30 4d olive KGV, Sm Mult wmk perf 14 perfined small "OS". Well centred & fresh MUH. SG O94 Cat. £250+MUH premium $120 
1646 1926/30 4½d violet KGV, Sm Mult wmk, perfined small "OS". Toned gum & centred high left. MUH SG O109 Cat. £225 $40 
1647 1926/30 1/4d pale greenish blue KGV, Sm Mult wmk perfined small "OS". Fine used. Centred to right. SG O96 Cat. £225 $90 
1648 1927/30 pictorials set of 6 perfined "OS". All fresh MUH. SG O112/13 & O119/22 Retail $180 (6) $75 
1649 1929 3d Airmail, type B, top selvedge MUH block of 4 perfined OS. SG O119 Retails $300+ $100 
1650 1929 (12th July) Perth to Hampton, Victoria Airmail cover with 1½d KGV & 3d Airmail paying the registration with additional 

perfined "OS" 3d Airmail making up the Airmail registration rate of 7½d. Scarce usage of perf "OS" for this purpose. Light 
staining mentioned for accuracy but in very good to good cond. $200 

1651 1929/30 1/- blue green pair perfined small "OS". Sm Mult wmk & MLH. Shortish perfs at top of left stamp. ACSC 34b Cat. $140 $40 
1652 1929/30 5/- grey & yellow kangaroo, Sm mult wmk perfined small "OS". MLH, centred high, but good perfs & strong colour.     

SG O118 Cat. £700 $250 
1653 1929/30 5/- grey & yellow kangaroo, Small Multiple wmk, perfined "OS" & CTO. Superb well-centred example. SG O118 $30 
1654 1929/30 5/- grey & yellow orange perfined small "OS". Sm Mult wmk with "Spencer's Gulf short & thick" variety. Centred high. 

CTO ACSC 45 (D)i Cat. $400 $100 
1655 1931 3d blue, CofA wmk, ovptd "OS" block of 4 CTO by Sydney Late cds. Centered right. ACSC 109(OS) Cat. $80+ $30 
1656 1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith pair ovptd "OS". One greased perf on 2d otherwise fine MLH with hinge remnant on each value. 

They appear to be genuine ovpts displaying the correct characteristics & coming from the Vince Brown collection, untouched for 
40 years, we are confident in selling them "as is". SG O123/24 $100 

1657 1931 3d Kingsford Smith, Plate 1 corner marginal block of 4 ovptd "OS". MLH on top two & selvedge otherwise fine 
MUH. Again they seem to be genuine ovpts with the Vince Brown provenance, being untouched for 40 years until now. 
We are happy to sell them on extension should the buyer wish to obtain a cert. SG O124, ACSC 142(OS)z Cat. $6000 $2,500 

1658 1931 6d Kingsford Smith Air Mail Service Ash imprint block of 6 overprinted "OS". MUH/MLH with aged gum. ACSC 144(OS)zd  $70 
1659 1932 (5th Oct) 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge ovptd "OS" on OHMS  flapless cover for Central Meteorological Bureau pmkd 

Melbourne. Addressed to Fremantle. Some light wear & slight staining but does not detract. ACSC 146(OS) Cat $300 $100 
1660 1932 2d & 3d Sydney Harbour Bridge ovptd "OS". Irregular blocks with 2d x 34 & 3d x 30. MUH & free of toning but odd light 

crease on some. SG O134/35 Cat. £800+ $120 
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 1661 1908/09 1/- & 5/- Postage Dues fine used pair. SG D58/59 Cat. £60 (2) $30 
1662 1909 ½d  to 5/- rosine & yellow-green. 1/- toned otherwise MLH & above average centering. SG D63/71 Cat. £350 $60 
1663 1911 (15th Sept) 1d KGV Coronation Postcard in sepia uprated with ½d kangaroo & addressed to Frankfurt, Germany. 

Message on reverse is date 15.9.13 with Fremantle machine cancel similarly dated. Clean & free of creases. $150 
1664 1913 (1st Aug) ½d green & 2d grey kangaroos bearing the correct rate of 2½d on cover to Germany from Wickepin WA.  All tied 

by neat Wickepin cds's. Opened at top & corner top left with diagonal crease but a clean cover & attractive usage. $120 
1665 1913 1d kangaroo Lettercard with " Cataract Gorge, Launceston Tas" view in blackish brown. Fine mint. ACSC LC16 Cat. $125 $25 
1666 1913 1d pale red engraved KGV horiz pair with doubled perfs at base. Fresh MLH. ACSC 59bh Cat. $350 $150 
1667 1913 1d red engraved KGV left marginal block of 9 with part imprint. Reasonably centred with MUH x 6 & MLH x 3.                

Mild bend top row. SG 17 $20 
1668 1913 6d kookaburra. MLH with good centering. SG 19 Retails $100+ $40 
1669 1914 6d kookaburra horiz pair centred to top. MVLH/MLH. SG 19 Cat. £150 $50 
1670 1913 6d kookaburra left marginal fresh MUH example. SG 19 Retails $240 $75 
1671 1913 6d kookaburra. Fresh MUH with superb centering. SG 19 Retails $240 $75 



1672 1915 (27th Jan) Highland Society of NSW commercial metered cover with "PAID AT SYDNEY NSW JA 27 1915  ½D" roller in 
red. Addressed locally & with printed "Remember The Bairns on New Year's Day, 1915" in red at top. Scarce & in good cond. $220 

1673 1915 (2nd Aug) "Gepps Aurora Hotel" private illustrated advertising cover sent from Adelaide to Philadelphia USA with censor 
tape at left. Has the correct rate with 2½d kangaroo tied by Adelaide machine cancel. Further Adelaide b/s of 4 Aug on reverse 
by machine over top of censor tape. Minor faults at lower left but quite clean & lovely usage. $200 

1674 1917 (Prisoner of War) outgoing censored "PRISONER OF WAR FREE LETTER" from Liverpool NSW to Hannover, Germany 
with handstamp of "R. Holman Lieut. Col, German Concentration Camps Liverpool" boxed in violet together with separate 
boxed censor marking. Also with a letter on "CONCENTRATION CAMPS, AUSTRALIA PRISONER OF WAR LETTER" 
formular stationery. Light toning to edges of envelope. Rarely seen. (2 items) $300 

1675 1924 (14th Jan) "Avis de Reception" postal card used for acknowledgement of receipt of article posted to Germany. Fee of 3d 
paid by 3d olive Die IIB kangaroo tied by oval REGISTERED PERTH WA 14 JA 24 struck in black (date posted to Germany) & 
in pencil 13/2/24 signed by receiver in Germany for return to Perth. $220 

1676 1927 1½d Parliament selection of MUH/MLH noting single "retouch to top of first "A" plus normal single, 3 pairs, strip of 3 & 
block of 4. (13) $30 

1677 1927 1½d Parliament block of 40 with selvedge on 3 sides. Some light gum bends otherwise MUH. SG 105 $20 
1678 1927 1½d Parliament full sheet of 80 MUH. Stamps are fine but right & lower selvedges with grease stains. Ideal research item. 

SG 105 (80) $30 
1679 1927 2/- booklet with both panes of 8 x 1½d Parliament fresh MUH. Rusty original staple covered by hinges down booklet spine. 

SG SB22 Cat. £90 $40 
1680 1927 2/- Parliament booklet. Usual odd gum crease. SG SB22 Cat. £90 $50 
1681 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. MUH but toned gum & vertical ironed out crease reflected in conservative reserve. Frontally 

attractive. SG MS 106a $60 
1682 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. MUH with minor gum bends. SG MS 106a $90 
1683 1928 Kookaburra Exhibition complete sheet of 15 Miniature Sheets. Staining affecting 1st vertical row of left hand blocks & the 

selvedge. Also perf separation affecting central block in top row. Browning of gum on outer selvedge with minor selvedge 
creasing at right of sheet. However remains a stunning MUH sheet at a conservative reserve. An ideal front page to an 
Australian Pre-decimal collection or a bird thematic! SG MS106a x 15 $1,000 

1684 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet from top of sheet. Fine MVLH in top selvedge with no perf separation. SG MS106a $100 
1685 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet from top of sheet. Fresh MUH from bottom of the sheet. Excellent example. SG MS106a  $150 
1686 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. Fine used by red Exhibition cds. No perf separation. Fine & attractive. SG MS 106a $150 
1687 1928 (31st Oct) Kookaburra M/S's x 2 with the 31 OCT 28 Melbourne Exhibition cancel in blue on one & red on the other 

together with handwritten note from Walter Bromfield with original env bearing 3d marginal single tied by the red cancel. The 
note is signed & dated 31.10.28. A lovely group. (4 items) $300 

1688 1929 3d Airmail, type A, in Plates 1-4 corner blocks. MLH in selvedge only. Plate 3 with grease stain on right hand perfs & plate 
4 with creases & minor perf separation otherwise fine. ACSC $300 $100 

1689 1929 3d Airmail, type A, Ash imprint block of 4. MUH ACSC 134z Cat. $125 $50 
1690 1929 3d Airmail, type B, MUH block of 12. Top perfs stained on 2 units. SG 115 $70 
1691 1929 3d Airmail booklet pane of 4 with bottom left having "long wing to plane" variety. Slightly aged gum but MUH & frontally 

fresh. Accompanied by the pane of Airmail etiquettes. ACSC 136d Cat. $950 $250 
1692 1929 3/- Airmail booklet exploded on page for display with 1929 3d Airmail, type A, in 3 blocks of 4. Incls the airmail etiquettes & 

interleaving. Panes fresh MLH with slight foxing on booklet cover. ACSC $575 per booklet pane plus premium for complete 
booklet. ACSC B40 Cat. $1500 $500 

1693 1930 & 1935 3/- Airmail booklets Type A ("Air Mail Saves Time") & Type B ("Use the Air Mail") complete & intact. The outer 
covers are lightly creased & worn & the Airmail etiquette sheet has been reinforced with stamp hinges in the latter. Remain a 
scarce pair. SG SB24 & SB24a Cat. £2,550 (2) $600 

1694 1929 3/- Airmail booklet exploded on page for display with 1929 3d Airmail, type B, in 3 blocks of 4. Incls the airmail etiquettes & 
interleaving. MLH ACSC $800 for each type B pane plus premium as complete booklet. ACSC B50 Cat. $2250 Ex. Vince Brown $700 

1695 1930 (20th Jan) State Savings bank of Victoria interbank cover with 1d KGV tied by Melbourne cds & bearing boxed 
"DAMAGED BY FIRE IN LETTER RECEIVER" cachet plus an unboxed two line "DAMAGED BY WATER" both struck in black. 
Not much damage from this incident where water was pumped in to a letter box on fire. Vert fold otherwise good cond. 
Extremely rare, with only one other similar cover recorded.  $900 

1696 1930 (2nd Sept) FIVE PENCE on 4½d KGV tied by Registered St Georges Terrace cds with matching R6 Reg label. Addressed 
to Swanbourne with similar b/s plus Registered Perth & Claremont.Little toning at edges but presentable & otherwise good cond $120 

1697 1930 1½d Lord Howe Island provisional with manuscript ovpt "2d Paid PM LHI" tying the stamp on piece. Ceremuga (2003) 
cert. See SG footnote below SG 11B indicating cat. value of £700 $400 

1698 1930 2d on 1½d KGV right hand selvedge block of 15 (3x5). Fine MUH SG 119 $20 
1699 1930 5d on 4½d KGV surcharge in top gutter block of 4. MUH but heavily toned. ACSC 125d Cat.$70 $20 
1700 1930 5d on 4½d KGV surcharge in Ash imprint pair MLH with "N" over "N". MLH with light even gum toning. ACSC 125za $20 
1701 1931 2d Kingsford Smith imprint blocks with Plates 1-8 in 2 of each showing shades. Also 3d Plates 1-3  with 2 blocks of each 

plus a Plate 3 block of 6 showing "plane dropping mailbag" variety & a single showing the variety more pronounced. Beautifully 
written up with majority appearing fine MUH/MLH. ACSC Cat. $1000+ (Ex Vince Brown) $400 

1702 1931 6d violet Kingsford Smith violet blocks in 2 shades & a block of 6 with re-entry to "T" & "OR/LD" on top middle stamp plus 
3 imprint blocks of different shades (one evenly toned). A further block of 4 with the same re-entry & 6d brown Ash imprint block 
of 6 showing re-entry at R8/3. Also 1937 1/6d Hermes thick paper CofA imprint blocks (one stamp grease stained), 1958 2/- 
Qantas lower left marginal block of 24 showing diagonal stripping "rainstorm" effect on most units of blocks. Majority MUH/MLH. 
Ex Vince Brown. ACSC Cat. $1400+ $400 

1703 1931 6d brown Kingsford Smith Airmail in full sheet of 40. Plate 1 (not showing the retouch at pos.38 that appears on plate 2). 
Stamps fresh MUH bar 2 from perf separation repair & 6 light hinge marks in selvedge from mounting. ACSC 144A Cat. $1600+ $500 

1704 1931 6d dull brown Kingsford Smith Airmail Ash imprint block of 6. MLH hinged on top centre stamp only ACSC 144zd Cat.$325 $120 
1705 1931 Kingsford Smith Airmail study annotated on leaves showing the basic set with 2 shades of 2d & detailed explanation of 

reason for shade varieties, 3d imprint blocks in bright & pale shades (latter with grease mark), 2d "OS" imprint block & a further 
block identified as from Plate 2 by ink spot constant flaw & an ordinary 2d corner block, no "OS", showing Plate 2 & ditto 
showing Plate 3 & (7). Also 6d violet marginal block showing R6/10 "extra islands east of Madagascar" variety. Superb study all 
fine MUH  other than the top row of 6d perfs with couple of spots. The ACSC cat. for MUH on these is $2400+ (Ex Vince Brown) $800 

1706 1931 (23rd May) cover franked with 3d Kingsford-Smith paying 1oz foreign letter rate to Java tied by Sydney "POSTED IN 
OVERSEAS BOX GPO" machine cancel. Soerabaja arrival b/s. Good cond. $40 

1707 1932 (30th Jan) "FIVE PENCE" on 4½d KGV embossed "Registered Letter" envelope uprated with 1d & 2d KGV for surface 
mail to USA from Perth. St Georges Terrace R6 Reg label tied by  "REGISTERED" h/s struck in violet. Below stamps is a neat 
Chicago Ill Registered cds for MAR 2 1932. Most attractive in very good cond. $150 

1708 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge commercially used with bold heavy, slightly smudged, 1932 Victorian parcel cancel. Well 
centred with good perfs & fault free. Nice genuine usage. SG 143 Cat. $500 for commercially used $120 



1709 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge commercially used with 2 light partial indistinct cds's at bottom left. Postally used examples are 
much scarcer than CTO with most such stamps having been used on interstate or overseas parcels hence tears, creases, thins, 
heavy cancellations, etc. It is thought that for every 100 CTO stamps, there may be two or three postally used examples & a 
ratio of less than 1:100 for fine used examples with a steel cds. A lovely example of commercially used, well centred with 
excellent perfs. SG 143 Cat. $500 for commercially used $180 

1710 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge neatly CTO, no gum. Well centred & fine. SG 143 Cat. £200 $160 
1711 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO without gum & well centred. Odd fluffy perf. SG 143 Cat. £200 $150 
1712 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge neatly CTO, no gum. Well centred & fine. SG 143 Cat. £200 $150 
1713 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Mint with 50% original gum but heavily hinged & creased. Cheap space filler. SG 143 $50 
1714 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MLH but a couple of very small tone spots & slightly aged gum. SG 143 Cat. £425 $200 
1715 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MLH with light even toning but frontally fresh. SG 143 Cat. £425 $150 
1716 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MLH, centred slightly left. SG 143 Cat. £425 $250 
1717 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Well centred & fine MLH. SG 143 Retails $600+ $350 
1718 1932 6d Kookaburra lower right pane part imprint block of 4. Fresh MUH SG 146 Retail $100+ $60 
1719 1934 Victoria Cent perf. 10½ set of 3 fresh MUH. 1/- centred slightly high & 3d with one or two split perfs at base. SG 147/49 $40 
1720 1934 Macarthur set of 4 in Ash imprint blocks. 2d "light hills" MUH, "dark hills" no gum with 3d & 9d hinged in gutter at top. A 

useful group. ACSC 157/60 Cat. $600+ $120 
1721 1934 1/6d Hermes, perf. 11, Ash imprint block showing "retouch to left of globe" variety. 2 MUH, 2 MLH. ACSC 161z, Cat. $400 $180 
1722 1934/49 1/6d Hermes on chalky paper x 2 & ordinary paper in McCracken imprint blocks MUH plus retouches on ordinary paper 

& chalky paper (3 singles & pair MLH). A useful group. (3 blocks, pair, 4 singles) $50 
1723 1935 2/- Silver Jubilee in plate 1 block MUH & 2d & 3d Ash imprint blocks hinged on one stamp plus scarcer 2d scarlet shade 

marginal MUH block. Also 1934 2d & 3d Vic Cent perf. 11½ in MLH Ash imprint blocks. (6 blocks) $100 
1724 1937 coil testing pair in red (rarely seen) plus c1940 strips of 3 & 4 in green. Also a 1970 white on black background 

"P.M.G.DEPT" single & two pairs. All items fresh MUH. (14) $180 
1725 1937/38 2d scarlet KGVI gutter block of 8 with Plate 4 clearly visible with pips on top selvedge. Superb MUH. ACSC 188zca 

Cat. $2500 plus premium for MUH $2,000 
1726 1937/38 2d scarlet KGVI with "medallion flaw". Good used with part slogan cancel. ACSC 188e Cat. $250 $50 
1727 1937/38 2d scarlet KGVI with "medallion flaw". Fine used with light cancel & variety clearly visible. ACSC 188e Cat. $250 $120 
1728 1937/38 3d blues with Die I SG 165 MLH,  Die I "white wattles" SG 168a MLH, Die Ia SG 168b MUH, Die II SG 168c MLH,              

Die II on thin paper 168ca (mint no gum) & Die III SG 186 MLH. Total cat. value £500+ (6) $180 
1729 1937/48 3d blue Die I "white wattles" part Ash imprint block of 4. Mint without gum. ACSC 190za $50 
1730 1937/48 3d blue Die I Ash imprint block of 4. MUH folded down gutter. Fresh. ACSC 191 Cat. $300 $100 
1731 1937/48 3d blue, Die Ia, Ash imprint block of 4. MLH but tone marks on reverse, creased gutter & front gutter stained resulting 

in very low reserve. ACSC 192z Cat. $1250 $100 
1732 1937/48 3d blue ,Die II, Ash imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH. ACSC 193za Cat. $100+ $60 
1733 1937/38 3d blue KGVI Die II in Ash imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH. ACSC 193zb Cat. $225 $90 
1734 1937/48 3d blue Die Ia horiz pair. MUH but both with traces of toning. SG 168b Cat. £300 $60 
1735 1937/48 3d blue, Die II on thin paper, Ash imprint block of 4 plus Die III perf. 15x14 in matching format. Both MLH.              

ACSC 194za & 195za Cat. $475 (2 blocks) $120 
1736 1938/48 3d blue, Die II on thin paper in Ash imprint block of 4. Fresh MUH/MLH. ACSC 194za Cat. $275 $100 
1737 1937/48 3d blue, Die II on thin paper, Ash imprint block. Diagonal crease affecting left selvedge & lower stamp. MUH/MLH. 

ACSC 194za Cat. $125+ $50 
1738 1937/48 3d blue Die II (long epaulette) MUH plus another MLH & 3d brown similar Die x 4 MLH. ACSC cat for MUH $60 $30 
1739 1937/48 3d blue Die III in Ash imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH. ACSC195z Cat. $200 $70 
1740 1937/48 3d blue Die III on thin paper block of 4. MUH. SG 186 Cat. £180 $90 
1741 1937/48 1/- lyrebird right marginal strip of 3 with perforation guide marks. Grease stain on top stamp with bottom two MUH. 

ACSC 208bc Cat. $750 $200 
1742 1937/56 2d bright purple KGVI selvedge strip of 16 from top of right pane with "medallion flaw" on 5th stamp in bottom row. 

MUH with hinging in selvedge only. SG185b Cat. £80+ $60 
1743 1937/56 1/4d magenta Ash imprint blocks MUH/MLH specialist study with one perfd through left selvedge showing pip, two with 

similar perfs but diff width of left selvedges & another not perfd through left selvedge plus block showing "flaw in first "A" of 
"AUSTRALIA". (ACSC 211e MLH, Cat. $30) A fresh group. (5 blocks) $40 

1744 1937/48 Robes set of 3 on thick paper in Ash imprint corner blocks of 4. All blocks well-centred fresh MUH/MLH with hingeing 
affecting only one stamp in each block. Shortish perfs on one 5/- stamp & a top row £1 otherwise a superb group. SG 176/78 $400 

1745 1937/48 Robes set of 3 on thick paper. Fresh MVLH & well-centred. Superb group. SG 176/78 Retail $85+ $40 
1746 1937/48 Robes set of 3 on thick paper. Fresh MUH. £1 centred left & 5/- bottom marginal. SG 176/78 Retail $150 $50 
1747 1937/48 Robes set of 3 on thick paper. MUH & reasonably centred. SG 176/78 Retail $150 $70 
1748 1937 £1 Robes on thick paper in Ash imprint block of 4. MUH but small light shiny gum patch on one unit. ACSC 216z Cat $750 $250 
1749 1937/48 Robes set of 3 on thin paper. Fresh MLH.  £1 very well-centred. SG 176a/78a Retail $190 $60 
1750 1937/48 Robes set of 3 on thin paper with 5/- being left marginal. MUH with good centering. SG 176a/78a Retail $260 $120 
1751 1937/48 Robes sets on thick & thin papers fresh MLH plus 5/- white & cream thin papers, an extra shade of 10/- thick also MLH 

& a 5/- thick paper Ash imprint block MLH. Also a thin paper Authority imprint block MUH/MLH &  10/- thin paper imprint block 
MUH. (9 singles, 6 blocks) $250 

1752 1937/48 10/- & £1 Robes ovptd "SPECIMEN". Fresh MLH. £1 appears genuine & came from a contemporary collection but no 
certificate obtained & sold as is. (Ex Juzwin) SG 177s/78s Cat. £780 $300 

1753 1938 (12th Mar) Centenary of Ballarat Cobb's Mail Coach souvenir illustrated souvenir registered (Ballarat) cover with 3d Cable 
& KGV 5d on 4½d (latter cat. $200 on cover in ACSC) tied by Ballarat RS cds. Mauve event cachets on reverse. Slight toning 
around stamps but remains attractive & first we have seen. $50 

1754 1938 1/- Postage Due fine used block of 30 (5x6) with right & lower selvedge with part Ash imprint. Brisbane 27 July 1945 cds's. 
Possibly useful for research. SG D118 Cat. £360 $60 

1755 1938 Sesquicentenary sheet of 50 cinderellas. MUH with tone spot on one stamp. Much fresher than usually seen & attractive 
in the sheet format. $80 

1756 1938/41 2d scarlet KGVI coil pair with join. MUH. Vendor paid $340 for this pair. Scarce with join. SG 184a Cat. £350  $250 
1757 1940 6d spitfire War Savings Stamp in MLH Authority imprint pair. Perf. 14 with no wmk. Some light bends from storage in       

an old wallet. Fresh. $50 
1758 1940 6d spitfire War Savings Stamps x 17 on original "Commonwealth of Australia War Savings Stamps" PO folder. "Don't be 

an Onlooker-Be in the Fight" emblazoned at base. Stamps in mixed cond but rarely seen on original card. Highly collectable. $75 
1759 WWII 1d "Duchess of Gloucester Red Cross Appeal to Aid the Sick, Wounded & Prisoners of War" perfd & gummed cinderellas 

in six different colours all with right hand selvedge with varying parts of "Printed by authority of the Postmaster-Generals 
Department" in red. All bar one fresh MUH, the other MLH. Not often seen. (6) $50 

1760 1940 (31st May) 1/6d Hermes on Censored cover to England with Opened by Censor seal on Greenhalgh's Surgical Dressings, 
Clinical Thermometers, Surgical Plasters advertising env. Most attractive usage. $25 



1761 1941 (10th Nov) POW censored cover Perth to Geneva addressed in French to "Comite International de la Croix Rouge" & 
handwritten at left "Writing in Italian". Violet handstamps for "SERVICE OF PRISONERS OF WAR", boxed "PASSED BY 
CENSOR 1" & "Services Prisoners of War. Camp No. 11". "Reply to __________(write name clearly GPO Box P1218 Perth" 
boxed cachet on reverse completed in m/s. Also an additional Censor stamp. Camp No.11 was at Harvey WA, but cds is of 
PERTH. A scarce cover in good cond. $400 

1762 1941 & 1945 £1 War Savings certificates. The first certificate was issued by the Eng. Scot. & Aust Bank, Woonona & payable 
12 Dec 1948, the second issued at Cronulla, NSW & payable 1st July 1952. Both in good cond with usual folds. (2) $80 

1763 1941/46  1½d green KGVI pre-printed embossed postcard for the Shire of Eltham. Good mint cond. ACSC PS20 Cat. $200 $80 
1764 1942/50 2½d scarlet KGVI left marginal imperforate pair MUH. Stolen from the Commonwealth Note Printing Branch in the 

1940's. ACSC 230b Cat. $450 $300 
1765 1946 2½d Peace on no watermark paper. ACSC notes that this emanates from material stolen from The Note Printing Branch 

during the 1940's & that perhaps as many as half a dozen sheets have reached the market. Fine MUH. ACSC 236a Retail $150 $80 
1766 1946 5/10d KGVI embossed deep blue food parcel label. MLH & fresh. $30 
1767 1946 BCOF ovpt on 1d QM marginal block of 4 with blue-black ovpt. Fresh MUH. SG J2a Cat. £240. $120 
1768 1946 BCOF proof ovpt in black on 3d brown KGVI tied to piece by AUST ARMY P.O. 241 cds. ACSC J3PP(2)A Cat $750 $300 
1769 1946 BCOF proof ovpt in red on 3d brown KGVI tied to piece by AUST ARMY P.O. 241 cds. ACSC J3PP(2)A Cat $750 $300 
1770 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thick paper (centered left). All vals fine MUH. SG J1/7a Cat. £190 $75 
1771 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thick paper with Ceremuga certificate. Fresh MUH. SG J1/7 Cat. £190 $120 
1772 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thick paper. Fresh MUH. SG J1/7 Cat. £190 $120 
1773 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thin paper with 6d & 2/- marginal. All vals fresh MUH with above average centering.        

SG J1/7a Cat. £190 $90 
1774 1946 BCOF set of 8 to 5/- thin paper incls 1d with blue-black ovpt. MUH & with good centering. SG J1-7a & J2a Cat. £250  (8) $140 
1775 1947 (8th Jan) 1½d green on 2½d red window env with Sydney slogan cancel. "B. Addison Pty Ltd Oil & General Merchants 80 

Bridge Rd, The Glebe, Sydney" company imprint top left. This defaced KGVI oval embossed PTPO envelope Type I is only the 
4th known example & the only one dated 1947. A rare piece of postal stationary. ACSC ES80 Cat. $5000+ $2,000 

1776 1948 (17th Feb) 1/6d Hermes tied by Melbourne cancel to Kiwi illustrated "The Kiwi Polish Co. Pty Ltd, Richmond, Melbourne, 
Aust." advertising env with typed address. A lovely thematic for the bird collector. $20 

1777 1949 (27th April) 1½d QM tied by Adelaide "Join the RAAF" slogan on attractive "Newton, McLaren Ltd Leigh St, Adelaide - 
HOOVER The World's Best Cleaner" advertising window env. VG cond. $20 

1778 1949 1/6d Hermes Plate 1 block of 4. Fresh MUH with plate number at left centre, one row below pip. ACSC 261Az Cat. $500 $180 
1779 1949/50 5/- & 10/- Arms in Authority imprint blocks of 4.  5/- without left selvedge. MUH/MLH. ACSC 268/69za Cat.$150 $50 
1780 1949/50 £1 Arms in Authority imprint block of 4. Fresh MUH/MLH. ACSC 270za Cat. $100 $50 
1781 1949/50 £2 Arms in Authority imprint block of 4. Fresh with 3 MUH, one MLH. ACSC 271za Cat. $1000  $400 
1782 1949/50 Arms set of 3 ovptd "SPECIMEN". MLH plus extra £2 (MLH) & 10/- & £1 normal MLH. Also 1959/60 flowers MLH & 

another Hagner with KGVI 3½d blue x 11 blocks (8 with authority imprints). Also 1937 NSW Sesqui FDC addressed. Useful. $75 
1783 1949/50 Arms set of 3 ovptd "SPECIMEN". 10/- & £1 MLH with £2 fine MUH. SG 224bs/ds  $90 
1784 1949/50 Arms set of 3 ovptd "SPECIMEN". MLH. SG 224bs/ds $80 
1785 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2 all MUH. 10/- centered right & one pulled perf at base of £1. SG 224a/d $75 
1786 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2 all MUH. Shortish perf at top of £2. SG 224a/d $75 
1787 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2 plus 5/- on thin paper all MVLH. SG 224a/d Retails $220+ $90 
1788 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2 in MUH Authority imprint pairs. SG 224a/d, ACSC cat. is $1775 for MUH imprint blocks of 4. $350 
1789 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2 in marginal blocks of 4. All fine MUH bar one 10/- which is MVLH. Well-centred, fresh & attractive. 

SG 224a/d Retail is $1000+ $600 
1790 1951 Arms 5/- on thin paper. Fresh MUH & an increasingly difficult stamp. ACSC 268a Cat. $225 $80 
1791 1951 Arms 5/- on thin paper in lower left corner block of 4. Fresh MUH/MLH with the latter being MVLH. ACSC 268a Cat. $700 $250 
1792 1952 3/6d KGVI booklets x 2 plus 3/6d QEII with wax interleaving, Exc cond. SG SB 30 & SB31a Cat.£65 (3) $30 
1793 1952/65 2/6d aboriginal with wmk sideways inverted (top of crown facing to the left as seen from behind) variety in fine used 

strip of three. Ace Stamp Auctions sold a single used in Sale No. 11 for $2600. SG 253aw Cat. £5500 $1,800 
1794 1954/57 early "Maxicards" for 3½d swan on Nucolorvue "Black swan" postcard, 5½d emu on period colour card, 6d kookaburra 

& 1/- lyrebird on a Littlejohns card. Latter 3 pmkd Sydney, the swan pmk Croydon North. VG cond & increasingly collectable. (4)  $50 
1795 1956 Melbourne Olympiad Rajko illustrated postcards showing Native throwing spear x 6 each with ½d kangaroo tied by a diff 

pictorial Olympic cds incl Station Pier, Ballarat Village & Mains Stadium. Exc cond & not seen before. (6) $30 
1796 1957/59 4/- booklet with 4d claret QEII. Wax interleaving. Exc cond. ACSC B60v Retails $100+ $40 

 1958 Kingsford Smith Trans-Tasman original artwork. Richard Breckon has confirmed that there is no preliminary artwork for 
the Joint Issue with NZ in the Australia Post Archives. However, several die proofs inscribed New Zealand are held by Austral ia 
Post. This confirms preliminary designs can properly be treated & exhibited as Australian material also. Please see lot 2569 

 1797 1959 5d QEII Letter Card ovptd "SPECIMEN". Fine cond. ACSC LC 84w Cat. $125 $50 
1798 1959 5d QEII PO wrapper ovptd "SPECIMEN". Fine cond with exc gum. ACSC W29w Cat. $100 $30 
1799 1960 5/- QEII booklet. Edition 2/1960. Exc cond. Pfeffer B62B Cat. $100 $25 
1800 1960/62 5/- booklet with 5d blue QEII. Wax interleaving. Edition 1/1960. Exc cond. ACSC B62Aev Retails $100+ $40 
1801 1961/64 5/- cattle on white paper MUH. Well centred. SG 327a Retails $150 $50 
1802 1961/64 5/- cattle in both cream & white papers. Fresh MUH. SG 327/27a Retail $170+ $75 
1803 1961 5d QEII Lettersheet ovptd "SPECIMEN" plus another with FDI cancel for Wyoming, NSW. Both in fine cond. Cat. $100 (2) $30 
1804 1962 (10th Aug) "XIIth WORLD'S POULTRY CONGRESS, SYDNEY, NSW" pictorial pmk on 3d QEII Postcard uprated with 

additional 2d for England destination. Exc cond & most unusual. $20 
1805 1963 5d Royal Visit in vert pair with horizontal perfs grossly misplaced by 8mm & 3.5mm vertically. MUH ACSC 392bb Cat $100 $50 
1806 1963 5d Royal Visit marginal block of 4 with horizontal perfs grossly misplaced & vertical perfs shifted to left. Fine MUH. (ACSC 

392bb Cat. $100) plus 1965 5d red QEII block with vertical perfs grossly misplaced. Only 2 sheets known with this variety. 
ACSC 402b Cat. $250. Also 1960 5d left selvedge block of 2 x 10 showing Type A/B format. Written up on album page (3 items) $180 

1807 1963/65 5d green QEII booklet block of 96 from the base of sheet containing 14 booklet panes of six, imperf between pairs & 
imperf down one side with 6 units from each. Fresh MUH with odd very light gum bend. ACSC 400b,ba,bf,bh,c Cat. $700+ $100 

1808 1963/65 Navigators comprising 4/- x 79 but with only 54 fault free & MUH, 7/6d x 6 (all creased) & 10/- x 36 with only 19 fine 
MUH. Retail on the fine MUH is $730+ SG 355, 357 & 358 $80 

1809 1963/64 Navigators set of 6 with 10/- & £1 on cream paper. MLH. SG 355/60 $50 
1810 1963/65 Navigators set of 6 in fresh MUH well-centred pairs. Superb examples. SG 355/60 $160 
1811 1963/65 Navigators set of 8 with both papers of 10/- & £1. Fresh MUH & well centered. SG 355/60 Retail $280 (8) $100 
1812 1964 5d Christmas pair with left hand stamp showing red printing partially omitted resulting in "Australia" totally omitted. MUH 

but RPSV cert. states "is genuine … slightly creased" (1965). Unfortunately both stamps have subsequently acquired minor 
grease stain on top perfs. A scarce stamp. SG 372a Cat. £4750 $500 

1813 1965 5/- QEII booklet. Edition V5. Exc cond. Pfeffer B67M Cat. $125 $30 
1814 1965 5d Hargrave with "purple omitted" (5d value) together with normal & an example with black printing shifted 0.5mm to right. 

Key item MLH with shiny gum mark. SG 379a Cat. £500 (Ex Vince Brown) $200 



 AUSTRALIA - DECIMAL 
 1815 1960's PO Sorting machine test card in red & blue numbered 113 with Govt supply no. QC. 7/1. Title before instructions reads 

"This card is part of a quality control test procedure for machine performance". Not sure if they use these any more but they 
should with the current delivery times!! Exc cond & most unusual.  $25 

1816 1966 1¢, 2¢ & 5¢ QEII blocks showing full offsets (full to partial on 2¢) on typed album page. Stunning trio. MUH ACSC 436c, 
437c & 444c Cat. $900+ $300 

1817 1966 1c to 30c Bird defins sets plus coil strips of 4 complete MUH. Also PMG DEPT coil tester pair MUH. Retail $160+ $30 
1818 1966 4¢ red QEII with left selvedge imperforate. Scarce with only one sheet affected. ACSC 439bn Cat. $4000 $1,800 
1819 1966 60c 4c red QEII "Post your parcels" tabs. Edition DG9 Exc cond. Pfeffer B72F Cat. $150 $30 
1820 1966 60c booklets with 4c red QEII in set of six different slogans with matching "V67/1" edition numbers. Retail on panes alone 

is $450+ (6) $220 
1821 1967 5c blue QEII block of 4 with superb strong offset. Fine MUH ACSC444a Cat. $300 $70 
1822 1967 5¢ blue QEII in lower right corner block with pre-printing crease at lower right corner of bottom right stamp causing angled 

selvedge perfs & partial imperforate. Also 6¢ orange QEII top right selvedge block of 6 with corner most stamp partially void 
from paper fold during printing, but perfs unaffected due to 2 stage process. (2 blocks) $150 

1823 1967 50c & $1 surcharged booklets. 50c Edition V67/2, $1 Edition V67/2 x 2 without inside cover ads. Pfeffer B101A, B113A & 
B115A Cat. $180+ (3) $50 

1824 1970 6¢ orange QEII block of 6 with "dry ink" affecting 4 units plus 7¢ block of 6 with vertical pre-printing paper crease. Both 
MUH & eye catching. (2 blocks) $100 

1825 1970 6¢ orange QEII top selvedge strip of 10 with first cliché blank & 10th impression guillotined at right. i.e. whole set of 
impressions shifted to right with perfs still properly centred. A new discovery not listed in ACSC. Also 7¢ blocks of 4 & 6 with 
jumped vertical perfs at left on block of 6 plus similar variety with left perfs removed on block of 4. All fine MUH. (3 items) $400 

1826 1970 6c orange QEII block of 4 with complete offset. MUH but one unit with light paper adhesion. ACSC 446c Cat. $400 $75 
1827 1966 7¢ purple QEII top right corner "pip" block with pre-printing paper crease vertically (incorrectly described as "cracked 

electro" in write up on album page) plus lower selvedge block of 6 x 4¢ red showing "wiping mark" (extension of colour into 
margin & colour specks at base). Two nice inconsistent varieties. (2 blocks) $60 

1828 1966 50c Dampier left hand marginal block of 4 showing Plate Nº 2 (inverted). Fine MUH. Rarely seen. ACSC 461za Cat. $275 $80 
1829 1966 $1 Flinders in Plate Nº 3 gutter blocks of 4 from top & bottom of sheet. MUH. ACSC 463za/zb Cat. $80 $40 
1830 1966 $4 King Navigator. Full sheet of 100 except for top left corner block of 6 unfortunately removed. Fresh MUH & well 

centred. Total face value $4 x 94 = $376. SG 403 $150 
1831 1968 APO folder with defins complete CTO to 50¢ plus "SPECIMEN" ovpts on 75¢ to $4 Navigator. Missing 30¢ flower. Folder 

with code C 2651/68 (21) $40 
1832 1968 APO folder with defins complete CTO to 50¢ plus "SPECIMEN" ovpts on 75¢ to $4 Navigator Folder coded C2651/68 (22) $40 
1833 1968 20c Sturt's Desert Pea with a very pale shade in the red petals. It is a used example but all other colours are sound so 

does not appear to be faded but maybe a "dry ink" application. Sold "as is". Normal for comparison. $20 
1834 1969 $1 Famous Aust booklets. Edition G69/3 x 4. Exc cond. Pfeffer B132C Cat. $120 $30 
1835 1970 $1.20 Famous Aust booklets without Edition nos. or inserts x 3. Pfeffer B135 Cat. $75 (3) $20 
1836 1970 (7th July) 5c QEII on Perth addressed env with North Sydney slogan cancel. "PRIORITY PAID TEST ARTICLE This article 

has been used to test a new system for handling urgent interstate mail. AUSTRALIAN POST OFFICE" cachet in mauve above 
address. GPO Perth  SD b/s for 1230A 8 JY 70. Most unusual. $30 

1837 1970 Capt. Cook set of 24 Covers, each Cancelled at Cook's 12 Landing Points down the East coast of Australia. One set of 5c 
small covers & a set of 12 with se-tenant strips on long covers. Exc unaddressed cond. (24) $20 

1838 1970 Capt. Cook M/S with "Double Spear" variety. MUH ACSC 528cf $25 
1839 1970 Capt. Cook M/S with 1973 "Eucharistic Congress Melbourne" ovpt. Vatican flag also overprinted onto M/S. Pmkd 20th Feb 

1973 with matching Congress cancel. Rarely seen. $40 
1840 1970 Capt. Cook privately perforated M/S's x 5. MUH. Retail $200. SG 465 vars. (5) $50 
1841 1970 Capt. Cook M/S's x 20. MUH but minor gum bends. Could be "flattened" & good for re-sale at this reserve. SG MS 465 

Retail $300+ (20) $30 
1842 1971 Christmas panes of 25 on both white & cream papers. MUH SG 498ab/bb Retail $190+ $50 
1843 1971 Christmas panes of 25 on both white & cream papers. MUH SG 498ab/bb Retail $190+ $50 
1844 1971 Christmas panes of 25 on both white & cream papers. MUH plus block of 7 & set of 7 on white paper. Retail $280+ $60 
1845 1971 Christmas panes of 25 on cream paper x 2 plus 2 additional blocks of 7. All fine MUH. SG 498a/ab x 2. Retail $230 $50 
1846 1971 Christmas panes of 25 with 3 on cream paper & one pane of 25 on white paper plus 6 additional blocks of 7 & 9 sets of 7 

all on cream paper. All fine MUH. SG 498a/ab Retail $750+ $100 
1847 1972 $1.40 Prime Ministers booklets. Edition G71/3 x 5 & V71/3 x 2. Exc cond. Pfeffer B139b & C Cat. $140 (7) $30 
1848 1973 7¢ agate with black omitted resulting in "7¢" & "Agate" omitted. ACSC 642c, SG 550a Cat. £95 $50 
1849 1973 8¢ Opal with black (value & agate) omitted. Fresh MUH with normal for comparison. Only 40 recorded. ACSC644c,       

SG 551a Cat. £425 $200 
1850 1974 10¢ Star Sapphire top left corner pair with "Printed on the gummed side" variety. MUH. ACSC 648ci Cat. $200    $70 
1851 1975 10¢ IWY with dramatically misplaced perfs upwards with most of "AUSTRALIA" appears at the top. Only one sheet known. 

MUH. ACSC 691b $100 
1852 1977 18¢  Silver Jubilee marginal pair with strong offset of black & blue. Only one such sheet discovered. ACSC 765c Cat. $250 $120 
1853 1977 18¢ Silver Jubilee imperforate strip of 6 from top left of sheet. Small tear in margin, crease near & parallel to base affecting 

all units & other minor faults. ACSC states "one sheet (300?) existed imperforate from first (Sydney) printing, which is believed 
to have gone astray during transport of the printed sheets to Melbourne for perforation". ACSC 765b (imperf pair) Cat. $200 $200 

1854 1977 (7th March) Silver Jubilee stamp pair (pmkd Canberra) & silver proof medal commem folder by Franklin Mint. Often 
missed by cover/stamp collectors. $20 

1855 1977 (7th March) Silver Jubilee stamp pair (pmkd Canberra) & silver proof medal commem folder by Franklin Mint. $20 
1856 1978 20c Little Grebe with "Yellow (beak & eye) omitted" variety. Fresh MUH. ACSC 805cb Cat. $250 $60 
1857 1978 Aviators M/S with "Blue Mountains Crossing Bicentenary 1813-2013" overprint in silver. Illustrated also with 3 men on 

horses & numbered "0003" in gold. MUH $20 
1858 1979 20¢ Int Year of the Child block of 8 & pair MUH with 4 upper & one lower unit affected by pre-printing paper crease. MUH 

SG 720var. $40 
1859 1982 (9th Sept) 60c Trial booklets pmkd FDI GPO Sydney with additional pair pmkd 1 OC 82? Pfeffer B145 (4) $20 
1860 1982 80c Parramatta Eels Stamp Booklets x 2 with both left hand & right selvedges with 20c Grebes. Pfeffer B142a/b Cat. $380 $100 
1861 1982 Ashes Cent of Cricket PSE's signed by Barry Shepherd, Keith Stackpole, Craig Sergeant & Bob Massie on diff covers. (4) $20 
1862 1982 Commonwealth Games M/S overprinted "GLASGOW 2014 XX Commonwealth Games Australian Medal Tally Gold - 49 

Silver - 52 Bronze 46" in silver with Australian team logo. Numbered 3 in gold. MUH $20 
1863 1984 $5 Royal Flying Doctor sheetlet of 10 cinderellas valid only for mail carried by the RFDS. Cambec Press. MUH. FV $50 $20 
1864 1984 (April) Embassy of Japan, Canberra Registered Deakin, ACT (provisional label) envelope with "DIPLOMATIC OFFICIAL" 

cachet in red. 6 x 60c & a single 20c butterfly stamps pmkd Deakin. Sealed by "Diplomatic & Consular Service Japan" seal & 
addressed to Consulate-General of Japan, Perth. Most attractive genuine usage. $20 



1865 1984 30¢ Queens birthday strip of 3 with purple brown/grey partially omitted on centre stamp before totally omitted on right 
hand stamp. "Double ink" effect down middle of centre stamp also. Fine MUH. ACSC 1029ca Cat. $1500 for strip of 5 $500 

1866 1986 America's Cup Victory Photographic Proofs/Essays incl Progressive Proofs in 33c then a range of unadopted designs.     
A lovely "Boat/ship" thematic. (10) $150 

1867 1988 37c Early Years se-tenant gutter block of 10 ovptd "The First Fleet Stamp and Coin Show Sydney November 11-13 1988". 
MUH & another difficult early gutter. $30 

1868 1988 37c First Fleet Arrival se-tenant gutter block of 10 ovptd Melbourne "Stamp and Coin Show 1988" with illustrations of 
Dampier, Tasman, Hunter Cook & Phillips. MUH & one of the scarcest early gutters. $30 

1869 1988 80c Aust Crafts Booklet with "double printed" front & back covers. Most striking & previously unrecorded. SG SB62var. $50 
1870 1988 Living Together & 1989 Sports in reprint blocks of 4 with diff Koala imprints in selvedge, some from original printings.      

All MUH. FV $45+ $30 
1871 1988 Olympics issue. Photographic Proofs largely in colour with 27 different items. 6 in close to issued design (aside from the 

denomination showing as 37c on all). The others are unadopted designs from 5 other artists plus Sue Passmore, the successful 
designer. Most appealing to an olympic collector as this material is rarely offered on the open market. Most attractive. (27) $400 

1872 1988 Bicentenary set of 25 gold stamp reproduction ingots. Struck in solid silver and 24 carat gold plated, this collection cost 
from Aust Post $2465! The collection is complete with ingots still in pres cards bar one. Set win wooden case sold in Ace Stamp 
Auctions No. 15 sale for $700. $250 

1873 1989 "Introducing Australia" Stamp book with issues (FV $30+) still in original folder & with 60 page hardback presentation 
book. Excellent cond. Retail at $150 $25 

1874 1989 $3.90 Fishing booklet miscut resulting in small part of "AUSTRALIA 39c" appearing at base of lower row in pane. Excellent 
cond. Pfeffer B157v $20 

1875 1989 $3.90 Fishing with scarce cream Harrison paper reprint. Pfeffer B157A Cat. $150 $30 
1876 1989 41c Cycling from booklet with 2 koala reprint logo in selvedge but this has extended into the stamp area. MUH. Unusual. 

SG 1180var. $10 
1877 1989 $3.60 Christmas booklet overprinted World Stamp Expo '89 with Washington logo. Pfeffer B161(2). Retails $150+ $30 
1878 1990 $4.30 skateboarding original booklet with part perfd pane at left. Exc cond. Pfeffer B163b Cat. $160 $30 
1879 1990 (20th Apr) The Anzac Tradition cover with pictorial cachet tying set & at top left, jet over "Carried on the Special 1990 

Veterans Flight to Turkey" plus a set on cover tied by AUST F.P.O. 4 12 AP 90 & set of 7 covers with oval "A.F.P.O. 4 12 APR 
1990 AUSTRALIA", the cachets numbered from 1 to 7 below A.F.P.O. indicator. All except "Special Flight" cover are inscribed 
at lower left: "Defence Protecting Australia". (9) $20 

1880 1991 43¢ Queen's Birthday imperforate proof pair. MUH. ACSC states "although frequently offered as an imperforate error, the 
paper used for these proofs is quite unlike that used for the issued stamps". The status of this pair seems to be confirmed by a 
thin white line at base beyond the range of the background colour. ACSC 1513 PP (1) Cat. $500 $250 

1881 1991 Across Town Sydney & Perth S/A labels x 13 of each plus additional 4 Perth labels & 7 Sydney & 13 Perth FDC's. Also 
three of each in Pres Packs. Retail $1000+ (56) $180 

1882 1992 Threatened Species booklet 4 Koala reprint with "stamps printed on backing paper" variety. ACSC B1566 (3)a Cat. $250 $75 
1883 1992 $2.25 Threatened Species sheetlet of 5 with the "punch-hole at base" variety. ACSC 1567b, Cat $200 $90 
1884 1993 WWII Naval ships set of 4 in MUH gutter blocks of 10 with RAN Arms in gutters. Retail $100, opening at the face value. $35 
1885 1994 85c Pelican horiz strip of 5 with a clear doubling of the black printing getting more pronounced to the right selvedge. The 2 

koalas reprint icons are also blurred as a result. A lovely item currently unrecorded in ACSC. SG 1367var. $200 
1886 1994 Lifesaving set of 4 in gutter blocks of 10 with RLSSA images in gutter. MUH. Retail $90, opening at FV. SG 1439/42var. $30 
1887 1995 $1.80 Southpex Exhibition "Hearts & Roses" booklet. Exc cond. $20 
1888 1996 $4.50 Eagles AFL S/A booklet boldly signed by Glen Jakovich across his image on inside front cover with additional 

signature on Aust Post coloured "Express Post" promotional card also featuring him. Exc cond. (2 items) $30 
1889 1996 AFL Football Clubs set of 16 self-adhesive booklets in presentation folder plus other odd decimal packs & FDC's from 

same period. Total face value of MUH is $250+ $100 
1890 1996 AFL Football Clubs set of 16 self-adhesive booklets in presentation folders x 8. Exc cond. FV $580 with a retail of $1000+ $250 
1891 1996 Taipei gold overprint on 1978 Nat Stamp Week M/S with exhibition logo in selvedge also in gold. Not seen before. MUH. $25 
1892 1998 Australian Legends - Olympians sheet of 12 in 2 clear papers. Unlisted in ACSC but identified by Sel Pfeffer with 2 

reactions under UV light. Both MUH. ACSC 2071/82z var. $20 
1893 1998 St. Peters, Noarpex & Salisbury imprinted CPS strips of 6 all with uncut pairs. Exc cond. (3 strips) $30 
1894 1999 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia. It contains 28 proofs struck from the original dies in 

black. Includes the 1d KGV, 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge & 7/6 Cook Navigator. Limited Edition on Archival Paper. Pristine cond. 
Cost $125 & retails at $375. $75 

1895 1999 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia. It contains 28 proofs struck from the original dies in 
black. Includes the 1d KGV, 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge & 7/6 Cook Navigator. Limited Edition on Archival Paper. Retails at 
$375. Sold in Ace Auction No. 12 for $130. Pristine condition. $75 

1896 1999 Navigators (Tasman, Cook & Flinders) M/S partly imperforate with centre stamp perforated before becoming "blind" perfs 
& then totally imperforate for ends of last stamps. MUH. Unlisted in ACSC. $100 

1897 1999 Navigators Australia '99 Imperforate Miniature Sheet set of 2 overprinted "STAMP NEWS CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF 
CONTINUOUS PUBLICATION 1954-2004" in gold & numbered 59 each. MUH. Do not appear in dealers price lists & last sold 
at Ace Stamp Auctions for $70+. (2) $40 

1898 1999 Navigators Australia '99 Miniature Sheet set of 2 perfined "A99" & overprinted "LIONS CLUB TAMWORTH. TAMWORTH 
PHILATELIC SOCIETY INC 19th to 21st February 2010" in gold with logos & numbered 33 each. MUH. These do not appear in 
dealers price lists. (2) $40 

1899 1999 Navigators Australia '99 Perfined A99 from Melbourne Exhibition plus the perf & imperf pairs. MUH Retail at $75 (6) $20 
1900 1999 Navigators Australia '99 Perfined A99 from Melbourne Exhibition plus two sets of the perfd & 3 sets of the imperf pairs. 

MUH Retail at $140 (12) $30 
1901 2000 (28th Sept) 45c Lauren Burns Olympic Gold Medallist digital printing with the constant flaw line running from date to 

medal. Example in MUH pair & on FDC. Unlisted. $20 
1902 2000 Gold Medallists set of 16 sheetlets reprinted with 1 koala logo at bottom left of each. MUH. Opening at FV. $70 
1903 2000 & 2004 Olympic Gold Medallists sets of 45c & 50c sheetlets of 10 respectively both in AP pres files. Also 2002 Winter 

Olympics sheetlets x 4. All MUH. FV $190+ $90 
1904 2000 Olympic Games Prestige Stamp Album produced by AP with stamps incl Int Post issues, covers & maxicards covering all 

Olympic issues. Attractive presentation. Cosy $59.95 at the time. $20 
1905 2001 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia "Federation". It contains 30 proofs struck from the 

original dies in blue/bluish-green. Incls the 1/- ANZAC & 10/- Arms. Incls AAT 1961 5d Mawson. Limited Edition on Archival 
Paper. Retails at $375 & sold in Ace Auction No. 13 for $130. Exc cond. $75 

1906 2003 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia "Royalty". It contains 32 proofs struck from the original 
dies in rose-red. Incls the 5/- & 10/- Robes & the 1939 2d Duke of Kent as Governor General proposed design. Limited Edition 
on Archival Paper. Retails at $375. Exc cond. $75 

1907 2004 Gold Medallists Olympic collection set of 17 complete sheets of 10 in AP album. Exc cond. FV $85 $40 



1908 2004 Gold Medallists Olympic collection set of 17 complete sheets in both MUH & CTO by Perth Gold Medallists pictorial pmk. 
Exc cond. (2 sets) $80 

1909 2004 Gold Medallists Olympic set of 17 FDC's pmkd Brisbane x 3 sets. Exc cond. Retail $300+ $75 
1910 2004 Lord of the Rings - The Return of the King SES sheetlet overprinted "APTA National Convention 2004 Rarotonga - Cook 

Islands 27th September to 3rd October" in gold with APTA logo & Capt. Cook profile. No. 33 in red & in APTA Pres Folder also 
numbered. First we have seen. Exc cond. $30 

1911 2005 Rotary (limited to 10,500), 2007 Architecture & 2009 Stargazing M/S's all imperforate & MUH. A difficult trio. Retail $100+ $30 
1912 2006 $10 Wildflowers M/S ovptd "100 Club June 2006" with APTA logo in silver. No 50 of 100. MUH $30 
1913 2006 50c Commonwealth Games complete set from the sheetlets SG MS2607/23. All CTO. (99) $50 
1914 2006 50c Commonwealth Games Stamp Ingots set of three in gold plate, 17.9 g silver & bronze in presentation wallet. No. 1463 

of limited edition of 2500. Cost $99.95 & retails at $150+ $50 
1915 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets in AP pres folder. Exc cond. SG MS2607/2623 Retails $180 $70 
1916 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets in AP pres folder. Exc cond. SG MS2607/2623 Retails $180 $70 
1917 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets plus matching prestige booklet. Some wrinkles on the sheetlets 

but stamps fine. SG MS2607/2623 $60 
1918 2006 Dangerous Australians Spider packs x 8 containing the semi-imperforate Miniature sheet with $1 Redback. Retail $800 (8) $150 
1919 2006 Soccer in Australia M/S's ovptd "APTA Tasmania Shows June 2006" in gold & numbered 211 & "Congratulations 

Australian Soccer Team for their World Cup Performance 2006" & numbered 20. Both ovptd in gold. MUH (2) $20 
1920 2007 $5.50 Christmas International Post "cheque book" of 20 sheetlets of 5 x $1.10 S/A's. FV $110 $60 
1921 2008 Beijing Olympic Games Gold Medallists sets in 14 digital printed sheetlets of 10 with Chinese symbols in selvedge in both 

MUH & CTO sets. Retail $300+ $70 
1922 2008 Beijing Olympic Games AP Collection with full set of Gold Medallists sheetlets, digitally printed pairs with Chinese imprints 

& the general commems. Cost $94.95 with a FV of $87. Retails $150 $50 
1923 2009 Stargazing imperforate M/S ovptd "Neil Armstrong 1930-2012 One Small Step….:" in silver & numbered "21". MUH Also 

not seen by us before. $25 
1924 2009 Stargazing imperforate M/S ovptd "Transit of Venus June 6th 2012" in 23ct gold also printed on M/S & numbered "10". 

MUH Not seen by us before. $25 
1925 2011 "Footy Stamps" in A4 S/A format for the Dockers & West Coast eagles. Each with 10 x 60 tabbed stamps on backdrop of 

team photo. Exc cond & unseen by us before with no listing found in catalogue? (2) $30 
1926 2011 Melbourne Cup imperforate M/S ovptd "INDIPEX 2011 - World Stamp Exhibition February 12-18 2011 New Delhi" in gold 

with exhibition logo & numbered 17. First we have seen. MUH $30 
1927 2012 60c "Remembrance" M/S's on PNC (without coin) with gold "Lest We Forget" pmk x 12. Only available on the PNC.    

Retail at $35 each. (12) $60 
1928 2012 London Olympics Gold Medallists set of 7 sheetlets of 10 plus 2008 West Coast Eagles pair of SES sheetlets of 10 

housed in mint sheet file. FV is $50+ $30 
1929 2012 Olivia Newton-John & ANZUS imperf M/S's only available from the 2012 Yearbook x 10 all CTO Flinders Lane, Victoria. 

Retail $180+ (10) $60 
1930 2013 $10 kangaroo & map stamp on PNC cover pmkd FDI Melbourne but without coin x 25. Useful for F/U re-sale. (25) $60 
1931 2013 Kangaroo & Map Prestige Booklet with the $10 imperforate pane. Exc cond. SG SP199 $30 
1932 2013 Australian Birds - A Portrait in Stamps Prestige Booklet with "Centenary of Kangaroo Stamps" & exhibition logo overprint 

in silver on cover with first booklet pane inside numbered 2430 of 5000. A scarce booklet missed by many collectors. Exc cond. $40 
1933 2013 Headline News Special Pack complete with repro newspaper, with all of the 4 M/S's only available in these packs x 7. 

Ideal for Ebay, etc. Cost $97+ from AP with a retail of $250+ (7) $75 
1934 2013 (1st Nov) Historic Railway Stations Limited Edition pres folder with 2 prestige FDC's & the imperforate M/S No. 72 of only 

300. Sold out within hours from AP. Exc cond. Cost $70. $50 
1935 2014 "The Urn Returns" M/SD ovptd "Australia Celebrating 40 Years Membership of FIAP PhilaKorea 2014" in silver & 

numbered "57". MUH $25 
1936 2014 (60c) Concession stamps in S/A sheetlet of 5 overprinted "Germany Invades Belgium 4th August 1914"  in silver with 

illustration of soldiers. Numbered "003" in red. Unrecorded in dealers price lists so presuming a private ovpt. Exc cond. $20 
1937 2014 (60c) Concession stamps in S/A sheetlet of 5 overprinted "Trans-Continental Telephone Service 25 Jan 1915 New York - 

San Francisco"  in silver. Numbered "002". Unrecorded in dealers price lists so presuming also a private ovpt. Exc cond. $20 
1938 2014 (65c) Concession Miniature sheets from the 2014 Yearbook x 10 all CTO. Retail $300 (10) $60 
1939 2014 (65c) Concession Miniature sheets from the 2014 Yearbook x 30 MUH. Retail $900 (30) $180 
1940 2014 Bush Ballards Banjo Paterson Prestige booklet with imperforate booklet panes ovptd "2014 National Exhibitions" with 

Stampex & Canberra Exhib logos. No 131 of 150. Retails $80 $40 
1941 2014 KGV Centenary sheetlets of 10 with OS perfins & OS & Specimen ovpts. x 10. MUH Only available from special 

constantina packs. Retail at $400 (10) $100 
1942 2014 KGV Centenary sheetlets of 10 with OS perfins & OS & Specimen ovpts. x 15. MUH Only available from special 

constantina packs. Retail at $600 & useful for re-sale. (15) $150 
1943 2014 "Things that Sting" Miniature Sheet pack. No. 296 of only 300 issued. Contains 8 M/S's, 7 unique to this pack incl one 

embellished. Cost $90 $40 
1944 2014 Open Gardens Australia Miniature sheet pack. No. 253 of only 300 issued. Contains 6 M/S's only available in this pack incl 

one imperforate. Cost $100 $50 
1945 2014 Southern Lights imperf M/S printed on holographic foil in special pack with normal perforated example for comparison.  

No. 172 of 500. Exc cond. $30 
1946 2014 70c Fireworks "pinwheel" M/S's in a complete imperforate sheet of 24. Complete with printers imprint details, guide lines & 

colour bars. Fine MUH. No. 127 of 500 with Cert of Authenticity.  $120 
1947 2015 (16th-19th April) Sydney Stamp Expo set of 4 exhibition pmks Victoria Cross imperf M/S's. Exc cond. (4) $30 
1948 2015 "Ties to Home - Gallipoli" prestige booklet ovptd (16-19 April Sydney Stamp Expo 2015 ANZAC Centenary" in gold with 

Exhib logo & no 282 of 500. Panes are all imperforate. Exc cond. $30 
1949 2015 "Ties to Home - Gallipoli" prestige booklet ovptd (16-19 April Sydney Stamp Expo 2015 ANZAC Centenary" in gold with 

Exhib logo & no 405 of 500. Additional "ANDA/APTA Sydney Show 9th-10th October 2015" in gold applied top right. Panes are 
also imperforate in this one. Exc cond. $40 

1950 2015 Anzac Aust/NZ joint issue M/S ovptd in gold "Royal Philatelic Society of Victoria Inc 9th Annual Bourse 9 May 2015". MUH 
No. 41 of only 100. $30 

1951 2015 Royal Birth - Princess Charlotte sheetlet only available in the 2015 yearbook x 10. MUH Retails $400+ $120 
1952 2015 Royal Birth - Princess Charlotte sheetlet only available in the 2015 yearbook. MUH & CTO examples. (2) $30 
1953 2015 Singapore Exhibition joint issue Miniature Sheets set of 6 different from the exhibition with the daily Exhibition postmark 

plus a MUH set of 6. The cancelled set was only available from the show, not mail order. (12) $75 
1954 2015 (22nd Sept) "Our Solar System" Medallion FDC. No. 1909 of only 2000. Retails $80 $50 
1955 2015 35c Solar System se-tenant, tete-beche sheets of 50 x 2. One MUH & the other CTO. (2 sheets) $30 



1956 2015 Our Solar System Miniature Sheets in complete imperforate sheet of 15. Complete with colour bars & printers imprint. 
Limited edition No. 44 of 250 with Cert of Authenticity. Unopened from AP. $130 

1957 2015 Our Solar System 35c imperforate sheet of 100 with colour bars & "printed by: EgoPrint on 10/07/15 @ 10am" imprint 
genuinely used on piece complete with Parcel tracking number. Most unusual to see an Aust Post limited edition product 
actually used for postage! $40 

1958 2015 Our Solar System 35c imperforate sheet of 6 panes of 50 stamps each complete with colour bars & printers imprint. 
Limited edition No. 102 of 250 with Cert of Authenticity. Unopened from AP. $150 

1959 2016 (4th Jan) Aust Post Priority Mail S/A used next to $1 stamp commercially cancelled 6pm 04JAN16 on first day of 
implementation of this new service plus similar but with only the Priority S/A hence costing only 50c for the sender. Useful for 
FDC collector as no official covers issued on first day of use. (2) $20 

 AUSTRALIA - FIRST DAY COVERS 
 1960 1931 (19th March) Kingsford Smith flown cover from Perth to Sydney & on forwarded to address in Grafton. Black & blue Perth 

R6 reg label. Good cond & most attractive with typed address & individual cds for each stamp. ACSC 143y Cat. $140 $70 
1961 1934 (2nd July) 2d & 3d Cent of Victoria on plain covers with Victorian slogan cancels. 2d with minor foxing & edge wear cover 

but 3d is fine. (2) $40 
1962 1935 (18th Mar) Anzac pair on Regd Brisbane plain cover with typed NSW address to Burwood with matching b/s. Bold 

"REGISTERED BRISBANE" cds neatly tying stamps. Purchased from Rex & Fair in 1998 for $300. $120 
1963 1936 (1st April) Submarine Cable on separate matching plain covers with Adelaide cancels plus "Adelaide Centennial 

Exhibition" promotion cinderellas on the reverse. Scarce & attractive. (2) $50 
1964 1937 (10th May) 1d & 2d QM & KGVI on official FDC cancelled at Reedy, WA (unaddressed plus another but with pairs on a 

registered plain cover from Koorda to Dukin. Also a 1938 (20th April) 1½d maroon KGV on plain cover Perth to Fremantle. (3) $40 
1965 1937 (2nd Aug) 3d blue KGVI, Die I "white wattles" on Smyth cover. Good cond with light soiling that could be improved with 

effort but has been opened at top a little roughly. Remains a scarce FDC. $90 
1966 1937 (2nd Aug) Blackburn Registered plain cover with 3d blue KGVI Die I, 6d kookaburra & 1/- lyrebird tied by light Blackburn, 

Vic cds's. Neat typed address. $40 
1967 1938 (1st Sept) 9d Platypus on registered Haslem cover (purple printing) pmkd Windsor, Vic pencil addressed to Albury. Fine. $40 
1968 1938 (30th Oct) ½d kangaroo pair on Haslem FDC pmkd Wodonga with Albury pencil address. Good cond. $30 
1969 1938 (1st Dec) 5d Merino on Albury registered Haslem FDC cancelled Albury to local address in pencil. Fine. $40 
1970 1940 (15th July) AIF set of 4 on "Men, Munitions, Material" illust cover. Neat WA hand addresses with Perth cds's. Exc cond. (2) $20 
1971 1941 (10th Dec) 3d brown KGVI on scarce generic "Australian Map" in green cover with Hobart 6 cds. Hand addressed. A 

difficulty cover in very good cond. ACSC Cat. $500 $200 
1972 1944 (4th Dec) 2d purple KGVI on Hughes generic cover showing kangaroo in bush scene. Reg GPO Sydney. Typed address. 

Part cds's over the top of cover. Good cond. $80 
1973 1946 (18th Feb) Peace set of 3 on Smyth Sydney registered cover plus a 1947 Newcastle by Wide World & a 1948 Farrer  by 

Smyth with Townsville cds. Also a 1949 Forrest block 4 on Miller Bros GPO Brisbane Reg cover & finally a 1953 3d green QEII 
Turley/Mappin illust cover addressed to Philippines with Air Mail Received Manilla b/s in mauve. Good to VG cond. (5) $60 

1974 1947 (20th Nov) 1d Princess Elizabeth block of four on Mitchell FDC with crisp Perth cds's & typed address. Fine & scarce. $30 
1975 1947 (20th Nov) 1d Princess Elizabeth on "The Set Maker Series" Newcastle Registered cover. Marginal block of 6 neatly 

cancelled. Hand addressed & in good cond. $40 
1976 1948 (16th Feb) 2/- Crocodile on plain John Gower cover Largs North Registered cover with crisp cds. Provisional Reg label 

with red h/s. Hand addressed with Riverton & Port Adelaide b/s's. Very good cond. $50 
1977 1949 (3rd Oct) 10/- Arms on Challis illust cover. Regd with R6 "Registration Branch, GPO Perth, WA" label with crisp GPO 

Perth RS cds. Very good cond.  Similar sold in Ace Auctions Sale No. 17 for $290 +BP. A scarce cover. $180 
1978 1949 (3rd Oct) 10/- Arms on plain cover with "Ship Mail Room Melbourne" cds. Typed London address with Airmail etiquette. A 

scarce FDC in very good cond neatly opened at top. $180 
1979 1951 (1st May) Federation set of 4 on reg Mitchell FDC cancelled St George's Terrace, Perth. A damaged rear flap only fault. $20 
1980 1951 (28th Nov) 3½d KGVI brown on unaddressed Mitchell cover pmkd Swanbourne. A clean cover. $20 
1981 1953 (19th Aug) 1d QEII Bergen unaddressed with boxed "DEPARTMENT OF AIR CONCESSION POSTAL RATE" cachet in 

violet at top. Tied by St Arnaud North Vic cds. Good cond. $50 
1982 1953 (3rd Sept) 3½d Young Farmers pair on scarce Boan's FDC pmkd GPO Perth. Very good cond. $40 
1983 1954 (2nd Feb) Royal Visit set of 3 on Mitchell FDC with GPO Perth cds & neatly hand addressed to Wembley. Scarce. $40 
1984 1955 (21st Sept) 3½d Nursing on Brisbane Stamp Co FDC with GPO Perth cds & hand addressed to Wembley WA. Scarce. $50 
1985 1955 (23rd Nov) Not an FDC by date but a new discovery with 6d kookaburra block of 4 pmkd Cocos Island on "Australia's 

Newest Territory First Day Cover" island on map illust cover. This is a flight cover with "Inauguration of Domestic Postal 
Services Cocos (Keeling) Islands-Mainland" cachet in mauve. Typed address to Ireland. Good cond (small worn hole at top) & 
first we have seen of this cover design. $25 

1986 1956 (26th Sept) 3½d SA Govt on unaddr Arthur Bergen FDC with Quorn-Alice Springs TPO South Australia cds. A rare cover. $75 
1987 1956 (22nd Nov) Olympics sets of 4 on official souvenir covers with "Mobile Post Office 1 XVI Olympiad, Vic., Aust" R6 

Registered labels. Both covers are cancelled with a different pictorial "Mobile Post Office No. 2" cds's. Both in fine cond. (2) $80 
1988 1963/64 Navigators on 4 WCS covers with 4/- pair pmkd GPO Adelaide, 5/- block of 4 on Largs North Reg cover, 10/- & £1 

marginal examples on an unaddr cover & the £2 on another Largs Reg cover with neat cds. No 7/6d. An attractive group. (4) $75 
1989 1964 (26th Aug) £2 King & 7/6d Cook pmkd Canberra Parliament House, ACT on "OHMS Postmaster-General" env with Aust 

Coat of Arms on back flap. Typed address to "The Editor, The Daily News, 75 St Georges Terrace, Perth". Good cond. $40 
1990 1966 (14th Feb) 24c QEII embossed Registered Letter red on yellow env with Russell St., C1 Melbourne R6 reg label & Russell 

Street FDI cds. 5 b/s's incl Russell St, Melbourne & St Kilda receival cds. Neat typed address & in superb cond. $50 
1991 1968 (6th Aug) Soil/Medical gutter pair with thick lines on APO FDC pmkd GPO Perth. Neat typed address. Scarce. $50 
1992 1969 (12th Nov) Flight block of 8 on APO FDC pmkd GPO Perth. Typed address. VG cond. Unusual. $25 
1993 1970 (31st Mar) Royal Visit official FDC with neat GPO Melbourne cds. Superb unaddressed cond. Retails $100 $20 
1994 1970 (31st Mar) Royal Visit pair on separate official covers. Fresh & unaddressed. Retail $100+ (2) $25 
1995 1989 (11th Oct) 41c Melbourne Tram perf. 14½ x imperf booklet pair on official FDC with Melbourne tram pictorial cancel. $20 
1996 1997 Kangaroos & Koala CPS without location imprint sets of 6 on env pmkd Rockingham on 7/11 & another for Midland on 

14/11. Also a third for Hillarys pmkd 8/1/98. Presumably FDI for these machines. Exc cond. (3) $30 
1997 2000 Olympic Golf Medallists digital printing FDC's set of 16 on Olympic Sports covers pmkd Sydney. Exc cond Retail $160 (16) $30 
1998 2006 (3rd Oct) Dangerous Australians semi-imperforate M/S with $1 Redback spider on Official FDC. Exc cond. Retails $50+ $30 
1999 2008 (4th March) World Youth Day Gold Stamp FDC. Sydney Gold pmk. Numbered 347 of 500. Australia's first 9ct gold stamp. 

Comes in wooden pres box. Exc condition. Sold in Ace Stamp Auctions sale No. 6 for $720 but market has cooled since then! $50 
2000 2008 Olympic Gold Medal Winners sets of 14 for both Offset & Digital printed stamps on 28 FDC's pmkd National Philatelic 

Centre. Exc cond. Retail at $290 (28) $70 
2001 2010 (1st Nov) 60c 150th Anniv. Melbourne Cup silver stamp on FDC Pmkd Flemington. Ltd No. 1288 of 5000. $20 
2002 2010 (1st Nov) 60c 150th Anniv. Melbourne Cup gold stamp on FDC Pmkd in gold Flemington, Victoria in wooden presentation 

box. Ltd No. 449 of 500. Also 2012 (3rd April) QEII Diamond Jubilee 60c gold stamp pmkd in gold at Elizabeth, SA. No. 37 of 
500 in pres. folder. Retail is $700+!! (2 items) $100 



 AUSTRALIA - FIRST DAY COVERS - ATKINS 
  Since our last auction catalogue there has been a new FDC producer from Perth discovered by chance during a local house 

move. The gentleman's name was A.K. Atkins & he turned out to be a dedicated collector & cover enthusiast. (see lot 520 that 
was handed down to his father from Bussell & prior to that Bishop Riley) Local cover specialist Trevor Lacy has completed an in 
depth study & census of this gentleman's contribution to the hobby with a number of these covers offered below incl some key 
items. FDC's prepared by A.K. Atkins were sent to (a) either Dr Ian Logan, Pentone, Wellington, NZ or Mrs I. Logan or himself 
(b) A.K. Atkins of 108 The Boulevard, Floreat Park, WA with the odd one going to a client through the Building Society but these 
appear to be minimal. Numbers range from 1-53 with most covers having a duplication rate of less than 20. While the 
duplication rate of each cover suggests that all covers are scarce to rare, it is somewhat amazing that there are approximately 
350 different covers ranging from 1952-1982. Bracketed numbers at the end of each lot indicate the number of covers of this 
type contained in the census & the address destination. Some of A.K. Atkins covers contain important inserts: (i) yellow 
advertising card for "stoneware pipes" announcing new telephone number. (ii) "with compliments" note from A.K. Atkins & L.J. 
Richards, Chartered Secretaries & Public Accountants, 41 Barrack St Perth or (iii) folded prospectus for Statewide Savings and 
Building Society of which A.K. Atkins was Company Director (Chairman). Further offerings will be available in future auctions. 

 2003 1953 (3rd Sept) 3½d Young Farmers block of 4 with GPO Perth cds with neighbouring crisp cds. Very good cond. (2/a) $50 
2004 1959 (15th July) 3/- Waratah on plain cover with boxed "First Day of Issue" in red ink. This is the first of this type of cover 

addressed to A.K.Atkins. Exc cond. (5/b) $40 
2005 1960 (11th May) 8d Tiger cat on "Stoneware Pipes & Tiles" company env with the 41 Barrack St, Perth address. (same address 

as Statewide Savings and Building Society). Boxed "First Day of Issue" handstamped in red ink. GPO Perth First day of Issue 
cds. Very good cond. (14/a) $30 

2006 1960 (11th May) 8d Tiger cat on "Stoneware Pipes & Tiles" company env with the 41 Barrack St, Perth address. (same address 
as Statewide Savings and Building Society). Boxed "First Day of Issue" handstamped in red ink. GPO Perth First day of Issue 
cds & addressed to Atkins himself. Very good cond. (14/b) $30 

2007 1960 (30th Sept) 6d Anteater plain envelope with boxed "First Day of Issue" handstamp in red ink. GPO Perth First day of Issue 
cds. Minor scuff damage on front. (14/a) $20 

2008 1961 (5th July & 18th Oct) AAT 5d  Shackleton Team & 5d Mawson on two plain FDCs with GPO Perth First day of Issue cds's 
& boxed "First Day of Issue" in red ink. Good cond. (15 pairs/b) $50 

2009 1961 (16th July) 5/- cattle on plain envelope with boxed "First Day of Issue" in red ink & tied by GPO Perth First day of Issue 
cds. VG cond. (13/b) $40 

2010 1965 (20th Oct) 5d Christmas on plain envelope with boxed "First Day of Issue" handstamp in red ink. & GPO Perth First day if 
Issue cds. Very good cond. (2/a) $40 

2011 1967 (5th April) 4¢ Banking with insert (i). Plain envelope with boxed "First Day of Issue" handstamped in red ink. Some staining 
on front from gum from self-sealing envelope but scarce with only 2 known. (2/a) $50 

2012 1967 (29th Sept) 5¢ Thornbill on plain envelope cancelled GPO Perth First Day of Issue. This the wrong stamp as it should 
have been the 5¢ blue QEII defin. The 5¢ thornbill was issued 14 Feb 1966. (15/6) $20 

2013 1968 (16th Oct) 5c Building Society plain cover with insert (iii) & boxed "First Day of Issue" in red. Posted to a client in Floreat 
Park with GPO Perth First day of Issue cds. Returned to Atkins with "Left address unknown Round.....Initials.....Date 21 OCT 
1968" cachet in mauve plus "SEE OVER" cachet. Perth DLO cds front t & back with Perth slogan on reverse dated 21 OCT 
1968. This is the earliest cover incl in the census with insert (iii). Two small tape stains at top & bottom. (5) $30 

2014 1968 (27th Nov) Macquarie Lighthouse on  Statewide Savings and Building Society env with type (iii) insert to a Morley, WA 
address. Return to Sender "finger" cachet in mauve & initialled. GPO Perth First Day if Issue cds. This is the earliest such cover 
using the Building Society envs noted in the census. (52) $30 

2015 1969 (17th Sept) 7¢ sugar on Statewide Savings env with insert (iii) addressed to WJ Mitchell in Port Hedland South. "RTS" in 
m/s with return address circled & Port Hedland b/s. This is the last of the RTS covers noted in the census. Good cond. (3) $30 

2016 1969 (22nd Oct) Prime Ministers set of 4 on 4 separate plain covers each with insert (iii). Each cover has boxed "First Day of 
Issue" in violet ink. Covers affected by light staining from self-sealing gum. (15 sets/b) $60 

2017 1969 (12th Nov) 50th Anniv of First England-Aust Flight. Set of 3 covers bearing 1 of each design on plain envelopes with 
boxed "First Day of Issue" handstamp in purple. Each cover contains insert (iii). This is the last issue of the A.K. Atkins covers 
addressed to No.2. (2 sets/a) $90 

2018 1970 (31st Mar) Royal Visit pair on plain cover with insert (ii) & boxed "First Day of Issue in violet. Exc cond. (16/b) $30 
2019 1970 (20th April) 5¢ Cook strip of 5 plus 30¢ on plain cover with insert (ii) & boxed First Day of Issue in violet. Good cond. (14/b) $30 
2020 1971 (16th Jan) Aust/Asia set of 3 on 3 separate plain covers with insert (ii) & boxed "First Day of Issue" in violet. Covers 

affected by light staining from self-sealing gum. This is the last set produced with this type of cover. (15 sets/b) $50 
2021 1971 (21st April) 6¢ ANA with insert (ii) & on Statewide Savings company env. A couple of light tone spots. One of earliest 

covers of this type noted in the census. (15/b) $30 
2022 1971 (13th Oct) Christmas block of 7 on Statewide Savings env without insert. Large FDI Perth cds. VG cond. (15/b) $40 
2023 1972 (18th Sept) AAT 7c & 35c Cook pair on 2 separate Statewide Savings covers without inserts. Cancelled by plain GPO 

Perth cds's. (11 sets/b) $50 
2024 1975 (1st July) 10¢ Aust Post/ Telecom Aust pair on Statewide Savings env with no insert. VG cond. (4/b) $30 
2025 1979 (14th Mar) $5 Holiday at Mentone on Statewide Savings env with no insert. Large First day of Issue Perth cds. VG cond. 

(8/b) $40 
2026 1980/81 Australia Post PSE's sent to A.K. Atkins, 108 The Boulevard, Floreat Park WA with typed addresses. 8 different with 

Laci's census recording 13 to 14 of each. No inserts. (8) $30 
2027 1982 (15th Sept) 35¢ Christmas on Statewide Savings env without insert. The last cover of this type noted in the census. First 

Day of Issue St George's Tce Perth cds. VG cond. (15/b) $30 
 AUSTRALIA - PNC 

 2028 1987 (21st July) 36c Aust Day & 20c platypus coin illustrated PNC pmkd Melbourne & issued by Geophil as part of the United 
Nations collection with UN stamps on reverse pmkd New York. Text on reverse in German. Not seen before & unlisted. $30 

2029 2000 (21st Jan) Australian Legends - ANZACS PNC Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $110 $40 
2030 2000 (24th July) Victoria Cross - Valour $1 PNC Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $250 $90 
2031 2000 (17th August) Olympic Sports PNC Coin First Day Covers. Contains two $5 coins & both stamp issues. Pair retails $185 $50 
2032 2001 (15th Feb) Army PNC $1 Coin First Day Cover. Exc. cond. Retails $120 $40 
2033 2002 (6th Feb) QEII Accession Golden Jubilee PNC 50c Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $320+ $100 
2034 2002 (6th Feb) QEII Accession Golden Jubilee PNC 50c Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $320+ $100 
2035 2007 (15th June) Sydney harbour Bridge $1 PNC $1.95 Int Post First Day Cover overprinted "Sydney Stamp Expo 2011 

Building Bridges " in gold with SHB "perforated" logo. No. 13 of 100. $40 
2036 2007 APEC $1 coin PNC illust cover with pair of stamps. Unofficial & numbered 8 of 38 with cert. Not seen by us before. $40 
2037 2010 (8th Sept) National Service Memorial 50c PNC First Day Cover overprinted "Naming of Canberra May 12th 1913 

Commencement Stone Laid by King O'Malley MP" in red. Not seen before. $40 
2038 2011 (11th Jan) Christmas Is Year of the Rabbit $1 PNC First Day Cover overprinted "Overprint Booklets Collectors Club Stamp 

Fair 2011 Punchbowl Stamp & Coin Fair" with OPBCC logo. No. 10 of only 100. $40 



2039 2012 (17th Apr) Anzac Day $1 PNC First day Cover overprinted "Proudly supporting the Perth Stamp & Coin Show 6th-7th 
October 2012" in gold with APTA logo & vertically "100 CLUB 2012" also in gold & numbered 97 of 100. $50 

2040 2012 (August) Olympic Gold Medallists set of 7 PNC's in Official AP album. All with the $1 Olympic coins & covers pmkd on day 
of medal awarded. No. 464 of 1000. Exc cond. Cost $150. $100 

2041 2013 (8th Jan) Christmas Is Year of the Snake $1 PNC M/S First Day Cover overprinted "100 CLUB 2013" with APTA logo & 
numbered 100 of 100. $50 

2042 2013 (10th May) $10 Kangaroo & Map 50c First day Cover overprinted "September 1939 Germany Invades Poland & WWII 
Begins" in silver. A private ovpt numbered "2". $30 

2043 2014 (5th August) Cent of Military Aviation & Submarines double $1 PNC First Day Cover overprinted "Perth Stamp & Coin 
Show 16th-17th August 2014" with APTA & show logos. No. 130 of only 150. $30 

2044 2015 (8th Jan) Christmas Is Year of the Goat $1 PNC M/S First Day Cover overprinted "ANDA/APTA Coin Banknote & Stamp 
Show Brisbane 23rd-24th May 2015" with both trade logos. No. 69 of only 125. $40 

2045 2015 (8th Jan) Christmas Is Year of the Goat $1 PNC M/S First Day Cover overprinted "Overprint Booklets Collectors Club 
Stamp Fair 2015 Punchbowl Stamp & Coin Fair" with OPBCC logo. No. 03 of only 100. $40 

2046 2015 (14th April) Gallipoli WWI Cent $1 PNC First Day Cover overprinted "ANDA at SSE15 ANZAC Centenary 16th-19th April 
2015" with ANDA logo. No. 201 of 250. Sold out at the event. $40 

2047 2015 (14th April) Gallipoli WWI Cent $1 PNC First Day Cover overprinted "Perth Stamp & Coin Show 2015 1st & 2nd August 
2015 Proudly Sponsored by Ace Stamp Auctions" with Ace & show logos. No. 74 of only 75. $30 

2048 2015 (2nd June) 70c & £1.33 Magna Carta 800th Anniv stamps & £2 GB coin PNC pmkd Canberra. No. 2102 of 2500 - sold out 
first day of release. Exc cond. Retail $100+ $60 

2049 2015 (4th Aug) Netball World Cup PNC 20c First Day Cover with "ANDA Melbourne Show 22nd-23rd August 2015" ovpt in gold. 
No. 195 of 250. Exc cond. $40 

2050 2015 (25th Aug) Celebrating Princess Charlotte Birth £5 PNC English Coin First Day Cover with 70c stamp pmkd Windsor, 
NSW. No. 629 of only 2000. Exc cond. Retails $120 $70 

2051 2015 (25th Aug) Princess Charlotte PNC 50c First Day Cover ovptd "ANDA/APTA Sydney Show 9th-10th October 2015" in gold 
with APTA logo. No. 33 of 150. Exc cond. $40 

2052 2015 (25th Aug) Welcome Princess Charlotte PNC 50c coin First Day Cover ovptd "ANDA/APTA Sydney Show 9th-10th 
October 2015" in gold with APTA logo. No. 5 of only 150. Exc cond. $40 

2053 2015 (9th Sept) "Long May She Reign" QEII 50c & $1 RAM & Perth Mint PNC's with both pmkd Elizabeth, SA. Both limited 
editions. (2) $50 

2054 2015 (9th Sept) Long May She Reign 50c & GB Crown PNC FDC with stamps pmkd London & Elizabeth, South Aust. No 137 of 
250 in pres pack with matching GB & Aust commem M/S's. Sold out same day as issued. Exc cond. Cost $150 $180 

2055 2015 (27th Oct) Unlikely Heros PNC $1 coin First Day Cover ovptd "ANDA/APTA Stamp & Coin Show Melbourne 7-8 
November 2015" in gold. No. 28 of 150. Exc cond. $40 

 AUSTRALIAN STATES 
  New South Wales 
 2056 1850 1d dull lake shade on hard bluish paper, Plate I "no clouds". Lightly used with 3 clear margins just touching at top.           

SG 6 Cat. £500 $100 
2057 1850 1d Sydney view in crimson-lake shade. Three good margins, the fourth just touching. F/U. SG 9 Cat. £375 $80 
2058 1850 1d dull carmine shade, Plate II "with clouds" .F/U with light pmk. Close but clear margins just touching at bottom left 

corner. Rich colour. SG 11 Cat. £375 $100 
2059 1850 2d dull blue Sydney view. Large margins with the fourth just cut into lower right. Good to fine used. SG 25 Cat. £160 $40 
2060 1851 3d Sydney view in yellowish-green shade. Fine used with 4 clear margins. A fresh example. SG 43e Cat. £500 $180 
2061 1890 5/- mauve, perf 11. MLH & well centred. SG 263da Cat. £325 $120 
2062 1890 20/- ultramarine, perf. 12 x 11. MLH & well centred. SG 264cb Cat. £325 $120 
2063 1895 (13th May) Free Frank cover (partial cut-out of flap, front complete & fine) with violet "GOVERNOR  NEW SOUTH WALES  

FRANK STAMP" tied by Sydney duplex & addressed locally. $20 
2064 1897 Diamond Jubilee Charity pair. Fine MLH except light diagonal crease on 2½d. RPSV cert (1981) states "genuine unused". 

SG 280/81 Cat. £225 $100 
2065 1901 (30th June) QV 3d rose Registered Envelope uprated by pair of NSW QV tied by barred numeral 2029 cancel (rated RR). 

Canbellego NSW cds next to Sydney address. B/s's incl Boppy Mountain, Travelling PO No.3 West, Sydney registered & 
Haymarket, NSW. Torn flap at front but a scarce cover in otherwise good cond. $70 

2066 1908 (Aug) Visit of the United States Fleet inscribed "TO SYDNEY" semi Official Post Card. Very good mint cond. $50 
2067 1932 1/- lyrebird with "G/NSW" perfin. MUH with some fluffy perfs. Unusual. SG 140var. $20 

 Queensland 
 2068 1935 (19th Aug) Dakabin to Brisbane cover with KGV 2d tied by oval" ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH OFFICE DAKABIN" in violet 

with date added in m/s. Minor stains but no creases or tears. Scarce usage. $220 
 South Australia 

 2069 1883/99 ½d pale brown "bantam", perf. 11½-12½. MUH marginal block of 36 (9x4). SG 188 Cat. £10 x 36 + premium for MUH $100 
2070 1895/1903 1d green perf. 13. Two used examples with gross over-inking leaving white spot on QV cheek the only part of portrait 

uninked. Identical suggesting a constant flaw? plus AUSTRALIA KGV single crown wmk 1d green with pre-printing paper 
creased vertically through back of head. (8) $30 

2071 1899/1901 1d rosine MLH with "OS" grossly misplaced thus reading "SO". Also a faded used example on piece with "S" partially 
missing at left on similarly misplaced "SO" arrangement. Stops placed to right of base letters indicate that these are not inverted 
ovpts. SG O81 var. (2) $40 

2072 1908 1d "Australians Welcome Americans" Visit of US Fleet Postal Card. Fine mint cond. H&G 9 $100 
2073 1933 Miner's Right for 5/- fee. Red printed(Harrison Weir, Govt Printer) certificate completed in hand for George Angus of 

Adelaide & dated 19th January 1933. 5/- was a lot of money in the depression! $20 
2074 1944 (10th Mar) Adelaide to Melbourne cover with superb "Loveday Group Posted 9 MAR 1944 Barmera Internment Camp" 

cachet. Good cond. Cancel rated A1 in BRC. $40 
2075 Postmark Hackham "125" diamond numeral cancel on 2d pale vermilion. Attractive example rated "RRR". $30 

 Tasmania 
 2076 QV imperfs on page comprising Van Diemens Land 1d orange red block of 4 with BN "77" struck twice (poor margins), 6d dull 

grey violet mint with clear margins & a m/s cancelled strip of 5 cut into at each end. Also a & 5/- mauve unused, VDL 1d 
carmine pen cancelled example with blurred impression dated 9/8/69 & a marginal 3d QV CTO with Hobart FE 9 1901 cds with 
dramatic void through "THREE PENCE". (6 items) $60 

2077 1853 1d pale blue fine used with neat "68" BN. 2 huge margins & 2 close to touching. SG 3 Cat. £1300 $200 
2078 1853 4d bright brownish-orange VDL. Fine used on piece with 1 large margin, 1 touching & 2 cut into. Attractive usage with  

"64" BN cancel. SG 6 Cat. £1300 $100 
2079 1853 4d orange. Good to fine used with 2 large margins, 1 cut into & 1 close. SG 8 Cat. £450 $60 
2080 1853 4d dull orange, plate III F/U with light BN cancel. Tiny thin at top otherwise fine with clear margins all round & showing 

portion of imprint at base. SG 11 Cat. £375 $90 



2081 1853 4d dull orange. Superb used with 4 margins. A lovely stamp. SG 11 Cat. £375 $100 
2082 1858 1/- vermilion Chalon with clear margins on all sides. Exc MVLH example with no staining. SG 41 Cat. £750 $300 
2083 1877 (21st July) Richmond to Hobart cover with 2d QV tied by "76" BN alongside Richmond cds with day "21" in m/s. Neat 

Hobart Town b/s, index H. Env roughly opened but not affecting stamp or pmk. $50 
2084 1880 (7th Nov) Deloraine to Longford. QV 1d rosine pair with BN "25" & Deloraine cds. Illegible b/s. Very good cond. $40 
2085 1886 (5th Jan) Evandale to Longford cover with QV 1d rosine pair tied by BN "30" (2nd allocation) & Evandale cds below. B/s 

Longford on the same day. Some light soiling & one stamp damaged otherwise good. $40 
2086 1892 10/- mauve & brown QV. MLH with minor gum disturbance. SG 224 Cat. £180 $40 
2087 1899/1900 Pictorials set of 8 recess printed plus extra 1d & 2½d all MLH. Cat. £170+ (10) $50 
2088 1903 9d blue, perf 11, wmk V over crown inverted in marginal block of 4 MUH/MLH from top of sheet. Central tone spot 

affecting the perfs on MUH pair. SG 242 Cat. £65 $50 
2089 1904 (11th April) Stirling CDS on 2d pictorial. A stunning complete strike rated RR. $40 

 Victoria 
 2090 1852 (late usage) 3d blue "half length" on cover to England. Stamp is clear with 2½ margins & a fine example of the second 

printing. Cover is soiled with torn top left corner but not detracting from the fine franking. Ship Letter Melbourne in red & 
Acklington receival for AP 28 1852 b/s's. “God Gives Us" Dragonfly seal in black wax on flap. $90 

2091 1850/53 3d blue "half-length" 3rd state of die with two large margins lightly used plus "white veil" example with one margin at 
right. SG Cat. £150 (2) $20 

2092 1850/53 3d blue "half-length" 3rd state of die. Part original gum but "aged" & brown. Clear margins, close at base. Conservative 
reserve. SG 11 Cat. £2500 $250 

2093 1854 1d orange red & rose shades on good quality wove paper. Very attractive examples with broad margins characteristic of 
the Campbell printing & crisp cancels. SG 23/23a Cat. £890 $200 

2094 1867/71 5/- bright blue & red, perf 12 & Type II. MLH but slight soiling & paper does not appear glazed. Mark in "I" of "TORIA". 
SG 148 Cat. £500 $100 

2095 1890, 1895 & 1897 values to 1/- range of Postage Dues all MLH. Noted 1/- SG D8 (Cat. £50) & two 1/- SG D18 (Cat. £48). 
Mainly fine. Total cat. £250+ (14) $50 

2096 1890 Postage Dues to 2/- & SG "a" number shades. ½d is MLH with others F/U. 1/- in pair. D1/D9 + "a" nos. Cat. £160 (16) $50 
2097 1894 City Express Messenger Co Ltd "Despatch Stamp" in emerald green. Unused but creased & damage on lower right perfs. 

Operated in Melbourne by F.A. Boyd. Cat. $200 + as mint $50 
2098 1895 1d blue Havelock Tobacco & Fosters Lager Beer Post Card. Fine mint cond. $25 
2099 1895/96 Postage Due with bluish green frame but missing value slug. Used with "252" BN obliterator. Ironed out crease not 

detracting from this stunning variety. No green discolouration whatsoever. Unlisted in SG & the first such error we have seen. $1,000 
2100 1899 Governor of Victoria frank stamp on cover with frank tied by superb "ENGLISH MAIL T.P.O. JE 21 99" duplex cancel plus 

neighbouring oval "VICTORIA OFFICIAL PAID" crown cancel in black Addressed to England with Royal Crest on flap Attractive. $200 
2101 1902 Collector Of Imposts ER "This Instrument" duty stamp. Blue/pink with no value indicated Pen cancelled & dated 29/8/1907 $50 
2102 1902 Collector Of Imposts ER "This Instrument" duty stamp. Carmine/pink & pen cancelled with "1d" annotated. $50 
2103 1908 (Sept) Visit of the United States Fleet inscribed "TO MELBOURNE" semi Official Post Card. Fine mint cond. $50 
2104 1936 (19th Oct) Gre Gre South registered cover addressed to Melbourne bearing 1d & 2d KGV & 2d SA Cent to pre-pay 

registration tied by two Gre Gre South cds's. Also bears provisional reg label in m/s. Rated RRR with receiving office opened on 
1.10.25. PO status from 1.7.27 until closure on 31.3.69. Further strike of St Arnaud on reverse. Good cond. $400 

 AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY 
 2105 1949 (Mar) 2½d KGVI tied by ANARE Macquarie cds on cover with "H.M.A. SHIPS" cachet in mauve. Addressed to Aust 

Munitions Representative, Canberra House, London. Good cond. $20 
2106 1950 (1st Nov) Harvey registered Airmail env addressed to the Antarctic Expedition Macquarie Island. Stamps with Harvey WA 

cds's but additionally tied by A.N.A.R.E. Macquarie Is cds's for the return to sender in m/s. Boxed T No.2 tax mark in mauve 
with "9" added in pencil. Mixed b/s's incl Reg Perth, GPO Sydney Air, Dunedin NZ, AMF Sydney & Harvey. Needless to say, 
worn cond! Most unusual. $30 

2107 1966 Defins to $1 Mock Sun. 4 MUH sets plus 4 pres packs. SG 8/18 Retail $600 (8 sets) $60 
2108 1985 25th Anniv of Antarctic Treaty Photographic Proofs with two Progressive one in 4 colour, the other in two colour. Also 

1988 37c Wildlife se-tenant strip of 5 Progressive Proof very close to the final issue. Finally unadopted essays on a single 
photographic sheet of "Icebergs" set of 4. A wonderful group that would compliment any AAT collection & add a different 
perspective at a reasonable estimate. (4) $150 

2109 1989 Sir Sydney Noland Photographic Proofs. 14 individual proofs all in black & white comprising 4 being Progressive Proofs 
close to issued stamps, a set of 5 featuring the issued paintings in a different format with a fifth painting of "Icy Peaks" which 
was unadopted & an additional set of 5 featuring the same 5 images in a different format. Each from Janet Boschen, very likely 
to be the follow-up to her unsuccessful designs in the above lot. Material that is rarely offered at an affordable reserve. (14) $300 

2110 1995 Whales & Dolphins M/S overprinted "SYDNEY CENTREPOINT 95 STAMPSHOW" in black. MUH. $50 
2111 1995 Whales & Dolphins M/S's ovptd "Singapore '95" in gold x 6. Fresh MUH. SG MS112 var. Retail $50 each (6) $60 
2112 1995 Whales & Dolphins M/S's ovptd "Carl Lewis Wins 4 Gold Medals LA Olympics" in silver & numbered "12". Fresh MUH. SG 

MS112 var. Sold in Ace Auction no. 16 for $55. $25 
2113 1995 Whales & Dolphins Miniature Sheet overprinted "THE FIRST PHILATELY & COLLECTIONS FAIR HONG KONG '95" in 

silver & numbered 2051 at base in black. MUH. $100 
2114 2010 Macquarie Island M/S ovptd "Celebrating the Bicentenary of the Discovery of Macquarie Island - 11 July 1810" in gold & 

numbered 20. First one we have seen. MUH $25 
2115 2011 Icebergs M/S ovptd "Congratulating Queensland's MAROONS 6th Consecutive State of Origin Win 2011" in blue & 

numbered "079". MUH $20 
2116 2012 Antarctic Expedition - Arrival M/S's x 3 overprinted with the 3 different "Mawson's Huts Foundation" black 1911-1914 event 

ovpts. Each numbered. MUH (3) $50 
2117 2013 Antarctic Expedition - Disaster M/S's x 3 overprinted "Dawn Fraser 10 Year Ban for misconduct at TOKYO OLYMPICS" in 

silver & numbered "2". Another with "Mary Poppins 1964-2014" with illustration also in silver & numbered 17 & finally "HMAS 
Voyager Sinks off Jarvis Bay 10/02/1964 82 Sailors Lost" also illustrated all in silver & numbered 21. MUH & rarely seen. (3) $50 

2118 2014 Husky Era & 2015 "Colours" M/S's both MUH & CTO & ovptd "Ace Stamp Auctions" with auction dates for each year. (4) $20 
 CHRISTMAS ISLAND 

 2119 1958 (15th Oct) QEII set of 10 to $1 on FDC with typed address to "Master George Fam, Christmas Island School, Christmas 
Island, Indian Ocean". This is a significant cover as George Fam later became Principal of Christmas Island School & is 
featured on the $1 value of the "Famous Visitors" set. Incls a MUH set. $40 

2120 1959 30c, 1970 25c & 1972 53c Registered Envelopes. All fine mint. H&G C1/3 Cat. $170 $50 
2121 1988 Wildlife sheetlet of 16. MUH. Increasingly scarce. SG 229a Retails at $130 $30 
2122 2009 Year of the Ox - Hong Kong Stamp Show Souvenir Stamp Sheet with tabs. No. 2627 of 6300. MUH & rarely seen as sold 

out at exhibition. $20 
2123 2014 Year of the Horse M/S ovptd "Canberra Stamp Show 2014" in gold with slouch Hat logo. No. 248 of only 250. MUH $30 



  
COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS  

 2124 1990 $5 on 65c ovptd Constellation. Fresh MUH corner marginal example. SG 230. Retails $80+ $25 
 NAURU 

 2125 1916/23 1/- KGV & 2/6d & 5/- Seahorses ovptd "SPECIMEN". All with heavily toned gum, the 2/6d has a minor smudge in top 
margin. SG 12s, SG 19s & SG 22s Cat. £800+ (3) $150 

2126 1916/23 2½d blue KGV block of 4 ovptd "SPECIMEN". Originally from the National Postal Museum Archives. One of only 2 
such blocks. Fresh MUH. $400 

2127 1916/23 KGV ovpts to 1/- incl both dies of 2d, "centre" ovpts (4), Seahorses with 2/6d yellow brown (DLR), 2/6d pale brown 
(BW) & 5/- carmine (DLR). Odd hinge remnant but overall fresh & fine. Cat. £485 (19) $150 

2128 1916/23 KGV ovpts to 1/- in pairs (2½d, 3d singles only) showing deformed "U" on first unit of each pair, the singles showing 
break in left arm of "A". Ex Barry Gribble collection & sold at Prestige auction 25/3/11 at $230. MUH/MLH, 1/- slightly toned 
gum. (7 pairs, 2 singles) $180 

2129 1924 Century shiny-paper set to 10/- CTO (with gum to 2/6d). 4d stained & 10/- thinned. No ½d perf. 14. SG 26B/39B Cat. £225 $50 
 NEW GUINEA 

 2130 1914 20pf ultramarine Marshall Island Yacht with 5mm apart "G.R.I. 2d" ovpt. Fresh MUH & bottom marginal. SG 27 $30 
2131 1915/16 2/- brown 3rd wmk ovptd N.W. PACIFIC ISLANDS, type 1, a/b/c strip MUH. Cat. £140 + premium for MUH $100 
2132 1931 (14th Aug) 2d claret BOP ovptd AIR MAIL strip of 4 tied by Madang cds's on cover addressed locally. Clean and attractive. $40 

 NEW GUINEA - NWPI 
 2133 1914 "One Penny" surcharge on 1/- kangaroo. Fine used. SG 101 Cat. £80 $40 

2134 1915/23 MUH/MLH group comprising kangaroo with type 1 ovpt on 2½d (1st wmk), 1/- (2nd wmk) & type II ovpt on 2½d, 3d, 6d, 
9d & 5/- all 3rd wmk. Also KGV heads x 9 to 5d . Clean lot. Cat. £200+ (16) $60 

 NORFOLK ISLAND 
 2135 1958 7d & 8d Surcharges tied by fine Norfolk Island 1 JY 58 datestamp to illustrated FDC with typed address. Trivial toning. The 

scarcest of all Norfolk Is FDC's. $40 
2136 1980 20c Cessna with "CHEQUE DUTY" handstamp for provisional use in 1984. This is the only Norfolk Island Revenue 

issued. MUH SG 242var. $30 
2137 1995 $1.80 Flowers booklets with Singapore '95, ASDA & "Contract Bridge Tournament South Pacific Hotel" overprints. The 

Singapore ovpt also has the "red flaw above "B" in Hibiscus" variety. A scarce group. Exc cond. Pfeffer BK7(1), BK7(2) & 
BK7(3) Cat. $225 (3) $75 

2138 2002 APTA "Pre-Convention" & "Convention" $1 stamp booklets with rouletted 10c vals. Exc cond & rarely seen with only 500 
issued. Pfeffer BK19/20 Cat. $80 (2) $40 

2139 2003 50c Coastal View part personalised stamp sheetlet of 9 signed by Colleen McCullough at the Writers Festival with stamp 
tabs having Colleen's photo. MUH. $20 

 PAPUA & PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
 2140 1929/30 3d sepia-black & bright blue-green "AIRMAIL" ovpt. Fresh MLH. SG 113 Cat. £50 $25 

2141 1932 2/- Art block of 4 cancelled by Bwagaoia cds. Well centered & fault free. SG 141 $50 
2142 1932 Pictorials to £1 fine used on annotated pages. 10/- has pinhole & £1 is on part Ash imprint. Cat. £450+ (25) $150 
2143 1952 10/- Map & £1 Fisherman both overprinted "SPECIMEN". Fresh MUH. SG 14s & 15s Retail $150 (2) $50 
2144 1964 10/- bird ovptd "SPECIMEN" MUH. SG 71s Retails $150 $40 
2145 1985 Ceremonial Structures set of 4 trial stamps in MUH horiz pairs plus a normal set in pairs also for comparison. These 

unissued stamps are smaller than the actual issue & were printed by Leigh Marden in Melbourne while the issued stamps were 
printed by the Spanish firm Heraclio Fournier. The issued set had a 15t value while the trial stamp was for 10t & none had the 
"t" after the face value. Further info in SG catalogue footnote. Retail at $1000+ with blocks of 4 selling in Ace Stamp Auction  
No. 12 at $1050+BP. $300 

 GREAT BRITAIN 
 2146 1773 (4th Jan) stampless entire with copperplate script on business matters & finishing " I paid eight pence postage on your 

letter". Light Bishop mark in red "1A/4" circled. Good cond. $30 
2147 1837 (29th Sept) London to New York pre-stamp entire with page of correspondence. A superb full strike of "PAID SHIP 

LETTER LONDON" crown oval in red dated 29 SE 1837 at top right. Sent via Toronto & addressed to Theodore Sedgewick 
Esq. A most attractive example of this strike in VG cond. $200 

2148 1840 1d intense black tied by crisp black Maltese Cross to Reading addressed entire dated 24th Nov. Lettered QC with 4 clear 
margins. Inner of document repaired by tape ensuring 3 page letter is kept complete. Not affecting the front or back of cover. 
Most attractive & interesting. SG 1 Cat. £700 $400 

2149 1840 1d black cancelled with clear red Maltese Cross. Exc large even margins. Lettered HI. A lovely stamp. SG 2 Cat. £350 $120 
2150 1840 1d black with red Maltese Cross cancel. Clear good even margins & lettered RI. Attractive. SG 2 Cat. £350 $150 
2151 1840 1d black, plate 4 tied to entire by two strikes of the red Maltese Cross cancel. Addressed to Durham with neat arrival cds 

for JY 27 1840. Lettered RE with 4 clear to large margins. A most attractive example. SG 2 Cat. £700+ $280 
2152 1840 1d black, plate 9 with neat partial black Maltese Cross cancel. Clear to good margins. Lettered OI. SG 2 Cat. £625 $200 
2153 1840 1d grey-black (worn plate), plate 7 on small piece tied by red Maltese Cross next to bold Cardiff cds for JA 2 1841. Broad 

margins top & bottom, close at left & touching at right. Very attractive piece lettered HH. SG 3 Cat. £500 $150 
2154 1840 2d deep full blue fine used by complete bold, upright Maltese Cross. Close but clear margins. Lettered RI. SG 4 Cat £1150 $180 
2155 1840 2d deep full blue with 4 margins. F/U by crisp bold black Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered SA. An attractive stamp. SG 4  $180 
2156 1840 2d deep full blue with smudged black Maltese Cross on piece with Chesterfield MY 25 1842 cds beneath. Close to just 

touching margins. SG 4 Cat. £1150 $200 
2157 1840 2d blue. Mint with minimal original gum. Small hole/thin at left but otherwise 4 close to large margins & lovely colour. 

Lettered QF. SG 5 Cat. £37,000 as mint so an ideal space filler at this low reserve. $200 
2158 1841 1d red brown QV set of numbered Maltese Cross obliterators complete for 1 to 12. Number 4 is on a badly cut-into, no 

margin, example but with a fine almost complete pmk. Others are clear, near complete strike varying from 2 to 4 margins on 
each stamp. An increasingly difficult group to assemble complete like this. SG 8m Cat. £3000 (12) $400 

2159 1841 1d lake-red QV fine used with central "67" BN. 4 clear margins & most attractive. A scarce shade. SG 11 Cat. £850 $100 
2160 1841 2d blue horiz pair with good margins & F/U by clear BN "5" obliterator. Small nick in right hand stamp. Lettered II-IJ. SG 14 

£150 + premium for multiple $25 
2161 1852 stampless cover with s/l "Burnhill-Row" cachet in blue on Philadelphia addressed entire with "Paid Boston" receiver cancel 

in red. & second Paid cds is smudged hence indecipherable. VG cond. $60 
2162 1858/79 1d red QV plate reconstruction of all 240 positions from AA to LT but with various different plate numbers & shades 

represented. Cond varies from faulty to fine. Striking if nicely framed for the "Stamp Den"! $90 
2163 1858/79 1d reds complete plate number collection (bar 77 !) on Hagners. Majority good used but some faults incl plate 225 with 

trimmed perfs. A good "budget" lot. SG 43/44 Cat. £2150++ (153) $150 
2164 1858/79 1d rose-red QV plate 225. Good to fine used by light duplex cancel. Centered right with good perfs & clear plate 

number. SG 43 Pl. 225 Cat. £800 $400 
2165 1847/54 1/- pale green. 4 clear margins with part adjoining stamp at right. Neat "466" BN obliterator. SG 54 Cat. £1000 $180 



2166 1858/79 2d blue QV, plate 15. MLH but poorly centred. Good colour. SG 47 Cat. £375 $30 
2167 1847 1/- green embossed horiz joined pair cut square on piece tied by Liverpool "466" barred numeral obliterator in black & 

partial cds in red. Attractive usage & nice on piece. SG 55 Cat. £2000 $200 
2168 1847/54 1/-embossed in all three catalogued shades. Good to fine used with close to touching margins. SG 54/56 Cat. £3200 $200 
2169 1847/54 10d brown embossed just touching on all sides but fine used with neat "20" BN obliterator. Lovely example which 

appears to be Die I. SG 57 Cat. £1500 $300 
2170 1847/54 6d dull lilac embossed with two large margins & touching on other two sides. Red cancel traces at lower right cancelled 

by "489" BN obliterator. SG 59 Cat. £1000 $150 
2171 1847/54 6d embossed in all four catalogued shades. All good to fine used with close (a couple of touching) to large margins. A 

conservative reserve. SG 58/61 Cat. £7000 (4) $400 
2172 1855 4d rose QV, large garter wmk, horizontal pair with AP 29 1859 London "78" duplex cancel. Centred high otherwise 

attractive with good perfs & rich colour. SG 66a Cat. £300 $30 
2173 1855/57 6d deep lilac QV ovptd "SPECIMEN" (SG type 4). Mint without gum. SG 69s Cat. £600 as MLH $100 
2174 1855 1/- green good used with partial Glasgow duplex cancel. Well centred & good colour. SG 72 Cat. £325 Also an 1862 9d 

straw neatly used with 2 partial barred obliterators leaving clear profile. Unfortunately perfs at right have been trimmed off. SG 
87 Cat. £400 if perfect. (2) $50 

2175 1855/57 1/- green in 3 catalogued shades. Deep green has heavy cancel & pulled perf. others F/U & fine. SG 71/73 Cat. £1170 $90 
2176 1862 9d straw QV. Good used by light BN cancel. Centered low left with good perfs. SG 87 Cat. £450 $60 
2177 1865 3d rose, plate 4 F/U by crisp part duplex cancel. SG 92 Cat. £450 with premium $90 
2178 1862 3d rose, plate 4 with wmk inverted. Good used & centered low left. Reserved accordingly. SG 92wi Cat. £550 $50 
2179 1865 4d vermilion QV, Plate 10 with light partial barred numeral pmk. Centred left with slightly trimmed perfs at right reflected in 

conservative estimate. SG 94 Cat. £150 $20 
2180 1865/67 4d vermilion QV, Plate 7, fine used on entire ("Hull General Price-Current Imports" list) with neat J3 Hull SP 29 65 

"383" duplex cancel. Addressed to France with neighbouring Calais cds & red "PD" circle cachet. London & Rouen b/s's.    
Lovely usage. SG 94 Cat. £200 $100 

2181 1862/64 4d bright red with wing margin, 4d pale red, 4d bright red with Hair Lines all good to F/U plus a bright red on piece tied 
by ANGL CALAIS 1863 cds with left margin trimmed. A useful group. Total Cat. £500+ $30 

2182 1865 1/- green QV F/U by light barred numeral cancel. Wing margin at right deflecting low left centering. Light staining on wing 
margin that could be cleaned up. SG 101 Cat. £275 $20 

2183 1865 1/- green QV wing margin example. Plate 4. Superb MVLH. The nicest example we have seen - PO fresh! Ex Sotheby's. 
SG 101 Cat. £2800+ $1,500 

2184 1867 5/- rose, Plate 1, with BN "79" part duplex. Centred low but fault free. SG 127 Cat. £675 $90 
2185 1867/83 5/- pale rose, Plate 2 with bold "CX/3" BN for Charing Cross. Centered right. Good perfs & fault free SG 127 Cat £1500 $150 
2186 1867/83 5/- pale rose, Plate 2 with "F85" obliterator of Mayaguez, Porto Rico. Unpriced in SG, basic stamp SG 127 Cat. £1500 $500 
2187 1867/83 10/- greenish grey QV good used with partial obliterator leaving clear profile. Ironed out corner crease not frontally 

visible. Well centred with good colour. SG 128 Cat. £3200 $600 
2188 1878 £1 brown-lilac QV Maltese Cross wmk. Superb used with crisp Belfast AP 4 82 cds. Lettered HG. Centred right but fresh 

colour & excellent perfs. Expertised on reverse. SG 129 Cat. £4500 $1,800 
2189 1867/83 5/- rose with anchor wmk on white paper, plate 4. Used with smudged London hooded cancel. "R.B" perfin.                

SG 134 Cat. £4200 $100 
2190 1867/83 5/- rose, Plate 4, with "Anchor" wmk on white paper. Light BN obliterator. Soiled at top but washable & well centered.  

A scarce stamp. SG 134 Cat. £4200 $1,000 
2191 1880 2d blue QV, Plate 20, beautifully tied to Genova addressed entire by bold London "105" duplex dated DE 8 80. Genova 

b/s. SG 142 Cat. £90 $40 
2192 1869 (5th Jan) Entire with 6d lilac QV tied by superb "498" numeral cancel with Manchester Paid cds in red, "PAID" boxed 

cachet in blue & "AUS ENGLAND PER AACHEN FRANCO" cds in blue. Addressed to Vienna with Wein arrival cancel dated 8 
1 69 next to London JA 6 69 transit cds in red. A lovely example in very good cond. SG 104 Cat. £200+ $100 

2193 1873 6d grey QV with left wing margin tied to entire by London duplex cancel dated 13 OC 73. Addressed to New York, a "L2" 
red boxed strike has been added for a 2c late fee. Sent via the contract steamer, "Rhein" marked in m/s at top left. Crisp "New 
York Paid All Oct 24 cds on reverse. Filing fold through stamp but remains most attractive with low reserve. SG 125 Cat. £375 $100 

2194 1876 2½d rosy mauve pair, Plate 8, on Genoa addressed entire with London duplex cancels dated MR 5 78. Neat "Heath & Co 
London" cachet. Good cond with Genova b/s. SG 141 Cat. £125 $60 

2195 1873/80 4d grey brown with large garter wmk. Good to F/U by light BN "823". Well centered with good perfs. SG 154 Cat. £550 $80 
2196 1880/83 2½d blue, plate 22, wmk Imperial Crown QV. MLH & well-centred. SG 157 Cat. £425 $100 
2197 1883 6d on 6d lilac surcharge. Fine used with part Lombard Street DE 21 83boxed octangular cancel. Gorgeous colour & well 

centred. SG 162 Cat. £150+ $40 
2198 1883/84 2/6d lilac on blued paper. Mark at top but attractive BO'NESS cds for AU 13 84. SG 175 Cat. £1450 $90 
2199 1883/84 2/6d lilac good used with 22 MAY 1896 parcel cds. Reasonable centering & colour. SG 178 Cat. £160 $30 
2200 1883/84 2/6d lilac & 5/- rose on white paper, the former with crisp 1892 cds & blue crayon mark at lower right, the latter with 

bold 1901 London cds. Both well centered with good perfs. SG 178 & 180 Cat. £400+ $75 
2201 1883/84 2/6d lilac QV perfined "G.&.Co" with squared circle Charing Cross  1897 strike indicating too late to be "blued paper" 

even though it has an off-white tinge plus similar strike (but 1899) on 5/- crimson normal. SG 178 & 181 Cat. £410 $80 
2202 1883 5/- crimson. Fine used by half a Threadneedle St Reg oval cancel. Rich colour. SG 181 Cat. £250 $50 
2203 1883 5/- crimson. Fine used with part Leadenhall St. registered cancels. SG 181 Cat. £250 $50 
2204 1883/84 5/- crimson QV. Mint heavily hinged, corner bend & top margin soiled. Still of fresh appearance. SG 181 Cat. £975 $100 
2205 1884/88 5/- rose ovptd "I.R.OFFICIAL" fine used with complete upright 1896 Leicester cds. Colour very lightly suffused. Signed 

Richter. A difficult stamp. SG O9 Cat. £2400 $700 
2206 1883/84 10/- ultramarine QV. Superb used by bold complete London N 22 SP 8 97 cds. Beautiful colour. SG 183 Cat. £525+ $250 
2207 1883/84 10/- ultramarine QV superb used with a crisp upright Curzon St Mayfair MY 6 87 central cds. Fine centering, perfs & 

colour - a perfect stamp. SG 183 Cat. £780 with premium $350 
2208 1883/84 10/- pale ultramarine QV with two partial registered oval date stamps leaving clear profile. Centered slightly left with 

good perfs. SG 183a Cat. £550 $90 
2209 1884 £1 brown-lilac, Three Imperial Crowns wmk. Good to fine used with upright 1886 ROYAL EXCHANGE cds's plus light 

boxed rail cancel. Some light toning that should clean up easily. Good centering & perfs. SG 185 Cat. £2800 $700 
2210 1884 £1 brown-lilac, wmk Three Imperial Crowns. Sound used with centrally applied 5-bar obliterator. SG 185 Cat. £2800 $800 
2211 1888 £1 brown-lilac, wmk Three Orbs. Good to fine used with hooded London datestamp of OC 4 88. Well centered with good 

colour & perfs. SG 186 Cat. £4250  $1,200 
2212 1883/84 5d dull green QV. MLH with small hinge remnant. Fresh original colour. SG 193 Cat. £575 $100 
2213 1883/84 9d dull green fine used on "Parcel Post" label on piece with complete crisp Leamington Spa NO 12 85 cds. Rich 

original colour & genuinely scarce. Label with minor top right damage otherwise superb cond. SG 195 Cat. £2500 $1,200 
2214 1883/84 1/- dull green QV. MLH but stained perfs at top & shortish lower left corner perf. An attractive "budget" example.         

SG 196 Cat. £1500 $150 



2215 1887 1/- dull green QV good to fine used block of 4 with Lombard St oval cancels. Good original colour. SG 211 Cat. £300+ $150 
2216 1887/92 2½d & 4½d Jubilee MUH/MLH blocks of 9 hinged on top & bottom centre units. Some gum creases & light ageing      

on 4½d. SG 201 & 206 Cat. £558 + premium for MUH $80 
2217 1887/92 6d deep purple & rose-red QV. MUH marginal block of 9. Fresh & attractive. SG 208a Cat. £540 + premium  for MUH $200 
2218 1897 9d dull purple & blue with a cracking complete upright CARLISLE cds. F/U with true colour. SG 209 Cat. £70 with premium $30 
2219 1887/92 Jubilee set to 4½d MLH. The 1½d with stained perfs, 3d with adherences & 4d average hinge remnant. Others very 

fine MLH. SG 197, 198, 200, 201, 202, 205, 206 & 213 shades. Total Cat. £150+ (8) $40 
2220 1887/92 QV Jubilee simplified set of 14 to both 1/-. Fresh MVLH/MLH with above average centering. SG 197/214 Cat. £700 $150 
2221 1891 £1 green QV. Fine used by two partial registered oval strikes clear of face. Pulled perf at top & centered slightly high. 

Remains an attractive example. SG 212 Cat. £800 $300 
2222 1887/92 £1 green QV ovptd "I.R.OFFICIAL" with neat, light 1894 oval registered date stamp. Centred top right but with good 

perfs & strong colour. A scarce stamp with RPSL (1984) cert. SG O16 Cat. £2500 $1,000 
2223 1902 1d KEVII imperforate Plate Proof in deep green with double impression. Fine cond with clear even margins. Stunning var. $180 
2224 1902 2/6d pale dull purple KEVII. Fresh MLH with fresh colour. SG 261 Cat. £350 $140 
2225 1902 5/- bright carmine KEVII. Fine MLH. SG 263 Cat. £450   $180 
2226 1902 10/- ultramarine KEVII. Sound used with indistinct smudged cancel. SG 265 Cat. £500 $50 
2227 1902/10 10/- ultramarine KEVII. Superb used with part London 1904 cds. Fresh & well centered. SG 265 Cat. £500 $180 
2228 1902 £1 dull blue-green KEVII  with part Jersey parcel cancel. Good perfs & centering. SG 266 Cat. £825 $180 
2229 1902 £1 dull blue green KEVII with neat central Jersey 1905 cds. Superb & one of the best we've seen. SG 266 Cat. £825 $500 
2230 1902 £1 dull blue green KEVII vertical pair. Fine used by 2 indistinct cds's. Seldom seen as multiples Very good centering & 

perfs. SG 266 Cat. £1650+ $600 
2231 1902 ½d KEVII ovptd "R.H.OFFICIAL" with heavy Windsor cds. RPSL (1984) Cert. SG O91 Cat. £200 $60 
2232 1902 1/- KEVII ovptd "GOVT PARCELS" with London parcel obliterator. RPSL (1983) cert. SG O78 Cat. £300 $50 
2233 1902/10 6d KEVII mauve embossed on unused telegram form in excellent cond incl selvedge at left. Rarely seen so fine & 

increasingly collectable. $25 
2234 1911 ½d to 4d KEVII perf. 15 x 14 set of 5 vals with light to average hingeing. SG 279/86 Cat. £150+ (5) $50 
2235 1912 1d bright scarlet with Imperial Crown wmk in vertical pair. MLH with lower unit showing "no cross on crown" variety. SG 

341a Cat. £160 + premium for joined pair with normal. $30 
2236 1912 1d scarlet Downey Head booklet pane of 6 with Royal Cypher wmk with left selvedge. Perfs trimmed off at opposite end. 

Fresh MLH. SG 337 Cat. £30 x6 for singles plus premium for pane. $30 
2237 1912/24 ½d to 1/- KGV Royal Cypher wmk MLH set of 15 plus both Dies of 2d. SG 351/95 SG Cat. £250 $100 
2238 1912/24 ½d to 1/- KGV set of 14 to 1/- Royal Cypher wmk. (excl 2d Die II). All MUH with control number selvedges at foot. Very 

fresh. SG 351/96 Cat. £475 as simplified $180 
2239 1913 ½d & 1d KGV Royal Cypher multiple wmk. Both fine MLH with barely perceptible hinge marks & good perfs. A scarce pair. 

SG 397/98 Cat. £375 $180 
2240 1913 2/6d deep sepia-brown. Waterlow ovptd "SPECIMEN", type 26. MLH & well centered. SG 399s, Spec. N63s Cat. £600 $350 
2241 1913 5/- rose-carmine Seahorse. Waterlow printing ovptd "SPECIMEN" type 26. MLH, centered slightly low but lovely colour. 

SG 401s, Spec. N66s Cat. £750 $450 
2242 1913 10/- indigo-blue Seahorse. Waterlow printing ovptd "SPECIMEN" type 26. Fresh MUH with good centering, perfs & strong 

colour. A difficult stamp. SG 402s, Spec. N69t Cat. £1,100 $700 
2243 1913 £1 green Seahorse. Fine used by light registered oval cancels. A couple of shortish perfs at right do not detract from this 

well centered example. SG 403 Cat. £1250 $600 
2244 1914/22 ½d to 1/- Postage Dues simple cypher wmk set of 8 MLH (½d, 1d, 2d MUH). All fine except 1/- (couple of toned perfs & 

centred to top). SG D1/8, Cat. £120 $40 
2245 1918/19 5/- rose-red & 10/- dull grey blue very F/U with light cds's plus sulphuretted 2/6d chocolate (appearing black brown) & 

5/- rose red (appearing lake brown) Seahorses both MLH. All BW printing. The latter MLH items not counted in cat. value of 
£310 for the used. SG 414/17 $90 

2246 1918/19 10/- dull grey-blue Seahorse. B.W. printing. Well centred with true colour. MLH. SG 417 Cat. £475 $200 
2247 1918/19 10/- dull grey-blue Seahorse. Bradbury Wilkinson Printing. Fresh MUH with good centering. SG 417 Cat. £800 $350 
2248 1924 & 1925 British Empire Exhibition pairs. MVLH. SG 430/33 Cat. £80 $30 
2249 1924 & 1925 British Empire Exhibition pairs. MUH with usual lightly brown gum on 1925. Good centering. SG 430/33 Cat. £110 $40 
2250 1924 & 1925 British Empire Exhibition pairs with average centering. MUH with typical brownish gum on 1925 set. SG 430/33 

Cat. £110. Also PUC low vals & 1935 SJ also MUH. (12) $50 
2251 1929 £1 P.U.C. sound used with heavy parcel cancel. Certainly a genuine cancel! Good perfs & well centered SG 438 Cat £550 $150 
2252 1929 £1 PUC fine used by indistinct oval registered cancel. SG 438 Cat. £525 $300 
2253 1929 £1 PUC in a superb used vertical pair. Well centered with very good perfs. Most attractive. SG 438 Cat. £1100+ $750 
2254 1934 (6th June) GPO Rocket Trial cover with 1½d KGV tied by Brighton & Hove Sussex cd., "ROCKET POST First British 

Flight" ovpt in blue on Air Post Exhibition London 7-12 May 1934 vignette in red at lower left corner tied by TRIAL FIRING 6 VI 
34 SUSSEX DOWNS cachet in black. Very fine. $50 

2255 1934 KGV 3/- booklet but containing only the 2 panes of 1½d x 6. Ed. no 285. SG BB26 Cat. £625 as a complete booklet $90 
2256 1934/36 1½d red-brown photogravure booklet pane of 4 plus 2 ads. MLH with perfs trimmed along top. SG 441e Cat. £190 $20 
2257 1934/36 KGV photogravure set of 11. MUH SG 439/49 Cat. £95 $40 
2258 1934 5/- bright rose-red re-engraved Seahorse. MLH with excellent centering & fresh colour. SG 451 Cat. £175+ $120 
2259 1934 Re-engraved Seahorses set of 3. Fresh MLH, the 10/- centred very slightly to right & one shortish perf at right otherwise 

all fine. SG 450/52 Cat. £575 $200 
2260 1934 Re-engraved Seahorses set of 3 MVLH. Good centering & fresh colours. SG 450/52 Cat. £575 $250 
2261 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee booklets for 2/- (blue cover) Ed. No. 299 in very fine cond & 3/- (red cover) Ed. No. 294 with soiled 

cover but contents fine. Cat. £180 (2) $60 
2262 1935 (7th May) Silver Jubilee FDC with set plus additional ½d. Airmailed to South Africa with South African stamp on back plus 

Exhibition cancel. A scarce FDC. SG 453/56 Cat. £650 $70 
2263 1935 (7th May) Silver Jubilee set of 4 on Reg'd FDC plus another set on long FDC to Devon address folded through 2½d! Also 

separate covers with ½d tied by Bath machine FDI cancel & 1½d tied by Sidmouth Devon machine cancel. A scarce group with 
set on cover cat. £600, so total £1200 + singles. (4) $100 

2264 1936/37 ½d to 2/6d Postage Dues "E&R" wmk set of 8 fine MUH. SG D19/26 Cat. £500 $180 
2265 1939/48 KGVI high set of 6 with both shades of 10/-. Fresh MLH. SG 476/78c Cat. £425 as MUH $90 
2266 1939/48 KGVI high set of 6 with both shades of 10/-. Fine MUH. SG 476/78c Cat. £425 $200 
2267 1940 (6th May) Stamps Centenary set on FDC x 3 sets incl 2 covers with Red Exhibition cancels plus complete collection of 

MUH blocks of 6 or 8 of each value from all known cylinder blocks. Hard to find as complete cylinder blocks. SG 479/84  $200 
2268 1948 £1 Royal Silver Wedding block of 4 MUH/MLH with 3 MUH. SG 494 Cat. £160 $60 
2269 1948 £1 Royal Silver Wedding complete sheet of 20. Lightly hinged in side selvedges only with all stamps fresh & faultless. 

Sheet shows plate 1 & sheet number at left. An impressive item. Ace Stamp Auctions sold a MUH sheet for $500+ BP in       
Sale 17. SG 494 Cat. £800+ $350 



2270 1951 Festival of Britain high vals set of 4 MUH. SG 509/12 Cat. £100 $50 
2271 1955/58 QEII Castles by Waterlow. Fresh MUH & well centered. SG 536/39 Cat. £225 $100 
2272 1958/61 QEII graphite lines set of 8, wmk mult crowns. MUH. SG 587/94 Cat. £110 $30 
2273 1984 £4 Story of our Christian Heritage Prestige Booklet overprinted "AUSIPEX '84 Melbourne 21-30 Sept" with logo in gold.  $30 
2274 1985 34p Hitchcock from Film set with massive shift of silver resulting in QEII Head below the value. Fine MUH SG 1302var. $100 
2275 1989 Queens Award for Export Benham Saga silk FDC boldly signed by Tony Blair. Exc cond. $60 
2276 2003 "Pillar To Post" Sterling Silver Ingot & Stamp set of 5 FDC's with the ingots encapsulated in each. Attractively boxed. $40 
2277 2004 Queen Mary & Queen Mary 2 Silver Medals & M/S Stamp boxed set. A joint issue by Royal Mail, Royal Mint & Cunard. 

The medals are replicas of the 1936 Queen Mary issue & a modern design for the latest maiden voyage. Retails £90 in the UK $40 
2278 2005 (19th July) British Motorcycles Stuart FDC pmkd Solihull & signed Carl Fogarty. Exc cond. $50 
2279 2012 Farm Animals Series I-III Post & Go strips of 6 in RM pres packs x 2 of each plus Freshwater Life I-III also 2 of each & the 

2nd Class & 2nd Class Large packs x 2. Exc cond. SG FS27, FS33 ,FS45, FS59, FS65, FS77 & FS 93/94 Cat. £140 (14) $80 
2280 2015 Post & Go A008 "Singpex 2015 World Stamp Expo" imprinted labels. Machin & Flag designs for GB "Standard" values in 

strips of 6 with the matching machine receipts from the exhibition. MUH. $50 
2281 2015 Post & Go A008 "Singpex 2015 World Stamp Expo" imprinted labels. Complete for both Machin & Flag designs for both 

GB 1st Class & World postage vals in strips of 6 with the matching machine receipts from the exhibition. MUH. FV £108 ($235) $250 
 Great Britain - Channel Islands  

 2282 Guernsey & Jersey 1941/44 WWII Occ issues with ½d to 2½d & Jersey ½d & 1d Arms plus 1943/44 Scenes set of 6. All fresh 
MLH. SG Cat. £70 $40 

2283 Guernsey 1941 "Printed Paper" card with 2d KGVI bisect, Jersey 8/6/43 FDC with 2d orange-yellow plus 29/6/43 FDC with full 
set (actually the first day of issue for only the 2½d & 3d, the others were issued on 1/6 (½d & 1d) & 8/6 (1½d & 2d). Latter folded 
but not affecting stamps otherwise fine. (3) $25 

 COMMONWEALTH & FOREIGN  
 2284 Aden - Qu'aiti State 1949 (31st Mar) RSW pair on "Royal Silver Wedding FDC" cover to Hack's Book Stall. Scarce on cover. $40 

2285 Albania 1925 10q President Zogu, perf. 11½ & 1927 10q second year as President ovpt also perf. 11½. Both fine & fresh MUH 
blocks of 4. Cat. £480 as MLH $50 

2286 1925 10q President Zogu, perf. 11½ part sheet of 40. Fine MUH. SG 196a Cat. £2200 as MLH $100 
2287 1927 10q Ahmed Zogu second year as President ovpt, perf. 11½, block of 16. MUH with a couple of gum bends & odd perf 

separation. Double perfs between 6th & 7th rows. Cat. £1000+ as MLH $60 
2288 Andorra-French 1932/43 Pictorials selection mostly MUH incl 20c, 35c lake-brown, 40c ultramarine, 45c vermilion, 65c 

turquoise-green MLH, 65c blue, 1f bluish-green MLH, 1f50 blue MLH, 2f claret & 2f50 black. Fine. Cat. £220+ as MLH $50 
2289 Andorra-Spanish 1948-1996 MUH, MLH & used range on Hagners plus internet downloads in file. Cat. £80+ (87) $20 
2290 Austria 1890 2g carmine-lake, line perf. 13 & 1898 2g green, line perf. 11½. Both F/U. Cat. £120 $25 
2291 1922 defins complete set of 38 to 4000k. Fine MUH. Mi. 360/97 Cat. €160 $40 
2292 1924 Artists Fund & 1932 Painters charity sets MLH plus 1934 2sch grey-green MUH. SG 563/67, 693/98 & 735 Cat. £230 $90 
2293 1932 Painters charity set of 6 MLH. SG 693/98 Cat. £180 $70 
2294 1933 Catholic Congress set of 6. Fresh MLH. SG 766/74 Cat. £190 $50 
2295 1950 Airs - Birds set of 7 MLH to 10sch with 20sch fine used. SG 1215/21 Cat. £500 as MUH $90 
2296 Bahamas 1884/90 6d mauve QV, 1911/16 Staircase with both 3d colours, "WAR TAX" ovpts on 1917 1d Staircase, 1919 (Mar) 

3d & (Jul) ½d to 1/- set all ovptd SPECIMEN. MLH, some with odd fault & toned gum but reflected in reserve. SG 54s, 76s/77s, 
90s, 100s & 102s/5s Cat. £450 (9) $180 

2297 Barbados 1950 KGVI Pictorials set of 12 to $5. All good to F/U. SG 271/82 Cat. £75 $40 
2298 Barbuda 1922 ½d to 5/- KGV set of 11. Fresh MLH. SG 1/11 Cat. £150 $80 
2299 Basutoland 1938 KGVI set of 11 to 10/- MLH. SG 18/28 Cat. £110 as MUH $30 
2300 Bechuanaland 1888 £5 lilac & black QV fiscally used with 1893 violet cancel plus 1/- used with Mafeking cancel. (2) $60 
2301 1932 3/- black & purple. MVLH verging on MUH. SG 108 Cat. £48 $20 
2302 Belgium 1915 Red Cross Fund set of 3. Fine MUH. SG 157/59 Cat. £115 as MLH $60 
2303 1933 Orval Abbey Restoration Fund set of 12. Fine MVLH. A superb set. SG 633/44 Cat. £1100+ $250 
2304 Bermuda 1918/22 £1 purple & black/red KGV. Fresh MVLH & well centred. A lovely stamp. Ex Sotheby's. SG 55 Cat. £325 $180 
2305 British Antarctic Territory 1966 Churchill, 1971 Treaty & 1977 Whales sets fresh MUH. SG 16/19, 38/41 & 79/82 Cat. £110+ $40 
2306 British Honduras1947 2c black & scarlet KGVI Perf. 12 sheet of 50. Some edge wear otherwise fine MUH. SG 151a Cat. £150 $30 
2307 British Virgin Islands 1867 1/- black & rose-carmine with "long-tailed S" variety. MLH with slight gum toning, trimmed top perfs 

& short corner. SG 19b Cat. £225 $40 
2308 Bulgaria 1974 Football World Cup imperf M/S. Fresh MUH. This came from a restricted printing. Cat. €120 $25 
2309 Canada QV "2 ring" numeral cancels incl large "47" (Nappanee) on 1¢ deep orange (Cat. £130), "6" (London) on 3¢ & 12½¢ & 

indistinct on 2¢ plus small 3¢ x 11. Noted the scarce "34" of Chatham (light impression) rated 8 by Unitrade & "very rare" & "56" 
of Brampton, also scarce. Other useful though clarity of strikes vary. (4 large, 11 small QV) $100 

2310 1893 20¢ vermilion & 50¢ blue QV. MLH & well centred. SG 115/116 Cat. £525 $200 
2311 1897 QV Jubilee issue complete simplified to 50¢. MLH with average hingeing. Cat. £790 (11) $250 
2312 1897 $1 lake Jubilee. MLH with heavy hinge remnants but free of toning. SG 136 Cat. £550 $100 
2313 1897 $2 deep violet Jubilee. Fine MLH with good centering. SG 137 Cat. £1000 $400 
2314 1897 $3 bistre Jubilee. MLH with hinge remnant. Very well centred & lovely colour. SG 138 Cat. £1500 $500 
2315 1897 $4 violet Jubilee. Mint without gum. Good centering. SG 139 Cat. £1400 as MLH $300 
2316 1897 $5 olive green Jubilee. Mint without gum. Dealers mark on reverse & well centred. SG 140 Cat. £1400 as MLH $300 
2317 1897/98 QV "Four Leaves" set of 8 MUH/MLH some with hinge remnants. The 5c, 6c & 8c appear regummed MUH accounted 

for in reserve. SG 142/49 Cat. £425 $75 
2318 1898/1902 QV set of 11 MLH. Unfortunately the 2¢ rose carmine & 3¢ both are both sulphuretted (discoloured to dark shades), 

the 6¢ has a small thin, the 8¢ is discoloured & 20c has a couple of tone spots. Hingeing varies but remains a presentable set. 
SG 150/65 Cat. £950 if fine (11) $150 

2319 1898-1930 "Special Delivery" group comprising 1898/1920 10¢ blue green MUH (Cat. £90+), 1922/35 issues MLH (1927 
sulphuretted) & 1930 "TWENTY CENTS" (staining on gum). All otherwise MLH. Cat. £235 (6) $50 

2320 1903 KEVII  1¢, 2¢, 5¢, 7¢, 10¢, 20¢ all MLH & 50¢ MUH but centered left. SG 175/76, 179/80, 184/85 & 187 Cat. £1150+ (7) $300 
2321 1906/28 Postage Dues simplified set of 5. Fresh MUH/MLH. SG D1/8 Cat. £130 $50 
2322 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set of 8 MLH. A difficult set so fresh. SG 188/95 Cat. £550 $250 
2323 1911/22 & 1922/31 KGV sets with fresh appearance but gum varies from heavily hinged to MUH however majority are MLH incl 

the 10c & 50c. Cat. £400 (18) $100 
2324 1912/21 KGV coils perf. 8 x imperf (1¢ & 2¢), perf. 12 x imperf & imperf x perf. 8 MLH with a couple MUH. Range SG 216/224b 

& 256/58 Total Cat. £270 (12) $75 
2325 1915 "WAR TAX" ovpts set of 3 plus 1916 2¢ + 1¢ coil. All fresh MLH. SG 225/27 Cat. £300 & 234 Cat. £70 (4) $120 
2326 1917 3¢ bistre-brown Confederation, 1922/31 1¢, 2¢ & 3¢ imperf singles with 2¢ & 3¢ MUH & 1926 2¢ on 3¢ surcharges MLH. 

Cat. £135 (counting imperfs @ ⅓ of pair prices) $50 
2327 1926 2 CENTS on 3c carmine in MUH?MLH block of 4. Fresh colour with good centering. SG 264. Cat. £200+ $90 



2328 1928/29 Defins to $1 incl 1¢ & 2¢ coils. 1¢ orange (SG 275) is sulphuretted otherwise fine MLH. SG 275/87 Cat. £410 (13) $120 
2329 1930/31 Defins set of 16 to $1. MLH however 12¢ has a pulled perf at right & there is an adherence on gum of 50¢. Otherwise 

fine with 5¢ & 8¢ MUH. SG 288/303 Cat. £275 $80 
2330 1930/31 & 1932/33 coils MLH (1¢ green MUH). SG 304/9 & 326/28 Cat. £90 $30 
2331 1935 & 1937/38 Defins 10¢ to $1 MLH, 1946 Peace 50¢ & $1 MUH, 1950/51 $1 Fisherman MLH & 1953 $1 Totem Pole MUH 

with both ovptd "G". Total cat. £400+ (14) $90 
2332 1949 "OHMS" official ovpts to $1 (no 7¢ Air) MLH & 1949/50 50¢ MUH. SG O162/70 & O177 Cat. £295 as MUH $80 
2333 1950/52 "G" Officials to $1 excl 1951/52 2¢ & 4¢. MLH with 50¢ MUH. SG O178/89 Cat. £175 as MUH $50 
2334 1999 Millennium 46c Holographic Dove S/A M/S in complete imperf sheet of 9. Produced by Canada Post in 2000 costing C$80 $30 
2335 2000 Millennium Canada Post presentation tin containing the 95c dove steel engraved M/S, the 46c holographic imperf M/S and 

dove medal plus 1989 US Stamp Yearbook. Exc cond. (2 items) $20 
2336 Canada-Newfoundland 1860 3d green & 5d Venetian red MLH with full margins on medium handmade paper without mesh. 

SG 11 & 13 Cat. £250 $70 
2337 1860 3d green & 5d Venetian red MLH with full margins on medium handmade paper without mesh plus 1862/64 1d chocolate 

brown. Without gum on thick smooth paper. See note after SG 23 reprints.  SG 11 & 13 Cat. £250 (3) $90 
2338 1865/70 2¢ green, 5¢ brown, 1868 5¢ black all mint without gum plus 1865/70 10¢ heavily hinged with toner spot, 12¢ in both 

papers & 24¢ all MLH. SG 25/28, 30 & 33 Cat. £2170 if MLH (7) $300 
2339 1868 1¢ dull purple Type I & 1868/73 3¢ vermilion both mint without gum. Also 3¢ blue heavily hinged & tone spots, 6¢ rose 

MLH & 1894 6¢ crimson lake heavily hinged. A budget set frontally presentable. SG 34, 36, 37, 39 & 60 Cat £700 if all fine MLH $90 
2340 1876/79 Pictorial rouletted set of 4 MLH with some heavy hingeing but all free of toning & 60%+ o.g. SG 40/43 Cat. £800 $180 
2341 1880/82 5¢ pale dull blue MLH with unusual offset, 1887 3¢ brown, 5¢ deep blue, 10¢ black & 1894 5¢ bright blue (SG 59a)    

all MLH. Cat. £660+ (5) $100 
2342 1897 Discovery Anniv set of 14. MLH however some are heavily hinged. SG 66/79 Cat. £300 $80 
2343 1910 Pictorials in litho, perf. 12 set MLH with 15¢ MUH. 1¢, 2¢ & 5¢  in different perfs & 6¢  in both types. All fresh & hard to   

find as complete set. SG 95/108 Cat. £500 (16) $180 
2344 1911 Pictorials recess printed set of 6. Fresh MLH. A difficult set as fine as this. SG 111/16 Cat. £300 $120 
2345 1911 Coronation set of 11 MLH. SG 117/27 Cat. £250 $100 
2346 1919 Newfoundland Contingent set of 12. Fresh MUH & well centered. SG 130/34 Cat. £160 + premium for MUH $100 
2347 1928 Pictorials defins by De La Rue set of 15 to 30c. MLH. SG 164/78 Cat. £130 $50 
2348 1931 Airs set without wmk with the 50¢ green MLH & others both fresh MUH. SG 192/94 Cat. £85 + premium MUH $60 
2349 1931 Airs set with wmk good to F/U with 15¢ having machine cancel, 50¢ light barred & $1 dumb obliterator SG195/97Cat £225 $70 
2350 1931 Airs set with wmk postally used. The 50¢ with boxed parcel cancel, the others light barred. SG 195/97 Cat. £225 $60 
2351 1931 Airs set with wmk MLH. SG 195/97 Cat. £110 $50 
2352 1931 Pictorials re-engraved defins by Perkins Bacon with "Coat of Arms" wmk. Complete set of 11 MLH. SG 198/208 Cat. £225 $80 
2353 1931 Publicity set of 11 on wmk paper. The 1928/29 designs were originally printed by DLR & Perkins Bacon without wmk.  

Fine MLH. SG 198/208 Cat. £225 $80 
2354 1933 Airs complete set of 5. Cds examples to 60¢ with 75¢ having slogan cancel. SG 230/34 (Scott C 13-17) Cat. £325 $120 
2355 1933 Airs set of 5 to 75c. MUH but 5¢ with vertical gum crease at right. SG 230/34 Cat. £160 + premium for MUH $100 
2356 1941/44 14c Dog with strong offset on gummed side. Fresh MUH. Unusual SG 284var. $60 
2357 1860/63 1¢ black on white paper on cover locally addressed with adhesive tied by Halifax JY 20 67 duplex. "Circular" at left in 

m/s. Transit marks on reverse incl Wolfville JY 31 1867 & Kentville AU 1 67 NS arrival. Minor soiling but no tears & rated x10  
on cover by SG. SG 19 Cat. £210 $60 

2358 1860/63 10¢ scarlet on yellowish paper on cover to Maine from the US Consulate in Halifax. Adhesive affixed to extreme top left 
corner nearby to a tear to envelope but not affecting stamp. Circled "PAID 10" in brown. Halifax AU 22 1863 b/s. Rated x 4 on 
cover by SG plus a premium for origin. SG 16 Cat. £170 $60 

2359 1860/63 12½¢ black on yellowish paper on small cover addressed to London (Ontario) with adhesive tied by indistinct 
obliterator. Halifax OC 25 66 transit b/s & overstamped with London NO 5 66 cds on arrival. Roughly opened with torn flap torn 
but rate x 10 on cover by SG. SG 17 Cat. £300 $60 

2360 Canada-Prince Edward Is.1869 cover to Summerside (local) bearing 2d rose perf. 11½-12 tied by dumb obliterator alongside 
Prince Edward Island JUN 4 1869 partial cds. Minor soiling. Rated x 6 on cover by SG. SG 12 Cat. £120 $50 

2361 1869 cover to Lunenburg, Nova Scotia bearing 3d blue QV tied by Prince Town OC 1 1869 next to dumb obliterator. 4 different 
transit marks from "OC 6" to NO 1" 1869 on reverse. Minor soiling & hinge marks but in sound cond & rated x 6 by SG on cover. 
SG 14 Cat. £200 $75 

2362 China 1907 Ministry of Marine Officials with red anchor ovpts all F/U. 10c has couple of light ink spots on reverse. A difficult 
group. Cat. £200+ $40 

2363 1882 3ca brown-red on thin paper. This is from the printing with stamps 4½mm apart. Fine used with very light creasing near 
top & odd flat perf. SG 5 Cat. £350 $50 

2364 1931/37 $1 to $5 Sun Yat. Type B, perf. 12½-13. MVLH SG 403/05 Cat. £190 $60 
2365 1962 Mei Lan-fang set of 8. Superb MUH with all except 50f having a selvedge. SG 2037/44 Cat. £2000 $1,200 
2366 1962 Mei Lau-fang set of 8 MLH however twice hinged & 50f has thin from careless hinge removal. The key M/S is also MLH 

but with glazing strip/disturbance affecting stamp, with hinge marks on both edges & minor tear lower right border. An ideal set 
for the astute "budget" collector at this low reserve. SG 2037/44 & MS2044a Cat. £24,000 if fine MUH $800 

2367 1962 Mei Lan-fang set of 8. MLH with odd stain/grease marks plus the elusive 3y M/S. As usual with a few light dents & a 
creased lower right corner with minor surface cracks at top. Stamp is MUH as is sheet but selvedge marks/dents are apparent 
from front hence the conservative reserve. This remains a sought after M/S. SG 2037/44 (Cat. £2000) & MS 2045 Cat. £22,000 $1,800 

2368 1963 Folk Dances set of 6 MLH & all marginal (SG 2110/15, Cat. £30) & 1973 Children's Day strip of 5 MUH x 2 strips.           
(SG 2507/11, Cat. £27) (16) $30 

2369 1964 Peonies set of 15 MLH on album page free of faults. SG 2185/99 Cat. £400 as MUH. Also 1952 Gymnastics blocks          
(8 of 10) hinged reprints on thicker white paper & couple of minor Taiwan & North Korea. (54) $100 

2370 1967 Poems of Mao Tse-tung with 8f "Beidahe" (SG 2378, Cat. £1000), 8f "Swimming" (SG 2379, Cat. £1100) & "Changsha" 
(SG 2384, Cat. £40). Very hard to find MUH as fresh as these three. Total cat. £2140 $1,200 

2371 1968 "Revolutionary Literature & Art" (1st issue) MUH marginal set with only Mao & Procession without selvedge. Fine.             
SG 2387/92 Cat. £1000+ $600 

2372 1968 "Revolutionary Literature & Art" (2nd issue). Set of 3 fine MUH. SG 2393/95 Cat. £1350 $800 
2373 1969 Red Lantern Opera MUH marginal pair. Fresh. DSG 2411/12 Cat. £170 $100 
2374 1969 Red Lantern Opera MUH pair. Fresh & fine. DSG 2411/12 Cat. £170 $100 
2375 1971 Taking Tiger Mountain set of 6. Fine MUH with the two high vals having corner selvedges. SG 2435/40 Cat. £330+ $180 
2376 1972 30th Anniv Yenan Forum set of 6. Fresh MUH & marginal. SG 2474/79 Cat. £200 $120 
2377 1973 Ballet set of 4 all MUH & marginal. Superb. SG 2516/19 Cat. £180 $100 
2378 China-Taiwan1954 Relief Fund set of 3. Issued without gum. A fine set with conservative reserve. SG 193/95 Cat. £480 $100 
2379 Cook Is. 1896/1900 & 1913/19 Torea & Queen Makea MLH to 1/- with 10 diff values mainly from former set plus 1913/19 2d & 

1/- perf. 15x14. 10d no gum & thinned. Hingeing varies. Cat. £250 (10) $50 



2380 1936 2/6d, 5/- & £1 "COOK ISLANDS" ovpts on NZ Arms types. Fake corner cancels (partial "COTTESLOE") hence low 
reserve. SG 118/19 & 121 Cat. £350 for postally used. $50 

2381 1977 & 1979 $1 Wildlife stamp & $5 bird coin PNC's both in pres folders. Most attractive. (2) $20 
2382 1943/54 2/6d to £5 "used" with the 2/6d genuinely so, the others with fake corner cancels. A great pity for this set cat. £850 

used & £600 MUH. Reserved accordingly. (6) $90 
2383 1980 Corals complete set with the vals to 30¢ in strips of 4, the 35¢-$1 in se-tenant blocks & $2-$10 as singles. MUH & CTO. 

SG 713/89 Cat. £225+ (154) $50 
2384 Cook Is. Aitutaki 1920 Pictorials set of 6 F/U. SG 24/29 Cat. £90 $30 
2385 Cyprus 1912/15 ½pi green & carmine with "broken triangle" variety. Toning around outer perfs. F/U. SG 75eb Cat. £75 $25 
2386 1928 50th Anniv set of 10 to £1. MLH & much fresher then usually found. £1 virtually MUH. SG 123/32 Cat. £300 $140 
2387 Danzig 1924/25 Arms set of 11 with Official ovpts. MVLH. SG O195/205 Cat. £250 $60 
2388 Denmark 1863 16sk rosy mauve rouletted 11. Large part o.g. A scarce stamp. SG 21 Cat. £1800 $150 
2389 Egypt 1939 King Farouk set of 8 to £E1. Fresh MUH SG 276a/83 Cat. £50 $30 
2390 1944/47 King Farouk set of 18 to £E1. MUH SG 291/301 & 340/46 Cat. £110 $50 
2391 1952 King Farouk set of 17 to £E1 ovptd "King of Egypt & the Sudan". Excl 6m but majority are marginal imprinted corners. 

MUH & attractive. SG 373/91 (ex 377) Cat. £125 (17) $70 
2392 1953 1m x 2, 2m x 2, 5m, 6m, 10m, 13m, 15m, 20m & 22m King Farouk all with misplaced, vertical or double obliterated 

overprinted bars. Fresh MUH. (11) $50 
2393 1953 Agriculture, Defence & Queen Nefertiti set of 19 to £E1. Fresh MUH with most bottom marginal. SG 414/32 Cat. £75 $40 
2394 1953 King Farouk issues of 1944, 1947 & 1952 with portrait obliterated by horiz bars. MUH SG 436/54 & 467/79 Cat £260+ (27) $140 
2395 Estonia-German 1941 "Eesti Post" ovpt on Russia 50k deep violet blue (Mi. 755). Centered right & offered without certificate 

hence low estimate. Mi. 47 Cat. $2500 $150 
2396 Falkland Islands 1904/12 3/- deep green KEVII. Fresh MLH. SG 49b Cat. £180 $90 
2397 1914 10/- red/green KGV. Fresh MLH & well centred. SG 68 Cat. £190 $120 
2398 Faroe Islands 1985-1997 booklet selection incl 1985 Aircraft, 1996 & 1997 Birds & 1997 Christmas. Cat. £85 (4) $20 
2399 Fiji 1903 HALF PENNY on 1½d brown-carmine Reply Post Card. CTO at SUVA with cds dated 1 SP 1903. Good cond. H&G 6 $30 
2400 1912/23 £1 purple & black on red KEVII, Die II. F/U but a little faded at top reflected in low reserve. SG 157a Cat. £325 $70 
2401 1912/23 £1 purple & black on red KEVII, Die II. MVLH verging on MUH. SG 157a Cat. £250 $180 
2402 1918 (28th May) 1d red KGV embossed env (H&G B2) used to USA & uprated with 2 x 1d KGV, one on both sides & tied by 

LEVUKA cds’s. T10c in blue crayon & straight-line "Postage due 2 cents" in violet with 2c US Postage Due affixed. Attractive. $40 
2403 1918 Postage Dues set ovptd "SPECIMEN" Some glazing/adherences to 3d & 4d no gum but well centred.SG D6/10s Cat £160 $25 
2404 1940 Postage Dues set of 8 all used but with suspicious corner cancels showing part "TTE" or "OT" (possibly from a 

COTTESLOE WA cds?). No dates visible & reserved accordingly. Cat. £650 $30 
2405 France1853/61 1f carmine imperf with 4 wide margins. Would appear a used FORGERY? SG 72 Cat. £3500 if genuine $50 
2406 1867/85 10f green Type II. F/U with dealers mark on reverse. SG 231 Cat. £300 $30 
2407 1870 (13th Dec) Balloon Mail entire with 20¢ Napoleon III tied by "etoile" part of duplex. Minor tears at top where opened but 

date stamp & address are clear. An attractive example. $300 
2408 1871/78 30¢ black Postage Due with 4 clear to wide margins. A little toning but should clean up easily. SG D213 Cat. £180 $50 
2409 1949/50 1000f Paris Air. Fresh MUH. SG 1059 Cat. £200 $60 
2410 1953, 1954, 1956 & 1957 National Relief sets. All fine MUH. Cat. £350+ $80 
2411 French Colonies-Ivory 1922/34 60 on 75c with surcharged omitted. Fine MLH. SG 83a Cat. £140 $50 
2412 1922/34 90 on 75c with surcharged omitted. Right marginal MLH but a couple of small gum thins. SG 88a Cat. £200 $50 
2413 1939 90c Rene Caillie with "Cote D' Ivoire" ovpt omitted in vertical MUH left marginal strip of 5. Fine SG 163a Cat. £900 as MLH $200 
2414 Gambia 1912/22 KGV defins Mult Crown/CA wmk set to 3/- (excl 1/6d) MLH plus 1922/29 1/-, 1/6d, 2/-, 4/-, 10/- & £1 used 

fiscally & ignored in total cat. price of £160. (24) $60 
2415 1953/59  QEII Pictorials to 10/-. Fresh MVLH SG 171/84 Cat. £90 as MUH $20 
2416 Germany 1875/99 2m deep claret. Fine & fresh MLH. SG 38d Cat. £110 $25 
2417 1899/1900 2m "Reichspost" Fresh MLH. SG 63 Cat. £130 $40 
2418 1902 2m "Reichspost" Type I. Fine MLH. SG 78a Cat. £120 $30 
2419 1905 2pf & 25pf Officials. MVLH pair of the key vals. SG O90 & O95 Cat. £125 $30 
2420 1905 Officials set of 6. F/U, perf faults on 2pf, 10pf & 20pf. SG O90/95 Cat. £240 $40 
2421 1912 1m "Gelber Hund" surcharge on 10pf Rhine Airmail. F/U Mi. IV Cat. €200+ $60 
2422 1920 "Deutsches Reich" ovpt on 20m Bavaria with "straight top to "R" variety. Fine MLH. SG 136s Cat. £60 $20 
2423 1920 "Deutsches Reich" ovpt on 3m Bavaria with "straight top to "R" variety. Fine top marginal MUH example. (Hinge mark on 

front of selvedge). Mi. Cat. €130 $30 
2424 1922 Fund for the Old & Children. F/U postally used pair. SG 247/48 Cat. £70 $25 
2425 1922/23 50mk Posthorn on "fiscal" paper with four pronged wmk. Two F/U examples. Mi. 209 Py Cat. €1100 each (Total $3500) $500 
2426 1923 Gold Currency Numeral defins set of 6. Fine MUH. Mi. 338/43 Cat. €100+ $20 
2427 1924 Airs set of 7. MUH bar 100l which is MVLH. 50l centred left otherwise vg centering. SG 358/64, Mi. 344-50 Cat. €1500 $350 
2428 1926 20pf Beethoven. Fresh MUH. SG 407 $20 
2429 1927 ILO ovpts set of 3 F/U. A difficult set so fine. SG 421/23 Cat. £300 $60 
2430 1928 Zeppelins set of 3 F/U. 4m bottom marginal. SG 443/45 Cat. £185 $40 
2431 1928 4m Zeppelin pair F/U on piece. Pulled perf on bottom stamp. SG 445 Cat. £110 $25 
2432 1929 50pf + 40pf Welfare Fund. F/U SG 455 Cat. £140 $30 
2433 1930 IPOSTA M/S MUH. MS 464a Cat. £600 + premium (x3) $250 
2434 1931 Polar Flight set with the 1 & 2m having PFORZHEIM machine cancels & 4m with neat Berlin cds. SG 469/71 Cat. £1300 $200 
2435 1933 1m & 4m Chicago World Flight used, the latter with heavy cancel. SG 510 & 512 Cat. £900 $120 
2436 1933 10th Anniv M/S. Stamps fine MUH but wrinkles in selvedge to left & right. SG MS525a with stamps alone cat. £1300 MUH $300 
2437 1934 2m & 3m Airs with 5 of each good used. Mainly machine cancels. SG 535/36 Cat. £480 (10) $90 
2438 1935 OSTROPA M/S very fine used with FDI pictorial cachets. Note traces of photo corners with shade changes each corner. 

MS 576a Cat. £1100 $200 
2439 1935 OSTROPA M/S used on opened-out Konigsberg registered cover to Furth. Small stain on left selvedge & dark appearance 

caused by the acidic gum. Further backstamp of 26.6.35. The FDI being 23.6.35 with both M/S & 6pf Hindenburg on front  tied 
by FDI Exhibition pmk. Despite the staining, a rare & worthwhile item. SG MS 576a Cat. £1100. Mi. Cat. €1500 FDI on cover   $250 

2440 1946 Wittenberg-Lutherstadt unofficial privately produced imperf M/S on whitish ochre paper. Fine MUH. Mi. Bi III Cat. €120 $50 
2441 Germany West 1949 Refugee Relief Fund set F/U. SG 1039/42 Cat. £200 $75 
2442 1949 Relief Fund set of 4 MUH. Some light gum tone spotting. SG 1039/42 Cat. £170 $30 
2443 1950 Bach pair MLH. SG 1043/44 Cat. £170 as MUH $30 
2444 1951/52 Posthorns complete set of 7 to 25pf. Fine MUH SG 1045/53 Cat. £250 $100 
2445 1951/52 50pf blue-grey Posthorn. MUH. SG 1056 Cat. £225 $75 
2446 1951/52 70pf yellow Posthorn. MUH. SG 1058 Cat. £550 $180 
2447 1951/52 80pf rose red Posthorn. Fresh MUH. SG 1059 Cat. £600 $200 



2448 1951/52 90pf yellow green Posthorn. Fine MUH. SG 1060 Cat. £600 $200 
2449 1951 30pf Rontgen MUH. SG 1073 Cat. £95 $30 
2450 1952 30pf Otto marginal MUH & used, plus 1953 30pf Liebig used. SG 1076 & 1092 Cat. £85 $30 
2451 1952 Relief Fund set of 4. Fine Used. SG 1082/85 Cat. £150 $40 
2452 1953 Relief Fund set of 4. Fine Used. Blunt corner on 4pf+2pf. SG 1099/1102 Cat. £120 $30 
2453 1954/60 Pres Heuss complete set of 20. Fresh MUH. SG 1103/22 Cat. £400 $150 
2454 Germany-Allied 1947/48 1 mk dark olive yellow (fluorescent) on piece with crisp Dachau Memorial cachet dated 15.5.47.      

Mi. 959b Cat. €600 used & known as the "golden dove" from its fluorescence. $100 
2455 Germany-East 1950 DEBRIA M/S used with Exhib cachet dated 30 Aug 1950. Mi. BL7 Cat. €140 ($225) $40 
2456 1961 DDR 80pf Ulbricht, 1978 Stamp Day, 1991 Gas Congress & Saar 10¢ on 2f grey all in complete MUH sheets. STC $400 $40 
2457 Germany-Lobau 1945 12pf + 6 pf "Stormtroopers" with WWII occupation "D" octagonal ovpt. Mi. 28ND Cat. €80 MUH $25 
2458 Germany-Occupation of 1941 Reisainiai 80k Russia ovpt MUH. Mi. 9 Cat. €60 & Pleiskan (Russia) 30k MUH block of 4. 

(creased) Mi. 8 Cat. €320 $50 
2459 Germany-Occupation of Serbia 1942/43 duplicated sets. Monasteries (SG G58/68), Officials SG GO78, Postage Dues         

SG G82/88. All x 10 used or CTO. Cat £750 $30 
2460 Germany-Saar 1955 15f+5f "Mother and Child" Red Cross proof "minister block". Only 200 issued. MI 360M Cat. €150 $50 
2461 Germany-Saxony 1945 (23rd June) Dresden cancelled 12 "red to deep red" with "POSTA" in Cyrillic letters on piece but 

obvious forgery in lake-purple. Mi. 41 Cat. €800 for genuine $50 
2462 1946 Land Reform pair on cigarette paper in blocks of 4. CTO by Meresburg cds's dated 04.10.46. Mi. 90/91w Cat. €70 ($110) $25 
2463 1947 "LIMBACH (SACHS)" ovpt on 1946 1mk Allied Zone. Issued in memory of People's Solidarity Week 28 July - 4 Aug 1946. 

Issue details noted in Michel Specialised cat. Fresh MUH. $30 
2464 German Colonies-South West Africa  1897/1900 25pf orange unissued ovpt with hyphen. Fresh MVLH. Cat. €300 $90 
2465 Germany-Theresienstadt 1943 Ghetto label in dark grey green with line perf 10½. MUH marginal example. Michel Cat. €450 $150 
2466 Germany-Third Reich 1939 & 1940 Winter Relief fund booklets plus a 1941 2rm Hitler all complete & fresh. The latter a trifle 

"bent". SG SB 45 (Cat. £170), SB47 (Cat. £170) & SB48 (Cat. £160). The total Cat. £500 $200 
2467 1942 24pf brown-orange Official with horizontal gum breaker. No gum, barely visible lines but with Graf Strachwitz guarantee 

handstamp on reverse showing "y" (horizontal gum breaker). Mi. 16 3y Cat. €400 ($650) $120 
2468 Germany-Thuringia 1945 "Christmas" M/S. CTO with four 22.2.46 cds's of Oberlind (Thur). Fine Mi. Bl.2t Cat. €3200 ($5100) $800 
2469 Germany-Wurttemberg 1851 18kr black on violet imperf on piece, Type I, tied by Alishausen "stirrup" cancel dated                   

28 SEP 1852. Lovely. Mi. 5I Cat. €900 ($1450) $300 
2470 Gibraltar 1889 25 Centimos on 2½d bright blue with "broken N" variety. F/U example. SG 18b Cat. £100 $60 
2471 Gilbert & Ellice Is. 1911 ovpts on 1/- Fiji with light & indistinct corner cancels. May be faked cancels. SG 1/7 Cat. £180 as MLH $30 
2472 1912/24 KGV to 5/- set of 12 used or CTO. The 4d, 6d, 2/-, 2/6d & 5/- with fake corner cancels (partial "COTTESLOE"). SG 

12/23 Cat. £200 postally used.    $40 
2473 1922 10/- green & red on emerald. F/U but fake corner cancel showing "OT" of COTTESLOE. SG 35 Cat £375 if genuinely used $30 
2474 1940 Postage Dues set of 8. CTO but with dubious lower corner cancels. SG D1/D8 Cat. £275 if genuinely used $25 
2475 Greenland 1905 5ore orange-brown Parcel Post, perf.12. Fresh MLH. SG P2 Cat. £650 $150 
2476 Hong Kong 1917/21 $10 purple & black on red KGV ovptd "CHINA". Good to F/U with good colour. Attractive but for a rounded 

top left corner. SG 17 Cat. £700 $90 
2477 1937 (28th Aug) Hong Kong & China Gas Company Limited "Depost Receipt" for $30 with 10c HK Stamp Duty tied by dated 

cachet Signed by "Asst Accountant" with original "Gas Gives Instant Hot Water" delivery env. Attractive & scarce genuine usage $40 
2478 1954 $2 reddish violet & scarlet QEII showing "short character" variety. F/U with normal for comparison. SG 189a Cat. £50 $20 
2479 Hungary 1934 Budapest Philatelic Exhibition M/S. Fine MUH. SG MS568 Cat. £225 as MLH $60 
2480 Iceland 1921/30 10k on 5k black & brown. Fresh MLH. A difficult stamp. SG 150a cat. £450 $100 
2481 India 1890/91 10r blue-green Telegraphs handstamped "SPECIMEN". MUH SG cat. £140 as MLH but "SPECIMEN" worth less. $20 
2482 India 1978 (29th May) 25th Anniv First Ascent of Mount Everest Nepalese stamp & silver medallion cover signed by Edmund 

Hillary & Sirdar Tenzing Norgay in folder with Franklin Mint COA. Exc cond. Similar sold in Ace Auctions No. 15 for $80 +BP. $60 
2483 Indian States-Charkhari 1931 Pictorial set of 9 to 5r. Fresh MLH. SG 45/53 Cat. £55 $25 
2484 Indian States-Jaipur 1931 Investiture set of 12 to 5r. The 1r a little toned, 3a with trimmed perfs at left, otherwise fine & very 

fresh MLH. A very hard to find set. SG 40/51 Cat. £450  $120 
2485 1932 Maharaja Singh II "POSTAGE & REVENUE" set of 6 to 2r. Fresh & fine MLH, the top value scarce. SG 52/57 Cat. £180 $70 
2486 Indian States-Kishangarh 1904/10 Madan Singh Perkins Bacon set of 9 to 5r. ½a, 1a & 4a perf. 13½, others perf 12½. Odd 

minor blemish otherwise MLH & well above average for a difficult set. SG 42/50 Cat. £140 $50 
2487 Indian States-Soruth 1929 Pictorial set of 8 to 1r. MLH with odd gum blemish but mostly fine & attractive. SG 49/56 Cat. £90 $40 
2488 Indian States-Travancore 1939 set of 7 to 14ch, perf 12½. MLH. Couple of shortish perfs but lovely fresh colours from first 

printing. SG 64/70 Cat. £75 $30 
2489 Italy 1863 2c brown block of 4. 2 MLH & 2 MUH. SG 9 Cat. £170+ $40 
2490 1877 20c orange-buff. MLH with a couple of stained perfs at base but not detracting from this low reserve stamp. SG 22 £5500 $200 
2491 1901 20c King Victor Emmanuel MUH block of 6. Centred left with some perf separation but compensated by bottom "LIRE" 

imprint selvedge. SG 66 Cat. £140+ $40 
2492 1901 50c Victor Emmanuel. Centred top left but the key stamp of the set. MVLH with typical brownish gum. SG 70 Cat. £950 $100 
2493 1901 5l King Victor Emmanuel MUH marginal block of 4. Centred high. One stamp MVLH.SG 72 Cat. £140+ $60 
2494 1923/27 50c on 55c purple block of 8. 6 MUH, 2 MLH. Centred low right but fresh. SG 144 Cat. £250+ $50 
2495 1923 Manzoni set of 6. Centering is above average for this set. Fine MLH. SG 155/60 Cat. £1000 $200 
2496 1931 75c St Antony of Padua, perf. 12. F/U example with a couple of shortish perfs. SG 308a Cat. £275 $50 
2497 1945/46 25l green Peace MUH & 30l blue Planting & 100l carmine Justice MLH. SG 666/67 & 669 Cat. £1190 as MUH (3) $150 
2498 1948 50l Centenary. Well centred & fine MUH. SG 716 Cat. £200 $40 
2499 1950 Radio Conf. pair. Fresh & well centered MUH. SG 749/50 Cat. £400+ $75 
2500 Italian Colonies 1934 5l & 10l Football. MUH. SG 79/80 Cat. £200 as MLH $60 
2501 Italy-Corfu & Paxos 1941 10d Greece ovptd "CORFU". Fresh MUH. SG 16 Cat. £600 $150 
2502 Jamaica 1860 1/- dull brown QV with pineapple wmk showing the "$" for "S" in "SHILLING" variety. Fine used. SG 6c Cat. £600 $100 
2503 Japan 1949 8y Flying Geese (Philatelic Week) MVLH. SG 556 Cat. £140 as MUH $30 
2504 Kenya & Uganda 1922/27 1/- to 10/- KGV. Fresh MLH. SG 87/94 Cat. £300 $180 
2505 KUT 1890/95 British East Africa Light & Liberty set of 16. Excls 8a grey but incls 1895 new colours. MLH but 8a blue is toned. 

SG 4/9, 11/19 (ex 13) & 29/30 Cat. £280 (16) $90 
2506 1890/95 8a grey Light & Liberty. Fine used with 1893 cds. Shortish perf top right corner. SG 13 Cat. £225 $50 
2507 1895 "BRITISH EAST AFRICA" h/s's on 4a & 4R MLH (Cat. £265) plus ½a, 2½a, 4a, 4½a, 5a, 8a & 3R mint but without gum. 

(£1245 as MLH). Straight edge base of 4a MLH & 3R & 2 sides of 4R. (9) $200 
2508 1896/1901 QV small type set of 15 to 5R. MLH but varying hingeing with odd remnant. SG 65/79 Cat. 400 $150 
2509 1897/1903  2R orange QV large type. MLH & well centred. SG 93 Cat. £140 $60 
2510 1903/04 1R to 5R KEVII. Mint without gum & minor surface thin top of 1R val. Reasonable centering. SG 9/13 Cat £550 as MLH $50 



2511 1903/04 1R, 2R, 5R, 10R KEVII, wmk CC & 1904/07 4R Mult Crown CA wmk all with 2 parallel lines horizontally penned on 
face from 12mm to 15mm apart. Possibly used as PO Staff Training stamps. Fault at base of 1R. If postally used this group 
would catalogue £1100 (excluding 1R) (5) $100 

2512 1919 4c on 6c KGV scarlet with "4 cents" surcharge inverted. Brandon certificate (1999) stating "unused is genuine but 
regummed". Also vertical pair with surcharge misplaced resulting in "missing bars" on lower unit. SG 64c Cat. £325 & SG 64a $150 

2513 1922/27 2/50d brown. Good to fine used with light part slogan cancel. SG 89 Cat. £110 $40 
2514 1922/27 KGV set to £1 incl shades of 1¢, 5¢, 20¢ & both 3/-. Fine & fresh MLH. Small stain & thin spot at right of 7/50d value. 

SG 79/95 Cat £475 (26) $250 
2515 1935/37 KGV to £1 excl 15c but incls 5¢ "rope joined to sail" variety. MLH, £1 has short perf. SG 110/23 & 111a Cat. £435 (15) $180 
2516 1935/37 £1 black & red. Fine used. SG 123 Cat. £375 $150 
2517 1938/45 1¢ KGVI with "damaged value tablet" in positional block plate 4B with variety as 3rd stamp on top row of 7 lower right 

corner block of 14. MLH on lower selvedge only. Sold in 2000 at Sandfayre postal bid sale for £55 +BP. SG 131ac Cat. £100+ $60 
2518 1938/45 1¢ KGVI "retouched value tablet" variety on plate 4A block of 14. SG 131ad Cat. £45+ $30 
2519 1938/54 KGVI 5¢ (SG 133a), 10¢ (SG 135c), 50¢ (SG 144 ea.), 1/- (SG 145b), 3/- (SG 147ac) all perf. 13x12½  plus  50¢     

(SG 144) in perf 13x11¾.. All MUH, the last mentioned centred to base. Total Cat £125 (6) $30 
2520 1938/54 £1 black & red, perf 11¾x13. MLH & well centred. A very scarce stamp in fine cond. SG 150 Cat. £500 as MUH $150 
2521 1941/2 70c on 1/- marginal block of 6 with lower left Afrikaans unit showing "crescent moon" flaw caused by raised screw head 

in the surcharging form. Left pair (incl variety) has light vertical bend. SG 154a (variety cat. £70) plus normal 2 pairs cat. £22 x 2 $40 
2522 1954/59 QEII defins to £1 incl both 2/- shades. Fresh MUH. SG 167/80 & 177a Cat. £155 $60 
2523 Korea 1903 2wn purple on orange. MLH with hinge remnant. SG 62 Cat. £450 $100 
2524 Labuan 1904 "LABUAN 4 cents" overprint on 50c Arms with double overprint. Fine MUH & 1 of only 50 from the affected sheet. 

Ceremuga Cert. (2007) SG 136a Cat. £375 $220 
2525 Luxembourg 1956 Europa set of 3. Fine MLH. SG 609/11 Cat. £450+ $60 
2526 1957 Europa set of 3. Fresh MLH. SG 626/28 Cat. £240 $30 
2527 Malaya-Johore 1891 2c on 24c QV, type 17 ovpt. F/U marginal block of 4. Superb. SG 17 Cat. £240 $160 
2528 Malaya-Negri Sembilan 1898/1900 4c on 8c dull purple & ultramarine with surcharge ovpt in black. Normal in green for 

comparison. Fine used & a scarce stamp in excellent cond. SG20 Cat. £1500 $400 
2529 Malaya-Penang1965/68 Flowers. Selection of varieties incl 5c with inverted wmk (5, incl block of 4), 6c yellow misplaced to 

right, 10c black misplaced to left, 10c block of 4 with partial double perfs, etc. Mostly MUH/MLH with four used. (27) $50 
2530 Malaya-Perak 1889 4c brown official with P.G.S. ovpt having “No stop after S” variety. MLH but heavy gum toning reflected in 

conservative reserve. SG O2b Cat £200 $60 
2531 1889 6c lilac official with P.G.S. ovpt having “Wide space between G & S” variety. Mint but hinge remainder. SG O3a Cat. £190 $75 
2532 1889 10c slate official with P.G.S. ovpt. MLH. SG O5 Cat. £75 $40 
2533 1900 "Three Cent" surcharge on $1 green & pale green with attractive squared circle cancel for Taiping Post Office but with 

vertical crease. (Cat.  £150 if fine) Also Trengganu 1917/18 Red Cross 3¢ +2¢ (Cat. £10) & 3 unrelated items from Greece (SG 
741, unused with faults), Paraguay SG 3 (Cat. £90 MLH but probably a reprint) & Iran SG 531 (ditto). (5) $30 

2534 Malaya-Straits 1867/72 32c pale red QV, wmk Crown CC. Fresh MLH with minor gum creasing. SG 18 Cat. £650 $250 
2535 Malaya-Straits Settlements1905 (8th July) Leo Quick illustrated env (front only) addressed to his mother in Guernsey with 4c 

KEVII pair tied by Singapore cds with neighbouring strike. Poor cond but rare with few illust covers from this part of the world. $30 
2536 Malaya-Straits 1936/37 KGV set of 14 to $5 (excl $1). Lower vals MLH, 40¢ gum thin but 50¢ & $5 MUH. SG 260/74 (excl 272) 

Cat. £180+ premium for MUH $100 
2537 Malta1928 ovpts to 10/- MLH (many low/mid values MUH). SG 174/92, Cat. £200 (19) $100 
2538 Mauritius1881 "TWO CENTS" on 17c rose. F/U with attractive Mauritius cds but a few blunt perfs at base. SG 119 Cat. £150 $40 
2539 Monaco1933/39 20f Palace Gardens. Fine MLH & well centered. SG 142 Cat. £200 $50 
2540 1955 Monte Carlo Car rally with sheet margin. Fresh MUH. SG 517 Cat. £110 $30 
2541 Natal QV £1 green, £1/10/- lilac & blue & £5 yellow green & carmine revenues in good cond but odd minor fault. All used with 

fiscal cancels, the £1/10/- in m/s dated 1893. (3) $50 
2542 Netherlands 1899/1923 7½c brown Queen Wilhelmina tete-beche gutter pair. MUH/MLH but tone spots & toned gum reflected 

in reserve. NVPH cat. €750 ac as MUH $75 
2543 1924 7½¢ brown tete-beche pair MLH. SG 178a Cat. £100 $30 
2544 1926/30 2½g Queen Wilhelmina, perf. 12½, marginal MUH. SG 302a Cat. £150 as MLH, Mi. 169b Cat. €260 as MUH $60 
2545 1950 Child Welfare set on official FDC. NVPH €450, Mi. €250 $60 
2546 1953 "Summer Series" Flowers FDC with neat typed address to Sweden. NVPH Cat. Value €160 $40 
2547 New Hebrides1908 Fiji overprinted set of 8 CTO. SG 1a & 2/8 Cat. £50+ $30 
2548 1910 ½d to 1/- KEVII set of 7 ovpts. Good to F/U but 2½d, 5d & 1/- with dubious corner cancels, others genuine. SG 10/16 $25 
2549 1920/21 1d x 4 & 2d surcharges F/U with light cds's. SG 30/34 Cat. £120 (5) $30 
2550 1925 Postage Dues MUH but some toning/tropicalisation. SG D1-D5 Cat. £150 $30 
2551 1938 Defins set of 12 to 10f. 5f & 10f are lightly toned otherwise MLH. Reserve allows for toning. SG 52/63 Cat. £325 as MUH $40 
2552 1938 Postage Dues MLH with minor toning on 5c & 20c. Strong colours. SG D6/D10 Cat. £180 $30 
2553 1949 UPU "French" set in corner selvedge examples with guide lines MLH in selvedge only plus "English" set in vertical pairs 

MLH on top selvedge & lower stamp. Fresh. SG Cat £25+ $15 
2554 New Zealand QV fiscals to 2/6d x 11. (latter damaged corner) in mixed cond. Also "LAND DEEDS" 1/- (small x 2 & 1 large), 

"LAW COURTS" 1/- & 3/-, 1920 3d Victory & 1935 4d Mitre Peak. Also a 1/- QV second sideface fiscally used. (19) $30 
2555 1857/63 6d pale brown imperf (Cat. £350) or perf. 13 (Cat. £6500) with traces of perfs - you decide! Fine used. SG 14 or 32 $50 
2556 1864/71 1/- yellow green perf. 12½. F/U by light OTAGO duplex. SG 125 Cat. £120 $20 
2557 1878 5/- grey QV. Good used. Blunt lower right corner & centred right but a useful space-filler. SG 186 Cat. £300 $20 
2558 1897 6d blue & 1/- red Great Barrier Island Pigeongram Triangulars. Fresh looking pair without gum. (2) $50 
2559 1899 ½d to 2/- Postage Dues. Unused set with 8d onwards having no gum. Frontally fresh. SG D2/12 & D16 Cat £500+ as MLH $250 
2560 1906 Christchurch Exhibition set of 4. Fine MLH. SG 370/73 Cat. £275 $130 
2561 1906 Christchurch Exhibition labels complete set of 7 without gum & showing tone spots. No. 6 (Maori panel) is thinned top left 

but others with full perfs, except No.1 featuring Maori alongside map which is imperf. Seldom seen better than this. (7) $100 
2562 1913/37 Govt Life Insurance group with ½d, 1d, 1½d black, 2d bright purple & 3d yellow brown MUH & 1½d chestnut, 2d yellow, 

3d brown lake & 6d carmine pink MVLH. SG L24/31 & 35 Cat. £240 (9) $70 
2563 1920 Victory set of 7 incl both 1d shades & the 2d surcharge. Fresh MLH. SG 453/59 Cat. £65 $60 
2564 1925 4d Dunedin Exhibition with "POSTAGF" variety. MLH. SG 465a Cat. £100 $50 
2565 1926 Admirals on Jones chalk surfaced paper. Fresh MLH, 3/- MVLH. SG 466/67 Cat. £190 $200 
2566 1928 2/- Admiral ovptd "OFFICAL". Fresh MLH. SG O112 Cat. £85 $70 
2567 1937 Queenstown sheetlet of 10 cinderellas showing contemporary tourist posters. Original designs by D Badcock. Printed by 

Coulls Somerville Wilkie Ltd, Dunedin for AR Skinner in Queenstown. Exc MUH cond. $20 
2568 1954/63 QEII officials to 3/- incl surcharges. Fine MUH. SG O159/67 Cat. £40 $30 



2569 1958 (27th Aug) 6d 30th Anniv of Kingsford Smith's First Tasman Flight hand painted preliminary artwork in watercolour shades 
of blue highlighted with China white showing Kingsford Smith, a modern airliner & the "Southern Cross" in flight drawn by JE 
Lyle. Not overly dis-similar to the final design being in the same shades of blue. Still mounted to original design "Fashion Plate" 
board & lettered "B" being the second drawing by Lyle. Framed by simulated perforations measuring 23cms x 15cms & labelled 
"Comprehensive "Rough" for Finished Line Original". Richard Breckon has confirmed that there is no preliminary artwork for the 
Joint Issue in the Australia Post Archives. However, several die proofs inscribed New Zealand are held by Australia Post. This 
confirms preliminary designs can properly be treated & exhibited as Australian material also. Most attractive & a wonderful 
introduction piece to a New Zealand or Australian/NZ Airmail exhibit. Ex JE Lyle & depicted in PSNZ Vol. IV on   page 258. $2,000 

2570 1970 (2nd Dec) Chatham Islands set of 3 plus 1c & 2c coins Registered Waitangi (provisional label with green h/s). A most 
attractive PNC & first we have seen of this type. Complete with original posting slip. Exc cond. $25 

2571 1971 (20th Jan) 20c Maori Tattoo stamp & 20c kiwi PNC pmkd & registered Christchurch. Exc cond. $20 
2572 1975 (1st Oct) Christmas $1 stamp & coin PNC Registered at Christchurch. No. 11 of 60. VG cond & rarely seen $20 
2573 2015 Singapore Exhibition joint issue Miniature Sheets from the exhibition printers stand. Hence perforated on site in full sheets 

resulting in full sheet selvedge showing colour bars & guide lines. One MUH & one CTO with Exhibition cancel. Scarce. (2) $40 
2574 2015 Singapore World Stamp Exhibition complete sheets of the Northern Royal Albatross M/S's in both imperf & perforated 

forms. Also a major mis-perforated sheet resulting in the stamps design area being out by 4cms. 8 separate M/S's per complete 
sheet printed & perforated by Southern Colour Print & only available from their stand at the exhibition. A most attractive 
"printers" cinderella & nice to have the "error" sheet in the trio! (3 complete sheets) $60 

2575 New Zealand - Ross Dep 1967 Decimals set of 4 to 15c in fresh MUH marginal blocks of 4. SG 4/7 Retail $400         $60 
2576 Niue 1918/29 10/- maroon postal fiscal De La Rue ovptd "NIUE". MVLH. SG 36 Cat. £140 $40 
2577 1902 1d Universal with "NIUE" ovpt in bluish green. Double circle cds in violet. SG 1 Cat. £300 $200 
2578 Northern Rhodesia 1951 (15th Oct) Kitwe registered airmail cover to Victoria franked with 1/-, 4d & 3d KGVI tied by Kitwe 

cds’s. Nairobi, Sydney & Melbourne b/s's. Unusual & in good cond. $30 
2579 1963 Postage Due set of 6 to 1/-. F/U/CTO. SG D5/D10 Cat. £65       $50 
2580 Nyasaland 1921/33 KGVI set of 13 to 10/-. Fresh MVUH/MLH. SG 100/13 Cat. £275 $180 
2581 Pakistan 1961 2p & 7p new currency range of ovpt errors incl "PAIS" (missing last "A") in block with normal, "PASIA" ditto, "2 

PAISA" double & inverted on 3ps "SERVICE" with normal for comparison. See note below SG 127. These unlisted errors are 
amongst the many emanating from Times Press rather than the more carefully checked Pakistan Security Printing Corp work. $30 

2582  Rhodesia 1905 Victoria Falls set of 6 to 5/-. 1d, 2/6d & 5/- MVLH, others average to heavy. SG94/99 Cat. £300 $90 
2583 1910/13 1d carmine perf. 15 top marginal block of 4. MUH & scarce thus. SG 170 Cat. £1200 plus premium for MUH $400 
2584 1910/13 Double Heads selection of 15 to £1. Good to fine used incl 2 shades of ½d to 8d & then mint hinged before a F/U £1 

(SG 166). Excls 5/-, 7/6d & 10/-. Odd minor fault, 2/- toned but £1 rose scarlet & bluish black is fault free. Approx. cat. £900 $250 
2585 Rhodesia - British South Africa Co 1896 "THREE PENCE" on 5/- yellow. Bottom marginal MUH example. SG 53 Cat. £190+ $120 
2586 Russia 1906 2k deep green & 10k blue complete sheets of 100 in 4 panes with "2" selvedge imprints. Some small tone spots 

on selvedge of 2k & minor wear on selvedges of each otherwise fine MUH. SG 93 & 98a Cat. £1000+ $75 
2587 1933 35k + 70k Leningrad Philatelic Exhibition surcharge. Centered low but F/U with a genuine cancel. SG 607 Cat. £225 $50 
2588 Samoa 1895 OHMS "Western Pacific High Commission" cover with 1/- perf. 12½ diagonal bisect on cover to Sydney tied by 

29/4/98 cds in blue which corresponds to the footnote in SG: "Following a fire on 1 April 1895 which destroyed stocks of all 
stamps except the 1/- value perf. 12½, this was used as a 2½d stamp for overseas letter between 24 April & May 1895 and was 
cancelled in blue". Sydney MY 12 95 arrival cds on reverse. Some minor insect damage bottom right not affecting stamp or 
pmks. A very scarce cover & stamp. SG 55 Cat. £1500 plus premium on cover $600 

2589 1935 10/- Arms right marginal MUH example. SG 191 Cat. £70 + premium for MUH $40 
2590 1958 2/7d, 6/- & 9/9d set of 3 complete booklets with greaseproof paper interleaving & typical staple rust but contents fine.      

SG SB 1/3 Cat. £475 $120 
2591 Singapore 1948 $5 Silver Wedding good to fine used block of 4 with odd blunt perf. Nice genuine usage. SG 32 Cat. £200+  $120 
2592 Solomon Islands 1940 1d to 1/6d set of 8 Postage Dues. F/U with genuine cancels. SG D1/D8 Cat. £130 $70 
2593 South Africa - Cape of Good Hope 1853 1d pale brick-red on deeply blued paper. Good to F/U with close to huge margins.  

Ex Sotheby's. SG 1 Cat. £450 $150 
2594 1859 1/- deep dark green fine used by indistinct cancel. Close to large margins with rich colour. Ex Sotheby's. SG 8b Cat. £550 $200 
2595 1863/64 1d deep carmine-red horiz pair. Close to large margins. Fine MLH with stunning colour. Ex Sotheby's. SG 18 Cat. £600 $200 
2596 South Africa - Mafeking 1900 6d on 3d magenta with "MAFEKING 6d BESIEGED" ovpt. F/U by meant complete Mafeking 

CGH cds. Light staining on reverse but frontally a lovely stamp. Ex Sotheby's. SG 4 Cat. £350 $200 
2597 South Africa - Natal 1870 (13th June) full strike of "CUSTOM HOUSE PORT NATAL SOUTH AFRICA" on block of 4 QV 6d 

rose fiscals. Usual pert cancel shown on 1d yellow for comparison. Superb. $100 
2598 South Africa - Orange Free State 1904 5/- blue & brown KGV F/U plus 2½d bright blue pair F/U. SG 142 & 147 Cat. £30+ $20 
2599 South Africa - Zululand1888/93 2d grey-green & carmine (GB), 1/- green (GB) & ½d green (Natal) QV with "ZULULAND" 

ovpts. 2d MUH, others MLH. An attractive trio. SG 34, 10 & 13 Cat. £190+ (3) $100 
2600 1892 9d dull purple & blue QV ovpts "ZULULAND". Minute gum inclusion otherwise fresh MUH. SG 9 Cat. £120++ $90 
2601 Swaziland 1933 KGV set of 10 to 10/-. MLH though some heavy hinges & aged gum. Frontally fresh. SG 11/20 Cat. £180 $60 
2602 Sweden 1918 55o pale blue well centred with Philatelic Foundation New York (1985) certificate stating "genuine with traces of 

original gum". A very rare item. SG 82 Cat. £2500 $950 
2603 Switzerland 1915 Pro Juventute used pair with 5¢ cds cancelled & 10¢ machine cancelled. SG J1a/2  Cat. £140+ $30 
2604 1945 5f Peace fine used. SG 458 Cat. £450 $150 
2605 1945 Peace set of 13 fine used with a nice array of cancels. SG 447/59 Cat. £1200+ $300 
2606 1950 Pro Juventute Butterflies & Bee (no portrait) in MUH blocks on 4 leaves beautifully hand-coloured. Stamps alone cat. £60 $25 
2607 Tonga 1963 1d to £1 Pictorials set of 14. Fresh MVLH. SG 101/114 Cat. £65 $20 
2608 1969 8s on 8d South Pacific Games with "Surcharge 11½mm as on 6d" variety. MUH SG 265a Cat. £140 $60 
2609 Turks & Caicos 1900/04 Island badge set 9 plus 2d greyish blue shade. Small stain on gum of 3/-. MLH. SG 101/09 Cat. £130 $50 
2610 1913/21 ½d to 3/- KGV set of 11 fine used. Attractive genuine cancels with strong colour. A lovely set. SG 129/39 Cat. £110 $75 
2611 USA 1893 1¢, 2¢, 4¢, 5¢ & 10¢ Columbian Expo. All without gum. 10c centered right & 5c imperf at top plus 1871 3¢ red 

Washington MLH but creased. A budget group. Cat. £300 as MLH. (6) $30 
2612 1906 Postcard from Perugia, Italy with 10¢ franking insufficient thus two 3¢ PD's affixed in New York. "DUE  6 CENTS" in circle 

& "NEW YORK MAY 9 D N.Y." cds. Odd faulty but remains attractive. Scott Cat. US$80 $20 
2613 Vatican 1933 2l & 2l75 Pope Pius key vals MVLH. SG 30 & 31 Cat. £170 $50 
2614 1933 2l75 black & purple Pope Pius postally used. SG 31 Cat. £100 $40 
2615 1933 Holy Year MLH (Cat. £80), 1934 2l05 on 2l F/U (Cat. £27) & 1953 Airs MLH (1000l toned) & 1948 250l Air MLH. Useful (8) $30 
2616 1938 Archaeology Congress set of 6. MUH, lowest val MLH but extra 25¢. SG 63/68 $40 
2617 1948 500l ultramarine Air. Fresh MVLH. SG 138 Cat. £1000 as MUH $150 
2618 1949 UPU pair MLH. SG 149/50 Cat. £240 as MUH $30 
2619 1949 Express Letter set with 40l perf. 14 MLH & perf. 13x14 MLH & used, 80l perf. 14 MLH x 2 & 35l & 40l MLH. SG E149/50 $40 
2620 Zululand 1894/96 ½d to 2/6d QV. 2/6d with corner crease & aged gum & a couple of toned perfs on 1/- otherwise MLH. 

Frontally fine & a low reserve. SG 20/25 Cat. £200 (7) $50 



 


